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SUMMAltY 

This thesis examines ways in which the design of storm water 

drainage networks can be optimised and proposes, develops and tests 

some such methods. 

The introduction is followed by a r~su~ of current design 

practice and an examination of previous work on the drainage optimisa

tion problem. Methods of estimating the construction cost of a 

drainage ne:twork are detailed and fwctions proposed for modelling 

these costs. 

The optimisation problem may logically be split into two areas, 

namely optimising fixed plan networks and optimising variable plan 

networks. The former involves the simultaneous selection of gradients 

and diameters for a network of pipes fixed in plan. A new Dynamic 

Programming model is proposed for this, having several advantages over 

previously published methods. 

The main area of innovation is, however, in optimising variable 

plan networks. The general plan optimisation problem is seen to be 

far too complex for solution. However~ taking the special case of 

road drainag~ networks» two possible modes of optimisation are defined. 

These are, firstly, the positioning of an unknown number of manholes 

along a drain running between two fixed manholes, and secondly, the 

positioning of an unknown number of cross-drains along a road carriage

way. Both modes include the simultaneous choice of pipe gradients and 

diameters. 

Models for these modes are proposed, with practical computer 

programs being developed and tested. Both models use a novel form of 

Dynamic Programming conceived and developed during this research. 

The thesis ends with a brief outline of a Dynamic Programming 

solution to a rather different variable plan problem, followed by 

suggestions of areas for further study and conclusions of both a 

specific and a general nature. 
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CHAPTER 1 The Objectives 

1.1 The Design Problem 

Large sums of money, in excess of E100m (ref. 1) are spent annually 

on storm drainage networks in Britain alone. In broad terms storm 

drainage optimisation aims to ensure that the best value for money is 

obtained from this investment. 

Ideally this requires that cost-benefit analyses be performed for all 

drainage schemes (see ref. -2) to ensure that the greatest benefit 

results, but in practice this is seldom done explicitly. 

Instead drainage schemes are generally designed to a set of criteria 

chosen on the basis of experience. Such criteria give an informal 

balance between cost and public acceptability. It is of interest to 

note that this form of cost-benefit analysis is implicit in any 

engineering code of practice or set of design criteria. 

The problem facing the designer is thus reduced to that of choosing 

a drainage scheme to meet all the design criteria whilst satisfying 

any constraints imposed by local conditions. The wider question of 

whether the design criteria are optimally suited to his particular 

problem is generally beyond his terms of reference, although he may 

occasionally use his "engineering judgment" to modify design criteria 

locally. 

However, even with this reduced design problem, the designer is still 

left with, in general, an infinite number of possible solutions, all 

of which meet the design criteria whilst satisfying the constraints. 

Assuming that all these solutions have the same benefit, the scheme 

which involves least cost is the best, or optimal, solution. 

1.2 The Research Objectives 

It is the problem of finding the least cost solution for a drainage 

design problem, given a set of criteria and constraints, with which 

the research is concerned. The question of cost is discussed in Chapter 

4, and is taken to be the cost of construction of the drainage network 

expressed in monetary terms. Given sufficient detailed information it 

could include future maintenance and running costs, but as these are often 
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estimated to be a fixed proportion of the initial capital cost, their 

explicit inclusion does not seem justified. 

Attention is limited to the system of underground pipes and manholes 

forming the storm-water drainage network. Excluded are all aspects of 

water quality and treatment and all effects on natural and artificial 

water courses downstream of the network outfall. Also excluded is any 

discussion of flow of storm-water overland before entering the pipe 

network or of detention storage within or outside the network. 

Much of the research relates directly to road drainage as becomes 

apparent in the discussion of optimal plan layout (Chapter 6). However, 

an attempt has been made to retain generality wherever possible so that 

results and conclusions are in many cases relevant to any storm-water 

or indeed foul sewerage network. 

The possibility of optimising drainage design has only arisen since 

the advent of cheap and readily available electronic computers. Most 

medium and large design offices have computing facilities available 

and indeed much analysis of drainage deSigns is already performed by 

computer. 

The objectives of this research therefore include an investigation of 

existing methods for storm drainage optimisation, the development 

of further practical methods for use on a computer, and the implementation 

and testing of such methods. 

The bulk of the research in fact concentrates on optimising the plan 

layout of particular types of drainage network with practical computer 

programs being written and tested for these applications. 
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2.1 

Chapter 2 Designing a Drainage Network 

Principles of Storm drainage 

storm drainage is provided to reduce nuisance and flood damage from 

incident rainfall. Flood damage may occur on natural catchments due 

to prolonged heavy rainfall, but man's influence greatly increases 

the problem. By changing moorland and forest into well drained 

agricultural land both the percentage of rain that flows off the 

land (the percentage runoff) and the speed at which this happens 

increAses. Short, severe storms, which on natural catchments would 

perhaps be partially absorbed with the remaining runoff spread over a 

long period, may cause flooding of channels and fields on agricultural 

land. 

The problem becomes far more severe in the urban catchment. High 

proportions of paved and otherwise largely impermeable areas, such as 

house-roofs, roads, carparks, footpaths, industrial yards, lead to 

large percentage runoffs occurring shortly after the rainfall. A very 

short storm, say a 10 minute cloudburst producing a total of 15 mm of 

rain, which would be insignificant in the countryside could cause severe 

local flooding in a town. 

For this reason extensive storm drainage networks have been and continue 

to be built throughout urban areas. Traditionally the philosophy has 

been to remove the incident rainfall from surfaced areas as quickly as 

possible. InCidentally, however, thought is now being given to ways 

of temporarily detaining the runoff as near to the source as possible 

as a means of economising on the ~rm drainage network downstream. By 

slowing down the drainage flows the flood peak further down the system 

is considerably reduced. This allows the use of smaller pipes, or 

otherwise inadequate existing sewers, and can prevent damage to the 

natural watercourses into which storm sewers eventually flow. 

Three types of urban sewer exist. There is the foul sewer taking 

sewage from domestic, industrial and commercial premises to a sewage 

treatment works or straight out to sea or even into an estuary or 

river. 
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There is the storm sewer taking only rainfall. This generally drains 

to the nearest convenient natural watercourse, but, if it originates from 

a road or industrial premises, it may lead to some form of treatment 

works or ponded storage before the water is released. The third type 

of sewer, rarely installed nowadays, is the combined storm and foul 

sewer, taking both sewage and rain-water. This is generally provided with 

storm overflows allowing water to flow out of the network into water

courses when excess flows develop due to storms. 

This research concentrates largely on storm sewers, although many 

of the methods are also applicable to foul sewage networks. Both types 

may be regarded as "tree-like" networks with the base of the tree at 

the network outfall. Once the flow has entered the network at a 

branch it must follow one path and cannot diverge from that path. For 

this reason combined sewers with storm overflows operational cannot be 

classified in the same way. 

storm water drainage for new roads is an area of special inte~est in 

optimising drainage layout, (See Ch. 6). The design principles are 

however identical to normal urban storm water drainage. 

2.2 Present Practice in Storm Water Drainage Design 

It is the optimal design of storm-water drainage systems conSisting of 

tree-like networks of pipes between manholes with which this research 

is concerned. This section examines how such systems are at present 

designed. 

There are four logical stages:-

a) Identifying the correct design parameters. 

b) Specifying the plan layout of the network. 

c) Designing the gradients and diameters of the pipes. 

d) Detailed specification of drain and manhole construction. 

(a) and (d) are outside the scope of the present research, which thus 

concentrates on optimising the plan layout, pipe gradients and diameters. 
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The choice of correct design parameters is usually established by 

reference to the relevant national Codes of Practice (refs. 3 & 4) or 

locally based design guidelines. Such parameters would include a 

measure of the acceptable risk of flooding (generally given as the 

average period of occurence, or Return Period, of a storm giving flows 

equal to or greater than those designed for), the minimum acceptable 

velocity of flow in a pipe, the minimum acceptable cover over the crown 

of the pipe, and the maximum allowable distance between manholes. 

Such Codes of Practice or guidelines would also cover such standard 

practices as 

(a) keeping drains straight and at constant gradient and diameter 

between manholes, 

(b) having a manhole at every pipe junction (except for gully 

connections) , 

(c) establishing flow capacity and flow velocity by assuming that 

pipes flow just full, (i.e. with no surcharge pressure), and 

by using an acceptable flow formula (e.g. Colebrook -White 

equations). 

The second stage, that of specifying the plan layout of the network gives 

the designer considerable freedom of choice. He must use good judgement 

and experience to select from an infinite number of possible layouts 

one that is reasonably efficient and economical. If he wishes to do so 

he may select several networks and compare designs based on each. If 

he has sufficient information he may indeed estimate the likely construction 

cost of each and select the cheapest, thus performing a very basic 

optimisation, but this is rarely done. 

With the layout specified and the position of all manholes fixed in 

plan, the designer must now specify the gradients and diameters of all 

pipes in the network. For this he needs to know the design flow for 

each pipe. Most drainage design in the U.K. is performed using either 

the Rational or the T.R.R.L. method for establishing cesign flows 

(see ref. 5). The Rational method is explained further in section 

5.11.2. Very briefly, it enables the designer to calculate a flow for 

a pipe which is dependent on the total catchment area for the pipe, 
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the average percentage runoff, and the time taken for flow to reach 

the downstream end of the pipe from the most remote part of the 

catchment. 

The designer may now assign a gradient and diameter to each pipe such 

that its capacity is greater than or equal to its design flow. For 

an individual pipe there are likely to be several possible solutions. 

For example a large pipe at a shallow gradient will convey the same 

flow as a small pipe at a steep gradient. The number of different 

possible solutions for a network of pipes soon becomes very large 

indeed. For example with just 10 pipes in the network and with a choice 

of 3 different diameters for each pipe, 3 10 or 59049 different possible 

solutions exist, assuming no design criterion or other constraint is 

violated. 

standard practice, however, is for the designer to place the pipe as 

close to the ground surface as is permissible. This could be governed 

by a minimum cover criterion or by a minimum velocity of flow constraint. 

The smallest pipe diameter is then chosen that will provide the required 

flow capacity. This procedure is based on the assumption that the 

shallowest solution is the cheapest, an erroneous supposition which can 

lead to designs considerably more expensive than necessary as will be 

shown in subsequent chapters. 

The last part of the design process is the detailed design and 

specification for the drains and manholes. Although these may influence 

costs considerably, it is not the author's intention to investigate this 

part of the design process, except to say that in general the "detailed 

design" consists of the selection of appropriate standard designs from 

local or national guidelines. 

2.3 System Constraipts. 

The nature of the constraints on the design of a storm drainage net

work can fundamentally affect the optimisation procedure adopted. It 

is worth while here considering in some detail each of these possible 

constraints. They are as follows: 
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a) Permissible pipe depth 

b) Permissible pipe slope 

c) Permissible flow velocity 

d) Discharge 

e) Pipe level continuity at manhole 

f) Pipe diameter continuity at manhole 

g) Pipe diameter 

h) Distance between manholes 

2.3.1. Permissible Pipe Depth Ymin ~ Y ~ Ymax 

In all designs a minimum depth of cover is required. This varies depending 

on the use of the land under which the pipes are to be laid. The 

current code of practice for sewerage (ref. 3) in the U.K. gives values 

of Ymin = 0.9 m under fields and gardens and 1.2 m under roads. 

Sometimes a maximum depth of cover may be specified. Generally, however, 

the costs of deep excavation, and the extra requirements of stronger 

pipes, better bedding or concrete surrounds act to limit the depth. cost 

functions can always be provided to reflect these practical costs. 

Hence, in theory, no strict upper limit need be placed on Y, and Ymax 

can often be omitted as a constraint. 

2.3.2 Permissible pipe slope smin < s. < smax. 

These constraints may sometimes be specified. Since flow isunsurcharged 

gravity flow, s > 0, but this is a necessary condition of constraint 

(d) and so need not be specified separately here. 

The constraint smin < s is generally used where the designer considers 

it impracticable to lay pipes at slopes less than smin. For example, 

if the gradient is too small inaccuracies in laying could cause pipes 

to slope in the wrong direction with possible silting up at low flow 

conditions and trapping of air and partial surcharging at full-flow 

conditions. Similarly s ~ smax is a practical condition associated 

with pipe laying on steep slopes. Trouble can be caused with flexible 

jointed pipes on steep ground as these can slide down the slope if there 

is insufficient friction in the pipe bedding, particularly when the 

trench is being backfilled. 
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2.3.3. Permissible flow velocity V min <v <v max 

There is generally some form of restriction on the velocity of flow in 

the pipe. This is usually in the form of a restriction on the velocity 

of flow (Vf) that would occur in the pipe flowing just full, but 

sometimes it is on the actual flow velocity (V) in the pipe at the 

design discharge (Q). Assuming that the pipe is being used reasonably 

efficiently with Q/Qf > 0.25, the full flow velocity will approximate 

to the design flow velocity as shown in Fig. 2.1. 

Restricting the velocity to be above a minimum value is to prevent deposition 

of solids along the pipe invert, the minimum value generally being taken 

as 0.7 mls (ref 3). A maximum flow velocity is to prevent excessive scour 

on the pipe walls. This can, of course, vary with differing pipe materials, 

but is often taken to be about 6.0 m/s. Recent experience suggests that 

this upper limit on velocity is not as important as was once thought 

(ref 3). 

2.3.4. Discharge Q ~ Qf 

Each pipe in the system must be capable of discharging the design flow 

at that point without surcharging. The maximum un surcharged flow 

down a pipe of given gradient and diameter D occurs when the pipe is 

flowing with a depth equal to about 0.94 D and is about 1.08 x Qf where 

Qf is the discharge in the pipe when it flows just full. 

For practical purposes however, the maximum discharge is assumed to be 

Qf. A combination of pipe gradient and diameter must be chosen such 

that Qf ~ design flow Q. 

Q may be explicitly defined at the start of the design as in the case 

of conventional foul sewerage, or may depend on the pipe network upstream 

of the point being considered as in the case of storm sewers designed 

to the Rational (LLoyd- Davies) method (ref. 5), the Transport and Road 

Research Laboratory (TRRL) method (refs. 5,6), and most other methods 

in common use. 

2.3.5. . Pipe level continuity at manholes Zu < Zus 

The outgoing pipe from a manhole must be able to drain completely all 

the incoming pipes. Hence the outgoing pipe invert level (Zu) must 

be no higher than the lowest invert level of the incoming pipes (Zus). 
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Moreover, if the outgoing pipe is flowing full and an incoming pipe is 

of smaller diameter, the incoming pipe will be submerged and hence 

surcharged unless the soffit of the incoming pipe is at or above the 

soffit of the outgoing pipe. This leads to the commonly adopted 

criterion that Zu ~ Zus, where Zu and Zus refer to soffit levels. 

Sometimes, however, designs are done to the alternative criterion 

Zu < Zus where Zu and Zus are invert levels. 

Strictly, both criteria are required if pipe diameters are allowed to 

reduce across a manhole in a downstream sense (see 2.3.6.). A full 

statement of the constraint then becomes: the downstream pipe soffit 

level must not exceed any upstream pipe soffit level, and the down

stream pipe invert level must not exceed any upstream pipe invert level. 

2.3.6. Pipe diameter continuity at manholes 0 > Dus 

It is common practice to require that the diameter, 0, of the out

going pipe leaving a manhole is at least as big as the diameter, Dus, 

of any incoming pipe. There is no logical argument for this 

restriction on the grounds of pipe capacity, as a steep outgoing pipe 

could have a greater capacity than a larger incoming pipe at a flatter 

gradient. 

It could however be argued that a reduction in pipe diameter at a 

manhole would increase the likelihood of blockages particularly in a 

foul or combined system. 

2.3.7. Pipe Diameter D must be discrete, available diameter> Dmin 

Pipes are only available in discrete diameters. The sizes obtainable 

depend on the pipe material selected and on the pipe manufacturer. 

Some guidance can be obtained from the British Standard preferred 

diameters. 

For clayware (ref. 7) these are as follows: 

75 mm, 100 mm, 150 mm and then in 75 mm increments to 900 mm. 

For asbestos-cement (ref. 8) they are in 25 mm increments from 

100 to 250 mm, then 300 mm to 1050 mm in increments of 75 mm. 

For unreinforced concrete pipes (ref. 9) they are 100 mm, then 150 mm 

to 600 mm in increments of 75 mm. 

For prestressed concrete pipes (ref. 10) they are 

450 mm to 1200 mm in 75 mm increments, then to 3000 mm in 150 mm 

increments. 
-12-



For pitch-fibre (ref. 11) they are 

100 rom to 225 rom in 25 rom increments. 

Finally in uPVC (refs. 12 ana 13) they are 

110 rom, 160 mm, 200 rom, 250 mm, 315 rom 400 mm, 500 rom and 630 mm. 

To prevent blockages, there is likely to be a limit to the smallest 

pipe size permitted for a drain. The current Building Drainage code 

in the U.K. (ref. 4) restricts drains to be 100 mm or over in diameter. 

Surface water drains for roads normally have D min = 150 mm. 

2.3.8. Distance between Manholes 

Where manholes are not required closer together for other reasons they 

should be spaced at distances not exceeding L max. This is to enable 

maintenance ,to be carried out, such as clearing blockages by rodding. 

L max is usually specified as a figure between 100 and 150 m. 

2.4 Glossary of Drainage Terms , 

Pipe Either: A pipeline of constant diameter and gradient 

joining two manholes. pipes are normally straight, 

but for road drainage are sometimes curved in 

Manhole 

Diameter 

Invert 

Soffit 

Crown 

French drain 

Carrier drain 

plan being at a constant offset from a curving 

road centreline. 

Or: A component of a pipeline. 

An access chamber provided for maintenance, being 

for the purposes of this research a real manhole, 

a catchpit, an outfall or a rodding eye. 

The internal pipe diameter, (or pipe bore). 

The lowest part of the internal pipe cross-section. 

The highest part of the internal pipe cross-section. 

The highest part of the external pipe cross-section. 

In this research crown and soffit levels are 

considered identical. 

A perforated pipe in a trench backfilled with sand 

or gravel, thus allowing water to enter the trench 

and flow into the pipe. 

A pipe that does not accept water anywhere along it~ 

length. 
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Gully A grated inlet provided at a low point in a paved 

area, through which flow is led to a drain. 

Carriageway drain A road drain running parallel to the road centre

line and collecting water from the carriageway, 

either through gullies or as a French Drain. 

Cross-drain 

Outfall 

Cover 

A road drain running across a road carriageway. A 

cross-drain is invariably a carrier drain. 

The point at which flow leaves the drainage network. 

For the purposes of this research it may be a 

manhole belonging to another drainage network or 

may be a true outfall into an open watercourse, 

the sea or a treatment works. 

The vertical distance between the crown of a pipe 

and the ground level. 
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Chapter 3 Related Research 

3.1. Introduction 

Previous research into optimal design of storm-water drainage networks 

can be divided conveniently into two categories: 

a) optimal choice of diameter and vertical alignment of pipes 

for a network which is fixed in plan. 

b) optimal plan layout of a network. 

The former category has received steady attention over the last 15 years 

and this is summarised in section 3.2. 

The latter category has been less well covered with only occasional 

publications. WOrk in this area is summarised in section 3.3. 

3.2 Optimising a Fixeq plan Drainage Network 

To date five techniques of optimisation have been used by various 

authors in an attempt to find a robust and rigorous method of minimising 

the cost of a fixed plan drainage network. 

These five techniques will be dealt with in turn. They are 

a) Linear Programming (LP) 

b) Non-linear Programming (NLP) 

c) Geometric Programming (GP) 

d) Dynamic programming (DP) 

e) Discrete Differential Dynamic Programming (DDDP) 

Historically, an interest in optimising drainage networks stems from 

the work of Haith (ref. 14) who used DP in 1966 to optimise sewer and 

drainage system vertical alignment. DP itself was originated by 

Bellman (ref 15) in 1957. 

Attempts were made to use standard LP techniques and as sophisticated 

NLP algorithms became available these were also tried. 

Recent work has reverted to better DP approaches, with DDDP being 

developed as an alternative to conventional DP. 
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3.2.1. Linear Programming 

The theory and practical application of LP has been well developed 

over many years. Thus there are powerful algorithms available for 

the solution of any optimisation problem that can be linearised. 

It is therefore tempting to linearise the drainage network problem, 

this eeing the approach adopted by several researchers. 

Naturally problems occur with the non-linear nature of the function to 

be minimised (the objective function) and with the non-linear nature 

of some constraints on the function (see 2.3). Less obviously, the 

availability of pipes only in discrete sizes, too, causes trouble. 

Dajani, Gemmell and Morlok (ref. 16) split the non-linear objective 

function into linear segments and developed sets of linear constraints 

to replace non-linear constraining functions. Later, Dajani and 

Hasit (ref. 17) adopted mixed integer equations as constraints to 

handle discrete pipe diameters. 

General studies on optimisation of drainage networks by Yletyinen (ref. 18) 

and by Dobschutz (ref. 19) led them to adopt LP approaches. Again, more 

recent work by Iman, McCorquodale and Bewtra (Ref. 20), the principal 

aim of which was to incorporate flood damage costs into the cost 

functions, adopted LP as the means of optimisation. 

3.2.2. Non-linear Programming 

With the rapid advance of computers the feasibility of non-linear 

programming algorithms to deal with large numbers of variab~shas been 

widely investigated. Many large scale optimisation problems can now be 

tackled by NLP algorithms but there are still difficult areas. 

Principally these occur with discrete functions, discontinuities and 

non-linear constraints. As these are all features of drainage network 

optimisation (see section 5.3), it is clear that NLP cannot at present 

provide a compiete answer. 

Lemieux, Zech and Delarue (ref. 21) used Rosen's projected gradient 

method (ref. 22) to optimise a drainage network assuming that the 

objective function was convex and linearly constrained and that pipes 
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were available in a continuous range of diameters. The solution was 

subsequently adapted to include commercial pipe sizes. 

Price (Ref. 23) used a quasi-Newton algorithm and developed a method 

whereby the pipes in a network were adjusted to commerical sizes in a 

step-by-step approach. This also enabled network dependent design 

flows to be used. Essentially the method involved optimising the full 

network using approximate flows and continuous pipe diameters. The 

furthest upstream pipes were then altered to the nearest commercial 

diameters, pipe flows were simulated and the network downstream of these 

pipes optimised again. By repeating the process the optimum solution 

for the whole network was found. Price found the method insuffiCiently 

robust and generally inferior to a DDDP method that he also used. 

( see 3. 2 • 5 • ) . 

3.2.3. Geometric Programming 

A somewhat different approach is that of geometric programming (ref. 24) 

which is described in section 5.3.3. 

Wilson (ref. 25) attempted to develop a general purpose tool for 

optimisation in the building industry using a GP computer model. He 

used sewer networks as an example to test his model with limited success, 

the discrete nature of available pipe diameters being a considerable 

problem. He concluded that the GP technique was "too powerful" for 

the drainage application and developed instead a tailor-made DP 

method. 

3.2.4. Dynamic Programming 

Dynamic programming using discrete values of pipe level is the basis 

of the present author's current research and is described in detail in 

Chapter 5. 

DP has been applied to fixed plan drainage networks by Haith (ref. 14), 

Meredith (ref. 26), Merrit and Bogan (ref. 27), Wilson (ref. 25), Walsh 

and Brown (ref. 28) and recently by Froise and Burges (ref. 29) who 

incorporate storage elements into the network. Liang (ref. 30) applied 

DP to a general conduit network. 
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The above authors have produced models with varying degrees of sUCCess 

and validity. Most conclude that DP is a very effective approach to the 

drainage optimisation problem due to the serial nature of a drainage 

net'~rk and due to the ability of DP to handle discrete, non-linearly 

constrained discontinuous functions. 

One of the problems with DP is the necessity to define the range of 

levels within which the pipe must lie at each manhole position. If this 

range is large and the spacing of discrete levels within it small, then a 

large number of discrete levels must be considered at each manhole. 

This leads to large computer storage and execution times. 

The present author demonstrates that this can easily be avoided (see 

Chapter 5), but this apparent requirement for large computer resources 

led to DP being superseded by DDDP (see 3.2.5.). 

Two other points were largely ignored by previous authors. Firstly, the 

fact that design flows are dependent on the network (see 5.5.5) and that 

if pipe diameters are constrained not to decrease in a downstream 

direction, this fundamentally affects the DP method (see 5.5.4 and ref. 31). 

3.2.5. Discrete Differential Dynamic Programming 

DDDP was developed from DP as a means of reducing computer storage and 

execution time requirements. Basically DDDP is an iterative DP approach 

and is described in detail in section 5.13. 

It was first introduced into the field of water resources by Heidari, 

Chow, Kokotovic and Meredith of the University of Illinois (ref 32) 

and later developed at Illinois by Mays and Yen (ref. 33 and 34) for use 

with drainage design. 

Yen, Tang and Mays produced a model incorporating Rational method design 

(ref. 35) and introduced the risk of flood damage into the cost function 

(ref. 36). 

Mays and Wenzel (ref. 37) restructured the DDDP by redefining the basic 

stage in the serial system. The concept of isonodal lines (see 3.3 and ref. 

38) was introduced, these being lines joining points an equal number 

of manholes upstream from the outfall. A stage then becomes the design 

of the network between isonodal lines. This was claimed to be more 
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efficient than previous DDDP approaches. 

NOpgomol and Askew (re~ 39) further developed DDDP or, as they 

called it, Incremental Dynamic Programming, within the general 

water resources context. They developed Multilevel Incremental 

Dynamic Programming to enable problems of higher dimensionality to 

be tackled by DDDP than were previously feasible. 

Chow, Maidement and Tauxe (ref 40) compared the execution times for DP 

and DDDP programs used for drainage network design. 

Price (ref. 23) adapted a DDDP method to allow for network dependent 

design flows. 

3.3 Optimising the Plan Layout of a Drainage Network 

Little research has been reported on optimising the plan layout of 

drainage networks. The problem is less well defined than the optimisation 

of fixed plan networks, there being many modes in which plan optimisation 

could occur (see section 6.1) • 

Published papers concentrate on particular aspects of layout 

optimisation, or on particulr types of network and not on a solution 

to the general problem. 

Research can be split roughly into two categories: 

3.3.1. 

a) finding the optimal layout with pipe diameters and gradients 

fixed (and therefore suboptimal). 

b) optimising layout, pipe sizes and gradients for a special type 

of network. 

Optimal layout only 

Liebman (ref. 41) used a simple search procedure which attempted to 

improve an initially selected trial layout. All pipes had to be the 

same pre-determined size and were at predetermined slopes. The 

search consisted of changing one branch of the network at a time, the 

change being retained if the network cost was decreased. Flows in the 

system were fixed for each branch. 
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Barlow (ref. 42) proposed a heuristic method for establishing the 

route for major trunk sewers and then shortest-path-through-many

points and shortest-spanning-tree techniques to establish the complete 

layout. 

Lowsley (ref. 43) proposed an implicit enumeration procedure based 

on defining a trunk sewer. Pipe sizes were fixed and the layout 

optimised for minimum excavation and pipe costs. 

3.3.2. Combined layout, gradient and diameter 'optimisation 

In his work on optimisation in the building industry, Wilson (ref. 25) 

attempted briefly to apply Geometric programming to a particular 

drainage layout optimisation problem. He met with little success due 

to the large numbers of equality constraints, the problems of 

coincident manhole poSitions, and the generally large number of 

variables and constraints in all but the simplest of problems. 

Argaman, Shamir and Spivak (ref. 38) proposed an interesting OP model 

for a particular type of network. The network consisted of a 

rectangular mesh of pipes which were defined as either local pipes 

or main pipes. Local pipes originated from a manhole, but had no 

connection from it. Hence they did not drain the manhole. Main pipes 

lead from a manhole, thus draining it. The network was a tree, hence 

only one main pipe could leave a manhole. Both main and local pipes 

collected water along their lengths. 

Isonodal lines were defined as joining nodes an equal number of 

manholes upstream of the outfall. The layout optimisation consists 

of determining which pipes were main and which pipes were local and 

was performed using DP between isonodal lines. 

Even with this special network layout, and with a procedure which was 

not entirely rigorous, the computational resources required for 

this method made it impractical. 

Mays, Wenzel and Liebman (refS. 33, 44) used DP and DDOP with the 

concept of isonodal lines to develop a two phase screening model for 
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practical optimal drainage layout design. The networks used are 

similar to the type studied by Argaman. Mays states that the method 

may not find the true global optimum due to the necessity of adopting 

a somewhat non-rigorous procedure. 

3.4 Conclusion 

Certain general conclusions can be drawn from the above summary of 

published research. 

For the fixed plan drainage network problem, only those methods 

involving the use of DP or DDDP have met with any success r and none 

of these is entirely satisfactory (see Chapter 5). Methods 

involving LP, NLP or GP cannot deal with the discrete non-linear and 

discontinuous nature of the problem. Their use involves either over

simplification of the problem or adoption of a sub-optimal 

procedure. 

For the variable plan problem, no rigorous procedure has been published 

for even the simplest of cases. 
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C~P~R4 

Costing A Drainage Network 

4.1 Introduction 

A prerequisite of minimum cost design is the ability to cost a design, 

or at least to compare the relative costs of one design with 

another. 

The cost of a drainage scheme from the point of view of the scheme's 

promoter would include such items as 

(a) acquisition of land or easements, 

(b) design and supervision costs, 

(c) future likely maintenance and replacement costs 

(d) the final contract costs. 

The tendered contract price is the contractor's estimate of the cost 

of the job plus his profit and consists of 

(a) cost of measured work 

(b) lump sum items such as setting up temporary site buildings, 

insurance, temporary works and mobilising plant and labour 

(c) profit and head office costs. 

In optimising the design, it is the cost of the measured work that one 

attempts to minimise. On small schemes the measured work may well 

represent less than half the total cost. However, by minimising the 

cost of measured work, savings may also be made on some other items, 

such as maintenance and replacement costs and insurance, but these 

savings will not generally be directly proportional. 

It would be unwise to compare two completely different schemes purely 

on the basis of the cost of measured work. However, the nature of 

drainage optimisation is that all schemes compared are generally 

similar with only slight differences in pipe slopes, diameters and 

manhole positions. Hence a comparison on the basis of the cost of 

measured work is usually valid. 

4.2 Cost of measured work 

Traditionally the prices of measured work, as presented in tender 
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documents are given as rates per unit for the various items of 

construction multiplied by the estimated quantity for those items 

as given in the Bill of Quantities. The total price for measured work 

is then the sum of the prices calculated for all items. The actual 

cost of the measured work is found at the end of the contract by 

measuring all items as constructed and multiplying by the appropriate 

rates. This assumes that there is no great difference between the 

quantities as estimated in the Bill of Quantities and the final 

measurement. 

If there is a significant difference, the contractor may have grounds 

for a claim for extra payment. For example, if the total length laid 

of a certain large diameter pipe has been reduced from say 200m to 20m, 

the contractor could argue that the cost of setting up the pipe

laying operation is not now being met by the rate quoted in his tender, 

and that had he known that a much smaller length was to be laid, he 

would have put in a much higher rate. 

Of course, the reverse situation could arise, with the contractor 

making an unexpected windfall from an increase in quantity of a 

highly priced item, and on balance the two effects will tend to cancel 

out. 

Retu~ning to the design stage and the problem of comparing the 

costs of different schemes, one should ideally have a costing model 

that gives an increased rate per unit for low total quantities of that 

unit. 

This however would be very difficult to achieve due to lack of sufficient 

data and the variations in individual contractors' working methods. 

Also the quantities involved in drainage tend to be of sufficient size 

for this effect to be generally negligible. 

4.3 cost Model 

4.3.1 Cost of a Network 

In building up a useable and realistic cost model for use in the optimising 

process two basic assumptions are made: 
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(1) The cost of a scheme = The sum of the independent costs of 

individual parts of the scheme. 

(2) The rates used to calculate costs of individual parts of the 

scheme are independent of the quantities involved. 

It is useful here to define a typical element in a drainage scheme. 

This can be taken as a ~n~h of pipeline between manholes, together 

with all the associated excavation and backfill, and the manhole 

immediately upstream of the pipeline. As can be seen from Fig. 5.1, 

in a network of n pipes where no two pipes have the same upstream 

manhole, there are n + 1 manholes (including an outfall manhole) 

and n elements. 

Hence the cost of the total network (C) equals the sum of the element 

costs (Ce) plus the cost of the outfall (Co) 
n 

i . e . C = I: Ce + Co ••••••••••••••••••••••• 4 . 1 
1 

4.3.2. Cost of an Element 

A typical element is shown in Fig 4.1. Various parameters can be used 

to define the element for costing purposes. These must include the 

pipe diameter, pipe type and bedding type, and must also include some 

measure of the total volume of excavation and the depth of excavation. 

The upstream manhole diameter and depth are also required, as is 

some information as to soil type, dewatering requirements, whether a 

road surface has to be broken up and removed, the degree of 

reinstatement required, restriction of access to the work, and 

frequency of other services crossing the trenches. 

Farrar (ref. 45) has collected data based on observations of site 

operations in the UK for laying sewer pipes of up to 60Om~. From this 

he has derived a simple costing procedure, involving most of the above 

parameters, and hence generally applicable. 

A rather less detailed approach can be used based on annually published 

cost data from the building industry (ref. 46) and a third approach would 

be to study the prices tendered by contractors for past drainage 

schemes. 
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This last approach is, however, rather unsatisfactory for the 

following reasons: 

(1) The breakdown of prices is not very detailed. 

(2) The prices quoted do not necessarily reflect the actual costs 

to the contractor. 

4.3.3. Cost Functions 

When previous authors on drainage optimisation have quoted the 

cost function they have used, it has ten been in a generalised 

form (see Table 4.1). Without knowing the values of the constants 

in these functions they are of little practical use. 

SOURCE 

Lemieux, Zech and 
Delarue. (ref. 21 ) 

Meredith 

(ref. 26) 

Oajani and Hasit 

(ref. 17) 

Barlow 
(ref. 42) 

Wilson 
(ref. 25) 

COST/UNIT LENGTH 

n a + bD + eV 

10.980 + 0.8H - 5.98 

2 2 
a + bO + cH 

0.73D + 0.243H - 0.088 

NOTES 

e = unit cost of 
excavation 

Cost in dollars 
0, H in feet 
H is depth to 
invert. 

D, H in feet 
H is depth of 
excavation. 

H is depth to 
soffit. 
0, H in feet. 

TABLE 4. 1 PUBLISHED COST FUNCTIONS FOR DRAINAGE 

General Notes: a, b, c, n are unspecified constants. 
D = pipe diameter 
V = volume of excavation per unit length 

Two authors however quote the specific form of their cost functions. 

These are included in Table 4.1 and are illustrated for two pipe sizes 

in a dimensionless form in Fig. 4.2. Also illustrated are costs taken 

from work done by the Hydraulics Research Station (ref. 47) and 

from a report by the Local Government Operational Research Unit (ref. 2). 
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For the purposes of this research the author developed a set of 

cost functions for discrete pipe sizes, based on Spon's Architects 

and Builders Price Book (ref. 46) and prices quoted by pipe 

manufacturers. Details of the calculations are given in Appendix A. 

In producing these cost functions, the following assumptions were 

made: 

(1) Structural design of the pipe and bedding was to be in 

accordance with Department of the Environment 

recommendations (ref. 48) and was to be for pipes laid in 

a road carriageway. 

(2) The cheapest satisfactory combination of pipe type and pipe 

bedding was to be used for a given pipe depth and diameter. 

(3) Average soil conditions applied throughout, with no hard 

rock or exceptional dewatering requirements. 

(4) There was no breaking up of road surface or reinstatement 

required. 

(5) There was adequate working room for excavation. 

(6) All excavation was by machine, there being no necessity for 

hand excavation. 

(7) Surplus fill material could be disposed of on site. 

These conditions are generally consistent with drainage schemes for 

new roads. The main exception would be requirement (3), as variable 

soil conditions and high water tables could be encountered in cuttings. 

The cost functions developed give a rate per unit length for the 

finished pipeline, and for a given pipe diameter, depend only on 

the depth of cover (y) over the pipe. These functions are based 

on prices in March 1977 and are as follows: 

Pi2e Diameter (mm) Cost (£ ~er m) 

150 2.8 + 4.1 Y 

225 5.7 + 4.1 Y 

300 8.9 + 4.1 Y 

375 12.3 + 4.4 Y 

450 15.9 + 4.7 Y 

525 19.7 + 5.0 Y 

600 23.7 + 5.3 Y 
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As these functions are linear with depth, it is reasonable to take 

the cost of a pipeline between manholes = L x f (Yav), where L 

is the distance between the centres of the manholes and Yav is 

the average cover along the length of the pipe. The cost of the

upstream manhole depends on the depth of the manhole, measured from 

ground level to the lowest pipe invert, and on the manhole diameter. 

In turn the manhole diameter is determined by the biggest pipe 

entering or leaving the manhole. Assuming that pipe diameters cannot 

decrease down the pipe network (sea 2.3.6), the largest pipe must be 

the pipe leaving the manhole. Now as the lowest invert is that of the 

outgoing pipe, the manhole cost is determined by the diameter and 

invert level of the outgoing pipe. But since depth to soffit = 
depth to invert - diameter of pipe, the cost of the upstream manhole 

of an element can be taken as feD, Yu) where Yu = depth of cover at 

upstream end of the pipe. Hence the total cost of an element is a 

function of pipe length, pipe diameter, average depth of cover, and 

depth of cover at the upstream manhole i.e. Ce = f(L, D, Yav, Yu). 

The cost of an element as used for this study is thus given below: 

Pipe Diameter (nun) Element Cost (f) 

150 (2.8 + 4.1 Yav)L + 30 + 70 Yu 

225 (5.7 + 4.1 Yav)L + 30 + 70 Yu 

300 (8.9 + 4.1 Yav)L + 30 + 75 Yu 

375 (12.3 + 4.4 Yav)L + 30 + 80 Yu 

450 (15.9 + 4.7 Yav)L + 30 + 85 Yu 

525 (19.7 + 5.0 Yav)L + 30 + 90 Yu 

600 (23.7 + 5.3 Yav)L + 30 + 95 Yu 

4.3.4. Alternative Cost Function 

A more comprehensive set of cost equations was developed based on 

the work of Farrar (ref. 45) and is included in the final commercial 

drainage design computer program resulting from this research. 

Details of these functions are given in Appendix B. 

The two sets of cost functions developed for use in this research 

are compared in Fig. 4.2 with previously published information, using 

two typical pipe diameters. 
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Chapter 5 

The Fixed Plan Optimisation Model 

5.1 Introduction 

Whilst the main area of researdh for the present project was in the field 

of variable plan networks, it was an essential prerequisite to examine 

published work on fixed plan models. During this examination it was 

found'that there were shortcomings (ref. 31) in all published methods, 

and that there was no one approach that seemed entirely satisfactory. 

Of the methods that were available, Discrete Differential Dynamic 

Programming (DDDP) seemed to have gained most acceptance and this is 

discussed in section 5.13. 

During the development of the variable plan models it became clear that 

a simple fixed plan Dynamic Programming (DP) model, essentially a sub

set of the variable plan model, could be of interest. 

Although a separate computer program for the fixed plan model was not 

written, the model is presented in this chapter both for completeness 

and as an introduction to the more complicated variable plan problem. 

Results, conclusions and the choice of parameters are based on computer 

runs using the variable plan models (see Chapter 6) on fixed plan 

problems. 

5.2 Problem Definition 

Fixed Plan Optimisation represents the most basic level of improvement 

over current design methods, and is the simplest of the drainage 

network optimisation problems considered. It is also applicable to 

virtually all s~orm drainage networks, and with minor modifications, to 

foul sewer networks. 

The designer specifies the plan layout of the pi~es a~d the positidns . 
of all manholes. One tree of a typical network is shown in Figure 5.1. 

The problem is to find admissible pipe diameters and levels for every 

pipe in the system so that the total construction cost for the system 

is as small as possible, whilst all the technological and physical 

constraints imposed on the system are met. 

AS an example, consider a network of n pipes between Cn + 1) manholes 

fixed in plan. 
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The design of an element i (Figure 4.1) can be defined in terms of 

the pipe diameter 0i' pipe level at the upstream end zui ' and pipe 

level at the downstream end Zd,. In general, given Zu, and Zd" the 
~ ~ ~ 

smallest, and hence cheapest, pipe size that will carry, the required 

flow and satisfy the design constraints, will be chosen. Hence the 

pipe diameter Di is dependent on ZUi and Zd
i 

and need not be considered 

as an independent variable. There are thus 2n variables in the 

problem. 

The cost of constructing the pipe element cei = f(O, Yav, Yu) 

(see 4.3.3), where Yav and 0 are functions of zU
i 

and Zd
i

, and Yu is 

a function of Zui • Thus ce
i 

is a function of zU
i 

and Zd
i 

for a given 

design flow and set of ground levels. Hence the problem becomes one 

of minimising C where 

C = + + •••••. ---- A 

+ Ce, (Zu" Zd,) 
l. l. l. 

+ ............. , Ce (Zu , Zd ) 
n n n 

subject to the following constraints(see 2.3) 

Ymin < Y < Ymax - -
smin < s < smax 

Vmin < V < Vmax 

Q < - Qf 

Zu < Zus -
0 > Dus 

0 a discrete, available, diameter 

The problem could indeed be further simplified by specifying that all 

pipes at a manhole must have the same level. The problem would then 

reduce to that of finding a pipe level at each of the (n + 1) manholes. 

There would thus be only (n + 1) variables. 

The problem would then become: 

where 

Minimise C, 

C = 

+ 

Ce
1 

(zu
1

, Zd
1

) 

ce
i 

(Zu
i

, Zd
i

) 

+ ce
2

(zu
2

, Zd
2

) + ..•• 

+ ••••••••••• Ce (Zu , Zd
n

) 
n n 
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with the (n - 1) equalities = (j == 1, n - 1), 

(where k depends on the connectivity of the network) 

and the following constraints: 

Ymin < Y < Ymax -
smin < s < smax 

Vmin < V < Vmax 

Q < Qf -
0 > Ous -
0 a discrete, available, diameter 

The disadvantage of this approach is that it is far too restrictive for 

practical drainage networks. Branches joining a main run will, for 

example, generally join at a much higher level. To restrict them to 

joining at the main pipe level could incur severe financial penalties. 

Hence it is better to consider only the general form of the problem as 

in expression A. 

5.3 Optimising the objective function 

5.3.1 The objective function 

The expression that is to be minimised, expression A, is known as 

the objective function and is here a non-linear function of 2n 

variables, where n, the number of pipes in the network, is unlikely to 

be less than 10 and could be as many as several hundred. 

Consider the cost of a typical element cei(Zu
i

, Zd
i
). For ZUi = 

constant, consider the range of values of Zd
i

. Assuming available 

pipe diameters are in discrete sizes, there will be discrete values of 

diameter D. for different parts of the range Zd .• Hence there will be 
~ ~ 

jumps in the cost of the element where the required diameter goes 

from one size to the next. The cost function for an element is thus 

discontinuous and therefore also non-differentiable. 

Even if diameters were available in a continuous range of sizes the 

cost function for an element could still be discontinuous. This would 

occur if the cost function truly represented the cost of the different 

site practices involved in excavating pipe trenches to various depths. 
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For example, trench supports are not normally required for trench 

depths up to 1.5m, but trenches deeper than this must be supported for 

safety. Similar discontinuities with increasing depth could arise 

from the use of differing classes of pipe, types of bed~ing design 

or widths of trench. 

The constraints on the optimisation are in the form of both linear and 

non-linear inequalities (see 2.3). For example, constraints on depth 

and pipe slope are linear inequalities, whereas those on flow velocities 

and discharge are non-linear inequalities. 

Hence the objective function is a non-linearly constrained multi

variable non-linear discontinuous function. There are at present no 

suitable mathematical techniques available for the general solution 

of this type of optimisation problem. 

5.3.2. Tho polytope or simplex method 

For problema involving a very small number of variables, say less than 

about 10, a polytope algorithm could possibly be used. 

Essentially the polytope technique applied to a problem with m variables 

involves the following procedure. 

(a) Define the feasible zone of the m dimensional space within 

which the solution must lie. 

(b) Define (m + 1) points within that space, preferably equally 

spaced, and evaluate the function at these points. 

(c) Identify the worst (most expensive) points. 

(d) Reflect the worst point through the centroid of the other points 

to obtain a new point. 

(e) Evaluate the function at the new point, identify the new worst 

point and repeat from step (d). 

The polygon may be expanded or contracted according to various rules. 

Other rules may also limit the deformity of the polygon and specify 

the procedure to adopt at conatraint boundaries. The process continues 

until the polygon is reduced to a predetermined size and further 

iterations produce negligible improvement. 
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Unfortunately there are doubts as to its ability to find the 

optimal solution for even a moderate number of variables. In addition 

the process is relatively slow, requiring a large number of function 

evaluations. 

Although the technique is known to be very robust, there could well 

be difficulties encountered in using it with an objective function 

such as expression A which has a number of large discontinuities 

corresponding to discrete valuc~ of pipe diameter. 

5.3.3. Using a smooth continuous objective function 

If one ignores the problem of discontinuities outlined in 5.3.1. and 

treats the function as smoothly continuous, a range of possible 

solution_techniques emerge, depending on whether first and second 

derivatives of the function can be evaluated. 

Consider first a problem in which there are no constraints. If first 

derivatives cannot be evaluated, even though they uniquely exist at 

all points, the minimum could be found by a linear search method 

using only function evaluations. 

All such methods follow the general iteration ~ + 1 = ~ + wi.~ 

where ~ + 1 is the improved position and ~ is the old position 

of the vector x which defines the position of the search, wi is a 

step length and e. is the direction of the step. 
-1 

The simplest of all such methods Uses each axial direction in turn as 

the search direction e., with the step w. being determined by a linear 
~ 1 

search along that one direction. The current best point then moves 

parallel to each axis in turn. 

Various algorithms have been developed by Hooke & Jeaves (ref. 49), 

Rosenbrock (ref. 50), Davies Swann & Campey (ref. 51) and others 

as improvements to the basic method. 

As an alternative to linear search methods, a gradient method could be 

adopted by using information about the first and sometimes the 

second derivatives as well as the function values to help determine 

the direction of search ~i' 
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The derivatives can be obtained either analytically if suitable 

formulae are available, or numerically from evaluations of the 

objective function, although this latter course has the disadvantage 

of extra function evaluations and possible problems with arithmetic 
~ 

calculation of very small quantities. 

The most basic approach is to follow the line of steepest descent until 

the minimum value of the objective function along that line is 

reached, whereon a new direction is established and the process 

is repeated. 

When second derivatives are available a far more powerful class of 

methods known as Newton methods may be used. Around its minimum value, 

the objective function can be assumed to be approximately quadratic, 

and for such a function it can be shown by Taylor expansion that the 

correction 0 for which x + i minimises the function can be 

written as 0 = -G-l~ where ~ is the gradient vector and G is the 

matrix with elements Gjk = o2f 

oXjOXk 

Hence the iteration becomes ~+1 = -I 
xi - G 9:. 

Modifications to the basic Newton method involving the use of only first 

derivatives and only function evaluations have been made, notably 

by Davidson (ref. 52) and Fletcher and Powell (ref. 53). 

These Quasi Newton Algorithms tend to be the most efficient in terms 

of function evaluations, although if computer storage is critical 

a conjugate gradient method (ref. 54) may be more suitable. 

All the algorithms so far mentioned are for the general unconstrained 

problem and in particular the storm drainage problem has both non-linear 

and linear inequality constraints. 

One approach taken to such problems is to create penalty functions 

corresponding to the constraint boundaries so that the value of the 

function rises rapidly at the constraint thereby prohibiting the 

minimum value from being beyond the constraint boundary. 
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The function may then be minimised as an unconstrained problem. 

However severe problems can occur due to ill conditioning at the 

boundaries and generally several unconstrained problems have to be 

solved with varying values of penalty functions to obtain the true 

optimal solution. 

Another approach is again to convert the problem to an unconstrained 

one, but this time by creating an augmented Lagrangian function 

(ref. 55}. Alternatively the non-linearly constrained problem may be 

transformed into an equivalent linearly constrained exercise. 

A rather different approach is to modify the search direction to avoid 

entering a non-feasible zone. Such techniques are known as projected 

gradient techniques. Essentially if the proposed search direction 

contravenes a constraint, a new direction is adopted, being the 

projection of the original onto the tangent plane of the constraint. 

Yet another approach is that of Geometric Programming (ref. 24). 

The objective function must be expressed as a posynomial, (a function 

which is the sum of positive polynomial terms) and constraints 

should also be posynomial expressions. The method is based on the 

general geometric inequality theore~ which states that the arithmetic 

mean of a set of positive terms is always greater than their geometric 

mean, with equality when all the terms are equal. 

Whilst the methods outlined above will, at least in theory, provide 

optimal solutions for a continuous smooth objective function there may 

still be severe problems due to lack of robustness particularly with 

complicated constraints. 

The main problem, however, remains: The actual objective function is 

discontinuous. This could be avoided by allowing pipes to be of any 

size and ignoring practical discontinuities in the cost function 

corresponding to site practice or design. After obtaining the optimal 

solution, the pipe diameters must then be converted in some way to 

commercially available sizes. Attempts at doing this have met with 

only limited success (refs. 23,25). 

The conclusion therefore must be that there is no suitable technique 

for solving the general problem of which storm drainage optimisation 

is a particular example. It is therefore logical to examine wherher 

storm drainage optimisation is in any useful way different from the 
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general problem. 

5.4 A Serial System 

It is convenient here to introduce the concept of a serial system, for , 
which a powerful alternative optimising approach is available. 

The essence of such a system is that a quantity S, called the state, 

passes in one direction through a sequence of stages at each of 

which it is modified in value by decisions which produce returns. 

This is illustrated in fig. 5.2(a). 

The quaatity S has an initial value 50 which is the input state to 

stage 1. In stage 1 decisions d
1 

are made which change the value of 

So to S1 the output state from stage I - and produce a stage 

return r i . S1 is then the input state for stage 2 at which decisions 

d2 are ~ade, producing stage returns r
2 

and changing the value of 

S from 51 to 52. This process of making decisions at each stage which 

change the value of the state and produce stage returns continues 

until all N stages have been traversed and the state has a final 

value SN' 

The serial system must contain no loops. At any particular stage, 

say stage k, the only information known about the system is the input 

state Sk_l and the details within stage k. Hence the decision made, 

dk , the return r k and the output state Sk can only be influenced by 

the input state Sk_l and not by how that state was achieved (i.e. 

not by deCisions d 1 to d
k

_
1
). 

5.5 Drainage as a Serial System 

5.5.1. Introduction 

The design of a drainage network may, with care, be treated as a 

serial system. 

First consider the simplest case. This is a non-branching length 

of sewer consisting of N pipes between N+l manholes as shown in 

Figure 5.2(b). The constraints listed in Chapter 2 section 3 will, 

in general, apply to thedesign. These are summarised below for 

convenience. 
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a) Ymin < Y < Ymax 

b) smin < s < smax 

c) Vmin < V < Vmax .... 
d) Q < Q full 

e) Zu < Zus 

f) D > Dus 

g) D is a discrete, available diameter 

Constraints a, b, c, c and g present no problems to the concept of 

drainage as a serial system. Zu and Zus refer to the pipe soffit levels 

although there is no theoretical argument against using the invert 

or pipe centre line as the reference for the pipe levels. 

Constraint (d) raises the question of the design flow Q. For simplicity 

first assume that all design flows are known before the design starts. 

This is generally not the case for storm-water drainage and is a 

question which will be considered later (see section 5.5.5). 

Constraint (f) fundamentally changes the nature of the system and 

so the system will be considered with or without this constraint. 

Initially, consider the simpler case of the constraint not applying. 

5.5.2. The basic system 

Consider a single stage of the system as shown in Figure 5.2 (c). 

This consists of a pipe together with its upstream manhole. The 

complete system consists of N such stages starting from stage 1 

at the upstream end of the sewer and ending in stage N which has 

a downstream manhole as well as the usual upstream one. Let the input 

state to stage K be the soffit level of the pipe entering the 

upstream manhole ZUSK• One can now make a decision on pipe levels 

and diameter for this stage based on the input state and design flow 

such that all constraints are satisfied. There will in general 

be many possible decisions. The choice of pipe levels and diameter 

will incur a return for the stage which is here considered to be 

the construction cost of the element, and will produce an output 

state, the level at the downstream end of the pipe. This output state 

forms the input state to the next, (K + l)th, stage. 

The serial nature of the system is shown diagrammatically in Figure 

5.2(d). Note that ZusK 
_ Zd

K
_

1 
and that the input state is not the 
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level of the pipe leaving the upstream manhole but merely the 

highest level at which that pipe could be set. Hence the decision 

on pipe levels can involve a change in level or 'drop' across a 

manhole. For an isolated drainage run, the input stat~ to stage 1, 

Zd
O 

and the output state from stage N, Zd
N 

are not required, but 

where the run forms part of a larger network they will be used, as 

outlined· in the following section. 

5.5.3. A branching system 

Having shown that a simple non-branching sewer can be treated as a 

serial system, it is now necessary to consider a branching system. 

Drainage systems are typically arranged as tree-like networks as shown 

in Figure 5.1. There are no loops, at least not in newly designed 

networks, although old existing systems often have cross connections 

and diverging flows. 

As it is the design of new networks under consideration it is 

reasonable to assume that there are no loops and that sewers never 

diverge, but always converge. The convergence of two serial systems is 

illustrated in Figure 5.3(a). The only complication is that the 

input to stage K, has to be determined from both the ouput state from 

stage AK_1 and from the output state from stage B
N

• This is done by 

redefining the input state as the soffit level of the lowest pipe 

entering the upstream manhole. It is in fact rather more convenient 

to rearrange the serial system slightly as shown in Figure 5.3(b). 

Instead of one sewer joining a main sewer, we now have two sewers leading 

into a third sewer. These are exactly equivalent but the latter 

arrangement is easier to handle computationally. 

5.5.4 Non-decreasing pipe dia~eter 

As mentioned in section 5.5.1./ constraint (f) fundamentally changes 

the nature of the serial system. This fact has not generally been 

recognised by previous authors (e.g. refs. 28, 34, 44) and has 

led to the use of incorrect algorithms (ref. 31). 

Consider first the basic system as described in 5.5.2. and illustrated 

in Figure 5.4(a). At stage K, information about the upstream system 

(stages 1 to K-l) is conveyed purely by the state variable Z. A decision 
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as to the design of stage K is made on the basis of the information 

available at that stage, i.e. the input state Z, the design flow Q 

and the constraints. None of these constraints are affected in any 

way by the design or conditions outside stage K. 

Next consider the introduction of constraint (f), i.e. pipe diameter 

must not be less than the upstream pipe diameter. Where previous 

authors have used this constraint, they have treated the system 

serially as described above and have used the constr~ as just 

another condition on the selection of suitable levels and diameter 

for each stage as it is designed. This, however, destroys one 

of the essential features of a serial system, that there should be no 

loops. The decisions at a stage are no longer made purely on information 

available at that stage. They now use a constraint which is affected 

by the design of the previous stage. This is illustrated in Figure 

5.4 (b). 

This problem can however be handled correctly with a certain amount 

of rearrangement. Instead of a single state variable Z, an 

additional variable, 0, the upstream pipe diameter can be introduced. 

The state is now defined by the values of Z ~nd D. Where several pipes 

enter a manhole, D is defined as the diameter of the largest 

of these pipes. A decision at stage K can now once again be made 

using only the information available at that stage, i.e. the input 

state (Z, 0) the design flow Q and the full set of constraints. None 

of the constraints now refer to information not available either 

as input to that stage or as information within the stage. 

The new serial system is illustrated in Figure 5.4(c). 

5.5.5. Design flows that are not pre-determined 

It is normal practice in the design of stormwater drainage networks 

for the flow at points in the network to be dependent on the design 

of the network upstream. This is true both for the simple Rational 

(Lloyd-Davies) method of design and for more sophisticated procedures 

using routing techniques, e.g. The Transport and Road Research 

Laboratory Hydrograph method, (refs. 5, 6). 
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As an illustration consider the Rational method. Essentially the 

flow at a point in a stormwater network is dependent on the total 

equivalent impermeable catchment area upstream of that point and on 

the maximum time taken by stormwater to reach that poi9t from any point 

upstream. This time is known as the time to concentration. The 

greater the time to concentration, the less the design rainfall rate 

and hence the less the design flow. Whilst the impermeable area 

is fixed and may be determined before the start of any design, the 

time to concentration depends on the diameter, slope and roughness 

of all pipes upstream of the point considered. Hence the design flows 

cannot be predetermined. 

To treat this situation as a true serial system, one has to use a third 

state variable, the time to concentration. The flow at stage K may 

then be determined from the stage input and decisions made strictly 

internally for that stage. 

Such a serial system is shown in Figure 5.4(d). 

As will be shown later, this concept is of limited usefulness (see 

section 5.11). 

5.5.6. Summary 

Design of drainage may be treated as a serial system with one, two, or 

three state variables depending on the nature of the constraints 

and the design flows. 

Converging, tree-like networks present no problems to the concept of 

serial systems. 

5.6 Optimising a Serial System by Dynamic Programming 

5.6.1. Introduction 

In 1957 Richard Bellman wrote a book entitled Dynamic Programming 

(ref. 15). This text introduced a novel mathematical approach to 

the problem of optimising multi-stage decision processes, and the 

name Dynamic Programming has been retained for the general approach 

he devised. 
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5.6.2. Principle of Optimality 

Bellman stated in his principle of optimality that "An optimal 

policy has the property that whatever the initial state and initial 

decisions are, the remaining decisions must constitute ~n optimal 

policy with regard to the state resulting from the first decision". 

This is intuitively obvious and as Bellman argues, a proof by 

contradiction is immediate. Applying this principle recursively, 

an alternative and equivalent statement can be made, namely "any 

subarc of an optimal path is itself optimal". 

It is this principle that allows the decomposition of a multi

variable serial optimisation problem into the successive 

optimisation of problems with small numbers of variables. 

5.6.3. state vector space 

The input to a stage can be considered as a vector, with one dimension 

for each state variable. A state variable may be a continuous function, 

or may only exist at discrete values. Hence the state vector may be 

continuous, discontinuous or discrete in nature. 

An optimisation problem concerns finding the set of values for the 

state vector at each stage such that the total return from the system 

is maximised or minimised. As minimisation is merely maximising a 

negative return, the, argument may be restricted to maximisation. 

It is in the nature of Dynamic Programming that the optimal values 

of the state vector are not known until all the stages have been 

considered. At each stage, however, a range of values of the state 

vector is considered. This range must be predefined, and must include 

the final optimal value of the vector. Thus an allowable state vector 

space is defined at each stage prior to the optimisation process. 

5.6.4. Dynamic programming using discrete values 

There are many different ways of optimising serial systems using 

Dynamic Programming. All use a similar approach, and the way described 

below is the most useful for the drainage network problem. 
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The state vector is considered to be discrete valued, whether or not 

this corresponds to a physical reality. 

The vector space is predetermined at each stage, and s~ are all the 

individual discrete values of the vector within that space. Hence 

for a particular stage K, there is a set of possible values for the 

input state vector, and a set of possible values for the output 

state vector. 

Assume that for each discrete value of the input state vector at 

stage K, the total optimal return for stages 1 to (K-l) is known. 

Consider a particular discrete value of the output state vector. 

The optimal way of arriving at that output state must now be obtained. 

This is done as follows:-

(1) consider a discrete input state. 

(2) optimise the design from the discrete input state to the 

discrete output state by making the decisions which maximise 

the individual stage return whilst conforming to any design 

constraints. This may in itself be a complicated 

optimisation problem or may be trivial as in the case of 

drainage networks. There may indeed be no feasible solution, 

in which case a very large negative return can be aSSigned 

to this combination of input and output states. 

(3) Add the stage return to the total optimal return for stages 

1 to (K-l) for the discrete input state considered. 

(4) If this total return is greater than for any previous way 

of arriving at the same output state, the value of the return 

is retained, as are references to the decisions that led to 

it, and any previously stored values for this output state 

are discarded. If the return is less, then the value of the 

return and the details of the design are ignored. 

(5) If there are any discrete input states that have not yet been 

considered, return to (1). 

Hence the optimal return has been obtained for a discrete value of 

the output state vector, and the stage decisions which led to this 

optimal return are known. 
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This process must now be repeated for each discrete value of the output 

state vector. Hence we end up with a set of values for the optimal 

return for each discrete value of the output state vector at stage K. 

These can be used to form a set of optimal returns for each discrete 
~ 

value of the input state vector at stage K+l. 

The process may now be repeated for stages (K+l) to N of the N stage 

system. 

On completion of the Nth stage, the returns for each discrete output 

state can be examined and tho maximum return selected. This is then 

the value of the optimum return from the system. 

In itself this is of little use. What is required is the set of 

decisions at each stage that led to this optimum return. This can be 

established by tracing the optimal solution back through the system 

as follows: 

(1) Identify the output state corresponding to the optimal return 

at output from stage N. 

(2) Identify the decision for stage N that led to this output 

state, together with the corresponding input state, (a set 

of such data having previously been stored for each output 

state). 

(3) For the particular input state identified, identify the 

corresponding output state for the previous stage. 

(4) Identify the decisions for this stage that led to this out

put state, together with the corresponding input state. 

(5) Repeat (3) and (4) until the first stage is reached, where

upon a complete set of optimal decisions for the system will 

have been identified. 

5.7 Optimising a simple fixed plan drainage run by Dynamic 

Programming 

The simplest drainage network is that of a single pipe run with 

manholes at fixed positions along it. The sizes and slopes of all 

the pipes for the optimum design may be obtained in the following manner. 
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Consider first the case of a single state variable, the pipe soffit 

level at a manhole. Flows are assumed to be independent of the pipe 

network design, and pipe diameters are not constrained, thus being 

free to decrease in diameter downstream. Assume also for simplicity 
• 

that drops in level across manholes are not permitted (see 5.8). A 

stage is as defined in 5.5.2. The input state is the pipe soffit level 

at the upstream end of the pipe. The output state is the pipe soffit 

level at the downstream end of the pipe. The output from state K 

equals the input for stage (K+l). 

It is now necessary to consider the range of permissible states at each 

stage. For a typical drainage problem the range to consider is not 

at all obvious. On the one hand the range chosen must be sufficient 

to guarantee the inclusion of the global optimum, and yet not so 

large as to incur severe computational penalties. The problem may be 

circumvented by adopting a rather different D.P. approach called 

Discrete Differential Dynamic Programming or D.O. D.P. (ref. 32) as 

described in section 5.13. As D.D.D.P. is unsuitable for variable 

plan problems which lead on from the problem at present under 

consideration, it is necessary to find a rational basis for defining 

the range of states using the more conventional D.P. approach. 

5.7.1. Upper bound on state variable 

There will generally be a restriction on depth of cover, (constraint 

(a) of section 2.3), such that the pipe soffit level must be less than 

the ground level minus the depth of cover. 

Hence there is some sort of upper limit on the range of levels that 

should be considered at each stage. Considering the pipe run shown in 

Figure 5.5 (a), one can see that although this would form a reasonable 

bound for pipe lengths (1)~(2) and (2)~(J), it would not be realistic 

for the rest of the run. Obviously the level downstream of A cannot 

exceed the level at A. If there is a minimum gradient specified 

(constraint (b) of section 2.3) this may be applied downstream of A 

to give a modified upper limit. 

If there is no minimum gradient specified, the upper limit may still be 

restricted by a constraint on minimum velocity of flow in the pipe. 

However, by choosing a very large diameter pipe, the pipe slope to 
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achieve a minimum velocity restriction will approach zero. So 

unless there is a restriction of maximum pipe size, the minimum 

velocity constraint does not in itself form a restriction on maximum 

pipe levels. 

To summarise, the upper bound pipe level at a general point, P, is 

the ~of: 

(1) (ground level at that point) (specified minimum depth of 
cover) 

(2) (Upper bound pipe level at any point upstream) 

5.7.2. 

m x (distance from that point), where m 1s maximum of 

(zero, specified minimum gradient, minimum gradient to provide 

specified minimum velocity with largest available pipe>. 

Lower bound on state variable 

There may be a constraint on the maximum depth of cover (constraint (a) 

of section 2.3) which will give a lower bound on pipe level. 

Whether or not this limit exists, experience of practical designs shows 

that it is reasonable to consider a lower bound at a fixed depth below 

the upper bound as determined in the previous section, giving a zone 

of fixed depth within which the optimal solution should lie. The 

selection of the correct depth to ensure optimality is a matter of 

judgment and experience and will be considered later (See 5.14.2). 

The only other way in Which the lower level could be limited is if a 

minimum outfall level is specified, but this would rarely form a 

practical limit for most of the network. 

5.7.3. Establishing discrete values of level 

Having specified the upper and lower limits on the state variable, 

pipe soffit level, at every manhole in the system, it is now necessary 

to define the discrete values of level that the variable may take. 

To guarantee a true optimal solution, it is necessary to specify an 

infinite number of discrete values. However, in most cases a close 

approximation to the optimal solution may be obtained by adopting 

only a few discrete values. The choice of the number adopted is again 

one of judgment and experience (see 5.14.2), and is a balance between 

the marginal cost savings_on the network designed and the extra running 
- 55 -



costs of the computer program. 

The arrangement of a typical stage in the network is shown in Figure 

5.S(b) • 

5.7.4. Establishing a feasible design for an element 

Given a discrete downstream level and a discrete upstream level, 

the design for an element then consists of selecting the pipe diameter 

that will give the least construction cost for the element whilst 

satisfying all the constraints listed in section 2.3. In practice 

it is assumed that element costs increase with increased pipe diame~er 

hence the smallest feasible diameter is chosen. 

For many combinations of upstream and downstream level, there may be 

no feasible pipe diameter. 

5.7.5. Cost at each discrete input state 

In dealing with a typical stage K, it is assumed that the minimum cost 

of arriving at each discrete input state is known, i.e. for each 

input state the optimal set of decisions for stages 1 to (K-l) and the 

returns (costs) resulting from them have already been determined. 

5.7.6. Cost at each discrete output state 

The problem now becomes that of detemUning the decisions in stage K that 

produce the minimum cost of arrival at each output state from stage 

K, where the minimum cost of arrival is the sum of the cost of arrival 

at the input to stage K plus the cost of the decisions taken in stage 

K to get from the input state to the particular output state. 

For a particular output state, each input state is taken in turn. For 

that particular input state the smallest pipe is selected that will 

meet all the constraints listed in 2.3. The stage cost for this 

solution is added to the cost at tee input state to give a cost at 

the output state. 

When all input states have been examined, the overall cheapest cos~ of 

arrival at the output state is identified. This cost and the stage 

decisions that led to it are retained, all other costs and decisions 

relating to that output state being abandoned. 
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Hence the minimum cost of arrival at each output state is established. 

This is illustrated in Figure 5.6. 

5.7.7. Overall Minimum Cost 

It has now been shown that, given a set of minimum total costs for 

the input states to stage K, it is possible to obtain a set of minimum 

costs for the input states to stage (K+l). 

As the costs for the input states to stage 1 are known, being 

generally zero, the process can be applied recursively along the 

serial system to obtain the set of minimum costs for the last 

(Nth) stage. This set of costs can then be examined and the cheapest 

will be the overall cheapest solution for the serial system. 

5.7.8. Optimal solution 

In itself this is of little value. It is the decisions that led to the 

minimum cost solution that are important, hence a trace-back as 

described in section 5.6.4 is performed to establish the pipe levels 

and diameters used. This is illustrated in Figure 5.7. 

5.8. Inclusion of Drop-Manholes 

5.8.1. Introduction 

A drop-manhole is one in which there is a change in level between 

the incoming and outgOing pipes. Such structures are required where 

ground levels Change rapidly. Maximum slope or maximum velocity 

restrictions (see 2.3) may cause the outgOing pipe to be lower than the 

incoming for there to be any feasible solution (see Figure 5.8(a).) 

Alternatively if there is an obstruction it may be more economical 

to drop levels across a manhole (see Figure 5.8(b». Small changes 

in level can normally be accommodated without incurring extra costs 

but large changes may well necessitate different and more expensive 

forms of manhole construction. Typical of these are the Back-Drop 

manholes described in the British Standard code of practice for. 

Building Drainage (ref. 4). 
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5.8.2 Defining the Quasi-Input State 

The main theoretical difficulty in dealing with drops across manholes 

is that the input state, defined as the lowest pipe level entering 

the upstream manhole, is no longer the level of the outgoing pipe. 

This difficulty can be overcome by one of two methods 

(a) consider the manhole itself as a stage with the input state 

corresponding to the incoming pipe level and the output state 

corresponding to the outgoing pipe level, the decisions being 

the drop across the stage and the return being the cost of 

the manhole. This approach has been adopted by some previous 

authors (ref.23, 34) but further modifications are 

required when dealing with converging networks and on 

balance this approach waS considered unnecessary. 

(b) Set up a "quasi input state", corresponding to the level 

of the outgoing pipe, this being the pipe level at the up

stream end of the stage under consideration. This approach was 

developed tor and used in the current research. Referring 

to Figure 5.8(a), the maximum level of the pipe leaving a 

manhole is determined by the level of the ground at the 

downstream end of the pipe and by the maximum permissible 

pipe slope. It is thus sensible to use this as an upper 

bound limit on the quasi input state. From this upper 

bound, a lower bound limit can be deduced with experience. 

Hence m discrete values of the quasi input-state may be 

determined. For each of these it is necessary to know the 

total optimal upstream cost. 

Referring to Figure 5.8(c), consider a typical quasi-input state j, 

level ZBj' Any output state, k, level Z~ from the previous stage 

combined with a suitable value of drop, h, could give rise to this 

state, provided ZAk ~ ZBjo The optimal upstream cost associated with 

state j is then the least of (cost to output state k + cost of drop 

from Z~ to ZB
j

) for all k such that ZAk > ZBjo This procedure is 

shown in the flow chart of Figure 5.9. 

This procedure can be incorporated into the D.P. method already detailed 

to achieve the overall optimum cost for the network. 
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5.8.3. Tracing Back 

It now remains to ensure that one can perform a trace back up the system 

to obtain the set of optimal decisions that led to the overall 

optimum cost. This would conventionally require there to be m 

references stored one for each discrete input state, labelling the 

output state corresponding to the optimal upstream cost. 

However, as a computationally easier alternative, one can omit the 

m references and re-establish the optimal upstream state for the 

single value of quasi-input state specified by the trace-back. This 

is a similar procedure to that described in the last part of section 

5.8.2, and illustrated in Figure 5.9, except that it is only one 

quasi-'input state that is considered. 

As the trace-back is performed only once, the extra computation 

involved is negligible, and the savings made in data handling and 

storage can be significant. 

5.9 OptimiSing a branched drainage network 

5.9.1. Introduction 

In 5.5.3. it was shown that a converging system such as the typical 

tree-like drainage network could be treated as several serial systems 

linked together. Bence there should be no difficulty implementing 

a D.P. approach to optimise such a system and this is indeed the case. 

5.9.2 Procedure 

For a tree-like network the order of design should be such that when 

a particular branch is being designed, all the branches upstream of 

it should already have been designed. 

Take a typical branch of the network, consisting of several lengths of 

pipe between manholes, with several branches joining the most 

upstream manhole (e.g. branch AB of Figure 5.1). 

Assume that for each upstream branch a set of optimal costs has been 

established for each discrete output state on the most downstream 

stage. In general the ranges of discrete output states and the range 



of permissible pipe levels at the upstream end of the typical branch 

under consideration will all be different. 

Consider a set of quasi-input states for the most upstream stage of 

the branch. The optimal cost for each quasi-input state may now 

be obtained by combining the costs of the output states of all 

upstream branches in a suitable way, adding in the cost of a drop 

manhole if this is required. 

A flow chart for the above process is shown in Figure 5.10. 

Having established a set of costs corresponding to the quasi-input 

states, the design process may then proceed in the normal way, 

resulting in a set of costs for each output state of the most 

downstream stage in the branch. 

5.9.3 Tracing back through a branch junction 

There remains the problem of tracing back the overall optimum solution 

through the junction. The optimum quasi-input state will have been 

identified. Adopting a procedure similar to that described in 

5.8.3., the optimum output state may be obtained for each branch in 

turn. This is illustrated in the flow chart of Figure 5.11. 

5.10. Inclusion of the constraint on decreasing pipe diameters 

5.10.1. Introduction 

A common requirement in drainage network design is that pipe diameters 

should never decrease in a downstream direction, i.e. the pipe 

leaving a manhole must be at least as big as the largest pipe 

entering (constraint f, section 2.3). 

It was shown in section 5.5.4. that if the network is to be represented 

as a serial system, it becomes necessary to introduce a second state 

variable D, the pipe diameter. 

5.10.2. Procedure 

Thus the output state from a stage is a two dimensional vector (Z, D), 

where Z is the pipe soffit level and D is the pipe diameter. 
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The input state for the next stage is then, strictly, the level and 

diameter (ZA, DA) of the pipe entering the upstream manhole. Where 

branches converge this becomes the minimum pipe level and maximum pipe 

diameter of all pipes entering the upstream manhole. 

As in sectiomS.8 and 5.9, it is convenient to define a quasi-input 

state, here consisting of pipe level and diameter (Z, D) of the pipe 

at the upstream end of the current stage, i.e. the level and diameter' 

of the pipe on exit from the upstream manhole. It is then necessary 

to find for each state (Z, D) the least cost of arriving at (Z, 0) from 

any input state (ZA, DA) such that ZA > Z and DA < D allowing 

for the cost of any drop manhole feature associated with the value of 

(ZA - Z). 

This procedure is similar to that described in 5.8.2. and is detailed 

in the flow chart of Figure 5.12. 

5.10.3. Defining the range of diameters and their discrete values 

The D.P. method adopted requires that the range of values of diameter 

D should be defined at every stage in the system, and D should adopt 

discrete values at these stages. 

The latter condition is automatically met by the fact that pipes are 

only available in discrete increments of size. (see 2.3, constraint (g». 

The actual diameters available may depend on the pipe material and 

manufacturer. Hence it is necessary for the designer to identify 

the range of pipes that are available to him, and the pipes he wishes 

to use on each particular length of drain. 

For example, assume a particular network consists of lengths of French 

drain and Carrier Drains (as defined in Section 1.3). The designer 

may choose to use perforated clay pipes of diameters 100 and 150 mm 

and porous concrete pipes of diameters 228, 309 and 380 mm for the French 

drains, with Carrier drains of Asbestos Cement selected from the 

range 300mm to 600rnm in increments of 75mm. 

One convenient way of dealing with these pipe variations is to specify 

a pipe class for every length of drain in the system and separately 

specify the pipes that are available in each class. 
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An example of a typical pipe class is shown in Table 5.1. Note that 

other pipe properties can conveniently be attributed to each pipe in 

this way. 

A TYPICAL PIPE CLASS 

TABLE 5.1 

PIPE CLASS A (for French Drains) 

No Diameter Material , Rou2hness Min. velocitl Max. velocit:l - hum) (mm) (m/s) (m7s) 

1 100 Perf. Clay 0.5 0.7 10.0 

2 150 " .. " If 

3 228 Porous Cone. 1.0 0.7 6.0 

4 309 " .. " " 
5 380 .. .. .. " 

The overall available range of discrete diameters has now been 

established for a parti.cular pipe length. This could therefore be 

used as the range of the state variable D. Such a procedure is, however, 

likely to be very inefficient where the pipe class contains more 

than a few diameters. 

In some way it is necessary to establish upper and lower bounds on 

the size of pipe to enable realistic ranges of diameter to be taken. 

Consider a single length of pipe between manholes A and B (Figure 5.13 

(a». Design the pipe first to the minimum possible depth of cover. 

This will involve either minimum cover or minimum gradient or minimum 

velocity constraints (see 2.3). Then consider any other design. This 

will necessarily be at or below the level of the first solution. 

Use of a smaller pipe diameter at a steeper slope may give a cheaper 

solution. However, using a larger pipe must give a more expensive 

solution as the extra pipe cost cannot be compensated by reducing the 

trench excavation. Hence the optimal solution cannot involve a pipe 

diameter greater than that for a minimum cover solution. 
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It would be very convenient if such an argument could be extended 

to cover a network of pipes rather than just one single pipe. 

Unfortunately this is not theoretically justified as can be seen from 

Figure 5.13(b). In this case the combined costs of the two pipes 

AB, BC, of diameters lS0mm and 300mm could be less than for the two 

225mm pipes at minimum cover. However results show (see 7.10.3) 

that in practice the optimal solution almost always has a diameter 

less than or equal to the 'minimum cover' solution. This condition is 

likely to apply to any network for designs involving sensible methods 

of costing the pipe elements and for reasonable ranges of pipe diameters 

and hence forms a realistic method of obtaining an upper bound on the 

diameter. 

These same results show a second important feature. This is that the 

optimal solution tends to be confined within one or two increments 

of diameter of the minimum cover solution. This gives a method of 

establisbing a lower bound on the pipe diameter. 

It can now be seen that bounds on both level and diameter may be 

achieved by performing a minimum cover design and using the levels and 

diameters so produced to define the upper limits on the state variables 

for a Dynamic Programming process. The lower limits may be taken for 

level as a fixed distance below the upper limit and for diameter as 

a fixed number of increments below the upper limit. 

A flow chart to illustrate this process is given in Figure 5.14. 

5.10.4. Organising the computation 

The method of computation for an individual stage is similar to that 

for just one state variable. Essentially every output state (defined 

by the vector (Z, D» is considered in turn, with each quasi-input 

state taken as a possible source of the optimal solution. A series 

of checks are made on the feasibility of this design. 

If there are m discrete levels and n discrete pipe diameters, there 

are m x n states and hence m2 x n2 'designs' to consider. This is 

a large increase over the single state variable case. There is, 

however, one great computational simplification. The pipe design 
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is now completely defined as both pipe diameter and levels are specified. 

Previously (see 5.7.4.) for the single state variable case it was 

necessary to design the element by finding the smallest suitable diameter. 

Using the Colebrook-dhite equation the diameter cannot be obtained 

explicitly for a given slope and discharge, hence some procedure using 

enumeration or iteration was necessary. That included in the flow chart 

of lo'ig. 5.6 is one simple possibility. Hence, although two state 

variables are used, computational effort is not greatly increased. 

For each output state feasible solutions are compared in cost 

with the cheapest being retained. The design of a stage is summarised 

in the flow ohart of Fig 5.15. 

Tracing back the final optimal solution presents no new difficulties 

and is organised similarly to those processes described in 5.6.4 and 

5.8.3 • A flow chart of the trace back procedure is shown in ,'ig. 5.16. 

5.11 .Dependence of flows on the network design 

5.11 .1 Introduction 

In most methods of design for atormwater networks the design 

flow at a point in the system is dependent on the size, slope and 

roughness of some or all of the pipes upstream of that point. 

As described in section 5.5.5 this leads to a three dimensional 

state vector for a true serial representation and hence a rigoroua 

D.P. approach. 

5.11.2 The Rational or Lloyd-Davies method 

The most common method of oalculating flows for small stormwater 

drainage networks is the Rational or Lloyd-Davies method (ref. 5). 
This will be used to demonstrate the application of both tne rigorous 

and an approximate approach to the problem of network dependent 

design flows. 

A flow ohart showing the Rational method is shown in l!'ig. 5.11. 
The essential feature is that the design flow in a pipe in the network 

depends on the time it takes for water to flow from the most remote point 

upstream of that pipe to the downstream end of the pipe. l.L'his time, 

(the time to concentration), consists of the time it takes the water 

to enter the pipe network (the time of entry) plus the time taken to 

flow down the pipes to the downstream end of the pipe under consideration. 

assuming that the pipes are flowing full (the time of flow). 

The R.ational method design philosophy assUlOOS that the 

rainfall can be treated as having a constant intensity during a storm 

event. Generally t~ shorter the length of star;;. toe higner is the 
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rainfall intensity. It is assumed that tne rainfall is evenly 

distributed over the catchment area. 

Consider two subcatchments 1 and 2 drainine into a common pipe 

All (Fig. 5.18). consider a stor.:. of length t such that tc (2) <. t <. tc (1), 

where tc(1), tc(2) are the times to concentration at point ~ for flow 

from subcatcnments 1 and 2. 

As t > tc (2) all of sUbcatcbJnent 2 contributes to tne flow 

at B, but as t < to (1) only part of subcatchment 1 contri butes to the 

flow at H. It is assumed that the design flow at B increases with 

increasing values of t until a critical situation is met when t • tc(1)~ 

At this stage both of the subcatchment areas contribute in full to 

the flow at B. However if t is increased beyond this, the rainfall 

intensi ty is reduced, and hence the design flow decreases. 

So, in general, for a particular pipe in the network a length 

of storm is selected equal to the time to concentration to the downstream 

end of the pipe. 

Statistical rainfall data has been compiled which can either 

be used directly for a given location in Great Britain (Hef. 5) or 

formulae based on this data can be used to obtain an average rainfall 

intensi ty for a given return period and length of stonn, the return 

period being the average period of time between events that exceed 

the chosen event. 

One common formula used in Britain is the Hilham formula with 

the Holland modification (Ref .5). This is given below: 

Bilham: I • 60 (Nt x 202.26)1/3•55 - 2.54 ------(c) 
t 

where I is rainfall intensity in mm/hr 
Ii is retum period in years 

t is length of storm in milllltes 

Holland modification: for I > 33.0 mm/hr 

Ln [llrf (1 ~4 ..0'1 M5] • 1 - 0.03141 ---- (D) 

These fonnulae have been used throughout this research although there 

is no theoretical reason why tabular data should not be used. 

Ji.:xamination of equations C and D show that the rainfall 

intensity I is only given explicitly for values of I ~ 33.0 mm/hr. 

The Holland modification has to be solved iteratively for values of 

I > 33.0 mm/hr with the bilhain formula giving a reasonably close 

initial value for the iteration. 

Havins obtained the rainfall intensity toe desit;n flow at a 

point in the network is tnen (the rainfall intensity) x (the catchment 

area upstream of that point). 
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5.11.3 other methods of calculating stormwater flows 

Various other methods of calculating stormwater design flows 

have been proposed and used. 'fhese are conveniently summarised in 

Ref. 1. In all these methods the design flow at a point in the network 

is in some wa.y de pendent on the design of tnat part of the network 

upstream of the point. 

The most prevelant of these alternative methods is the Transport 

and Road Research Laboratory ti)'drograph method, this being widely 

used in the U.K. for the design of large drainage networks. A full 

description of the method is given elsewhere (.Hefs. 5, 6) but briefly 

it involves the use of a time varying rainfall intensity and takes into 

account the storage or routing effects of the pipes through which 

the water flows. 'ihe main effect is that an increase in pipe di.ameter 

creates greater storage wi thin the pipe, which in turn diminishes tne 

peak of the time varying flow out of the pipe. lienee the deai[;u 

flow at a point in the system is dependent on the upstream pipes, 

although the preCise nature of the dependence is mucn more difficult 

to establish than with the Rational «sthod. To devise a rigorous 

Dynamic Programming approach for such a deSign system woUld be very 

difficul t and totally impracticable. 

5.11.4 The three-dimensional state vector approach 

As described in section 5.5.5, USing the Rational method of 

design, drainage may be considered as a true serial system by using three 

state variables. So, in theory, a rigorous DP approach could be 

devised. It is , however, of interest to consider the computational 

effort involved in such a strategy, bearing in mind also that such 

a method would only be relevant to the Rational design philosophy 

which is likely to be superseded. 

DP is generally considered to be efficient when there are 

one or two state variables. ;'.ore state variables incur seve re co:nputational 

penal ties as can be seen from the general approach used for all detailed 

computations. For a stage this consists of selecting each discrete 

output state and considering all possible ways of arriving at that state 

from each input state. 

If there are ,say, i(n) discrete values of the n dimensions 

defining a state then there are (i(1) x i(2) x i(3) x ••••• i(n)2 

designs to consider for each stage with (i(1) x il2) x •••••• i(n)) 
values of cost and an equal number of trace-back references to store. 
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For example, if i(1) = i(2) ••••••• i(n) - 10 

for n • 1 number of designs .. 100 

for n II 2 number of designs .. 10 000 

for n -} number of designs .. 1 000 000 

for n • 4 number of designs .. 100 000 000 

Experience has shown that values of i(1) and i(2) could be 

reduced to 1 and 3 respectively for level and diameter state variables. 

Using these values the number of designs for incorporation of a third· 

state variable becomes i- x 32 x (i(3) l .. 441 (i(3»2 • A suitable 

value of i{}) is unlikely to be less than 1. This would give at least 

441 x 72 .. 21 609 designs per stage. 

Although a method using 20 000 designs per stage may be possible 

for the fixed plan problem, it is certainly not desirable, and as 

a basis for a. varia.ble plan model it can quiclcly be set aside as 

impracticable. 

5.11.5 An approximate approach 

Having shown that a completely rigorous approach is impracticable, 

it is now necessary to examine the practicability of a reasonable but 

non-rigorous method. 

The developuent of such a method was actually performed for a 

variable plan model of which the fixed plan model under discussion 

is a speoial case. The details of the developnent rill thus be presented 

in Chapter 7 t "The varia.ble manhole position model". l"'or oompleteness, 

however, a summary of the developuent is given here, as far as it 

is applioable to the simpler fixed plan network. 

The first step taken was to assume that all flows were fixed, 

ie. did not depend on the pipe network upstream. The method of fixing 

the flows was less obvious. 

The in! tial approach was to calculate a time of now for 

all pipes using a unifo.rm flow velocity (ag. 1.5 m/s). lience a 

rainfall and design flow could be calculated for each pipe. When the 

DP design was complete a comparison of the actual flow velocities 

and hence actual flows could be made wi. th the assumed values. 

It was soon seen that this led to unacceptably large 

discrepancies. However an iterative approach based on this was a 

logical developnent. The now velocities resulting from the new design 

were thus used to calculate new times to concentration and design 

flows for the next DP design. The iterations continued until the 
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variation in flow from one iteration to the next was within acceptable 

limi ts. 1'his usually occured wi thin four or five iterations. 

'l'he method was seen to be rather clumsy and somewhat prone 

to problems of convergence (see 7.9.2). 
A more satisfactory approach was to define the im. tial design 

flows as being equal to the design flows for a minimum oover design. 

Very rapid convergence then ensued. As a minimum cover design was 

already used to establish the lim! ts on pipe level and diameter 

(see 5.10 .}), the minimum cover design flows were readily available. 

It was additionally found that in general the diameters of 

pipes designed by the first DP design did not subsequently change in 

further iterations. The pipe slopes merely al. tered to accomodate 

changes in design flows. 

5.12 The final fixed plan model - MANFIX 

The observation that the designed pipe diameters did not 

chaJlBe after the first iteration provided a very useful method of 

truncating the iterative procedure. 

Instead of allowing the iteration to proceed until flows 

were acceptably stable, an exactexplici t solution could be obtained 

by taking the diameters produced by the first iteration as fixed and 

then performing a nomal. Rational method design to obtain pipe slopes, 

and incidentally design flows. 

A1 though a seJlCU'ate computer program was never written for 

the fixed plan model, resul ts using the variable plan program on fixed 

plan examples showed the method to be sound. 

For convenience the fixed plan model will be refered to as 

the MANFIX (manholes fixed) model. For completeness a flow chart for 

a proposed MANFIX computer program is shown in Fig. 5.19. 
One very important featul"e of MANFIX is that it is not 

necessarily restricted to the use of the Rational method of design. 

In principle My design method could be used to establish design flows 

and bounds on the state variables based on a minimum oover condition. 

These flows and bounds can then be used in the core of the program -

the DP process - to determine pipe diameters only. These diameters 

canthen be used in the selected design method to determine pipe slopes. 
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5.13 The use of Discrete Differential Dynamic Programming 

DDDP (ref. 32) was refered to in Section 5.1 as being the most 

economic existing approach for the fixed plan optimisation problem. 

As such it is worthlrhile discussing the method and comparing it wi th 

the MANFIX model. 

Stormwater drainage using DDDP has been described in some detail 

elsewhere (refs. 23,34). Hence only the principles will be presented 

here. 

A simple drainage run between three manholes is illustrated 

in Fig. 5.20. The DDDP approach to optimising the design of such a 

run is as follows • 

(a) Specify a "trial trajectory", this being an initial guess at 

the longitudinal profile of the pipeline between the manholes. 

(b) Specify an im tial "band width", this being the width of a 

"corridor" oentred on the trial trajectory, giving the lim ts wi thin 

which the pipe profile may lie. 

(c) Select a small number (3 or 5) of discrete depths at each 

manhole equally spaced across the oorridor. 
(d) Use conventional DP to select the optimwn profile using the 

discrete depths. 

(e) Use the optimum profile as the trial trajectory for another 

iteration using the same band width. This forms the primary iteration. 

(f) When the optimum profile coincides with the trial trajectory, 

decrease the band width and repeat the process. This is the secondary 

iteration. 

(g) Continue decreasing the band width until the required accuracy 

is obtained. 

DDDP is claimed to, be much more efficient computationally than 

DP (ref 40), due to the small number of discrete levels considered 

in the corridor for anyone iteration. Hence if the possible range of 

levels at the manholes is large the potential saving over DP could be 

remarkable. For example, if the pipe levels were required to an' 

accuracy of 0.01 m and there was a possible range of levels of , say, 

3m at each manhole, a conventional DP approach would require 300 
discrete levels at a manhole, with 300

2 
• 90 000 possible designs to 

consider at eaoh stage. Using .3 discrete levels in .D.ilDP there are 
2 

3 :I 9 designs per stage per iteration. If it takes 3 primary 

iterations to achieve a stable t~&jeotory, there are then 3 x 9 = 27 

deSigns per secondary iteration. To reduce a 3m band width to 0.01m 

with a reduction by, say, a factor of 0.7 at each secondary iteration, 
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requires n secondary iterations, where 3 x o.'f "" 0.01 • 1Jence n • 16, 

and the total. number of designs per stage = 16 x 27 .. 432, compared 

to 90 000 for a conventional DP design. 

However. it has been shown that by using .iXiANFIX the possible 

range of levels can be reduced substantially by first performing 

a minimum cover design. Further, the required accuracy for pipe levels 

can be very coarse, with only the optimal pipe diameters being required, 

the pipe gradients being obtained from a conventional design proced~ 

using the optimal. diameters. 

Hence MANFIX will be more comparable to the DDDP approach than 

will conventional DP methods. 

For example with MANFIX, if the range of levels is restricted 

to 0.9m and the levels axe required to 0.1m, there are 10 discrete 

levels and 10
2 

.. 100 designs per stage. 

Similar values for a DDDP approach give 32 x 3 x n designs per 

stage where 1 x O. 'f. 0.1 , giving n .. 6 and number of designs. 162. 

It would appear that a DDDP approach is possibly less efficient 

than a carefully prepared DP approach such as MANFIX, though it may 

be more likely to find a true optimal solution in unusual circumstances. 

One disadvantage with DDDP is that a computer program is 

necessarily IIIOre complex than for DP. b'or the purpose of the present 

research the main disadvantage is that the concepts of a trial 

trajectory and a decreasing band width axe incompatible with the variable 

plan problem. 

An additional consideration is that storm drainage design by 

DDDP has only been presented using a one dimensional state vector. 

Hence the constraint on non-decreasing pipe diameters (see 2.3), if 

required, is handled incorrectly in published material (ref. ~1). 

It would be possible to have a DDDP approach to storm drainage using 

a two dimensional state vector, but this has not yet been tried. 

Also, for a complete approach, some method of approximating stormwater 

design flows is needed, perhalE similar to that in MANli'IX. 

5.14 ~xperience and results 

5.14.1 Introduction 

As the main research was concerned with variable plan networks 

a computer program for MAN.l<'IX was not written. Hence experience 

relates to the development and use of the variable plan programs and 

will be presented fully in t:ha.pter 7. Results are those using variable 

plan programs for fixed plan examples. 
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5.14.2 i!:xperience of the model 

'!he following general comments can be made : 

(a) DP optimised solutions generally followed closely to minimum 

cover solutions and were often identical for many of the upper 

branches in a network. Where they differed it was rarely by more than 

0.5m in depth or by more than two increments in pipe diameter. 

(b) a solution with a cost close to the true minimum could be 

obtained by using a coarse DP gtid with discrete levels at spacings 

of between 0.1 and 0.15m. 

(c) for standard pipe diameter increments (15mm) and. a sensible 

minimum gradient (1 in 250), near optimal solutions could be expected 

wi th confidence using six discrete levels over a range of O.7m and 

considering just three diameters for each pipe. 

Results 

All the optimally designed networks showed cost savings of 

between 5% and 15',k over networks designed to a minimum cover solution. 

This is consistent with the findi~ of other authors. (refs. 27. 28, 29) 

A set of results for the stormwater drainage of a small housing 

estate is given in Figs. 5.21, 5.22 and 5.23. The original design 

against which the optimal design is compared does contain some 

inconsistencies and cannot be regarded as a perfect minimum cover 

design. It is however considered typical of present practice. 

Quali tati vely the results show a feature typical. of optimised designs 

compared to traditional designs. The pipe diameters are unaltered 

at the upstream ends, the main savings being on reduced diameters 

towards the outfalls. Where depths of cover are increased it is only 

necessary to do so very slightly to accommodate 'the increase in 

gradients. 

In fact at both outfalls into existing sewers the optimised 

networks give invert levels slightly higher than the original scheme, 

due to smaller pipes being required at the same or slightly increased 

depths of cover. 

From a practical viewpoint the optimal scheme is preferable in 

that less of the pipe network is at minimum gradient. Hence there would 

be less trouble from siltation and blockage. Increases in depth of 

cover tend to be minimal and hence would not add significantly to 

access problems in cases of failure or new connections. 
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~alltitati vely the DP optimised scheme represents a saving in 

construction cost of about 121~ over the original. scheme .• 

5.15 cost of using MANFIX 

Clearly the extra computing costs involved in using an optimisation 

program should not exceed the likely savings on oonstruction oosts. 

If all designs led to actual constructed schemes it would be reasonable 

to allow the cost of optimising to approach the likely savings over 

a non-optimised scheme. However, for a number of reasons this may not· 

be acceptable. These include a 

(a) Allowance for non-productive and superseded design runs: the 

cost of these runs must be paid for from the savings on productive runs. 

(b) High computer costs imply a requirement for large comPllters 

or long run times. If these facilities are not immediately available 

designs may be delayed for up to several days by awaiting turnround 

on mul ti-user machines. 

It is d.1fficul t to estimate the actual oost of using MAlH'IX as 

present results were obtained from a vari~ble plan program. However, 

as an example, the resources used in the design of the housing estate 

networks were 22 secs. execution time on an ICL 1906S computer with 

a core store requirement of 54K. In 1979 this cost about £}. This 

is insignificant compared to the saving on construction cost of the 

scheme, which is calculated as £2}OO at March 1971 prices. 

It is clear from this that the computer costs can be a small 

fraction of the likely savings. Indeed performing a design using an 

optimising computer program may well be cheaper than manually designing 

the scheme, which is the usual design office practice. 

5.16 Conclusions on the fixed layout model - MANFIX 

It has been shown that an effective and simple Dynamic Programming 

model can be used for the optimised design of stormwater drainage 

networks. The efficiency of such a model is likely to be greater 

than that of a llDDP model or ally other existing fixed plan optimising 

model. 

The novel features of the model include the following' 

(a) Establishing upper bounds on levels and diameters, and an 

estimate of design flows, by perfOrming a conventional minimum cover 

design before the optimising process. 

(b) Limi ting the DP to a coarse grid ove r a narrow band, and using 

only the pipe diameters thus obtained. 
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(c) Using a second state variable, pipe diameter, to handle 

the constraint on non-decreasing pipe diameters rigorously. 

(d) Performing a final conventional design using the pipe diameters 

obtained from the DP optimisation, thus producing the correct design. 

flows and pipe gradients. 

(e) The ability to use, in theory, any design method (Ra.tional, 

TRRL, etc) , since the core of the model, the DP program, is unaffected 

by the design method. 

The cost of design using such a model need be Ii ttle more and 

may in fact be less than current design costs. 

MANFIX reCluires only lim! ted computer resources and could be 

tailozoed for use on a mini-computer wi thin a design office as well as 

being a fully supported design program on a main-frame computer. 

The type of design produced by MANFIX is in general sensible 

and preferable in at least one respect other than cost to the minimum 

cover design often produced manually. Minimum cover designs very often 

have most of the network at minimum gradients or flow velocities. 

MANFIX produces designs with more of the network at steeper slopes, 

thus reducing possible trouble with sil tation and blockages. Some 

trench depths are increased but the increases are often minimal and 

very rarely exceed O.5m. Indeed due to reduced pipe diameters at the 

downstream end of the network, trench depths can often be decreased. 
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CHAPTER 6 Variable Plan Optimisation 

6.1 Introduction 

The main object of this research was to investigate the possibility 

of optimising the plan layout of storm water drainage networks for roads 

and to produce a practical working computer program for optimal drainage 

design if this was indeed feasible. 

In a general storm drainage network, plan optimisation could be 

performed in many different modes. The simplest mode can be defined as 

follows: given a network of pipes and manholes some of which are fixed 

in position, find the optimum position of all other manholes together 

with the optimum gradients and diameters for all pipes. Such a network 

is shown in figure 6.1a. Some of the manholes are fixed in position 

(i.e. A, B, C, D), others are variable (i.e. E, F). For this examplctbe 

problem is then to find the Plancoordinates of manholes E and F together 

with the slopes and diameters of all pipes. 

A second mode of optimisation is where the connectivity, or in 

other words the basic network layout, is unspecified. In figure 6.1b, 

for example, the flow from A may go either to E or to C, the choice 

being part of the optimisation. 

A third mode of optimisation is where the number of manholes is 

unspecified. For example in figure 6.1c variable position manhole G 

mayor may not exist in the optimal solution. 

As a general case could combine all three such modes of optimisation 

it is clear that for anything but very small networks the complexities 

of general variable plan optimisation become formidable. il.ny 

attempt to create a general variable plan optimisation model would at 

present be completely futile. 
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The procedure adopted was therefore to examine the characteristics 

of several particular types of drainage network and to examine ways in 

which variable plan optimisation might be achieved. 

As the research was primarily concerned with road drainage, the type 

of network normally designed for new major roads was initially considered, 

and is dealt with in the following two chapters. In addition one further 

type of network is specified and examined in chapter 9. This is the 

case of joining several sources of flow to a single main drainage run. 

For the road drainage type of network two variable plan models were 

developed MANVAR (variable manholes) and CROSSVAR (variable cross-drains), , 
computer programs for these being written and tested. A model for the 

final type of network considered is proposed but a prop:ram has not been 

written or tested. 

A fully documented and tested commercial version of MANVAR has been 

written for the Highway Engineering Computer Branch of the Department of 

the Environment, and will be released soon as an optional mode of operation 

for their current Drainage Design Program DAPHNE (ref~). 

6.2 Highway Storm Drainage Networks 

An essential element in most modern highway design is the provision 

of a drainage system to remove incident rainfall. The road profile is 

used to direct run-off to the road edges or possibly to the central 

reservation in the case of a dual carriageway. Occasionally, especially 

on minor roads in rural areas, the designer will allow run-off to pass 

over a grass verge and into an open ditch. In general/however/piped 

drains are provided running roughly parallel to the road edges. The 

run-off may flow straight into these as in the case of a "French drain", 

this being a gravel filled trench with a perforated or porous pipe to 
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collect the water at the bottom of the drain. Alternatively water may 

first be collected by open channels formed by a kerb and the crossfa11 

on the road, thence passing tqrough gullies sited in the channel into 

conventional closed pipes. 

Generally kerbs and gullies are used throughout urban areas, 

and in rural areas where the road is on an embankment. 

French drains are used in cuttings in rural areas and also along the 

central reservation of motorways and dual carriageway roads. They orten 

have the additional duty of keeping the road foundation drained. This 

purpose is however ignored in this research as the flows involved are 

minimal compared with stormwater flows. 

For convenience French drains and "gully -fed" drains will be referred 

to as "carriageway drains", as their primary duty is to collect the 

run-off from carriageways. Carriageway drains are generally either laid 

at a constant offset from the road centreline, thus being curved in 

plan where the road is curved, or laid in straight lines between manholes 

which are at a uniform offset from the road centreline. 

At intervals it is generally necessary to convey the water from 

carriageway drains across the road. This is done by the provision of 

drains consisting of conventional closed pipes in trenches that are very 

carefully backfilled and compacted and almost always run directly across 

the carriageways. These will be referred to as "cross-drains". 

Cross-drains, as well as being constructed to a higher specification, 

are often designed for more severe storm events than the rest of the 

drainage network. This is a sensible precaution as access in the event 

of failure is very expensive and overloading in a severe storm could 

lead to dangerous flooding of the road carriageways. 
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A third type of drain exists which will be referred to as a "carrier 

drain". Carrier drains convey water from carriageway or cross-drains 

to the outfalls of the network. Water can only enter carrier drains at 

manholes. Carrier drains and carriageway drains may sometimes share 

the same trench. 

It is general practice to provide manholes for maintenance purposes 

at all drain junctions, changes in pipe size or changes in pipe gradient 

and at intervals along all drains subject to maximum spacing restrictions. 

Cross~drains will not have any intermediate manholes except one in the 

central reservation where such a reservation exists. 

A manhole will usually be placed at the head of a drainage run, but 

sometimes a "rodding eye" will be provided instead, thus giving a cheaper 

form of access. "Rodding eyes" can be considered as cheap manholes for 

the purpose of the present research. 

Figure 6.2 shows a typical dual-carriageway storm-water drainage 

system, consisting of carriageway drains, cross-drains, carrier drains 

and outfalls. The drains form two tree-like networks. 

Design of the networks conventionally start with the designer drawing 

a plan of the pipework layout, speci.fying the position of all manholes and 

calculating the catchment areas for all pipes. Values of runoff coefficient 

(runoff/rainfall) are specified for the various parts of the catchment 

(e.g. carriageway, verge, hard shoulder). The storm severity is selected 

by the choice of a return period. As highway pipes usually have diameters 

of less than 600 mm, Road Note 35 (ref. 5 ) allows design flows to be 

calculated by the Rational (Lloy~-Davies) method. The designer proceeds 

wi th the sequential design of all pipes in the network, starting wi th 

those at the upstream ends and then working downstream. In general the 

designer will place all pipes at minimum possible cover and select the 

pipe diameters that will convey the required flow a.t the resultant gradients. 
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6.3 Potential for Optimisation 

It has been shown in chapter 5 that, given the position of all manholes, 

the diameters and slopes of all pipes may be optimally designed using 

MANFIX. 

What scope is there, however, for altering the position of manholes 

to improve the design still further? To answer this question, it is 

desirable to examine the procedure adopted by the designer in positioning 

the manholes. He must first decide what type of drain is necessary and 

over what length it is required. In add! tion he must choose the offset 

of carriageway drains from the road centreline. These decisions can be 

regarded as fixed and invariable in any optimisation. For example in 

Fig.6.3ta)t there must be drains between A and D, B and E, a and Ft and 

also, therefore, manholes at At B, 0, D, S and F. 

There remains a certain flexibility about how these drains are 

connected to an outfall. 

There can for example, be one or more crossdrains with one outfall 

as in Fig. 6 .3 (b) and (c). 

Other schemes could involve several outfalls. 

In practice the number and position of the outfalls will be largely 

governed by factors other than minimum cost design. \-later authori ty 

requirements and availability of land being two important constraints in 

the U.K. 

Again there will almost always be a cross-drain at the lowest point 

along the length of carriageway under consideration. Hence it is 

reasonable to assume that in figure 6.) (d) manholes A, B, C, D, E, F, 

G, H, I, J, K are all effectively fixed in plan. 
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The designer then has 

to decide first of all if any additional cross-drains are required and if 

so, where. Secondly he must decide on the number and position of all 

intermediate manholes, remembering that manholes must be provided at 

changes in pipe diameter and slope and at intervals not greater than a 

certain maximum spacing for maintenance requirements. 

These decisions are essentially of an economic nature as the functional 

efficiency of the network is not likely to be altered by such decisions 

and yet the network cost may well be. yet these decisions are usually made 

on engineering judgement and experience. Unfortunately they may well be 

taken by engineers with limited experience and consequently little foundation 

for engineering judgement. Even experienced engineers would have 11 ttle, 

if any, quantitative evidence of costs on which to base their judgement. 

Cost comparisons of al ter.oati ve layouts are rarely, if ever, performed. 

These decisions, on the number and position of cross-drains and 

intermediate manholes, therefore appeared to be prime candidates for 

computer based optimisation methods. 

A model for optimising the number and position of intermediate 

manholes is presented in chapter 7, whilst chapter 8 presents a model for 

additionally optimising the number and position of cross-drains. 
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Chapter 7. The variable manhole position model - MANVAR 

7.1 Introduction 

An extensive literature search in the fields of drainage and 

optimisation failed to unearth any published material of relevance 

to the problem of positioning an unknown number of manholes along a 

drainage run. 

Previous research in the optimisation of variable plan drainage 

networks has generally concentrated on problems of connectivity 

(refs. 33,38,44) rather than the problem of a variable plan position 

for a manhole. A review of multivariable optimisation techniques 

showed that they generally deal with problems in which the number of 

variables is known. Here the number of manholes, and hence the 

number of variables, is initially unknown. 

7.2 Defining the Problem 

For a typical tree-like network the problem is to find the 

number of intermediate manholes along each non-branching run, 

together with their positions, together with the diameters and levels 

of all pipes, such that the total construction cost of the network is 

as small as possible whilst all the technological and physical 

constraints imposed on the system are met. 

One of the constraints given in section 2.3 is a condition that 

manholes should not be spaced at more than a given distance apart, 

Lmax, along each run. 

As an example consider a network of m pipe runs between (m + 1) 

fixed manholes. 

Consider a typical pipe run It (1 • 1 to m). 

Pipe run 1 consists of an unknown number of manholes, N(I). 

Define an element as a pipe with its upstream manhole (see 

Fig. 4.1). 

The design of an element (I,J) can then be defined in terms of the 

pipe diameter D(I,J), upstream and downstream pipe levels Zu(I,J), 

Zd(I,J), and upstream and downstream distances Xu(I,J), Xd(I,J) from 

a fixed manhole. 

In general given Zu and Zd, Xu and Xd, the smallest and hence 

cheapest pipe size that will carry the required flow and satisfy the 
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flow constraints will be chosen. Hence the pipe diameter D(I,J) is 

dependent on Zu(r,J), Zd(I,J), Xu, Xd and need not be considered as 

an independent variable. 

There are then 4 x N(I) variables for a typical branch where 

N(r) is itself an additional variable, and with the constraints that 

Xd(I,J) • Xu(I,J+l) and Xu(I,l) • 0, Xd(I,N(I») • length of branch, 

Lb(l) • 

The cost of constructing a pipe element is a function of element 

length, pipe diameter, average depth and upstream depth. In terms 

of the independent variables the cost of an element Ce(I,J) -

f{ZU(I,J), Zd(I,J), Xu(I,J), Xd(I,J~ Let the cost of constructing 

a pipe run be Ch(I). Hence the problem becomes one of minimising C 

where 

m 
C - >: Cb(I) 

I-I 

m N(I} - 1: >: Ce(I,J) 
I-I J-l 

where 

Ce(I,J) - f(Zu(I,J), Zd(I,J), Xu(I,J}, Xd(I,J») 

and N(l) are variable parameters in the minimisation, 

subject to a set of constraints of the form: 

- Xu(I,J+l) 

{

I -

J - l,N(I)-l 

Xd(I,J) I,m 

Xu(I,l) - 0 

Xd(I,N(I») - L(I) 

and constraints 0 ~ Xd(I,J) - Xu(I,J)~ Lmax 

and constraints Ymin ~ Y ~ Ymax 

smin ~ s ~ smax 

Vmin ~ V ~ Vmax 

Q ~ Qf 

Zu ~ Zus 

D ~ DUB 

D a discrete, available, diameter. 
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7.3 The Design Flow 

The design flow Q for an element will in general depend on the 

total catchment area, A, for the element and, if the Rational method 

of design is used, on the time to concentration, tc, (i.e. time taken 

for runoff to reach the downstream end of the element from the 

furthest upstream point). 

Hence Q • f(A,tc) 

The catchment area in general.increases with distance along a run. 

Hence A - f(Xd) 

The time to concentration, tc, depends on the diameters, slopes and 

lengths of all pipes upstream of the element and on the diameter, 

slope and length of the pipe in the element. 

If an approximation can be made for the time to concentration 

such that it is independent of the pipe diameters and gradients 

upstream and merely dependent on position, then tc - f(Xd). 

Hence as Q • f(A,tc) 

Q • (f(Xd) 

7.4 Method of Approach to the optimisation problem 

The main difficulties involved in forming an optimisation model 

for this application are listed below. 

a) Unknown number of variables. 

b) Non-linear, non-differentiable objective function. 

c) Discrete values of pipe diameter. 

Difficulty (a) could be partially overcome by assuming that a 

sufficiently large number of intermediate manholes exist thus giving 

a definite number of variables and allowing solutions in which many 

of these manholes are coincident. This is very inefficient and the 

presence of singularities in the solution would present great problems 

to any known multi-variable optimisation algorithm. 

Even if this first difficulty could be overcome, for the reasons 

discussed in section 5.3 there would still be formidable problems in 

producing a robust, economic and effective model based on conventional 

multi-variable optimisation algorithms. 
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As Dynamic Programming had been shown to be effective in fixed

plan drainage optimisation it was decided to investigate whether it 

was also suitable for the problem of variable manhole positions. 

7.5 A Dynamic Programming approach. 

7.5.1 Introduction 

As has been shown in Chapter 5 Dynamic Programming is very 

efficient when dealing with serial systems, and can cope well with 

discrete valued variables and aiscontinuous objective functions. 

Fixed plan drainage networks were shown in section 5.5. to be serial 

systems suitable for D.P. The questions in dealing with the 

variable manhole position problem are whether some or all of the 

network can be considered a serial system, and whether such a serial 

system is amenable to D.P. 

Throughout this chapter it is assumed that diameters may not 

decrease in a downstream direction (See 2.3.(g»). 

diameter is a necessary state variable (See 5.5.4). 

7.5.2 The basic skelton serial system 

Hence pipe 

If the fixed manhole positions are assumed to define a basic 

skeleton of drainage runs, (e.g. Fig. 6.3(d»), the design of each run 

could then be considered as a stage in a serial system. This is 

evident by direct comparison with the fixed plan serial system 

described in section 5.5. 

Such a serial system is illustrated in Figure 7.l(a). 

An individual stage involves decisions on the number and 

position of intermediate manholes along a run together with decisions 

on the diameter and slopes of all pipes. 

If a method of producing an optimal design for an individual run 

can be found, it follows from the nature of serial systems that the 

optimal solution for the whole network can be established by D.P. 

7.5.3 The design of a run by normal D.P. 

The same principal difficulties exist in trying to optimise the 

design of an individual run as do for the problem of optimising the 

complete network (see 7.4). Admittedly the scale of the problem is 
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much reduced. Even so conventional multi-variable optimisation is 

unlikely to be a fruitful line of approach. 

Hence D.P. was again investigated carefully as the most likely 

way of achieving satisfactory results. 

The first approach was to assume that there were a fixed number 

of stages in the design of a run. Each stage consisted of the 

design of a pipe with its upstream manhole, the design consisting of 

the length, diameter and levels of the pipe. To allow the number of 

manholes to be variable, a stage could consist of a pipe of zero 

length, in which case the stage return (cost) would be zero. Such a 

system would need to have pipe level, pipe diameter and position of 

manhole as state variables, and is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 

7.1 (b) • 

Assume that manholes have a maximum spacing, and also a minimum 

spacing. The possible positions of successive intermediate manholes 

is then as shown in Fig. 7.I(c). 

If the minimum spacing • Lmin, the maximum spacing • Lmax and 

the length of run - Lb, then the possible range of position for the 

Nth intermediate manhole is the lesser of 

N x (Lmax - Lmin) and (Lb - N x Lmin) 

and the total number of possible stages is tbe integer value 

of (Lb/Lmin). 

It can be seen that, if tbe total length of run is large compared to 

the minimum spacing, the possible range of position for a manhole 

could itself be large. 

For highway drainage a typical run length could exceed 1 km, 

with a minimum spacing of, say, 30 m and a maximum of, say, 150 m. 

This would give 33 stages and a range of 790 m for the position of 

the seventh manhole. 

The number of stages could probably be substantially reduced 

without affecting the solution in almost all cases. Indeed, with 

experience, the range of position for the manholes could probably be 

reduced somewhat. 

It seems therefore that a practicable solution may be possible 

using the above approach. The main disadvantages are 
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(a) three state variables 

(b) large range 6f values for the manhole position 

state variable 

(c) number of stages has to be pre-determined. 

redundant stages are inevitable. 

Hence some 

To illustrate these problems consider briefly the typical highway 

case outlined above. 

Assuming that discrete values are adopted for the state 

variables in the D.P. process (see Section 5.6.4), the state 

variables level, diameter and position may have L, m and n discrete 

values respectively. 

There are thus (£ x m x n)2 designs to consider at each stage. 

If there are N stages and 1, m and n are constant for each stage, 

there are N x (£ x m x n)2 elemental designs for a complete run. 

Assume values of t and m are the same as the typical values 

adopted in the MANFIX model, i.e. 1 • 7, m • 3. For a run length of 

1 km assume that the number of stages can in practice be reduced to 

10 and the maximum range of positions to, say, 450 m. Then if the 

discrete values of the position state vector are taken at 30 m 

intervals, n - 16 and the total number of designs. 10 x (7 x 3 x 16)2 

- 1,128,960. 

Hence, although the method could well be successful in achieving 

near optimal results in most cases, it seems likely that the computer 

time required may be unrealistically large. 

7.6 Indeterminate Stage Dynamic Programming 

7.6.1 Introduction 

In an attempt to improve on the DP approach of section 7.5.3, a 

new concept in DP was developed. This will be called, for conven

ience, Indeterminate Stage Dynamic Programming (rSDP). 

As the name suggests the stages are not predetermined either in 

number or position but result from the DP optimisation. 

When applied to the intermediate manhole problem an elegent and 

effective method results. 
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7.6.2 A modified serial system 

A modified serial system was adopted in which the input state to 

a stage results from the output from one of a range of possible 

previous stages. This is best explained by a simple example. 

Consider a set of stages a, b, c, d etc. as shown in Figure 

7.2(a). Consider stage d. Allow the input to stage d to be the 

output from any of stages a, b, or c with the actual choice being one 

of the decisions D. Depending on the decision D, stage c mayor may 

not be redundant, or both band c may be redundant. 

Likewise stage c could have either stage a or stage b as input. 

Hence the following are all possible serial systemsia bcd, 

a b d, a c d, a d, with the actual serial system adopted being 

dependent on the decisions made at c and d. Note that there could 

be 2, 3 or 4 stages in the final serial system. 

7.6.3 Intermediate manholes and the modified serial syste~ 

Consider a run along which an unknown number of intermediate 

manholes are to be placed, with fixed manholes Y and Z at the 

upstream and downstream ends. 

It is possible to define a modified serial system as described 

in 7.6.2 in the following way. 

Define a set of possible discrete intermediate manhole positions 

a, b, c etc. along the run (Fig. 7.2(b»). Let each of these corres

pond to the downstream end of a stage in the modified serial system. 

The input to one of these stages is then the output from one of the 

upstream stages. Figure 7.2(c) shows the modified serial system. 

7.6.4 Applying ISDP to the variable manhole problem 

The dynamic programming is now performed in a standard way 

except that instead of considering the input state for a stage as 

being anyone of the output states from the one stage immediately 

upstream, the input state must now be considered as anyone of the 

output states from any feasible previous stage. A previous stage 

can be infeasible if the distance between the stages is greater than 

the maximum manhole spacing or smaller than the minimum spacing if 

this is specified. 

As an example consider the case of possible intermediate manholes 

a, b, c etc. along fixed run YZ (see Fig. 7.2(b»). 
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Assume that ranges of the state variables, level and diameter, 

have been established at each possible intermediate manhole position 

along the run, and that discrete values of these variables have been 

specified. 

Stage a has the fixed manhole Y as its upstream manhole and ends 

at the possible intermediate manhole position a. In general there 

will be a set of input states for stage a corresponding to discrete 

values of the input state variables, together with a set of costs 

corresponding to these input etates. If Y is an upstream end of the 

network, the input states will still exist but the associated costs 

will be zero. 

Then, for a particular output state from stage a, select the way 

of arriving at that state from any input state such that the total 

upstream cost is least whilst satisfying all the constraints. 

Repeat this for every output state, thus obtaining a set of 

minimum total upstream costs at the output from stage a, and a_set of 

references to identify the input state corresponding to that minimum 

cost. 

Now consider stage b. This stage may either have the fixed 

manhole Y, or the possible intermediate manhole a as its upstream 

manhole provided that the distance from Y to b is less than the maxi

mum spacing and that the distance from a to b is greater than the 

minimum spacing. Hence for a particular output state from stage b, 

select the way of arriving at that state from any input state either 

at manhole Y or at manhole a such that the total upstream cost is 

least, whilst satisfying all the constraints. 

Repeat this for every output state, thus obtaining a set of 

minimum total upstream costs at the output from stage b, and a set of 

references to identify the upstream manhole and input state corres

ponding to that minimum cost. 

Similarly Y, a and b can be considered as feasible upstream man

holes for stage c provided the maximum or minimum spacing constraints 

are not violated. If, say, the distance from Y to c is greater than 

the maximum spacing then Y is not considered as a feasible upstream 

manhole for this (or subsequent) stages, and stage c is optimised 

using only manholes a and b. 
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This process is continued until the final fixed manhole Z is 

reached, this last stage being treated in an identical way to give a 

set of minimum costs and a set of upstream references. The process 

is illustrated in Figure 7.3. 

If Z is the outfall to the network the costs at Z may now be 

examined and the output state giving the least cost selected. This 

gives the origin for the trace back up the run YZ. If, however, the 

network continues downstream of the fixed manhole Z, the trace-back 

origin for YZ will be obtained as part of the trace back over the 

whole network. 

The trace back up run YZ then proceeds as follows. The upstream 

reference for the origin will give the upstream manhole and output 

state for the optimal solution. This manhole position and output 

state will in turn have an upstream reference to another manhole 

position and output state. Hence the trace back up the branch will 

eventually lead to the fixed manhole Y. This is illustrated in 

Figure 7.4. 

In this way the positions of the manholes, pipe diameters and 

pipe levels will have been simultaneously chosen to give the least 

cost solution. 

7.6.5 Efficiency of ISDP for the variable manhole problem 

As a comparison with the DP approach proposed in 7.5.3 consider 

the number of designs required for the same 1 km run using consistent 

parameters. 

Hence take intermediate manholes at 30 m spacing, with, say, a 

maximum manhole spacing of 150 m and a minimum of 30 m. Take 7 

discrete levels and 3 discrete diameters. 

There are a total of 34 manholes, giving 33 stages. Each stage 

has a maximum of 5 possible upstream manholes, with 7 x 3 • 21 input 

states per manhole. 

Hence the maximum number of designs per stage • 21 x 21 x 5 and 

the maximum number of elemental designs for the run 

• 21 x 21 x 5 x 33 

- 72,765 

This compares with 1,128,960 for the DP approach. 
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1.7 The set of discrete possible manhole positions 

One of the key concepts involved in the ISDP approach to the 

intermediate manhole problem is the establishment of a set of discrete 

possible positions for the intermediate manholes. 

To obtain a true optimal solution the intermediate manholes 

should not be constrained to a set of discrete positions. Hence in 

theory an infinite number of discrete manhole positions is required 

to achieve an optimal solution. Obviously the number has to be 

limited in practice, and this is in keeping with the discrete values 

adopted for the continuous state variable, pipe level. For practical 

highway drainage there is another justification for using a set of 

discrete possible positions for the manholes, this being the prefer

ence of highway engineers to the placing of manholes at convenient 

chainages along a road. For example a designer may well wish to 

have all manholes at chainages which are multiples of 10 m. Estab

lishing a set of possible manhole positions at all such chainages 

along a length of carriageway drain would then give a practicable and 

elegant solution to the problem. 

One further advantage of this approach is that manholes may be 

excluded from certain parts of a run by simply not specifying any 

manhole positions along that part. This may be necessary at, for 

example, bridges, culverts and road junctions. 

7.8 Establishing the ranges of value for the state variables 

It was assumed in section 7.6.4 that a set of discrete levels 

and diameters had been established at each possible intermediate man

hole position as an essential prerequisite of the dynamic programming 

method. 

In Chapter 5, the fixed plan model, this was achieved by produc

ing a minimum cover design, (see section 5.10.3) and using this as 

the upper limit of both pipe level and pipe diameter~ The lower 

limit was then a fixed distance below the upper limit for level and a 

fixed number of pipe diameters below the upper limit for diameters. 

It would be very useful if the same approach could be used for 

the variable manhole problem. However it is not immediately obvious 

how to perform a minimum cover design when the manhole positions are 

undetermined. 
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If an arbitrary set of manhole positions is assumed and a mini

mum cover design is performed, the resulting information on maximum 

level and diameter will only be relevant to the manhole positions 

used and not to all the other positions which were possible but not 

selected. For example in Figure 7.5(a) if A.B.C ••• G are possible 

manhole positions, and A and G are used to establish a minimum cover 

design, upper bound pipe levels at B,C,O,E,F are all lower than they 

could be in the true optimal solution. 

It is, therefore, necessary to consider a minimum cover design 

based on the inclusion of manholes at all possible manhole positions. 

Such a design is of course unrealistic but does nonetheless provide a 

useful upper limit on level at each possible manhole position. 

Experience shows that it also provides a satisfactory upper limit on 

diameter. 

From these upper limits, lower limits of level and diameter at 

manholes can be established from experience (see section 7.10). 

It should be noted that the range of levels at a possible man

hole position as defined by the upper and lower limits applies only 

to a solution with a manhole at that position. Hence the final 

optimal solution is not constrained within a range of levels along 

each pipe length, only within ranges of levels at each final manhole 

position (see Figure 7.5(b»). 

The number of discrete values and diameters used in the OP are 

chosen by experience (see section 7.10). 

7.9 Dependence of flows on network design 

7.9.1 Introduction 

It was noted in section 5.11 that design flows are usually 

dependent on the pipe network upstream of the point under considera

tion, and for a rigorous OP approach using the most common, the 

Rational, design method three state variables are required, the third 

being the time to concentration. So far in this chapter it has been 

assumed that design flows are fixed. 

It was shown in section 5.11.5 that an approximate method could 

be used with success for the fixed manhole case. Such a method is 

now required for the intermediate manhole problem before a full 

optimisation model can be formulated and the development of such a 

method is given in the following sections. 
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7.9.2 An Approximate Approach 

The simplest approximate approach is to assume that all design 

flows are fixed at some initial value and do not thereafter vary as 

part of the design process. 

The method of fixing the initial values is rather less obviousand 

may be dependent on the design method. Here the Rational method is 

used in the development. The first approach adopted was to assume 

that the velocities of flow in the final solution would, for the 

purposes of calculating the design flows, be equal to a single 

uniform value of, say, 1.0 or 1.5 m/s.- The actual design flows can 

then be calculated as a function of the total upstream equivalent 

impermeable catchment area and the time to concentration using the 

Rational method (see section 5.10.2). 

With this simplification the "design flow does not depend on the 

actual optimal set of manholes chosen or on the design of the pipe 

diameters or gradients. Hence a unique design flow can be specified 

for each possible manhole position in every run of the network. A 

computer program DPO was written to implement an ISDP model using 

this procedure. 

Unfortunately comparison of flow velocities and computed flows 

for the resultant "optimal" design showed that large discrepancies 

resulted from such an approximate method. Velocities ranged from 

0.5 to 3 times the original assumed value with resultant design flows 

out by up to 30%. 

It was decided to use an iterative approach, with the new set of 

velocities from the "optimal" design being used to recalculate the 

design flows and the computer program DPO was altered to implement 

this. The velocities change abruptly at the manhole positions 

selected by the "optimal" design, but not at the other possible 

vacant manhole positions. This was recognised as a drawback which 

could lead to problems of convergence, but the methOd was nonetheless 

pursued to gain experience. 

The iterations were continued until flow velocities converged to 

within a given tolerance. The first one or two iterations generally 

gave small changes in manhole positions and pipe diameters. There

after changes were generally limited to the pipe gradients. On one 

example the process failed to converge, with the solution hunting 

between two different manhole layouts. Generally, however, a fully 
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consistent and near optimal solution was obtained within about five 

iterations. 

The method proved rather expensive in computer resources and 

could not be relied upon to converge properly. However, it was 

found that very rapid convergence could be achieved by first perfor~ 

ing a minimum cover design by a conventional design procedure using 

all possible manhole positions, and using the resultant flows from 

this as the starting point of the iterations. The manhole positions 

and diameters resulting from the first iteration usually remained 

fixed during subsequent iterations with only the pipe gradient chang-

ing to accommodate changes in design flows. Moreover such a udnimum 

cover design is also necessary to establish economical ranges for the 

pipe levels and diameters, hence this was the method adopted. 

7.10 Experience and results of using preliminary program DPO 

7.10.1 Introduction 

DPO was written to develop and test ISDP and the approximate 

procedures for dealing with network dependent design flows. 

Consequently there were frequent alterations and improvements to 

DPO during its working life with the program being finally superseded 

by MOD (see section 7.13) and DAPHOP (see section 7.16). 

Hence only the general results, major limitations and conclusions 

will be presented here, as detailed results are somewhat meaningless 

in the light of subsequent improvements and alterations. 

The Fortran coding for the final version of DPO is given in 

Appendix c. 

7.10.2 The test networks 

Several test networks were used in the development of DPO, the 

one shown in figure 7.6 (Network 2) being used extensively in the 

investigation of the sensitivity of the solution to ,the choice of 

parameters. 

7.10.3 General results 

The following general observations could be made about the 

preliminary runs of DPO. 

a) Manhole positions and pipe diameters were relatively insensitive 

to the design flows used at each iteration, whereas pipe slopes varied 

considerably between iterations. 
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b) Manhole positions were quite sensitive to the choice of spacing 

of the discrete pipe depth state variable. 

c) Optimal designs tended to lie within a 0.5 m zone below a level 

defined by a pipe at minimum possible cover. 

d) Pipe diameters were always less than, and within two increments 

of, the diameter obtained from a minimum cover design. 

e) Optimal costs were 5-15% lower than those of equivalent designs 

using the conventional minim~ cover criterion. 

f) Solutions obtained with discrete pipe depth inerements less than 

about 0.15 m and adequate range of depths generally gave optimal man

hole positions and pipe diameters on the first iteration. 

7.10.4 Selection of Optimising Parameters 

Thirteen runs lv-ere executed using DPO on network 2 (figure 7.6) 

for the purpose of establishing the sensitivity of the "optimal" 

solution to the choice of the two main optimising parameters •.. These 

parameters are 

a) Spacing of discrete levels for pipe level state variable; 

b) Spacing of possible intermediate manholes. 

Checks lv-ere made on the results to ensure that there was a 

sufficient range of pipe levels and a sufficient number of discrete 

pipe diameters considered for the opti~Al solution to be within the 

bounds of the available values. For example if the results showed 

that the solution lay at or close to the lower bound of the pipe 

levels, the range of levels was increased without altering the spacing 

of levels and the optimal solution re-computed. If the solutions 

were found to be identical, it was assumed that the solution was then 

indeed optimal. 

The results of these runs are shown in the graphs of figure 7.7, 

but should be treated with caution as they relate to a single network 

and are insufficient in number to establish any specific conclusions. 

7.11 The variable manhole position model - MANVAR 

7.11.1 Introduction 

The results of the preceding section led to the formation of a 

new model which is both economic and robust. For convenience it is 

referred to as the ~~NVAR model, and is the basis of a fully commercial 

program, DAPHOP, which is described in section 7.16. 
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7.11.2 Structure of MANVAR 

MANVAR essentially consists of four distinct stages. These 

are: 

a) producing a set of possible intermediate manhole positions; 

b) producing a minimum cover design and limits on the ISDP design; 

c) performing a coarse ISDP design; 

d) performing a final exact solution. 

Stage (a) consists of taking the skeleton layout of the network 

and producing sets of possible intermediate manhole positions along 

all relevant runs. Ground levels and catchment areas are also 

produced for all the generated manhole positions. 

Stage (b) consists of performing a minimum cover design on the 

network assuming a manhole at every possible location using the 

design method of one's choice (Rational, TRPL etc.) to obtain upper 

limits on the pipe levels and diameters and the design flow at every 

manhole location. 

at this stage. 

Lower limits on level and diameter are also set 

Stage (c) consists of a single ISDP design using a coarse grid 

of discrete levels, the grid of discrete diameters and the sets of 

possible intermediate manholes. This gives a "coarse optimal" solu

tion, for which the actual flows will differ somewhat from the true 

design flows, but which, from result (f) of section 7.10.3, will 

generally give the optimal values of manhole positions and pipe dia

meters for all pipes in the network. 

Stage (d) consists of taking the new network of pipes of known 

diameter as defined by the optimal set of manhole positions and pipe 

diameters, and designing the pipe gradients using the chosen design 

method, thereby ensuring a fully consistent final design. This 

effectively truncates the iterative procedure of section 7.9.2 thereby 

making a far ~ore efficient model with little or no penalty incurred. 

7.11.3 Implementation of MANVAR 

MANVAR was implemented as two computer programs, ASSEMB and MOD, 

linked by a data file (see figure 7.8). Input to MOD may be either 

from ASSEMB or direct from the user. 
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7.12 Program ASSEMB 

7.12.1 Introduction 

As explained in section 7.7 an essential prerequisite of the 

ISDP process is the establishment of sets of possible intermediate 

manhole positions along all relevant runs. 

This can be done by the user first deciding on the required 

spacing of the intermediate manholes and then calculating and 

inputting all such manhole po~itions. This was done manually for 

the earliest variable manhole test runs but is tedious and is a task 

best performed by the computer. Hence at an early Btage in the 

development of MANVAR a subsidiary computer program called ASSElm was 

written, part of the function of which was to take the skeleton lay

out input by a user and produce a full set of possible intermediate 

manhole positions together with their associated ground levels and 

catchment areas. 

The second function was to define the upper limit on the pipe 

levels for the whole network, working from information on ground 

levels, obstructions, minimum pipe gradient and connectivity only. 

It is assumed that pipes at manholes are positioned such that the 

downstream soffit level is at or below the soffit level of the lowest 
upstream pipe. Hence this upper limit can be defined without refer-

ence to pipe diameters or flows, and hence in fact without the design 

method being defined. 

The final function was to arrange data to a form convenient for 

the main program. 

7.12.2 The program 

A flow chart showing the essential features of ASSEMB is given 

in figure 7.9 and a full listing of the Fortran Program is given in 

Appendix D. 

7.12.3 Input 

The input to ASSEMB consists of 

a) the basic design parameters (e.g. m1n1mum pipe gradient, minimum 

cover, minimum flow velocity, minimum and maximum manhole spacing). 

b) available pipe sizes. 

c) optimising parameters for main program. 

d) type, length and catchment width for each drainage run in the 
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network. (The "type" determines whether or not there is any catch

ment to be assigned along the length of the run, and whether inter

mediate manholes are to be placed along the run. For the purpose of 

assigning catchments to the intermediate manholes it is assumed, 

where relevant, that the catchment area is of a uniform width parallel 

to the run.) 

e) ground levels along each run. 

f) details of obstructions along each run. 

g) the connectivity of the ne~work. 

7.12.4 Output 

The output from ASSE~m forms the complete input to the next part 

of ~ANVAR and consists of the following: 

a) optimising parameters 

b) pipe sizes 

c) basic design parameters 

d) number of runs in the network 

e) for each run: number of possible manholes 

positions along branch of each m/h 

cumulative catchment area for each m/h 

pipe soffit level for a min. cover design (- upper 

limit for DP design) for each m/h 

lower limit for DP design for each m/h 

range of feasible upstream connections for each m/h 

(governed by max. and min. m/h spacing) 

ground level data along run 

identification of any runs upstream 

f) problem size (total number of possible manholes, total number of 

ground levels, probable maximum number of manholes in final design). 

7.12.5 Use of ASSEMB 

For ease ot data preparation ASSEMB may be used either interactively 

or remotely. Data generated by ASSEMB is written onto a card-punch 

file for compatibility with manually created data, and to allow small 

modifications, (e.g. to the optimising parameters) by changing indiv

idual lines of the output without re-running ASSEMB. The card-punch 

file could be listed onto actual punch cards, but on the computer 

system used for this research it was more convenient to use card 

image files within the computer memory. 
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7.13 Program ~OD 

7.13.1 Introduction 

The remainder of the MANVAR model is implemented by the computer 

program MOD. 

Production of a minimum cover design could be performed manually 

or by an existing computer program {e .g. DAPHNE (ref. 56) or TRRL 

(ref. 6)}. However !lOD incorporates a minimum cover design proce

dure producing a minimum cove~ design for a network consisting of all 

possible intermediate manholes. The design method used is the 

Rational, with rainfall calculated by the modified Bilham formulae 

(ref. 5). 

The heart of the program is the ISDP design of the network. 

This can only be performed using a computer due to the very large 

number of calculations involved (see 7.6.5). Computer storage and 

execution time become critical factors influencing the structure of 

the program and the choice of parameters for the optimisation. 

The final part of MOD produces a fully consistent design for the 

network, based on the manhole positions and diameters chosen by the 

ISDP optimisation. This design essentially consists of finding the 

correct pipe gradients, the Rational method again being used. 

7.13.2 The program 

MOD consists of approximately 830 lines of standard Fortran, 

there being a main program and thirteen subroutines. A listing of 

the full program is given in Appendix E. 

A flow chart showing the principal features of the program is 

given in figure 7.10. 

To minimise storage requirements most data is stored in four 

large arrays which are dynamically addressed, thus preventing large 

redundant areas of storage, and reducing memory requirements to a 

modest size for a main-frame computer' •. 

The program was written in National Computer Centre (NCC) 

Standard Fortran (ref. 57) with further limitations imposed by HECB 

standards (ref. 58). This was to enable the final commercial version 

to be machine independent and fully transferable to any large computer. 

~1any of the subroutines used in MOD were used in the cotmnercial 

version and elsewhere. This does however incur some penalties in 
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terms of the number of lines of coding and the execution time of the 

program. These are, however, felt to be minor compared to the 

benefits of interchangeability. 

7.13.3 Input 

Input data is either generated by ASSEMB or can be created 

manually. In either case it is on cards (either real cards or a 

card image file) and has the same format as the output from ASSEMB 

(see 7.12.4) • 

.:. 7.13.4 Output 

The output essentially consists of the final op~imum design 

giving all final manhole places, pipe diameters, levels and gradients, 

together with flows, pipe capacities and details of cost. 

Additional information is optionally available giving details of 

the initial minimum gradient design and details of the optimisation 

process but these were primarily for diagnosis in the event of failure 

during program development. 

7.14 Results from using ASSEMB and liOD 

7.14.1 Introduction 

The computer runs using MOD may be divided into four groups: 

a) checking that results are consistent with DPO 

b) finding the effects of varying the optimising and design parameters 

c) checking performance on various networks 

d) preliminary investigations for the variable cross-drain problem 

The results of a, band c are presented and discussed below, and 

are tabulated in Table 7.1. Results from d will be presented and 

discussed in Chapter 8. 

7.14.2 Checks on the consistency of MOD and DPO 

Due to minor changes in the costing routines and in the method 

used to calculate rainfall, MOD could not be expected to be in full 

agreement with DPO. 

Three examples using network 2 (fig. 7.6) were tested on MOD 

(see Table 7.1) and the results compared to those using DPO. A 

large measure of agreement was noted, with pipe diameters and manhole 

positions identical. There were small differences in pipe gradients 
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and costs, however, but these were thought acceptable. 

eluded that MOD was largely consistent with DPO. 

It was con-

7.14.3 The effect of varying the optimising parameters 

The results of 23 runs using MOD on network 3 (figure 7.11) are 

tabulated in Table 7.1 Seventeen of these runs had identical design 

parameters, but varying optimising parameters. Execution times 

varied from 3 seconds to 1884 seconds with network construction costs 

ranging from £108100 to £105900 respectively, representing savings of 

from 2% to 4% over a likely minimum gradient solution (see fig. 

7.l2(b») costing £110,100. A typical optimal solution is shown in 

fig. 7.12(a). Fig. 7.13 shows program execution time plotted against 

network costs on a logarithmic scale. The general trend shows that 

the optimal solution is approached as the time spent on computing 

increases. There must be an absolute value for the true optimal 

solution but this is unknown. If the intermediate manhole spacing 

was decreased to a very small distance and the spacing of levels 

greatly decreased whilst retaining a wide level zone this optimal 

solution would be approached. However, the execution time would be 

enormous and hence computing costs would be greatly in excess of any 

possible saving on construction cost. 

On the other hand, very small execution times still show sizeable 

savings on construction costs, for negligible computing costs. 

Obviously a balance must be achieved between computer costs and 

likely savings as explained in section 5.15. 

Costs of running MOD on Liverpool University's I.C.L. 19065 

computer work out at approximately £0·16 per second. 

100 second job the execution cost is £16. 

Hence for a 

For practical considerations (see section 5.15) it was felt that 

the ratio of (extra saving on construction costs)/(extra computing 

costs) should not fall below about 20 in a commercial program. This, 

applied on a diminishing returns basis, leads to a maximum execution 

time of about 150 secs for this network on the 1906S. 

This, then, forms a restraint on the selection of the optimising 

parameters. The parameters that effect the performance of the opti

misation and the program execution time are: 

a) spacing of possible intermediate manholes (SP) 

b) number of discrete pipe levels considered (M) 
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c) range of pipe levels considered (RZ) 

d) range of pipe diameters considered (J) 

For the reasons described in section 7.10.3 (f) the spacing of 

discrete pipe levels was kept within the range 0.1 to 0.15, there 

being no apparent advantage in decreasing the spacing below this, and 

with increases of spacing likely to cause sub-optimal manhole positions 

and diameters. Hence M and RZ are linked by RZ + (M-1) x 0.1. 

Generally the range of diameters considered was kept to 3, but reduced· 

to 2 for four of the runs. 

Hence in practice SP and RZ become the only two important para

meters. 

The effects of varying these are shown in figure 7.14. It can 

be seen that there appears to be a zone depth above which there is no 

further reduction in cost, this occurring at about 1.5 m. However, 

decreasing manhole spacing leads to increased savings with no such 

obvious 1 imi t • 

The results are combined in fig. 7.15(a), the costs being given 

as approximate contours. The line joining points with execution 

times of 150 secs is also sketched in. If the execution time is 

restricted to this value, the correct choice of parameters for the 

most effective use of computer time is a zone depth of about 1.5 m 

with a manhole spacing of about 30 m. 

Several runs were performed (Table 7.1) with RZ locally widening 

towards the end of long pipe branches especially where these branches 

ended well above the level of the ~in pipe in the minimum cover 

design. Such runs were found to be more efficient than those using 

constant values of RZ, using generally about half the c~puter time 

to achieve the same cost savings. 

Four runs were performed using only 2 possible pipe diameters. 

These showed only small savings in computer time. The penalties 

involved in using only 2 diameters were not large in this example, 

but neither were the advantages. Hence it was felt unnecessary and 

rather unwise to adopt less than 3 diameters in general. 

Most runs used a minimum manhole spacing of 30 m. The excep-

tions used a minimum spacing of 60 m and in the one case where 

comparison was possible this uas rather more efficient, using less 

computer time than for an equivalent run with a 30 m minimum spacing 

and no cost penalty. 
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7.14.4 Varying the design parameters 

Having established an optimal design program for drainage design 

it is relatively easy and informative to find the effects on the 

design and cost of construction of varying certain of the design 

parameters. 

Such parameters, the values of which are at present selected on 

a rather arbitrary basis, could include minimum cover over the pipe, 

minimum slope, pipe roughness, maximum manhole spacing, storm return 

period and time of entry of runoff into the pipe system. Such a 

study was not the objective of this research, but five runs were 

performed on Network 3 (fig. 7.11) using varying times of entry (te) 

to the pipe system (see Rational ~~thod, section 5.11.2) as it was 

felt that this may be greatly underestimated in current design prac

tice. 

At present te is generally taken to be 2 minutes. Fig. 7.15(b) 

shows the effect on the network cost of taking te equal to 2,4,6,8 

and 10 minutes, resulting in reductions in network cost of up to 

7.5%. 

7.14.5 Tests on other networks 

MOD was used on rather more complicated road drainage networks 

similar to Network 3 but with one or two additional cross-drains. 

These runs were primarily to investigate the possibilities of variable 

cross-drain optimisation and will not be discussed here except to say 

that in all cases MOD produced sensible results, with rather greater 

cost savings than for Network 3. 

In addition one further design network was used as an example. 

This consisted of a single run as shown in figure 7.16. The plan 

length of pipe run between the two fixed position manholes at the ends 

was 840 m. The ground profile has three regions each at a different 

linear slope. Possible manhole positions were defined at 10 m 

spacing along the pipe run with a maximum permissible distance of 

150 m between manholes. A 1 m zone was used for the levels with 11 

discrete pipe levels at 0.1 m spacing. 

used at each location. 

Three pipe diameters were 

The optimal design uses 6 intermediate manholes placed at the 

chainages shown. The cost of this optimum design is 12493 units and 

took about 120 secs execution time on the Liverpool 1906S computer. 
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In order to compare it with a traditional manual design a standard 

design was produced and costed by hand. The definition of such a 

standard design is, as in all variable plan problems, rather subjec-

tive. However, the following logical stages were taken: 

a) place manholes at both ground discontinuities; 

b) place manholes at equal spacings in each sloping portion subject 

to a maximum spacing of 150 m; 

c) design pipes at minimum cover subject to a minimum gradient 

req ui remen t • 

Using the same cost function as for the optimal design the 

standard design cost was 14491 units, i.e. 16% more expensive than 

the computed optimal. 

This example demonstrates that considerable savings can be made 

by making relatively small adjustments to manhole positions and 

gradients. Most of the saving in this example is effected by reduc

ing the pipe diameter in the central region from 375 mm to 300 mm, 

and by reducing the final pipe in the run from 450 mm to 375 mm. 

7.15 Conclusions from using MOD 

Using MOD on the large and realistic road drainage example of 

Network 3 showed two important differences to the results obtained 

from using DPO on preliminary examples. 

These were firstly that the savings likely to be achieved over a 

sensible minimum gradient design were substantially less than expected. 

They were approximately 3% to 4% as opposed to the 5% to 15% expected. 

Secondly the optimal solution could only be obtained by taking a 

range of depths of about 1.5 m or more, as opposed to the expected 

range of about 0.6 m. 

The first point could be explained by the long lengths of gently 

sloping ground profiles, typical of a road carriageway, and the small 

number of pipe intersections. In fact in examples involving addi

tional cross-drains MOD produced rather larger cost savings. Hence 

it would seem likely that the most spectacular results are achieved 

with rapidly varying ground levels and complicated pipe networks. 

Th,~ second point is again probably explained by the long lengths 

of the runs as opposed to the relatively short lengths in previous 

examples, or perhaps just to the overall larger size of the network. 
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It may make sense to select the range of depth considered according 

to the maximum drainage path through the network, or have a variable 

range, the range at a manhole being a function of the length of the 

longest drainage path upstream of that manhole. This could be 

achieved by having a variable number of discrete levels, but the data 

handling routines would be rather more complicated than in MOD, and 

extra data would be required to define the number of levels at each 

point in the network. Nevertheless it remains a sensible approach 

for further investigation. 

The choice of parameters to obtain the best solution for a 

reasonable outlay in computer resources is not obvious, and varies 

depending on the example. It seems reasonably clear that only 3 

pipe diameters need be considered provided that the available diame

ters are in the standard 75 mm noudnal increments, and that the 

original minimum gradient design produced does not result in arti

ficially large diameters due to the use of a very small minimum 

gradient (less than, say 1 in 300). 

Based on the information to date, a range of depths of at least 

1.5 m is needed to ensure that the optimal design is not excluded. 

As 0.15 m is about the maximum spacing of discrete levels allowable 

this requires 11 discrete levels to ensure the solution is reasonably 

close to the optimal. This conclusion will need checking in the 

light of further experience in using MDD. 

Having fixed the number of pipe diameters and suggested the 

range of levels and their spacing, it remains only to fix the spacing 

of intermediate manholes. The cost of the solution will continue to 

decrease as the manhole spacing decreases towards zero, whilst the 

computer costs involved rise rapidly. It is probably not worth while 

decreasing the spacing below 10 m, both on economic grounds and 

because of the desirability of keeping manholes at convenient chain

ages (see section 7.7), and spacings of 30 m or even 60 m may give 

reasonable answers with more acceptable computer execution times. 

Note that these figures relate to a maximum manhole spacing of 120 m, 

and are convenient fractions of 120 m. For another maximum manhole 

spacing other similar fractions of distance would be more appropriate. 

The most important conclusion relating to the choice of para

meters must however be that whatever computer program is developed 
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for the MANVAR system, it must be flexible enough to incorporate 

changes in these parameters as experience is built up of their use. 

It remains very clear that even though savings may not be as 

great as previously expected. large sums of money on construction 

costs can be saved by a very small outlay in computer time. This 

will always be worthwhile. Greater outlay on computing will save 

larger amounts on the construction costs. The extent of investment 

in computing time to obtain more savings in construction is then a 

matter of policy for those in' charge of the design procedure, and may 

be controlled by careful selection of the optimising parameters. 

7.16 A commercial program 

7.16.1 Introduction 

The funding that enabled the bulk of this research to take place 

was provided by the Department of Transport, Highway Engineering 

Computer Branch. 

Their principal requirement was the production of a fully 

commercial optimal drainage design program for roads based on their 

existing DAPHNE highway drainage design program (ref. 56). 

For reasons described in Chapter 8, it was decided that this 

program should be based on the MANVAR model and not on the CROSSVAR 

(variable cross drain) model described in that chapter. 

For convenience the program will be referred to here as DAPHOP, 

although when released it will probably be as a user-selected option 

of a new version of DAPHNE. 

7.16.2 The existing program DAPHNE 

DAPHNE consists of approximately 8500 lines of Standard Fortran. 

Much of the coding is required for handling, interpreting and checking 

input data and outputting results and messages. 

DAPHNE uses data which is already available in the form of comr 

puter files to define all the road geometry (alignment,crossfalls 

etc.), this information being available from running the BIPS suite 

of programs (ref. 59) for the design of highways. The DAPHNE user 

then defines the drainage network he requires, including all manhole 

positions, and the design parameters he wishes to use. DAPHNE then 

calculates all catchment areas, calculates design flows according to 
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the Rational method and designs all pipe diameters with pipes at 

minimum possible cover. 

7.16.3 The optimising version: DAPHOP 

DAPHOP is structured on the MANVAR model, the details being shown 

in figure 7.17. Basically DAPHOP and the joint ASSEMB and MOD 

programs, are very similar except that DAPHOP uses the existing DAPHNE 

routines to establish a minimum cover design and to perform the final 

design of pipe gradients. The efficiency of some of the MOD routines 

and the data handling were imProved before incorporation into DAPHOP, 

resulting in a generally more compact and efficient program than would 

otherwise have been possible. 

DAPHOP is at present undergoing trials with the DOT before being 

released for general use. 

7.17 Conclusions on the MANVAR model 

Experience has shown that the MANVAR model is fUl17 practicable 

as a storm drainage design program for networks in which there are 

branches along which unknown numbers of intermediate manholes are to 

be placed. This type of network is typical of highway drainage. 

The extent to which the MANVAR produced design approaches the 

true optimal solution is dependent on the choice of parameters in the 

optimising routines. The choice of parameters determines the cost 

of running MANVAR and may be limited by the size of available compu

ting memory. 

Significant savings can always be made by adopting very coarse 

parameters (e.g. a zone depth of 0.6 m and a manhole spacing of 60 m) 

at minimal computing costs. Larger investment in computing will 

result in larger cost savings, there being a practical rather than a 

theoretical limitation on this. 
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Chapter 8. The Variable Cross-Drain Position Model - CROSSVAR 

8.1 Introduction 

In this chapter the second of the variable plan optimisation models 

for road drainage design is presented. This involves the determination 

of the number and position of cross-drains in a storm water drainage 

network for highways. As outlined in Section 6.}, this essentially 

completes the optimal design process for" such networks. 

8.2 Defining the Problem. 

A typical network (Fig. a.1) consists of carriageway drains (AD, BE, CF) 

connected to a base cross-drain (DEF) connected in turn to carrier drains 

(FG, GH). 

However a number of additional cross-drains could be added (eg.IJK.LMN) 

thus diverting the flow from AD to AIJKF and ILMNF. DrainsIL, LD will 

have zero flow at their upstream ends but will collect flow along their 

lengths. 

Flow along BE is similarly diverted. The overall result is for the 

drains KN, NF to be substantially larger than CF was, and for IL, LD, JM, ME 

to be smaller. 

basic layout. 

This may well be cheaper to construct than the original 

The problem is thus to find the number of cross-drains and their 

positions that will result in the network of minimum construction cost. 

To make the model complete, it is necessary to find the number and 

poei tiona of all intermediate manholes for each pipe run such as AI 

and the diameters and slopes of all pipes. This can be accomplished 

by incorporating the MANVAR model (see Chapter 1) into the present 

model. 
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8.3 Methods of approach. 

Several different approaches were investigated in preliminary studies 

of the problem before D.P. was again selected as being the most likely 

contender. These preliminary studies used the MANVAR model as a step in 

a search procedure for the optimal solution and are described in the 

following sections. 

8.4 Fibonacci Search. 

If the problem is simplified greatly by assuming that only one 

additional cross-drain is required for the optimal solution, the well-known 

Fibonacci Search method (ret. 60) can be employed. 

Defining the distance of the additional cross-drain from the base 

cross-drain as x (Fig. 8.1) the total network cost can be expressed as 

f(x) where f(x) can be evaluated for any feasible x by running the MANVAR 

model. It is then necessary to adopt a one-dimensional search technique 

to find the position of x that makes f(x) a minimum. It is necessary 

to make two assumptions, firstly, that there is a value of x that 

minimises f(x) within the range ot x considered, and secondly that t(x) is 

unimodal within this range. It can then be shown (ret .61) that no 

grid search technique can be guaranteed to find the minimum in less 

function evaluations than the Fibonacci method. 

Essentially the method consists of the following steps: 

i) consider a set of positions x covering the range Qf interest. 

ii) evaluate f(x) at a specified pair of points Xl, x2' 

iii) as f(x) is unimodal, from the values of f(XI) and f(X2) determine 

whether the value of x that minimises f(x) is > Xl or < xz. This 

narrows the range of X that need be considered. 

iv) with reduced range, and knowing one value of f(x) within this range 

(either f(XI) or f(x2» determine f(x) at a specified point X3 and 

repea.t the process. 
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The points x1 , x2, x, etc. are determined by reference to the Fibonacci 

series of numbers 0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21,'4 etc. 

In this way the minimum value of f(x) can be found for a large 

number of possible positions of x with the minimum number of evaluations. 

e.g. for 88 positions of x, only 9 function evaluations need be made. 

8.~1 Trial Using Fibonacci Search. 

An attempt was made to apply this technique to finding the optimum 

posi tion of an additional. cross-drain for Network 3 (fig. 7.11). 88 points 

l.ere used, thus requiring a total of 9 evaluations. For this preliminary 

work. the MANVAR programs were used, with each evaluation requiring a new 

run using a manually altered set of input data. 

Defining x as in Fig.8.1c, the problem can be stated as follows. 

Find the value of x that minimises the construction cost of the network, 

where 0 < x < 2000. 

It was originally thought that x would be about half way along the 

2000 m long parallel drainage runs. Hence the search was restricted to 

the region 560 ~ x :: 1430 Using a 10 m grid interval allows 88 possible 

positions for x, varying from point (1), x - 560 m to point (88), 

x .. 1430 m. In general for point n,x· 550 + 10 n. 

Assuming that the cost function is unimodal. and has a minimum value 

within this range, the optimum value of x should then be obtained in 9 

function evaluations, i.e. 9 runs of the MANVAR model, using networks 

defined by different positions of x. 

evaluate f(x) is shown in Fig. 8.2. 

The choice of points at which to 
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8.4.2 Results. 

The results of applying Fibonacci search to the region 560 ~ x ~ 1430 

are shown in Table 8.1. 

After just four evaluations it became clear by plotting a graph of the 

points (Fig.8.3) that the optimal solutions could well lie outside the range 

being investigated, thus invalid~ting the search technique. 

Table 8.1 Fibonacci Search. 

Pt. x Cost -
55 1100 £107297 

} Solution in range 1 to 55 
34 890 £106561 

21 760 £106512 Solution in range 1 to 34 

13 680 £106237 Solution in range 1 to 21 

Consequently further values of x were used outside the range initially 

considered. These are tabulated in Table 8.2 in chronoligical order 

and plotted also on fig. 8.3. 

lab Ie 8.2 

x Cost 

400 £105689 

200 £105710 

320 £105598 

480 £105602 

360 £105555 

Two results are of immediate interest. Firstly the assumption of 

the likely position of the cross-drain was erroneous, and secondly the 

assumption of unimodal behaviour is also invalid, at least in close 

proximity to the optimal solution. 
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A comparison with two other solutions is also informative. Firstly 

if no additional cross-drain is used, the optimal solution using the same 

parameters as for the results above would cost £106 220 (£665 or 0·6% 

more expensive than the cheapest single cross-drain solution) 

Secondly a manual, minimum cover design, with one additional 

cross-drain placed at x = 960 wou1d cost £111 533 (£5978 or 5·7% more 

expensive). 

practice. 

This represents a typical solution using current design 

8.4.3 Conclusions. 

Had the Fibonacci search covered the whole of the range 0 < x < 2000 

it would probably have attained the optimal solution with a similar number 

of function evaluations as were actually employed using the graphical plot 

as a guide. 

However as the function cannot be relied on to be unimodal, the 

technique may have foundered, and it is felt that it is therefore 

insuff lciently robust to be of general use in this application. 

The optimal position of the cross-drain, being only 320 m upstream 

of the base cross-drain, suggests that several more cross-drains at 

similar spacings may be required for a truly optimal solution. Hence 

a simple univariable search is probably not appropriate. 

8.5 Polytope Search. 

8.5.1 Intrdouction. 

As the l"ibonacci method was limited to the possibility of a single 

cross-drain it was clearly of limited use, some more general method being 

desirable. 
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The nature of the objective function rules out almost all the recognised 

multivariable optimisation algorithms with the exception ot the polytope seal.'Ch 

technique - sometimes known as the simplex method (ref. 60) 

A polytope consists of a pattern of at least (n+l) points defining 

a non-zero volume in n-dimensional space. Hence if there are n variables 

in the problem, the first step is to evaluate the function at (n+l) 

appropriate points. The highest of these values is then discarded, and 

the function is evaluated at a new point, this being the reflection of the 

discarded point about the centroid of the remaining points. A new polytope 

is thus formed, the highest value of the function again being discarded and 

the process repeated. 

Various rules can be applied to increase or decrease the size of the 

polytope and to deal with constraints on the position of the vertices. 

8.5.2 Results using a Polytope search. 

This technique was applied to finding the optimum positions of two 

cross-drains for Network 3 (fig.a.4a). A simple two-dimensional simplex 

was used. As it was felt desirable to keep cross-drains to sensible 

chainages, (e.g. multiples of 100 m) a right-angled isosceles triangle was 

used (fig. 8.4b). The method was applied manually using MANVAR to evaluate 

the function at the chosen vertices. 

Vertices (1) (2) and (3) (fig.8.4b)were evaluated initially. The 

results of all evaluations are given in Table 8.3. As point (2) gave the 

highest cost this vertex should have been reflected about the mid-point 

of (1)-(3) to give the new vertex. However this would have created a 

vertex at pt.(600.600). giving coincident positions for the 2 cross-drains. 

Hence the nearest position which preserved the shape of the polytope was 

chosen for the new vertex, this being point 4. 
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Evaluation of vertex (4) identified vertex (3) as havina the current 

highest cost. This vertex was then reflected about the centre of (1)-(4) 

and the new vertex (5) was identified and evaluated. 

Of the current vertices (1, 4 and 5), (1) was the most expensive. 

Hence a vertex at (6) was identified and evaluated. 

or the current vertices (4) (5) and (6»), ~5) was the most expensive. 

As the next vertex would have been point (400,400) giving coincident cross

drains, and there was no other new point available for a vertex whilst 

preserving the same size and shape of polytope, the logical next step 

would have been to decrease the polytope size and to continue the search. 

The search was, however, terminated here as it was felt that sufficient 

information had been gained about the method. At termination the cheapest 

vertex was (4) having cross-drains at 400 and 600 m from the base 

crossdrain. 

Ta.ble B.~ 101ytol!!: Search 

Vertex .!l !2.. Cost 

1 400 800 106271 

2 400 1000 106841 

3 600 800 106367 

4 400 600 105926 

5 200 600 106249 

6 200 400 105944 
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8.5.3 Conclusions. 

The results confirmed one finding of the one dimensional search, 

namely that the optimal nwaber of cross-drains WaB not obvious and could 

be quite large, due to the close spacing of the optimal cross-drains in 

the cases investigated. 

Thus for a complete optimisation, polytope searches for 2, 3, 4 etc. 

variable cross-drain positions would have to be implemented. Although 

such a procedure is possible for up to about 6 variables using the Folytope 

method it would require a large number of function evaluations and be very 

inefficient. 

Hence it was felt that although a Polytope search could be applied 

if the number of cross drains were known, the technique was not suited for 

the present case. 

8.6 Dynamic Programming Approach. 

It had become clear that any method which relied on the number of 

cross-drains being predetermined was of little practicable use, 8S results 

indicated that several cross-drains were normally economical, rather than 

zero, one or two. 

The research done on the variable manhole position problem (Chapter 7) 

had shown that I.S.D.P. was capable of handling a similar situation and it 

was decided to investigate whether I.S.D.P. could be applied again. 

8.7 Variable cross-drains and the modified serial system. 

Section 7.6.2 introduces the concept of a modified serial system, 

essential for the implementation of I.S.D.P. Consider now a typical 

length of highway drainage consisting of a base cross-drain fixed in 

position into which run three roughly parallel carriageway drains. (Fig.8.5a) 

It is possible to define a modified serial system in the following 

way. 
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Define a set of possible discrete cross-drain positions a, b, c, etc. 

along the length of the drainage network. (Fig.8.5b) 

Let each of these correspond to the downstream end of a stage in the 

modified serial system. The output from a stage is then the lower pipe level 

and larger pipe diameter of the pipes that meet at the downstream end of 

the cross-drain. 

upstream stages. 

The input to a stage is the output from one of the 

Figure 8.5cshows a typical stage and Figure 8.5d .the 

modified serial system. 

B.B Applying I.S.D.P. to the variable cross-drain problem. 

The I.S.D.P. can now be structured as follows. 

For cross-drain (a) obtain minimum costs for a set of output states 

for the network consisting of the cross-drain at (a) plus the length of 

carriageway drains upstream of the cross-drain. 

For cross-drain (b) there is either no cross-drain upstream, or a 

cross-drain at (a). Hence obtain minimum costs for a set of output states 

at (b) considering both of the following possible networks. 

i) cross-drain (b) plus all carriageway drains upstream. 

ii) cross-drain (b), plus carriageway drains from (a) to (b) plus 

the set of minimum costs corresponding to input states at (a). 

In general a cross-drain stage may have any of the possible upstream 

cross-drains forming its input state , or none at all. 

In this way the I.S.D.P. proceeds downstream to the base cross-drain, 

giving a set of minimum costs corresponding to a range of depths and 

diameters. The process may then be continued by conve~tional D.P. through 

to the downstream end of the network. 

\~en the overall minimum network cost is identified the solution can 

be traced back up the network and the optimal plan identified. 
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8.9 The design of a stage 

The design of a cross-drain stage consists of finding the least cost 

solutions for all possible networks upstream for a range of output states. 

As outlined in Section 8.8, this is accomplished by considering the nearest 

upstream cross-drain to be in each possible position, or there to be no 

upstream cross-drain. Considering just one position of the upstream 

cross-drain,Fig.8.5c. the problem can now be stated as follows: 

Given a set of input costs corresponding to input states 5(in) find 

the set of designs for the network between the cross-drainrthat minimises 

the costs corresponding to output states S(out). 

This can be done conveniently using the MANVAR model, thus giving 

optimal intermediate manhole positions and optimal pipe slopes and 

diameters. 

8.10 Establishing the ranges of value for the state variables 

For any D.P. process the ranges of values of the state variables 

need to be defined,ie. in Fig.S.5o the limits on S(in) and 5(out) need 

to be fixed. 

The range of the pipe level could be fixed in relation to the ground 

level, but this is rather inefficient. It is far better 

to fix the range in relation to the maximum possible pipe level, which will 

generally coincide with the "minimum cover" 

network. 

design for a given upstream 

Here, however, the network upstream is not predetermined, and hence 

there is no unique minimum gradient design from which to obtain an upper 

limit on pipe level. 

Hence all possible upstream networks should strictly be considered in 

obtaining the upper limit on pipe level at a given cross-drain position. 
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If pipe diameter is also a state variable (i.e. if diameters are constrained 

not to decrease in a downstream direction) then the maximum pipe diameter 

may be obtained from the same "minimum cover "design procedure. 

8.11 Design flows 

So far in this chapter it has been assumed that design flows can 

readily be calculated for the indi'Vidual components of the design stages 

and that flows at the main stages are independent of the networks upstream. 

Taking the former point first, provided the inlet points for flows into 

all the carriageway pipes are defined (e.g. gullies) or are continuous 

along the pipe lengths (e.g. French drain) then for each subnetwork, design 

flows can readily be calculated as for the MANVAR model. 

The latter point requires rather more attention. Consider the flow 

just downstream of F in two extreme cases (Fig. 8.6a and 8.6b) 

Using the Rational method as an illustration, the design flow at F 

depends on the time to concentration t and the catchment area A. A will 

be equal for the two cases. However the time for case (a), tea), will 

depend on the full flow velocity for pipes AD. DE. EF, being largely 

dependent on the velocity of flow in AD. For case (b), t(b), will depend 

largely on the velocity of flow in IF, which, being necessarily a larger 

pipe than AD, will usually have a significantly higher flow velocity. 

As an example, if AD is of diameter 150 mm throughout its length, if 

IF is 225 mill throughout its length, if AD • 1000111 and if IF • 9QOm 

and all pipes are at a gradient of 1 in 250. then t(a) .' 1550 sees. and 

t(b) • 1260 sees. for typical pipes. For a 1 year storm, design flow 

Q,(b) is then 1&" higher than design flow ",,(a). 

8.12 Cross-drain sets with networks upstream 

It is possible to have branches joining into the component drai~of 

a cross-drain set. Such an arrangement is shown in Figure8.7a. This 
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presents no theoretical difficulty, as the situation can be handled as 

follows: 

1) Identify all such branches, and identify the manholes (e.g. X, Y) 

at which they enter the cross-drain set. 

2) Define range of discrete output states for the branches at these 

manholes. 

3) Obtain by MANVAR the set of minimum costs for these discrete output 

states. 

The main cross-drain set I.S.D.P. design may then proceed, incorporating 

the sets of branch costs. 

8.13 Cross-drain sets sharing a common base cross-drain 

Frequently two sets of parallel drains enter a common base drain, one 

from either side as in Figure 8.7b. This raises a theoretical difficulty 

with the proposed method, as it has so far been assumed that a cross-drain 

set can be designed in isolation from any other cross-drain set. 

Imagine performing the I.S.D.P. process on set A. The final cross-

drain position considered is the base cross-drain QP. 

A range of states at P is considered, and the minimum costs of arriving 

at those states is obtained, considering only cross-drain set A, i.e. 

excluding the effect on the pipe level at Q of the drain entering Q from 

cross-drain set B. 

These costs include the cost of drain QP. 

Imagine now the I.S.D.P. process on cross-drain set B. A new set of 

fiUnimum costs will be obtained for the states at P, again including the 

cost of the drain QP. 

These two sets of costs at P can then be combined to form a single 

set of optimal upstream costs over the range of states at P. These will 
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however include drain QP twice. The D.P. will then proceed to the network 

outfall. The final network trace back will identify one state at P from 

which the optimal set of drains for A and B will be identified. However, 

base drain QP may well have two different designs for the two different 

cross-drain sets. Indeed the pipe levels at Q may well be quite incompatible. 

Theoretically, then, it is necessary to consider the two cross-drain 

sets simultaneously in the I.S.D.P. process. Such a procedure would 

involve severe computational penalties even if a sound method could be 

evolved, and so was pursued no further. 

In practice, therefore, cross-drain sets sharing a common base cross

drain are designed as if they had separate base cross-drains. It is in 

fact unlikely that the cost of the base cross-drain will exceed about 1% of 

the cost of the upstream drains in any normal network. Hence its effect 

on the positioning of the cross-drains is likely to be minimal. The 

problem of two differing trace-back solutions for the base cross-drain is 

overcome by using the procedure described in the following section which 

describes a practical model. 

8.14 A practicable model - CROSSVAR 

8.14.1 Introduction 

A model based on the I.S.D.P. approach was developed for the variable 

cross-drain problem. The model, CROSSVAR, breaks the optimisation problem 

into three parts. 

Firstly, cross-drain positions are determined. Next intermediate 

manhole positions and pipe diameters are found. Finally pipe slopes are 

determined. The last two stages are equivalent to the MANVAR model. 
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8.14.2 Structure of CRO~VAR 

CltO.::i3VAR is implemented by two programs, .::;o.ttT and MOll':;X linked as shown 

in Fig.8.8. Both are generally run twice. 

'soRT accepts in card fODDat input data describing the road geometry 

and network layout, and a set of design parameters. It outP\1ts on magnetic 

tape a complete set of input data for MODJ!!X. 

A flow chart for SOR'f is given in Fig 8.9 and a program listing is 

gi ven in Appendix F. 

MODEX operates in one of two modes. If there are any cross-drain 

positions to determine. it will do so and output in card format the geometry 

corresponding to the resultant pipe network. This is then processed by 

SORT, and returned to MODEX which, because there are now no cross-drain 

positions to find, will operate in its second mode. In this mode it will 

perform the same function as program MOD in MANVAR (see Section 7.13) producing 

first a set of optimal manhole positions and pipe diameters and then a set 

of pipe gradients. 

CROSSVAR was so structured for two main reasons. Firstly, as explained 

in Section 8.13, it is not possible to obtain a theoretically correct 

solution for the common case of two sets of cross-drains sharing a common 

base. Hence some approximation is necessary, the most satisfactory being 

to assume two base cross-drains independent of each other for the purpose 

of establishing cross-drain positions. Having established these, the 

optimal solution for the resulting network can then be obtained assuming 

a joint base cross-drain by re-running MODEX with no variable cross-drains. 

The second reason is that of program efficiency. The time taken to 

produce a design with a single program run is an order of magni. tude greater than 

that taken to run the program twice, once to establish cross-drain positions, 

and then to complete the design, whilst the results obtained are usually 

identical. The disadvantage is that the solution could be suboptimal in 

the latter case, if the cross-drain positions are sensitive to the choice 

of grid spacings for the manhole positions and pipe levels. (See ;:)action 8.19) 
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8.15 Program MOD~X 

Flow charts for program 1WDclX are given in Figures 8.10 and 8.11, 

arid a program listing in Appendix G. 

Essentially MODEJ{ is a version of MOD, extended to include a variable 

cross-drain facility. The program takes each branch of the network 

sequentially from the up:stream eI!ds, and if the branch is not a member 

of a cross-drain set, performs an ISDP optimisation for a range of downstream 

states. 

When a member of a oross-drain set is ident:Lf'ied, oontrol is switohed to 

a subroutine XDSET. This subroutine controls the I.S.D.P. optimisation for 

the cross-drain set, identifying subnetworks between cross-drains, which 

are then optimised by calling SUBNET. 

MODEX has an important refinement over MOD in that it was realised it 

was not essential to perform a minimum oover design at the start of the 

program. This was done in MOD to establish the upper limits on the state 

variables throughout the network. In MODEX, the minimum oover design 

is done for a branch at a time, just before that branch design is optimised. 

This overcomes the problem of the network not being defined initially. 

HODEX consists of about 1900 lines of National Computer Centre Standard 

Fortran and is hence largely machine independent. Data is stored partly 

in two main arrays, these being dynamically addressed to minimise core 

storage requirements, and partly on two magnetic tape workfiles for bulk 

storage of data that is not being currently used by the program. 
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8.16 Optimisi~ Parameters for CROSSVAR 

The CROSSVAR programs were written to cope with any reasonable 

combination of optimising parameters. 

These parameters are as follows a 

1) Cross-drain resolution, i.e. the spacing between possible cross-drain . 

positions. 

2) Manhole resolution, i.e. the spacing between possible manhole positions. 

3) Number of pipe diameters considered at each manhole. 

4) Width of the pipe level zone 

5) Number of discrete levels within pipe level zone. 

Rather than generating cross-drain positions at specific intervals of 

chainage along the road, it was thought better to specify the manholes 

that they would connect. Hence the spacing of possible cross-drain 

positions is in fact a mUltiple of the spacing of possible manhole positions. 

The possible manhole positions are generated along each branch of the 

cross-drain set and numbered. Possible cross-drain positions are generated 

from the base cross-drain upstream and defined by the corresponding manhole 

numbers. 

Using this system all possible manhole positions can be generated 

initially. 

Parameter 1 is used only in the first run of SORT and MDDEX. Parameters 

2, 3, 4 and 5 are specified independently for the first and second runs of 

the program. Hence a coarse initial run can be used to establish cross-drain 

positions, followed by a finer process for establishing manhole positions 

and pipe diameters. 
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8.17 Program of Testing for CROSSVAR 

A program of testing was devised for CROSSVAR, to check its validity 

and to choose suitable optimising parameters. The program was as follows: 

(1) Check compatibility with MANVAR 

(2) Find typical cross~drain spacing 

(3) Test whether I.S.D.P. can be truncated by 

considering only a certain number of 

possible upstream cross-drain positions 

(4) Test the stability of the solution (for 

cross-drain positions) to variations in 

the optimising parameters 2, 4 and 5 

(5) Find suitable values of optimising 

parameters 2 to 5 

(6) Find the effect of cross-drain resolution 

(parameter 1) on overall optimal cost 

(7) Choose suitable values for cross-drain 

resolution 

(8) Run using other networks 
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8.18 Results using the CROSSVAR model 

8.18.1 Checking CROSSVAR with previous results 

The first runs of the CROSSVAR model were to check that it was fully 

consistent with the MANVAR model. Hence these test runs were performed 

using CROSSVAR without its cross-drain optimising capability. 

Three test runs were performed on two networks and compared to runs 

using MANVAR. 

The first of these was on the network shown in Fig. 1.16 and described 

in Section 7.14.5. The results from the two models were identical. 

The other two tests ,.,ere on network 3 (Figure 1.11) using two sets 

of design parameters. The results differed very slightly from MANVAR. 

This was traced to a minor error in the MANVAR programs. 

results were substantially identical. 

8.18.2 Finding Typical Cross-drain Spacings 

However the 

The second set of runs were aimed at finding typical cross-drain 

spacings. Five runs were performed on network 4 (Fig.8.12a) using first 

of all a coarse spacing of possible cross-drain positions, and then gradually 

finer spacings. 

The results of these runs are illustrated in Figure 8.13. For 

run 5, the spacing between cross-drains was limited to 250 m to reduce 

program execution time. The result is therefore somewhat artificial. 

In general the runs show that optimal cross-drain spacings were 

between 150 m and 500 m for this network. 

It would seem reasonable therefore to limit the maximum cross-drain 

spacing in order to truncate the I.S.D.P. process, thereby considerably 

reducing computation. 
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8.18.3 Stability of Cross-Drain Position to Variation of Parameters. 

The third set of runs were to examine the stability of the optimal 

cross-drains to variations in three of the optimising parameters. All 

runs used Network 4 (Fig. 8.12) 

a) Manhole Resolution 

The first parameter investigated was the manhole resolution, which 

was allowed to vary from 25 m to 150 m (the maximum spacing permitted), 

whilst the cross-drain resolution was held at 150 m. Having established 

cross-drain positions, the second optimisation used a new set of optimising 

parameters which were identical for all runs. 

Results for these runs are shown in Table 8.4 

It can be seen that alteration of the manhole resolution from 25 m 

to 150 m produces just one change in the cross-drain positions. This 

change leads to a very slight (0'1%) increase in the cost of the final 

optimal network. Overall execution time for the program decreases by a 

factor of between 6 and 7. 

In these circumstances it would seem reasonable to consider only a 

manhole resolution equal to the maximum specified spacing of manholes, 

assuming this to be not greatly in excess of 150 m. 

b) Width of Pipe Level Zone 

The second parameter investigated was the width of the pipe level 

zone in the initial stage of the model. 

As a preliminary to this, one run was performed using a zero 

width of zone for this stage, i.e. a minimum cover design. 

This produced a design which at f118 124 was about 1% more expensive 

than the optimum. The number of cross-drains generated was larger than 
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Run lAanhole Cross-drain location (m) lietwork Run 

Number Bes 01 uti on (Base cross-drain at chaina.ge 2000) Cost Time 

(m) 0 ~ o ~ 0 ~ g ~ 8 ~ 0 ~ ~ 
(r.) (sees 

0 ~\O 0 0 
N ~ eo O'\.-N..:tlJ"l r- eo 

.- - ... ... .- .- ... 
21 25 X A A /. X X 117143 911 

13 50 X X X X .x X 111143 323 

23 15 A .x A J.. X X 111267 212 

22 150 X t. X X X X 111267 147 

Zone 
Depth 

(m) 

(23) 1.0 X X ..( X X X 117267 147 

42 2.0 X X X X X X 117267 148 

43 3.0 X X X X .x X 117267 149 

44 4.0 X ..( X ..{ X X X X 118058 146 

Number 

of 

Levels 

(44) 11 X X X X X I.. X X 118058 146 

51 21 X .x X X X X 117267 ? 

52 31 X X X X X X 117267 494 

53 41 ..{ X .x: X X ..( 117267 116 

x - cross-drain position 
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that for any previous run, probably due to larger pipe sizes being generated 

by the low gradients. 

As the manhole resolution was quite fine, (25 m), the run involved a 

moderate execution time of 232 sees. The idea of using a minimum gradient 

design to establish the cross-drain pattern was rejected as it was felt 

that better solutions could be obtained in less execution time by a suitable 

choice of parameters. 

The main series of runs varied the width of zone from 1·0 m to 4·0 mt 

the top of the zone being at a minimum cover design level. The remaining 

optimising parameters were held constant, the values of manhole resolution 

being 150 m, cross-drain resolution being 150 m, number of levels being 11 

and number of diameters being 3. 

The results are shown in Table 8.4. These indicate that there is no 

advantage in having a wider zone whilst keeping the number of discrete 

levels the same. In fact, if the spacing between discrete levels becomes 

excessive, the solution may well become sub-optimal as in run 44. 

c) Number of levels in zone 

The last series of runs in this section investigated the effect of 

varying the number of levels within a zone of fixed width. 

Four runs were performed using a standard zone width of 4·0 m, 

manhole and cross-drain resolution of 150 m and 3 pipe diameters. The 

number of levels were varied from 11 to 41, giving spacings of 0·4 m to 

0·1 m between levels. The results are shown in Table 8.4. 

Only the first section of CROSSVAR was implemented for these runs. 

This, however, was sufficient to show that the cross-drain positions 

remained stable for spacings up to 0·2 m. 
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8.18.4 The effect of cross-drain resolution on the optimality of the 

solution 

The fourth set of runs were designed to find how the cost of the 

optimised network varied with the choice of cross-drain resolution. 

Network 4 was again used, for cross-drain resolutions of from 100 m 

to 500 m. Manhole resolution an~maximum manhole spacing were taken as 

100 m. A zone width of 1 m with 11 discrete levels was adopted together 

with 3 possible pipe diameters. 

The results are plotted on the graph of Figure 8.14. 

As one would expect, the general trend is for the solution to decrease 

in cost as the spacing decreases. There is not however, a great increase 

in execution time and it would seem sensible to adopt a cross-drain 

resolution equal to maximum manhole spacing. 

8.18.5 Runs using other Networks 

Two runs were performed using other, more complicated, networks. 

These were primarily to test that the program was capable of handling 

such networks and to see whether the results it gave were sensible. 

The networks used were Network 5, Figure 8.12b. and Network 3. Figure 7.11. 

The resulting designs are shown in Figure 8.15(a) and (b). 

8.19 Choice of values for the Optimising Parameters 

The choice of values for the optimising parameters is not obvious as 

it depends on a trade-off between computer resources and the degree of 

optimality of the design. 

However, it seems from the examples used in this research that the first 

part of the program can be run with the following values of parameters and 
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still, in most cases, achieve the optimal set of cross-drain positions 

for a given cross-drain resolution. 

Manhole resolution 

Pipe level zone 

= maximum manhole spacing 

II: 1'0 m 

Discrete pipe levels • 6 

Discrete pipe sizes - 3 

The choice of cross-drain resolution is less obvious. It would not seem 

sensible to decrease the spacing below the maximum manhole spacing. 

of cross-drain resolution equal to the maximum manhole spacing is thus 

suggested. 

For the second part of the program, it is necessary to alter the 

manhole resolution to 25 m (or a convenient factor of the cross-drain 

resolution close to this value), and alter the numb&r of pipe levels 

considered to 11. This will give a set of manhole positions and pipe 

diameters close to the optimal set, if not actually optimal. 

8.20 Conclusions on the use of CROSSVAR 

A value 

This chapter shows that an optimal drainage design model capable of 

dealing simultaneously with variable cross-drain positions, variable 

intermediate manhole positions, variable pipe diameters and gradients can 

be implemented using the I.S.D.P. approach. 

Using a sensible choice of optimising parameters the execution times 

on a large computer are reasonable, the costs involved being only a small 

proportion of the likely saving on construction costs. 

On the examples tested, the savings made by using the CROSSVAR model 

instead of the MANVAR model -.i th fixed cross-drain pcsi tiona are not large. 

As execution times for CRO~SVAR are up to an order of magnitude larger 

than for MANVAR, it was decided not to proceed with a commercial version 

of CROSJVAR at this stage. It was felt that the extra program length, 

execution cost and documentation would have discouraged engineers from 

using it. 
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Chapter 9 A further variable plan optimisation problem 

9.1 Introduction 

In this chapter a further problem involving variable plan 

optimisation is examined and a method of solution is proposed. The 

proposed method has not been tested. 

9.2 Connecting several sources of flow to a single main dra.in 

A typical. variable plan drainage problem might be posed as 

followss 

Given sources of known drainage now at manholes A,B,C,D,S,F 

in Fig. 9.1a connect them in the least cost way tD the outfall manhole 0, 

whilst satisfying all the usual drainage design constraints (see l:iection 

2.~). Such problems may indeed be applicable to other foms of 

network, for instance water supply,roads and gas. 

Wilson (ref. 25) attempted to form a model based on Geometric 

Programming, with the simplifying assumption that there was a straight 

main drain into which each of the others connected (eg Ab in b'ig.9.1b) 

However, he met with severe problems due to optimal solutions involving 

manholes coinciding and a large number of equality constraints. 

9.3 A DP approach - MULTICON 

It iB necessary to make two simplifying assumptions. The 

first is that each manhole is connected to a single main drain. This 

excludes the possibility of a branch drain linking several. manholes 

before connecting to a. main drain. Secondly it is necessary to 

predefine the order in which the manholes SoN connected aJ.ong the 

length of the main drain. In the example it is assumed they are 

connected in the order A13CD~'. Note that it is not necessary for 

the main drain to be straight. 

For simplicity it is assumed that pipe diameters may increase 

down the network, although a restriction on pipe diameters can 

readily be incorporated. 

Working from the upstream end of the network consider first 

manhole A. This can be considered as the start of the main drain. 

Consider now manhole B. A drain will run from manhole B to join the 

main drain at an unknown position, say B', or possibly the main drain 

could run through B. Consider a grid of points representing possible 

posi tiona for this junction B'. This grid may include point B. (see 

Fig. 9.1 c) 
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For each possible grid position B' calculate the minimum total 

cost of connections A.B', BB', for each of a range of discrete pipe 

depths at B'. This could be done using the MANFIX model. Moving 

on to manhole C, consider a grid of p:>ssi ble junction p:>inta C' and 

obtain for each grid position and discrete depth the minimum total 

upstream cost. This consists of the cost of CC· plus the cost of B'C' 

plus the previously obtained cost of the network upstream at B', and 

may be obtained by USing lWiFIX on the subnetwork consisting at 

CC' and B'C' tor every feasibl.e position of junction B'. 

In this way the design proceeds downstream and the IIliniDlWll 

cost of the network can be found for a range of depths at the outfall 

manhole. Hence the overall minimum cost oan be selected and the 

solution traced back up the network. A typical solution is shown in 

Fig. 9.1d. A flow chart for this procedw:e is shown in Fig. 9.2. 

9.4 Comments on the method 
-

The main disadvantage with the model is that the order of 

connection must be predetermined. For example, a solution in which 

C was connected into the main drain befo:re B would not be considered. 

However it can allow B and C to be connected at the same point thus 

overcoming a pl.'Oblem that Wilson fOWld (see Section 9.2) and indeed 

can allow the main drain to pass through the sources of flow. 

If lengths between junctions, or lengths from source manholes 

to the main drain justify the inclusion of inte:rmediate manholes, 

then IlAHVAR can be used to establish the minimum subnetwork costs. 

A computer program has not yet been ni tten to implement the 

method so no practical problems such as storage requirements or 

execution time can be discussed. 

Applications in sewer system design could be considerable 

wherever some freedom of choice exists in the positioning of manholes. 

The discrete nature ot the possible solutions may itself be valuable 

in accommodating problems in which manholes are limi~ed to a small 

number ot possible discrete positions. b'or example, this can arise 

it manholes are to be at street corners or in l.'Oad verges. 
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Chapter 10. Conclusions and Areas for Further Study 

10.1 MANFIX 

A study of previous work on the optimisation of fixed plan drainage 

networks provided a good basis for the development of a new and efficient 

Dynamic Progranudng model called MANFIX. This 

correctly handles the constrain~ that pipe diameters should not decrease 

in a downstream direction by the use of two state variables in the D.P. 

process. Although the number of elemental designs at each stage is 

thereby greatly enlarged, the actual computation time is not undul7 

increased due to each elemental design being greatly simplified. The 

final solution produced is fully consistent with the method chosen for 

determining design flows. This is accomplished by using the D.P. to 

establish the set of optimal pipe diameters, and then using these diameters 

in a final fully consistent design process to establish pipe gradients. 

Results show that the set of optimal pipe diameters can be reliably 

found by the use of a very coarse D.P. grid, using an initial "minimum 

cover" design to establish a set of approximate flows and bounds on the 

D.P. process. Hence the process is comparable to DDDP in computer time 

and storage requirements with the possible advantage of simplicity. 

A separate computer program was not developed for MANFIX, but the 

model was an essential foundation for MANVAR, the variable manhole 

position model. 

lO. 2. l-fANVAR 

The problem of optimising the number and position of manholes 

along the line of a non-branching drainage run required the introduction 

of a new type of D.P. 

This was termed Indeterminate Stage Dynamic Programrndng (ISDP) as 

the number of stages in the final solution is not predetermined. The 
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concept of a set of discrete feasible positions for intermediate manholes 

provides the key to the problem, enabling ISDP to be used in an elegant 

prooedure.The choice of a suitable set of optimising parameters leads to 

an efficient and fully practicable computer program. Whilst savings 

in construction cost over non-optimised schemes are not as great for 

road drainage networks as for other forms of drainage, it is clear that 

for a very modest computer running cost, large sums of money can still 

be saved. The model is flexible enough to allow a great deal of freedom 

in the choice of optimising parameters so that they can be altered at 

will to allow for varying computer costs. 

Schemes designed using MANVAR produced solutions with levels close 

to the minimum possible cover but with generally smaller pipe sizes. ~his 

was accomplished by minor changes in pipe gradients and better positioning 

of manholes. The resultant designs are usually better from an engineering 

viewpoint in that less of the network is at minimum gradient and hence is 

less likely to suffer from siltation and blockage. 

A fully commercial version of MANVAR for use in the design of new 

road drainage schemes (DAPHOP) was produced and is undergoing trials by 

the Department of Transport. 

10.3. CROSSVAR 

The ISDP process was used for the more complicated problem of finding 

the number and position of drains crossing the road to link parallel oarriase

way drains.A set of feasible cross-drain positions is first identified and 

a coarse ISDP design performed to establish the set of optimal cross-drains. 

The resultant network is then optimised using the ~~VAR procedure. 

In this way a near optimal design of cross-drains, manhole positions, pipe 

diameters and gradients can oe achieved for a typical road drainage problem. 
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CROSSVAR is not fully optimal for design flows that are dependent 

on the network, but gives a solution which is probably very close to 

the optimum. 

A practical computer program was written and tested successfully, 

but a fully commercial version was not produced. 

Experience in the use of CROSSVAR showed that the optimal number 

of cross-drains in the typical road drainage program was not at all 

obvious, and that the overall netwo%k cost was not very sensitive to 

cross-drain positions. 

10.4. MULTI CON 

MULTI CON demonstrates the adaptability of the general D.P. approach 

to drainage network problems. A variable layout problem, completely 

different from those tackled by MANVAR and CROSSVAR, is solved by D.P •. 

This is the case of a number of manholes connected by drains to a single 

main drain. The method involves defining a set of discrete possible 

positions for each junction manhole, and using manhole position, in effect, 

as a state variable. This idea developed from the use of ISDP in the 

MANVAR and CROSSVAR models, but as yet MULTI CON has not been implemented. 

10.5. General Conclusions 

Due to the complexity of optimal layout problems for storm drainage 

systems no single "black box" algorithm is possible at ,present or likely 

to be developed in the foreseeable future. 

However the general D.P. approach has been shown to be highly 

effective if correctly tailored to the individual type of network 

considered. 

Road drainage is one such type of network and alternativp. network 

optimisation models have been developed and tested using ISDP. 
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are both fully practicable and show worthwhile savings over non-optimised 

solutions t (see also Ref. 62). 

To demonstrate the suitability of the general DP approach one further 

type of network was examined and a DP model formulated for its optimal 

solution. 

10.6. Areas for Further Study 

The possibilities for further work in the general area of storm water 

drainage optimisation are numerous. These possibilities include the 

development of optimisation models for other typical types of network. 

It is likely that any successful work in this area will involve some form 

of D.P. due to the serial nature of drainage systems. 

The MULTICON model requires the writing and testing of a computer 

program to test its validity and efficiency. Problems could arise 

when using network dependent design flows and some approximate procedure 

may be required as in the MANFIX, MANVAR and CROSSVAR models. It 

may indeed be of greater use for foul seweraee neo(orks, or as the basis 

of an optimisation model for other distribution systems (e.g. water 

supply aqueducts). 

The concept of ISDP needs further exploration to see whether other 

engineering optimisation applications exist. 

MANFIX, MANVAR and CROSSVAR have been implemented using the Rational 

design method for calculating design flows. The practical difficulties 

of using, say, the TRRL hydrograph method should be explored and the 

resulting designs compared with Rational designs. 

The models developed have assumed no possibility of detaining flood 

waters by ponding in special tanks, ponds or oversized pipes. As this 

is likely to be the object of considerable attention in future years, 
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the incorporation of such storage items within an optimal design model 

should be investigated. 

The existing models should be further tested to investigate their 

sensitivity to differing fo~s of cost function, as this is the factor 

of greatest uncertainty in any optimisation process. If the "optimal" 

design is very sensitive to the ,form of eost function then further work 

is required on establishing the most accurate cost functions possible. 

However if the designs are relatively insensitive to the form of the 

cost function then the optimisation models are valid without further 

research on costs. 

MANFIX could be used as a tool to investigate the effect on the cost 

of a network of alterations to the design parameters. Such parameters 

are at present selected on the basis of judgement and experience with 

little knowledge of the cost penalties for being over-conservative. 

A version of MANFIX for use on a mini-computer should be developed. 

This would enable the design of small housing estate and industrial 

drainage networks to be performed optimally in the smallest design 

office. 
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cost Calculations Based On Spon's Architects and Builders Price Book 

A1 General 

Cost of a pipe run between two manholes. length X cost per m run + 

cost of upstream manhole. 

Costs are adjusted where necessary to March 1917 prices. 

A2 Cost per m run. 

This cOllBists of the following items, 

(1) pipe supply 

(2) excavation of trench by machine 

(}) layering and compaction of backfill 

(4) removal of surplus backfill 

(5) support for trench excavation 

(6) smoothing the trench bottom by hand 

(7) supply and placing of bedding and haunching material. 

(8) laying and jointing of pipes 

The costs of these items are taken as follows, 

(1) Pipe supply 

Manufacturers' quotes x 1.05 for wastage. 

Diameter (mm) 150 225 300 315 450 525 600 615 
Cost (£ per m) 1.86 4.0, 5.80 8.}5 12.55 15.22 19.83 25.21 

Diameter (DID) 7r:tJ 825 900 
Cost (£ per m) 30.30 34.90 42.60 

.. (2),(3),(4) b~avation, Compaction etc • 

Machine and operator Eor 0.11 hours + 1.26 hours labour attendance 

on machine per cubic metre excavated - £2.69 / m} 

(5) TN h rt nc suppa: 

Trench de pth (m) Cost per m~ of trench wall 

y < 1.0 zero 

1.0 "y < 1.5 0.22 hours labour + 0.0016501' timber - £0.46 
1.5 ~ Y < ,.0 0.32 hours labour + 0.00335m' timber. £0.13 
3.0 .. y < 4.5 0.43 hours labour + 0.0033501' timber. £0.91 

(6) ~oothing trench bottom 

0.,9 hours labour per m
2 

• .:0.56 / m2 

(1) Bedding and haunching 

Cost of supply of bedding material. + 2.6 hours labour per m' 

- £5.94 + £;.74 • £9.68 / m3 
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(8) Laying of pipes 

Diameter (mm) 150 225 ~o 

Labour (hrs/m) 0.25 0.32 0.40 
Cost (tim) 0.36 0.46 0.58 

Diameter (mm) 1'JJ 825 ~ 

Labour (hrs/m) 0.82 0.89 0.95 
Cost (tim) 1.18 1.28 1.31 

A3 Cost of a manhole 

This consists ot the following items, 

( 1) Excavation by machine 

(2) SIlpJX)rt of excavation walls 

375 450 525 
0.46 0.53 0.60 
0.66 0.11 0.86 

(:5) Smoothing the bottom of the excavation by hand 

(4) Placing in situ concrete base 

(5) Supply and placing of precast concrete manhole rings 

(6) Placing concrete benching 

(1) Backfilling around manhole 

(8) Removal of surplus material 

(9) Supply and. placing of concrete cover slab 

600 
0.61 
0.96 

(10) Supply and placing of brickwork. access cover and frame 

(11~) Supply and fitting of step i1'ODe 

(12) Supply and placing of tapered ring sections (if required) 

The costs of these items are taken as tollows, 

(1) Excavation 

depth (m) 

cost (£/m3) 

(2) Wall support 

depth em) P < y ~ 1.5 
cost (~m3) 0.46 

(3) Smoothing bottom of excavation 

ro.10/m2 

(4) Placing concrete insitu base 

t.3.62/m
2 

(5) Manhole rings 

Manhole diameter \mm.) 

Cost (tim) 

900 
35.43 

1 • 5 <. Y" 3 .0 

0.13 

1050 

44.41 

1200 1500 

56.41 90.93 
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(6) .Benchi!!fi 

£45.2/m' 

~ 7) Backfilli~ 

£1.64 

(8) Removal. of surplus 

£1.87/m' 

(9) Concrete cover sla.bs 

Manhole diameter 900 1050 
Cost (£) 23.11 29.26 

(to) Acoess oover, frame and briokwork 

£30.51 (lump sum) 

(11) Step irons 

£3.30 each 

(12) Ta.pered ring sections 

1200 

39.47 

Speoial. sections ta.pering to 685 mm diameter 

~ameter 900 1050 1200 1500 

Cost (£) 24.59 ,1.23 39.51 85.29 

A4 Coat Functions 

1~0 

63.24 

Using q~ti ties taken trom typioal detail drawings (ret. 48), 
the oost functions quoted in seotion 4.3 have been developed. 
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APP~DIA B 

Cost Calculations Based on li'arrar (ref. 45) 

B1 General 

Cost of a pipe run between two manholes. length x cost per m. run + 

cost of u~trea.m manhole. 

Four basic cost coefficients are defined, 01, C2, C3, C4 where 

cost of pipe supply. 01 (0.025+D2
) (D in metres) 

cost of a wheeled excavator. C2 £/hr 
cost of labour (general· operati va) -0, t/hr 
cost of granular bedding material • C4 £1m' 

Default values of C1, C2, c" C4 are 40. ,.5. 1.6, and ,.0 respectively. 

All other costs are expressed as factors of these 4 basic rates. 

An excavation factor F1 is defined for excavation in hard or difficult 

ground condi tiona. For normal condi tiona F1 • 1.0. 

B2 Cost per m run. 

Four types of drain are considered as show in the sketch below. 

French 

(A) 

French + 
Gully or Carrier 

(B) 

The operations involved are I 

(1) Excavation 

(2) 'l'rench support 

(3) Pipe supply 

(4) Distribute and lay pipes 

(5) Place bedding material 

Gully + 

Carner 

(C) 

(6) Place backfill or free draining mater .al 

(7) Compact backfill or free draining material 

o -
Gully 

or Carrier 

(D) 

(8) Supply granular bedding or free draining material 

(9) Remove surplus soil 
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The costs of these operations are as follows (all in f./m run of drain) : 

(1 ) Excavation 

Cost - b x y x 0(, x F1 where b- trench width, y -trench depth, 

and D<s • 0.091C2 + 0.13003 

(2) Trench SUPIJOrt 

y,1.5m 

'.5 < y ~ ,.0 
3.0 <. Y 

(3) Pi pe supply 

oost • 0 

Cost • 0.893" 

cost .. 5.03 OI!. 

Drains type A and D 

Drains type B and 0 

Cost - 01 (0.025 + »2) where D - pipe diameter (m) 
2 2 

Cost. C1 (0.05 + D + D2 ) where:02 - upper 

(4) Distribute and lay pipes 

Drains type A and D 

D < 0.3 Cost .. 0.045502 + 0.20103 

D.) 0.3 Cost .. 0.217C2 + 0.;8903 

Drains type B and 0 (assuming D2 < 0.3) 

D < 0.3 Cost - 0.09102 + 0.402C; 

D ) 0.3 Cost - 0.26302 + 0.59003 

(5) Place bedding material 

Drains ty]e A and D Cost .. 0.0502 + 0.32103 

Drains type B and C Oost - 0.1C2 + 0.64203 

(6) Place backfill or free draining material 

pipe diameter. 

Cost .. O(a x v2 where v2 - volume of backfill or free draining 

material excluding bedding per m run. 

and~~. 0.078102 + 0.10403 

(7) Oompact backfill or free draining material 

Oost 0('3 x v2 where -<'I • 0.05702 + 0.2220} 

(8) Supply g.ranular bedding or free draining material 

Cost - 04 x v} where v} - total volume of granular or free draining 

material· per m run. 

(9) Remove surplus soil from site 

Oost D fi(, x v 4 x 0.912 where v 4 • volume of spoil 
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B2 Cost of a manhole 

This consists of s 

(1 ) Excavation 

(2) Supports for excavation 

(3) Place concrete base 

(4) Place rings 

(5) Benching 

(6) Place concrete road slab 

(7) Backfill 

(8) Remove spoil 

(9) Sup~ly concrete 

(10) Supply rings 

(11 ) Supply slab 

(12) Supply fittings 

(13) Place brickwork and fittings 

The costs of these operations al.'e as follows (all in £) 

( 1 ) Bxcavation 

Cost • ~ F1 x Volex where Volex • volume of excavation 

(2) SuPports 

y( 1.5 Cost. 0 

1 .5 <. y, 3.0 cost • length x 1.79 IC. where length '. length 

3.0< y Cost. length x 10.1 tt, of a side of square hole 

(:~) Place concrete base 

Cost • 0.10502 + 2.22C3 

(4) Place manhole ring and joint 

Cost • 0.64302 + C3 (per ring) 

(5) Place benching 

Cost. 0.10502 + 6.67C3 

(6) Place concrete road slab 

Cost • 0.157C2 + 0.667C3 
(7) Place backfill and compact 

Cost. (0.13502 + 0.326c3) x volback where Volback • volume 

of backfill. 

(8) Remove surplus fill 

Cost. 0.912 xO('/ x Volspoil where Volspoil • volume of spoil 

(9) SuPply concrete for benching and base slab 

Cost - 3.6104 x Volconc where Volcano • volume of concrete 
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(10) ~'upply precast concrete manhole rings 

Cost. 0.391 x C1 x (diam)2 per m where diam - manhole diameter (m) 

(11 ) SupPly road sla.b 

Cost • C1{1.04 x diam - 0.68) 

(12) Supply fittings 

1e. frame, cover, step irons, bricks 

Cost. 01 

(13) Place brickwork and i'ittillfiS 

Cost • 0.10502 + 5.3}C3 

B4 Costing Routine 

Using the above unit rates the cost per m run and manhole costs are 

calculated by the subroutine COSTIT, which then gives the total cost of 

the pipe run. 

COSl'IT identifies the pipe type, calculates volumes for the mean pipe 

de pth along a run and hence calcula.tes the costs. 
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CALL N"UM '~I','I"_I"'I"IM'.''''''.'~'''.'LM''.'I' 
C'LL T"IL C~IT,'IT'_I"'I·'IMA.,J.A.,~M'.'L.'.",I'" 

U CO"'INII' 
C'LL T.'CI '~IT,'IT'_""I·'I".·,"·'.'~"'K,L""~1 
GU til 6 

JO C'LL "I"T'_""I".'A.,L~'.' 
ITO, 
1 .. 0 

SVUOUTlNf UTA' C~M~O_/~"aCZO"'MIN"N'.'D.IM,~N'X,I'MI .. ,SP""'''E~"JI~D,',~D,'C 
c •••••• f.O 1_ ~U"". ~J VI"IC'L 10_.S .~a '1'1 C~OICE' 

ItAD ",100Z' "'~D,J'~O 
W.'" '6,IOO~' wE~D,JE-~ 

C ••••••• A" I~ NUN,f' Of '1' •• ,1.1 .v.'L"LI AND '"III ~I,ME"'S 
I,AO C~,'000' N.,(D(I',I"'-" 
WII'. (t,IOOO' ID'I',I"'_" 

c •••••••• o 1_ 'I'f 'OLI"NI'S 1- M", 
'I'~ ",1001, ., 
W'ITI(t,IOG., I' 
'.''C/1IIOO,O 

c •• • ••• lao 1- '1'1 D' t"'" '.,a ",1001, "M' 
W'," C6,100e' "~E ,." M' -to, 0 

C ••••••• AD 1_ "I~ ,~o ",. '1" SLO,.S 
'.'D ",'001, ,wl~,S." 
.'1'1 (6,l001' S,IM,,"" 

C •••••• f'D ,~ ~I_·ANO .a. DE"" 0' Covl' 
Mt'O (',100" O·I~,D". 
W'I" ,~,ZOOi' "MIN,D"'. 

C •••••• I.D IN ~IN .NO ~, •• "NwOLI S.ICING 
'eAD ",'001' 1'~I_"'N'1 
W~"I ,6,lOOS' ~"'N,S'-'K 

C •••••• eAD IN OI'O~OS'ICS LEV'L 
'UO Cli,1OI)U "D 
'In ... 

1900 '0"" '16,Z,"0",]" 
100' '0'"'' I"',]' 
'001 '0'·" (I'" 1000 'O".T C~.,"M'I'f DIINf'f",I,w,1"I.J, 
1001 'O.WA' (~.,'JMN'" '-D N'. '1'1 SLO'IS,1Z.,I'I.J, 
ZOOl 'O",T (,.", •• 'N AMD .,. C~Vf.,'A~,,'a,J' 
lOO' '0'-" "X,Z,MNI. '-D ••• "N "iel-O,Z'I.5' 
zoo, Ju.-" (~X"S"TI'I O. E~T'V,'6."S" ·I~S' 
lOO~ 'O'''A' '~X,16,"M VI"ICAL 'O_I~,16,"" "'1 11~el' 
2006 '0"" C,x,.,""" .0v'~~I".",.,,'N "-.1 

I_D 
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GCU 
Gce. 
0'" GCII 
OCI9 
0C90 
OU1 
OC91 
OC9, 
OC9, 
oe95 
OC9, 
oe91 
oe91 
0(99 
ono 
010' 
0101 
onJ 
0'04 
010' 
aU. 
0101 
au. 
0'09 
0110 .. a,,, 
ottZ 
011' 
0'" 0' " 011. 
0'" 
0" • 
0' " OUO 
oUt 
un 

'U"OUT!~~ nl'" (~I"'I,,~IT,"T,I~,.,J~'X'(~",l~£(' 
, ••••• su •• OuTr~F. caLL' Gto- '~D sn.TS OUT AO~'fS'fS '0' 'E.· •••• ·.yS 

'OM~O~/&"DfIO),SMJ_,5.",D.'N,ftM •• ,S'"r~,S'.A(,~f.~"~f"~,T,"D,~r 
COM_ON/wM"f/INlsa""L~"L~I'LN"L",L'l,L" 
DIMI_SION NITCI_a."'ITC~M'.)'NI'C.MIX"'I'CL"I.' 
CIL~ ,.OM (NI".!,,'.'.,L"'.) 
LOU"fl, 

c ••••• D."NE I&O'.ISI' '0' ••• ,., NI' INO '1' 
"TOT.O 
LTOhO 
"'TOhO 
DO to '.',LO 
'NC,,').'.Z.NTO'.~TO'·'.I 
II/CI,')·'.'·~TO'·l.M'OT 
".'1/(1" , "'O' ... T(!T .... r'(~' 
'I/CI,I'.J·Z·"TOT.LTO'.'*1 
II/CI,S,.,NCI.I'.' ".,NCI," 
L TOhL TOT ... ,,,.,, 
~.I"cr ,1) 
"'O'.·'OT.~I'C'" 

10 COllfll/1i1 
LN1·l.~·NTOT.L'O'.J·(LO." 
LI/l·LN'.~E~D.JI~D·NI'C" 
L"$·LN~.Mf~D.JI~D·LO.' 
L.,·,.'eNTO,.Z.~'OT 
L'l·L.'·"r~D.JI'O.' 
LI'·L'~.iII'·C'''' 
".1" (11,1000) 
WMlfl C6,IOOO' «CINCI,J',J ••• 4,.I.',LO' 
"Mlf, C6,100" L"',LNl,LIIS,L",L",L" 
'H!JII/ 

,000 '0'-" C'M~/'O.,J'M'DD'fl'" """D IN ".'V I~(LO,.}, 
ZOOO 'o.~" «,1'0) 
ZOO, 'O'~" C'MO/'X"~L~'.,I"'.'4ML-,.,I,,5r,4ML-'.,I,,.X"ML't.,r •• 

,Sx,'_L"·,r,,tx,4wL'Je,r., 
END 

l'1, ~I.f D"" 
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onJ 
ou. 
au, 
oUt 
OU, 
out 
ou, 
GUo 
ou, 
OUi 
OU1 
0'" au' au. 
O'H 

0'" 0'" 
t"U ou, 
OU2 
aU' 
uu 
ou, 
au. 
au' 
0'" 0,..' 
0150 
ou, 
oua 
OUJ 
on. 
ou, 
on. 
a' " aU' 
on' 
0,.0 
ou, 
0162 
016' 

0'" au' 
016. 
016' nu, 
0'" 
0"0 0'" OH2 
011] 0". 
0'" on. 
0'77 
0'" 0'" n1l0 
011' o,u 

SU •• OUTI-f GIO~ c~I.,'I".-·',LMA.' 
OI-t~SION ~I'C.·,.,,·I'C~M'.' 

C.·.· ••• o.~t- SIZ' 
1£'0 C~,'OOO' .I'(Z) 

C.····SI' COU~'I" " .. , 
~.O 

e ••••• NU •••• ft. l.iNCMtS 
LO.ItI·CU 

C •••••• E.O IN 0'" fa' I'C" •• INCN 
00 40 01", LO 
"aCt' 
11'0 U,1000) lilt 

III'CO'NII 
, •••••• r.O IN CII' •• 'GII"'I",'O' ,~O 'O"O~ 10111 L.~EL' 

00 '0 .a". 
LaLt, 
•• ~t.lI.t 
'.'0",2000' ,'I',I"I'L,N) 
~a" 

, 0 CO"'III'" 
C •••••• ,.O I" 'I'S' ,.1 L'S' M'It~OLI' 

DO 20 ... ,,1 
c.,," 
"'Ct\lN" 
'tlD ",'000, CIII'CI',I"'~' 
e.N 

10 COIITI"'" 
C ••••••••• o I. __ OU.D LI¥IL D'TA 

hh, 
'IAO C'"OOO, 1111 
NI'U)'''' 
DO 50 """ 
L'L" 
N.L."'·' .e.o ""O?O, C'J"",'.L,~' 
La" 

)0 COIIU'C'" 
C •••••• f'D 1_ CO~IIIC"O.S ~'S'.f'N 

C.'" 
It'D C~,'OOO' ~. III·U'· ... 
I' CN~.fQ.O' Ie '0 .0 
C.Ct' II.Ct.'·' 
't'O (\,'000' ""CI"I."" 'a. 

U ell lIT I II'" 
.£'0 ",'000, 1I(,(,.,II"C1"III"" 

c •••••• 'I'" DU' 0.' •• , STO"D 
"Inl CA,,\)OO' 11.1'. ,A.JOao, '~I'(I',I.f,., 
,,~". '6,"00' ",'C",I.l,L) 
_ITIIII! 

'000 .nl-" C,61\' 
lOOO '0'-" t'O'~.J' 
JOOO .O'M" CZOI" 
40UO '01-., "O"Q.I, 
'OUO ,g.-" ('NO/'O.,,'HO"I "0.,0 r~ •••• VS NI' '~D '1' A' ,OLLOII'" 

IND 
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• 

aU] ",.. 0,., 
aU. 
0'" 0,." 
0,.9 
ana 
on, 0,., 
0'" 0,.·. 
0'" on. 
0197 
019. 
0199 
OlOG oao, 
oau 
oUS 
oao. 
un 
au. 
OlO7 
0201 
0209 
o~, a 
01" 
02U 
0211 
oau 
oan 
011' un 
OJU 
Ol" 
OUO 
0211 
OUl 
0241 
0146 ou, 
IIH' 
au? 
02111 
aU9 
0210 
OU1 
UU 
OU] 
01,. 
01" au. 

Sul'~U'f~E '~O~'(~I·.·I.,I~, •• L~,~,·'T.J", •• T.~K' 
CO"MO_/wMt~E/r~(,o •• ).L~,.L~l.L~J.L·,.L',.L'J 
OIMf_S'O~ ~,,(.w'.""'(L-A.,,'ITIJ"'X' 
LUI'C,," 01 

C ••••• OE.'II' •• rU'N "1100 
"".0 
LO aIIl'Il' 
""I) C ••••• ,o •• ,eN .U~ 

DO 10 ,."LO 
'UI" C ••••• IOE-r" •• ~ •• E. c. u/. I',_CIII, K·,IIC'." 
• ... ,.(11) 
,. '".10,0) 60 'C S 
DO , J",II 
ulloCl ,],.J 
reJ.u~NJ'I" 
WM"ICI,'001, I,.,',e, 
I' (.,T(., •• T.TU" r~""TC" 

J CO"'IIIIII 
I W.". (6.'001' "TU' 

""IICI,' , 
11.111'(1' 
011'''11,0 
DO '0 J.l.,. 

C ••••• IOIII"'. o,.,'IICI ~LOII' IU" '10M L'S' '~II"L' MIM laSlr,~i 
It ••• CI,U.J·' 
DII"I,"I,.,'I" ,,"'·'I·n, C •••••• CALCUL.T. T,M, 
.... n .. ' 
',MJ..DI""'T'II""U' 
TUh"M, 

C ••••• ,01 .. 'I'y 't'a 
""'" I ", .·,"C""·."'I.'·J·' 
AMI'''''CC' ( ••••• CAI.CUI."E 'LO~ flOM "~M,~.IIOLL'IIO 14'~"LL .O_"U,,4 
C'LL ." .. '1.,"'E/60,O,I', .,,,'./_'._A 
'La~'.~fA'II/].AI' "(""'LO ••• ,'II"/LOW,G',.O" ~~ •• '.~.e. 
w_"1 'A.'OO~) J,_',D'I""""""I"I~.'I"D"CCI"LO~ 
'I 'UI" 1.011 

10 COII'IIIUf 
U,/· .. ·f "" .. ,U,", 
"I'" CA"O~O' f.I"ITCI' 

lO CaNT,,,,,. 
"'UIII 

'Oull 'Ol~" c,ol,Z'~.J' •• J",I."",~.,) 
,o~, '0'." "01.1,,'9,J' 

1110 
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0,11 
OUI 
OIlt 
OlU 
02" 
Ol'~ 
0,61 
OJU 
UU 
O,U 
0261 

0'" o'u 
0150 
ou' 
02n .,"1 
oau 0,,, 
DIU 0,,, 
oan 
0'" ouo 
OH' oaz 
aUI 
OJ" 0'" o,u 
OIU 
0,61 
016' 
0"0 
02" 
0172 
un 
0216 
U75 
0276 
0,77 
un 
UI9 
OUO 
0'" 0", 
OUJ 

0'" ol,,, 
01" un 01.' 0,., 
0,90 

'lIe a • 

01 9 , 
0191 
0295 
01" 

life O. 

..... !!IIT, 

IU"',IIfT, 

'U"OUTI~I co~. '~I"'I',~I"'IT,rN.x,~U'.'I·'.,J·, •• I.~CO"~1 
COM.O_'O"O('O'.SMI"S-'X,D.I~,nM.x,S'MI~,S'.'.,.f~~,JI~D.'.~~.II 
caM~O_/v.I"/I_CS~.",~-,.L-"L~J,L",L'l,~" 
OJMf~l,n_ ~1'C •• '.)"I'CL· •• ,,_tTCIMA."'I'CJ"AX' 
MJ,.,1II0 •• /IU 

C ••••• MOW .. ,.v U/S 'I~fl' 
X'INCI ,J) 
1II.lIIf'Cet 
I' CIII,GT.O) 10 TC 50 

C ••••• NO U/' '1'1" S,' CO,T 0, "'IV'L A' ,., "'IIIMOLE I~ IU~ '0 IEIO 
00 '0 J."IIIJ 

U 'ITCH'O,O 
IF CI,IQ," 10 'A 10 

C •••••• TO •• 0/. co.,. '01 L'" .U~ 1111 _IX' IIC'IOM 0' 0/1 C~"S ,1.aV 
II·I-C,·"" 
IIIU".IjI'CC) 
"'.' .... 0.' "/IIJ" oIl,".UI/IIJ 
N(Oln'NCO",., 
.·L".C_COI"",·M"., 
11,"1, 
DO ZO J'J' ,H 11.111' 

lO 'I"C"'I'IJ' 
WI.T. C.,'OO', ",11 
WII" C.",Ol' C,I'CIII',le'.',lt 
GO N 70 

e •••• olll. ~/S '1'1, I.' U/I COlT. '0/' en". '01 L'" '~N 
JO UZNcr.',1) 

III,IIhlfl'U) 
~,ahlllD·' ''''J.' 
"~"'IIIIhNJ 
1(.0 
DO 40 ~'J',H 

".H' 40 ,,"II'.','(J, 
I' (N,tO,11 GO 'C 70 

C •••• -,~O 01 TM'.I U/' '1,,5, ~/S CO",.SUN 0' 0/. cos,. ...... , 
00 60 L."" 
JaL·,.NJ.(NCOIT •• "-' 
DO 50 •• , ,"01 
J aJI, 
'J'(I,a',Tc.,· •• "J, 
I' ""(",G'.999999,9) 'I'CII).0900~O.O 

'II CO"",IIIUf 
60 IIICO~TI'~CO"'.' 
'ij wMI" '6,'00J' ,,-

w~r', (.,'OOl' , •• ".".",,,.1) I.,U.,. 
'OQ, '01"" """"O/S CO'T',~", 'U_"'~'EO 1111 '1' "4~.16,1" ",'4, 
'O~l ,eIM&, ('O"',J) 
'005 '01"" '~."'''U/I CO,T, ,nl lUll, I.",. ,1110, OF VII 'J'I'a,J~,'~') 

I_D 

UlffiiTM )", .A", cell' 

'U"OU"~f "'\' C~I".,.,."AX'l"'X' 
OIME".,O", NI'(a"'.J"I'(L~ •• ' 
IETUIII 
11110 

UNUM U, UN, ",IIT 
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• 

Ol9' 
Oi 9 6 
Ol'H 
Oi9/1 
11199 
0)00 
1110' 
IlJOl 
OSCs 
OJU 
oJO' 
OIG' 
OJO' 
0)01 
OJ09 
U'O 
OJ" 
OJU 
OJU 
OJU 
OJU 
OJ" 
1),J!7 

0'" 0'" OUO 
0.11' 
nil 
ous 
OU4 
0,.5 
oUt 
OU1 
on. 
OU9 
0510 
031' o,n 
OJn 
OJU 
OlH 
OJ" 
OJH 
OUI 
OUt 
01'0 
OJ4, 
OJU OS., 
OSU 
OJU 
0'" 
OJ4P 0", 0,,, 
ouo 
OUI 
OJU 
osu 
OJU 
O!U 
OU6 
0'" 
OlU 
0,,9 
0560 
0).' 
Uti 
OJn 
OJU 
OJ" 
OJ66 
OSu 
out 
OH' 
OJ'O 
OJ " 
OJ1Z 
OJ') 
0"4 
OJ1, 
0'18 
oJn 
OS1I 
0)19 
ouo 
0]11 
OHl 
Oll! 
0!84 
OJ" 
0'16 
OJ" 

su •• ou"~t ~.'U~ f~""".~IT"IT"N'.,JM' ••• M'.,~", •• ~.u~' 
D'~f~SIO~ ~f'(fW •• '."f(J"I.',_f'(IN'X)"J'CL"4.,.LIY"I1). 

'LL1ClO"LLlC.r n',OfSTClO)"'f.ClO) 
COM~O~/~Nt"""C50""L~"L~I'L~J''''''L'l'L'J 
CO~~U~/P"DClO),S~lh,SM,.,OMIN'~.'.,S'M'~.'P ••• ,.lh~,JI~~."~~'" 
LIlGICAL Ifh" 
1 .. ,_,11,11111111.1, 
,_,_,_CIo"U",,, 
r4llJ·,_'''''II~,J' '-4.'" C"IUIII, u.' 
I.E_D.NI'( '"U 
IUIfDeIl"CI"" 

C ••••• Dt"NI all "ATI 
h' 

lO IU".' C ••••• OE"" , •• ANITI'. D£'I"DI~' ON -~-
IIt\j ... , flU •• 
eXII •• flU" 
IILAh.J~1U 
CL .......... U' .. D 
1C ... ",cexll, 
kITO··IN,.'."'''".'' 
IIl1llTUZ·'O .. ,,'IIID 
IUh"'celfll" 
UOh'. 'clCt.on 
uuO 
I' 'II.U".IO." 10 '0 10 
., •• IIIIUIII.' 
00 , "., .... 
U."CII." 

~ KQ"·CQ~·"I·C')·' 
'0 '~_.CO'.~'l._.l 

".0 
U "."., M.O 
40 ".M., 

"JII.CC~·"·Jr"O.~f~O.'J.".NrIlD.'" 
'I'C-JII, .'9'999.9 
ZDS."O'.'l.aA"·."·CI'~'·"OT"fLO"(Mr"o." 

C-•••• OlF'~e U'ST'I'" ,'ATI CM'II~OLI) 
"~U('CltLAllh' 

4, .......... , 
","lIe'H."" IC.,,,.,,, C ell "'lit, 
Cl'·1"4.'·~(IID."1I 
ZT""C~ZT' 
CZI·UhlotilD 
011·".,"01:/1' 
I, ',"Q'."'~II' 80 'a "a 

'-•••• Ol'lil ',,".NIDIAT, "OUIIO LIVeLS 
., DO '0 Lel,LI~D 

16XL_r~'·'·~I"O.L'''D·L 
•• "I'CliXL' •• '.','C ...... ,.O.O" .0 '0 60 

SO CI,IIT I "U' 
60 L'.L 

CGXLhClIlIL 
'~IL1.('XL'·L'''' 
L'·L'·' 
'.0.0 
UVH.' 
I' (L'.fO.L'~ft' GO TC '40 
'F c'r.t.G~~,.".G, ..... O.~" GO ,0 140 
LJ·Lh' 
DO 10 ".Ll,LrIlD 
IIGlL·, .. '·'·~t .. O.LI~D.L 'f ("., ..... , •• ' .... ·0.0') .0 '0 '0 

10 COIlf,lIur 
80 Ll.L·' 

.GZL2.,IIt'.'·~f .. ~.Ll 
IGXLI.ICGI~I· .. ~ .. " 

C ••••• Dl"~1 'I"~ OJ 100'" IIC'I~II ,IOV. I,."aw' L'''' 
' •• 'I'CIGKL'."·C'I'CIGI""·""I~ZLZ·"'·O" 
DO at LL-L',Ll 
(GILL·("'·.·II."C.,,1. 
UlILLeItGILL·L'"O 

" j.A.""IGXLL)·'·I'(IGILL.')··"'''GlLL.'''·~.S 
'.'."'CI'IL2*"·"'·(·"Io'·"·"·('0IL1,)·0.\ 

C ••••• 'S •• o~~n L'Vf",COIIIC'~'.C~"VIX ~. V"'A' ... 
GiLO'r·C"'CIIGZL.·').'I'C".r~'.")'(K~ •• _NI 
to 'JO L.LI.LI 
KGIL·'~'·'·-IND·l 
CIiXL.ICGU.LfIiO 
'SLC'f'r.t'rl'ZL'··I'C(~IL1·')'C·I·CIC'.~)·C"N' 
I' "SL"'F..L'.G'LO'E·O.OO~O') GO TO 90 
., C'I~n'f.L"G'LO'f.O.OOOO" On TO "0 
Gil '0 CHO,100.1JO',UVfL 

90 GU TO "ZO.1JO.100,.~IVIL 
tclO LEI/fLu 

GO '" "() 
"0 LHHeJ 

GO '0 no 
flO Lf"'fL.~ 
"0 CO'" r ~ilf 
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• 

uu' 
0)8' 
03,0 
II)" 

0'''' OJ'i) 
03.". 
ous 
0)9, 
0,,,,7 
0391 
0399 
0600 
0'0' 
04 Oil 
040J 
0606 
OUS 
0406 
0407 
040. 
060' 
04U 
0'" UU 
04" 
UU 
04n 04,. 
0417 
0'" un 
ana 
UH 
OUI 
ous 
OU4 
OUI 
out 
OU1 
OUI 
out 
DUO 
04)1 
OUI 
au) 
04.16 
04.11 
OUt 
OU, 
OU. 
OU' 
OUO 
OU' 
04U 
OU) 
064' 
OU5 
064. 
OU7 
064' 
au' 
0610 

'"'' OUI 
06" 

C ••••• otFINE r,.ou~~ ct.DI'IO~' '~D DI'T,~el 'fTWIE. ~~NMO~IS 
'40 N'M •• N·~IPC'~'.'-' 

LEV (~TM"LfVIL 
U' (NT"'.~' 
LLI("'~).LZ 
OIl'CN, .. ,.JI~.x"N 
aIlUC~'''''A 
W~ITI (6,lQOI' _'~"'''T'',LfYI~'L·'Lz,eIS'C~'''''' 

C ••••• DE.I~E u.s, •• aM IT'" CUIS '1'1 DI'~ITI' A~O Clq~N LEVeL) 
,50 .'M.~N·NI'('L'.'-' 

JJ'O 
'60 JJ'JJ-' 

M .... O 
170 ",,,1111_' 

M"'JJ"NeC~ •• ')·J'~D.NINO.CJJ·')tNEND.-'" 
C ••••• C"IC( .(,II'ILI'. OJ SOL~'IO" 
, ••••• Cu/S ""f 'fall.LI" 

I' C'ITIIIMJJN.,.GT.999999.0' GO TO 150 
C ••••• I'I'. SLO'I _ITMIN III"'IN'S" 

ZUI.,'·'LO.TC ...... "·CZ'.Z.'/'LO'T(III~ •• ', 
S~O.f •• ,UI.,DS'/DIITC~'M) 
I' CSLO'I.LT.'M' •• O.OOO~" ao Tft 16~ 
I' (ILO~I •• '.S"'.-O,ooo~" '0 TO "~ 

C ••••• I'I.I c."CI'V IL,'ICIIN" COLII'''OI·~~I'1 'OINULa, 
IQeSQ.TCILO'I-DIJ)' 
~'ULL'.6.9~1.DCJ'.0(J, •• a.'LOI'0(1"J.1/0CJ'-O.6"".6 I~~/~CJ" 
I' COfULL,LT,'I.,IO-" GO '0 ISO 

C ••••• (O •• fll O. COVI. If"""" VIOL".D') 
LlVU.aLIVC'ITM) 
L'·LL1(II,II) 
U·U,U"TII' 
GO TO CZ,0,'10,Z20,',0),L,VIL 

'.0 00 ZOO L.~"Ll 
'OXL'I.4.'.~'ND.Lt~D.L 
IIGlLUG·L-l.fflO 
,. ClUI.ILO'I'C'I'I".L) •• -V)~""J'CIIIL).O~I •• O.~') I" TO '" 

ZIIO COIIT,IIIII 
Z'O I. CL,VfL.IQ.Z) 10 TO "0 
"0 00 ZSO L'L'/LZ 

CGILe'_'_"III·.tLI_OtL 
ICGlL.rul.-UIIO 
I' CZUS.SLO •• tC'I" •• 'L) •• _II).L'.'I'CIGZL)·D' •• ' GO Tn ltD 

ZJO co,., I NIII 
C ••••• IOLUTIO~ I. 'la'I.1.1 10 COl' '110 CO"." WITII '~IVI'uS e~t"EST 

Z40 IGlL'.1~4.'.lItlletL' 
CGlLleCGIL'-L,tLZ 
caLL calTIT CJ,"IAC"'")"I·'IIIL'."·'~"·I'(CGIL2.')·Z~" 

1011"11,11, ,eI 
c-e •• " I""'JJ~'" 
I'CC.,T •• ITC'J.'.O,'O', 1ft '0 150 
"?til III/ he 
1I1'("J"'.(.fI.').JI'ID."I"D.CJJ·"·~I'II-~~ 
I' C.O,IW." .I",,',Z005, ",J",_N,JJ,II",·I"~J~),C 

c·····"OVI Oil '0 v,., 1//' .,.,. 
,to If (1I11.L'.""" 10 TO "0 
160 " (JJ.Lf,J) 00 '0 '.0 

I' CNN,Lf •• ,'CIIL'N" GO TO " 
C··.··MOVI O~ fO _,IT 0/' "'f. 

...10 .. ·.··LII, 
I' (".L'."I"O' Ie '0 '0 
r.CJ.LT.JIIIO) GO TO '0 
,. C~,LT,~I.D' Ie TO 10 
1,'11.", 

ZOOI 'OI'.T C'IIO,,5118.01/IIO "O~ ",M,'4,6wTO ~/W"14,l(.1,J)' 
ZOOS '0',1" 1,01l,1111/1,51','01,'"I//.,4.",".JI 

1/10 
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0'" OUs 
0416 
ou' on. 
out 
ouo 
OU1 
OUI 
OU, 
OU4 
OU' 
0646 
OU) 
066' 
0 .. ' 
""0 
0." 

0611 
0673 
0'16 ou, 
oue 
047' 
0611 
061' 
0610 
061' 
oua 
un 
0 ... 
un 
0'" 
061' 
0611 
061' 
0690 
on' ona 
069' 
0,V4 
un 0", 
04" 
0691 
0'" 
0100 
010' 
otn 
ou, 
0104 
050S 
050. 
0507 
0501 
"U' 0,'0 
0'" O'U 
0'" 0'" a'" 0'" 0'" 0"8 
0'" 0510 
OH' 
oua ou, 
aSH 
OUS 
OUt 
0'0 
oUI 
OH' 
OUO 
UJt 
a'H 
OH1 
aSH 
a,n 

S~~.OUTr~f eo"" CJ, •• ,.,'US,DDS,DIST,eOS T, 
D(.,"_cn~s.nOS)/l,O."!"~I\T 
GO TO C'O,lO,JO,'O')O,",'O) ,J 

'0 COS'.O"'.C2.1 ••• '*DI'T"")~'0"0.0*D~' 
.t?lIn 

10 COIT.DI.,·(S.7 ••• ,tDI·TM")O.0.70,O*DUI '.'u,,, 
40 CO".D"T'('.9.,,'tD"TM'*'O.0'7~.0'DUI 

'ETIIU 
40 CO,T.DIST·('I.J· •• '·DI'TN"]O.O.'O.Oeou, ."U.., 
'0 COITeOI.,·"",· •• '*OE'TN'.'O;O"'."OUS 

.,TUU 
60 COST.DI'T"' •• "~.O*Ot'T")"O.O*'O.~eoU' 

.e 'U.., 
70 COIT.O"T"IJ.'·'.J·D("")·'O'O"~'~·ou. 

.(TU.., 
fljD 

IUI'OUT,II' ""L CII""",~I"""I"'.,JMAX'l"'X'L~ •• ,'·U~'(JI 
D'"E~SI~~ IIITC'~'.)"'TCJ~'X)'NI'CKMA.".,.eLM'.' 
CON.OI//D"DClO',lel",SIIA.,D~'N,DM'X"'~I""'N'.,.f"n,JI~O",~D,.( 
CO.MO~'W.tll"_CSD""L~"L~l'L-J'L·',L"'L't 
l .. hII/CUUitj,' , 
IIIIIO ... I'C "'" 
K'LIII·"~I~O.JI~D.'"IUN." 
MJ"."D'C".~D.".~I_D.NI"I 
1I.lItIlOeNIIIO-JINI 
DO eo J" ,H .. a 
10 60 M., ,elIilD 
nu, 

C ••••• N"C .. '.C." I. 'I' U/' 1"I'fIlC' "UNI.I til "'CI lAce 'In" ". 
C •••••• ,.,. (J,M, 

II .... ' C ••••• III'C .. ' •• I ...... C, ,'CI ACln., M,M "0' D/. ""leJ.II,_ 
MJ"fllll."JIIEIoO.' 

C •••••• ITC"Jllf_D'.Ca.' 0' .~LU"O~ TO all ,TAT,eJ,N, 
C •••••• S.UM' 110 Cll'~G! 0' II't'f~Cf ,CIO" THI M,II 

. NI'C,,'.NJlllllla 
C ••••• I' C~I' o. ""V'L " , N,GM,' LIVIL IS CHI"'I AOQ" '"', COST 
C·····AIID 'L'.I '.,IIIIoCI 

I. CM.Lf." 00 '0 ,a 
I' C"'CMJ~f~O'.L,,'IT("JIII"D·'" to TO '0 
.,TCMJIIIND, •• ,'CeJ_I"D." 
IIIHII"III TCIIIe', 

C ••••• I. C~~T 0' ••• ,v.~ w,'" A ''''ALL!' 0'1.1'.1 " CII, •• EI"no., T." 
C····.CO., AIID ALT" ','I',"CI 

'0 I' (J.Lf." .0 TC 10 
'·~H'~II·"I"'fl I. C"'(NJ~f~D'.L,."T(I" 10 TO 10 
"'CIIJII'~O""'(" 
,_"."'Ion 
II'Tcll'U,T(I' 

10 (OllTlIIIU' 
t ••• ,., VII "'.'0. ,N T'AC' •• cr ,.O~ 0'1 .'.TICJ,N, J ••••• AC11.5 ~'" 

'''.1.1'' N,'CU.'" 
""ClJ'-I/ITC~' 
"'"TCNJ_'"D).GT.'VVv9v.n, _"CIJ)'O 

C ••••• E.' •• LI'" '"I I." O. T"I '.AC. IACI 
10 .A"AIIA'''''fIJ' 

I,,·,J·' 
J'C""JA~A.L' •• I~C'JIIIO' Gn '0 4n 
IIJ'CIJ'--I'CM'J •• A' 
.0 TO 1ft 

C ••••• DtJI~E STA.' A_e fND '0'." IN '.IA~ "I' JOI T'.e! ~ACl ,.~~ nit 
C·····IT·TlCJ,M' 
C ••••• I' nIAGIICS"CI" 01 l,'.,.T ouT "'CI "CK '01 0" 'TATI 

40 IJ-U·' 
IJ c_a,IO,O) 10 TD ~O 
lceNI'C" 
W.ITICt,ZnOJ, J",."CMJIIINft, 
00 50 I,.CC,IJ 
JO~_CNI'CII)."/CMe~D'J.~n,., 
IDO_CI/I'CII'.'·CID~·11.NI~D.JI~~".'~D.' 
ID'·~I'CII'."ON." •• f~n*JI~D·eIOD."*MIIID 

'0 ~.ITI C~,IOO.' IOe,IDO,101 
60 CONT 111"1 

IITU"" 
ZOU' 'OI.A' C'MO,'~.,JMJe ,ll,\X"MNI ,1",o.,'9M"~ U'S' L.WfL, 

'tA,5~eO"·"'I." 
lOO. '~IN'T c,IX,'II' 

Ed. 
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aS,. 0,,, 
OUB 
OSlO, 
osao 
aU' 
un o,u 
a'" 
0'" 
II". 
lIS" au. 
os .. 
ouo 
au' 
O'U on, 
os,. 
au' 
015. 

0'" 015. 
ou' Ouo 
au' 
OU2 
aU' osu 
OU5 
n .. 
0,67 
as .. 
os .. 
0"0 

0' " OS'l 
051' 
0574 
0'" 
051. 

0'" 0'" 0", 
ouo 
ose, 
UII 
au' 
lIS .. 
OS" AU. 
Ose1 
au. 
un 
0"0 
0,9' 
IIU2 
0") 

0'" A'" 0'" OS91 
0591 
0,99 
oeoo 0.0' 
II,U 
otO] 
0.0. 
040' 0,0, 
040' 
060' 
au. 
041' 0 
oe" 
oeu 
0,1] 
O.u 
O.u 
oe' • 
O.H 

SVIIOU'I~E "'C' C.I"'I' •• I"'I,.I~,.,J"'X.I"'.,L"lX) 
OIMt~SIO~ ~I'(lw'."'I'C""'.)'~IICC~'."'I'(L"'.).JDS('~"~~S('" 
COMMON'D" D(IO',IMIN •• "'.'D~IN,D",.,S'"I •• S'"'X."I~D.JINO.,.N~'I. 
CD"~~~/~~I'fl I~C'O")'LN,.LNZ.L .. ,.L".L".L'J 

C ••••• 'O"L NU.I.' Of "'~CMI' 'NO "ANMOLII 
LOaN,'U) 
NO--I'(1 ) 

C ••••• NVNIII n, M'NNOL.I IN L'" IUN 
UI"CLO," 
NIIIO.III·(IC, 

C ••••• S' •• T 'NO '.0 ILIME.'. '0' 'III'L COS" IN , •• ,V '1' 
"",MIIID·JUO 
"'C •• N".' ,*"h1 
U'~I.O"''' 

C •••••• ~MICM ,. C .... , •• , 
acOST.O 
CO,,,,1/9911,.' 

DO '0 "I',n 
I' ("'CI), ••• ca.T) 80 '0 '11 
COl''''''&) ,COU'I 

'II comlNUI 
C ••••• NO "'II.L' 10Ly,IONt 

I' cleO'T.IO.II) .TO' 
c •••••• IO ... '.', TNI OO~""'I'" 'T"I 

,·ICOlh.,., ".".0/"1.0.' "·I·(J·')*II.~D 
uliULO 
L'O 
LL'O 

C ••••• IOI.'I.' S"" .~o 1 .. 0 fLI .... TI I',.Z III A •• 'V III' .0. ,.'C. "CI 
C ••••• U, •••• C~ liVEN IUN IIU"III .J AND II 

" I'LNI·'t(HIU".',tJI.D*·fIlOtC .. ·"t·IND·. 
I""I'CIO 
IZell"Cu' ,., 
I'I'I(UUN." 
lIiIlD.III·(K) 

II.'" 00 16 II"" .... " .. 
I.INCNII,,, 

" IIJ·~'."I'CI'.1 
C ••••• T.ACI "CIC 'LONI •• , .. C ... lUll 'I~M C~,M' 

DO U ue' ,el 
L·L·' 
.. "CLI .... UN 
1I,.(III·(I,.,)/(WIIIO*JIHO).' 
L·L·' 
"ITeL' ... • J"(NI'CI).'.CNI.').lIllIn·JllIol/wINO.' 
LeL*' 
N"(LI'JA 
M •• NI·CI'·C ... ·',.·I .. O .... lIn.C"··.).IIIIIO 
L·L·' 
'U'ILI··' C·····'OIIl'I.' SO"I' LIVIL 
IC1.IIICIIIUII"'.'._11I0·,.II' 
l!;elu"'*IIIEIiO 
IUS.'r~(III'.C"'CKI"."'CIKl)'.FLO"C"IIID •• ""LO'T("1110." 

C.· ••• IOIIIT"V 01'''1,,1 .NO MIM NU ••• ' 
OIAMUI'"CJAI 
MMIIS'N' 

C .••••• IO!II,I'V C".'''''' 
Ic'·III(IIIUN.".,.", 
Xul""(U' , 
'F (C.EQ.~') GO ,0 S. 

C·.···CALCUL'" "'E 'LO'! 
ILO·I·C7UI·'OI"C 1 0S.XUI) 

C ••••• C.LC~L"I VfLoe,'. ,IOM COLI.IO~IC.~MI'I 'O.~ULA 
IQe~QITCILO"·OI'M' 
V'L··8.8'8·~'·'LO"OCII/J.?/DIA".D,6'7'1·6'SQ/01''') 

C ••••• ITO'I VILOCI" 
1I'.~J."'''b.·~VS·' 
III'N'."M~S.·.OI·' 
DO 50 ..... , •• , 

JO "" .. ,'VU 
C ••••• "QVE 011 '0 .tX, "'"~CL' J, IDS-IUS 

XOS·IIU' 
OI."·IIIANU' 
"NOt··~UI 

10 COII"NVI 
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• 

0."" 0,'9 
a.lO 
OfH 
OUl 
au, 
0'" o.n 
oue 
OU7 
0,4' 
ou· 
auo 
0'" 
II'U 0." 
11,16 
O.lt 
0'" 
11.51 
OfU 
ou· 
""0 ft'" oeu "", 0'" 
06" 
0.441 
0.47 
0'" 
0,49 
DUD 0.' , 
O'U 
oe" oe,. 
oe" 
0"6 
OU7 

0'" ou· 
QUO 
oee' 
OUi 
oeu 
0'" 
066' 
out 
OH' 
OUI 
oeu 
"470 
OU1 
o.H 
0,7) 
oe,.. 
O,7S 
0,7' 
o.n 

0'" 

c ••••• ~~ •• T U'S"I'~ f~~ C, .~-
C ••••• MO •• ,~v U'S"I'~ IU~S? 

"al~ (I/IU .. , J) 

"alll'CC'" 
GO '0 e'o,.o,~O"O),,, 

40 LLILL-' 
.IOSnLlaJA 
.. os ILL) •• , 

n LLaLL.' 
"GSeLLI'''' 
MDSCUI"'" 

60 "11/", • .,111,,,·' 
".~, 
Ma'" 
ClO '0 15 

70 IJ ( ... ulI,n," GC '0 10 
"I\I"'"'UN''' 
".JDSCLL) 
"·"U(I.L) 
LL'U·' 
GO TO " 

80 "'I.TI (4,'0"» ecn 
.. IIITt (f\,'~IIU ( .. "Un,lla"U 
"'"IU (6,'00U 

",'C'I,,"",IIO) "1"1 (to,UOl) 
c ••••• " O,.v .. o",C. a' 01 I,Jlr~' ou, "0'.'1 .... VI 

I' (1I8,IG,O) 'I'~'~ 
... ". C~,SOOl' C~"C,)"."I"'X' 
,,11"1 (4,\001) e~"(r)"."r" •• , 
.t,U C6,~OOU c,nc 1",1' ,JM'" 
.. ,un C',!lOOU "I'CI',II',L"·.' 
.nll.., 

, 011' '0'"'' ('ox,J~I~~,IJ,~.,JMI//M,I',5.""U/' DI.~,I"S.,SMLlVIL,'" '0012 '0""" C10"LJI 
'OOJ 'III"', "MO/IOX,J'''','CI .,C. 0' C~'''ln '~LUT'O .. ,'X"MC~S'" 

HU," 
'011' '0."" ""OII~.,I'M~IW 'IILL HOII "~'I VILOCI"IS/) 
'Dill '0'" AT ClO16, 
'DOl '11."., C10E',;U 

i"O 

IO"OU"~f I.r~ ev,',I" c ••••• v •• "u ... PI"OD(y.s),Ta'l~feM'II~)",.,~'r~."v C"M/~I' 
.,1'0,"_'1'.'.102,1" •• ,11'69.',5" 
" e.,·'J,' ,o,'0,'0 

10 1"1,, 20,Jn,JO 
10 "'0,0 
JO '.'UI., 
40 N "0 

C ....... TI •• ""~ Lec' Ie. HC~~'~8 'OI~UL' 
'0 J"LOG"~l'O,O/V""'·C'I.",sz.,o.n,"--J,5s) .. "~_,,n11,." 

D"·',O/I,tJ,SS'CI,_'SZ,""t,OJ,' 
/",,0. ........ 
IJ C,'S,I'.O,O" '0,'0,60 

60 " (~,~.o' ,o,.n,70 C·····" .. o. 
70 "0' ao .".0I1t' 

GO TO )n 
IIID 
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, 

, ~--••• rIAII5 DA'A 1" SI""LlFIEII rORI1 A'/II VU,I/U,. r.1 CA~O PUNCII ~HE fUll 
a C '~06RA~S OPO A~P HOb. SUI'A'~f tOil IN'.RAtTIV' USE 
v I'I"ENSIIIII O(lO) ,r.l(lIlU) ,Gxnoo) ,III" IlUlI' ,KA(JOO' ,It8CJOO),XUIJU" 

10 'lClQO"GtOUhDClOO),IIILEVCZO),UIIIIS'IlU),N.R(10),ARIADS(]O), 
" Z7TU'DS(]n),ZTU'('OO),Z~II'('OO),AR£AIJUU) 
1~ r-o.OOOUOl 
'5 Cp.· •• PEAD IN ~ASIC D£SIGh PARAMETERS 
,. VMITE Cb,IOII,) 
,. "fAD ",ZUOU SIIII( 
,. If CSKIN.LE.E) ."IN-O.OU4 
17 I~AX.O.' 
,e ~'lTI (6,'061) 
19 IIAD (5,lOO,) YtL~IN 
10 Jf (VU,IIIN.Lf.U VUMJII.O.l' 
I' ullin (6,100S) 
22 .... (t,foe" V£\~K 
U ,. CYILII"X,I.f..!) VEL"AX ••• ) 
24 ''4I,ff C •• to04, 
2) RUD c"ZOO,) 01l1N 
it ff COHIN. LE.E» 0""1111,0 
21 ulIlTE C6,100') 
ZIJ RUD C5, ZOOU OIIA)I 
29 IF (O"AX,I.E,E) O"A)I.',O 
JO UIIITE C~,'006) 
J, RUD U,IOO" TI"I • 
Jl IF (TIM~,LE,I) 'IMI.Z.O 
JJ "RlTf Co,tOO7) 
l4 REA. CI,IOO,) ., 
n IF CWIC,L!,r) ~Ut.o,,, 
J6 VRITI (6,'001, 
J, RlAO C5,ZOO" I,MIN J. 'f (I'MIN.Lt.l) I,",N.SU,O 
5' UIII,E (6"0o,, 
40 'fA' (54Z00" ""AI 
., If (t~ •• Lk.t) ~"1I1t't".t 
41 C ...... f~. ,. ~r~ .~,~ 
4S \'.ITI (6,1OtO) 
44 READ c"ZUO~J N' 
4' .f (N',£Q.O) GO '0 ZO 
4' 00 10 la1,N' 
.7 URI'E (6,10'" 
4e '(A~ (,,ZOO,) SIZI 
49 ~(IJ.SIZE/'OQO,O 
50 '0 CONTINUE 
" roo TO SO 
5l 20 ':Pa" 
)J ~(') •• '50 ,4 ~(I) •• ll5 
" D(S).,300 '6 OC4).,375 

, .," 
" ~C')a.450 
,. D(6)-.5l5 
'9 0(7) •• 600 
60 C •• ··.lIlAD IN 'ROG'AM CON'tOL VALUES 
6. ~o rRl'E (6,1012' 
61 'EAD (',100,) OZ 
., I' (OZ,~I.E) 01.0,5 
64 VRITf C~,'O'J) 
., IUD n,,1I02) IIUD 
66 IF '''1110, [Q, 0) IItNO.' 
6' L'~1TE C6,1014) 
., 'EAD ",IPOZ) .lEND 6' 'f CJIIIO,EO,O) JEN'-' 
70 URI'! (6,'0'" 
71 '(A~ ",21102) NO 
12 VRnt (11,1016) 
73 'EAO (5,2001' I,"" 
'4 If (SPMH,,,E,!) l'IINa,U.O 
" Cr.r •• 'fAD IN NO, OF ,RANCMEI IN DIIIGN "OILIM 
'6 VRITE (6,'0'7) 
,~ 'UD U.IOOlJ "" 
71 C._ •• UIIlTl OUT DATA TO fUIIIIATTU PlI.E 
79 "''IlTf (, ,30111) II(ND,oIfN!).".P 
80 URITE (',]OUl) (h(I),I."NP) 
., ~RITI (',3001) MK 
31 VI,TI (',JOOl) T'"I 
8J ... ,IITE C',JOOZ) SMIN.SMAX 
8' URI,f (',JOOl) D~JII,~MAX 
U ~"ITE (, ,lOuin SPIIIN,S'"AIC 
a6 V'ITE (',JOU1) HD 
.7 VIIITf (',3003) 1.0 
~e OIITOT.O.O 
ItI' ':""O,aO 
90 rLTOT.O 
" , ••••• '(40 IN ~A'A 'OR fACH IRANCH 
92 ~o 190 lal,LO 
VJ VlIl,f C~,10'8) I 9. rlA!) (',2003) ITVPf,V,DU 
.~ C.·-··"RIAD IN GIIOllNO uyu. DATA 
96 

9' 
'18 
YV 

"·0 
60 .,aJ.' 

n'T! (6,10,,, 
IItAD (5,ZOO'; GL(J) 
~'RITE (6,'OlO) 
II(AO (,.ZOO" G)I(J) 
IfCG)lCJ),LT,V.O," GO TO 40 
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"IJ C~----HN£"A" "O~JTII''''S uF H"ItIMOLES 
'U4 IF (ITypr,E~,o) 60 TO 1U 
tot 60 DISTC'J-n,O 
'06 ~IST(2).y 

,or "''''-2 
,oa ", TO 90 
1/1., , .. - ... IS UN,TM ""II TMt\" '''ICf ",III''''" s,.,cc •• , 
no 10 I, CY."'.l,O.S""N-O,H GO TO 60 
", ~IIT(1)-O,O 
'41 &lST(1).AHAx'Cl,"lN,SP""' 
", f· ... s.&IIU(y..nTa) .. '~ ..... u, ...... t., 
". ~o ao (., •• ~ 
", OJ'TCll·~IITCI-')·""" 
"6 IF (l.lq.IIN) DIST(I).' ", .r tONTIMUI 
,,. CP ..... I\U[U TE 'I""IIIII&.E MAIIMO&,! COIINIC' lOll' 
"9' 'A,,)-, "0 riC,)., 
,~, ~O 340 H.',h. ',l ~o 100 L.'.H 
',J I' CDIITCM'pDIITC",.&T,S,MAX-O.') 10 TO JOO 
'" .A'")." 1U r~ TO J10 
tl. "0 ro.TINUI 
tl' S'O DO 310 ".',h 
til I' (DI$TCM'''DI'TCL),LT,S''"'~''O,1) 10 TO JJO 1" 'l~ CO",INUE 
1JO SSO '.("'-~p1 
'S1 '40 to",JNUI 
,1l t .. ·~.-f.~tV\." .~~~ ~t¥E'" 
1JJ ., C.OUND").t~") 
'14 1,e".,&",1) '0 TO 'SO 
1J' «laNN .. ' 
'56 ~O lZ0 l."ll ,J, ~O 100 Ha',J 
UI IF CGXUU,GT.DlST«().V.Ut) GO '" ,,0 ,J, 100 r.ONTINUE 
140 "0 r.,IOUNDCl)aGLCH .. ,)_CGLCH'.GLCM-'»/"XCM).,.CM",,). 
'4' 'CDIS,Cl).'XCM.", 
,4l 110 'O.TIHUE 
'4J '3~ r.IOUNDCNN'.'LCJ) ,,, 'fla, 
, U ',.a, 
U6 11".0 
,., 140 rL-lL+' 
'4a IF (DISTClH)-GX(KH),GT,O,O,) GO TO ,., 
'49 .ClL'.DIST(I") 
"0 I(KL).GRnU~~CKH) 
", IF UH,IG,"'j) Go TO ,., 
", I' CDJ,T'KH)-GlCKN) •• T.-O.O" X"aX".' 
"J lI"alM_' 
'~4 "0 ro '40 
", 14' 'CXL)a.XCKN) 
"6 ICKL).,,,CKN, 
'\1 ' ... u., ',a ~o '0 140 . 
,~, ~---·"AD I~ DETAI". Of otITftUC'IO .. ' 
160 .4' tlOI.O ,., .'0 ~OlaNOI.' 
'6~ UalTf (."02') 
161 II(AD ('.Z001) O~L(VCNO') 
'64 I' (0ILEVCNU').LE.-998,Y) 10 TO ,.~ 
16~ UIITE (6,'OlO) 
,~. 'EAD ".1001' OIDI'TCNO~) '6' GO TO ,,0 ,.. .'0 "OlaNOlp' 
,.., C:P~.'U~ I~ U.nIUII COIIIUCTlO .. S 
'70 "UI." 
, " , 10 ~U"NU'" 
", "lITE C6"Oll) 
,'1 lEAD C5,ZOOZ' .. BICNUI) ,,6 IF (MIICNUI),IQ.O) GO TO '80 
", no TO '7n 
"6 180 ~I.I'.NUI'" 
", CP.-~-'OINTI" TOP 0' ZONE AT U"TIEA" IIID U, IUN 
"a ZTOPUS.'.UUNDC".D~IN 
"V ~ItIAIISaU,U 
110 IF (IIUI,EQ,U) GO TO 100 
, I' DO ,90 na' .""1 
,al '.N,ICJJ) 
'11 ~'IAUlaA'EAU'-AIIEADS(K) 
'86 I, (ZT~PDSCK),LT,ZTU'UI) ZTOPUI.,TO'DICK, 
,.~ "0 CONTINUE 
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... 

I 

I ' , 

• t 

186 
Ul 
,HI 
U9 
no 
'91 
'VZ 
1U 
'94 ,., , .. 
"7 ,,. 
'99 
400 
101 
2 III 
40J 
'04 
IO~ 

406 
1.07 
201 
l09 
410 
4" 
111 
lU 
2U 
lU 
ZU 
lU Z,. 
'" 410 
iU' 
III 
lZJ ,,4 
U) 
l26 
1,21 
III 
1,29 
lJO 
U, 
HZ 
ZH 
154 ,n 
U6 
U7 
I,JI 
UII 
440 
14' 
4U 
lU 
l" 4.' 
446 
44' 
i4e 
'49 "0 
I,~n 

4~1 
US 
'~4 
lS~ 

Z'6 
2'1 
1," 
U9 
l60 

'6' ,ltZ 
l6J 
l64 
In 
,66 
Z67 
461 
lll9 
lIO ,,, 
l1Z 
lIS ,14 
11!1 
ll. 

Cp.-~-tl'INE TOP u,-roNf-ALON~ THE IRANCH 
2ue 11 N. lTOPIlS 

%01.99'1Y99,9 
ZGL·999Y99,9 
~o Z70 JJ8'.NN 
%OUT.G~O"NO(JJ)·O"I~ 
fTOPCJJ'.AHJN'(ZIN,Z08,ZGL.IOU') 'f (JJ,'Q,Nh' GO TO 270 
Zj •• %'OP(JJ~.I"IN.COIITLJJ")~JIITCJJ» 
t'CNOI,I',O) GO TO 220 
110 Z'O K.'.NOI 
II (oaolITCKJ.".DJJT(JJ'.AND,OIOI.TC l ',LT,DIITCJJ.,» GO TO ZIO 

21 0 eONT I NUE 
no rot .. ~., 

GO TO 2411 
2S0 ZO'.O'LEVCC).IM~(tIITCJJ'1)·0IOIITCl)J 
240 110 2'0 ~."~ 

I' CGXC~),IT,DIST(~~),AND"XCK).LT.DII'CJJ"» 10 TO 260 
no eONTINUE 

ZGL·""9',' 
GO Ttl 270 

2'~ ZGL.GLCK).IHIN.CDIITCJJ·')·GX(K') 
27(1 corn I NUE 

rTOposCI'·ZTOPCNN) 
IF CCITUPUlpITOPIIS(J"/',L'.SHAX-O.OOUO') 10 TO 2'5 
ZTOPUI.ZTO'JS(".C~lAX.U.OOOOZ).V 
'0 TO ZOO 

275 00 210 JJ."NN 
rIOTCJJ'.'TO'CJ~'.DZ 

Z'O ARIACJJ).AREAUI.oIITCJJ'.OW 
ARIADlel)·AR!A(NN) 
"NTnT·MNTOTeN .. ' 
«L'OT.IL~'''LW1 
t IITOT.OIIT(" •• 

C • ..-.V«ITE DATA TO .ILE 
URITE ("SOO) ~N 
WRITE (',JOO" (DISTCK), •• ,."N) 
~RITE (1,J004) CA.IACl).,.,.N") 
U_ITE (',SOOZ) (ZTOPCK).K.1.NN' 
~RITE (',SOOZ) CZ,OTCK).K.1,NN' 
WIITE (',J003) (lA(K).K.,.~N) 
UIITE (',JOOS) (KI(K),l.,.MN' 
UIITE ("S003) kL 
VIIT! ('.30UZ) (ICK).K."KL) 
U'ITI ('.300" (X(K).K."lL' 
URITE (',JOOS) NUl 'f CNUI,EQ.U) GU TO 290 
UIITE ("SOOS) (NIR(K),K."NU') 

2'0 rONTINUE 
Cp---~'IOILE" Illl 

NO"HAV·LO·I~T(OIITOT/50,O).' 
tlIiTOT.NIiTOTe' 
If&. TOhKLTU'.' 
UIITE (,.J003, NNTOT,KLTOT,NO""AV 
"lITE C6,' 023) 
STOll 

'liD, ,O.HAT (10X.'6H •••• 'O. DE'4UL' VALUE IN'YT ZIRO.·.·/5X,· 
.17H" I N I 111m GU1l lENT.' 

'002 '''IHAT (5X" 'H"I"I""" Va;LOCIT".) 
'~OS '''I"AT C§X.1'HMA.r"UM VELOCITV., 
,ro, 'ORKIT '5X",H"INI"UM (OVEI.) 
, 005 FlIIt"AT (tx,U""AIIlflUH cllvra.) 
'~06 'OR"AT (5.,lOH'I"E OF E~TIV("INS).' 
'CO? '~RHAT ,5X,"MPIP£ ROUGMNfIS.) 
,r08 'ORHA' C5X,~4MMINIHUH MANHOL! SPACIN,., 
'"0' 'ORHAT ('X,Z'MHAXIMUM MANHOLE I'ACIN,.) 
'0'0 'OR"AT (5X,6,H'UR LIIRARV PI'I 1111' tNTIR IEROIOTNERWISE EHTE~ ~O '·.0' PIPES) 
'011 FORHA' (~f"N~JPr slll(""'.' 
'"'2 FOIHA' ('X,,'HDEPT" 0' ZONE.' 
,0'S 'OIHAT (5x,'7HNUMDER 0' LEVELS·) 
'0" FO~MAT '5x,16MNUH'IR OF 'I'ES·) 
'0" rOIHAT (,X.18MJIAGNOSTICS LEVIL·' 
,r'6 FOIHAT ('X,29HSPACING OF P~SSIIL! "ANHOLI'.) 
,~" FOIHAT ,'x,'9HNUMRER OF 'R'NeNls.) 
'0'8 rOR"A' (,.,'OHIRANCH NO,,16 f 5X.43MIN'I' TVPECO OR ,).LENGTH AND OR 

UlltU WIDTH) 
'0'9 FORHA' (~x.,aHEk'ER GAOUND LEVEL) 
,rzo rORHAT (5x.J6HE"TIR OIITANCE FROM U"TIEAM "ANMOLE) 
,~~, 'OR"A' '5X,4ZH!""R ObSTRUCTIOM LIVELe.9.' '0 TERHINATE)' 
'02l 'OI"A' (5X"SH!"T'. UPSTREA" IIANCN NUMIIR (ZE~O TO 'EIKI_ATf)~ 
'~ZS rOI"AT C5X,10(,H.),1IHEXECUTION ,1_ISMID.10C,N*)' 
lOO, 'ORKAT ('0,0) 
loul '~I"AT (10) 
'Ous 'OIMAT(IO.ZFO,O) 
300' 'OI"AT (ZI6, 
JnQ2 '~.HAT "0'8.3' 
JOOS 'NIIAT C16U) 
,nU4 rO.M" (' UfS."O) 
St05 'OIHA' ,'O,j.') 

rND 
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1 Cl'III,'" f"JTII1.,l".~.7"'. L4IIliF ~J7f VFHI"~'---' 
Z Cn"~O~/~"Dtz~),~M'~!lO'.GM&C(Zn)ID~'~.n~AX.Mf~n,J£"~,T,N",·I.~~ 
1 'O-MO~J~Mf"'l~I~O"),L~"LNl'LN"~~"~'I'~'l 
, OIM'N~I~N NI_eZ~~oO"'I·e,oogO'.~'T(1l0~0)"ITC110~11' 
, """tAL ~ • 
• C •••••• '.rl" M'XI~~ A._A' 11ZI' 
1 I"",a' 3"00 
I ....... 1UOO 
, IM"a20"00 

H' LMA1f .. 10fl~1I 
11 C •••••• I.~ Of~rG~ '",MI"" 0' C'Ll eA,., 
oJ C •••••••• " SY~'F~ .£OM,,_' .~D .TO'f IN 'F.".~eNT ,.R.'S 
" CALL DA'A2CNIT,"T,NI"'I',IM'X.JM,~,IM'.,L~AX) 0, LOaNI'I" 
., NOaNI'e" 
17 C ••••• Sf' r.I'IA~ 'L~~ VALUES ,0 ZE'O 
., on 1 ,al",L'2 0' , ','II)ao.O 
20 NCO~'San 

2' IJalN'.' 
22 C·····'.~ucr A "INI~U" ._.DI'N' ~fIIA~ 2' ('Ll MGI'O INI','r,,~M'.,LM&X' 
" C •• ···'.OftUCE O'TIMUM DESIGN ~.SEO ON MI~IMUM G.A~IE"' FL"kS 
" DO '0 la,.Ln 
2. CALL CO-. C~IT,'I',~t"'I"'~'X'LN,.,IM4X,J~'X.I,~C~'TS' 
2, CALL NI'UN ('V,T,'I"NI"'I',IMA.,JM&X,KM.X,L"'X.,, 
ZI UU '&aU CIUT ... n .. ~U"".l"A.,~HAl.(·'AlC.,,".UC,J,JJI l' '0 elltiT ,IIU' 
,. caLl ".a'Ci' ."If .'If .14,4 ,_''' •• -, •• J .. u.cl· ... ltftll~fU 
~1 t·.···"oeut( ,(NAL OfS,G- I' 'L"I,NA GR"OlE*f' 
" (ALl LlVeLS (N,T,'IT.N","',rMu.J'I .. ,(MAX,L"A",L) 
B ITO' 
14 INO 

~, '''.-011',-., "nA~ . 
" eOM~0~/""D(ZO',GHJ~CZO),G"Altezn),D~IN.~M4lt,M£N"~£qD.'.N~,Qr,~" 
'7 C··.··.u" (II NII,IIII" '" VUTIr.AL lOIll! a~'I '1" CHurCH 
,. Ita. (1,100~) ~'~D.JIND 
19 ~'I" (,,20~S) ~EhO,JEII' 

• " 40.C ••••• 'U" ,N Nllt1f1l11 OF ,IPE ,rru AVAIl.Hf &IiD 'HEI' DI"M[T,U 
" 'I&~ 15,'Og~) N',CDCI),la"",, 
41 W"T' ",10"0' toc",1.1,N" 
,3 C •• • •• ,.,,, IN ,1" ROUGHN'SI '" M., 
" II •• (5"no,) Ir 
" k-,Tf(6,ln04) .r 
" 1"'r/1ftOO.~ 
" ,·····.'&0 'N 'IH~ OF tNT" 
,. .F." C5,100,) Tr~l 
,. ~It'l (A.20~4) ",MI 
,0 T.T'M'.An~o 
" c····· ••• " 'N M'~ .~~ MIA "" 'LO'f' 
11 'I'~ (5,1001) 1"'N,,~.x 
~J ~"'f IA,lOnl, «.IU,I.A-
" C·····F'lI MIN .NO ~ •• G'A~lfNTS ,~_ IICH 'IPE SIZE 
" DO~O,a',II. '6 G~'~(I,.SMlq 
'7 10 G_AVCI).,MAX 
,. C •• • ••• F ... IN .," AND "AX O"T" 0' r.OVF.. 
" "'" (5.'00" D"lh.D~'. 
60 kl," ,~,IOOZ' ~MIN,D·'W 
~, t ...... ,~ IN "IN .~O -4. M'N~O"I .'.CI •• 
~2 'FA~ 15,'001, SPMIN,I'M.~ 
4J kl". 1~,IO~l) S'M'~.S'~'X 
44 C •••••• f.~ IN DI.~NU5TIC' LEVEL 
4' .,." ('"OOZI N~ 
~. UTIIJIII 
~1 1000 ,OIM" ,,6,1C/'"J8.')' 
~, 10n' 'Ol-A' (2"~J) 
~, ~on2 'OlwA' ell6, 
'0 2000 ,n'WA' esX,.4MPI'l nl&METf.~,Z1,.'OFb." 
" 200' .nIMAT (SX.2]Hrl~ .~D MA. ",[ SLO~fS.'l.,Z'S.ll 
'2 2002 Fn.~a' l,x,./Hrlh AND MAX C~~(,,'MX,iF8.J) 
" i!OIlJ '~II-A' n.,~JI4II1" .~D "" M/~ I •• CI~G,Z·I,]I 
'4 ~on. ,n,vA' 1, •• 1jMTlr[ 0' f~TWf,J6.1,~H HIN1) 
75 ~~ns ,nIWA' (5x,16,15M VrUICAL rO~(I"lt,'h ,," IO"UI 
" ~O/l6 .l1lwA' (U,'5MPIPf 'OUG~"f ... ,F". I,'" M~.' 

" hO 
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_. .t,..~,~ "A,..' Clft'._n •• ' ••• , •• , ...... J .... K.tC .. 'l(.L"jI.' -- -
" C •• _IU.'OIlTI~ r.UI.' 6&;"" "IoD ''''TS nUT "lIo'ES"5 ,,\. "." •• "AVI 
.0 (n_~"/1I(lO'.1f41 ~ (lO" 'AU C2f1J. O"l"f" .... ~ .Hf"'"~ "tNt."' .fI". ,« ... CO 
., C~~"'ww'.F./I~C'O.4'.I.Io'.L~l,I."J.L·'.I.·I.L·J 
~l DI"''''I~N "'TC1""X"'ITCJM".'.NI'CI" .. a""'(I.~A.' 
.) C'LI GEn- CkIP"IP.K~"X'LH"" 
., Ln'''I'''' 
., ( ••••• D •• ,N. ,DII"SSIS Fo' " •• AVI NI, "100 ,1' 
., 11'0,.·0 
.7 L '0".0 
•• ",onO 
., 00 ~o I-I ... " 
"0 I"C,.".'.i.'.TO".I.,,,,·'·1 
~, IN(,,".'.4.NTn,.l.~'O' 

'" "·'~C'." 
~, N'o·.~'n"N"('" 0, INCI.2,.).,."TOT'L,0"]'1 
~5 INCI.".,NCI.2,., 
" "·INCI.~' 
"7 LYO'.l""T • ."tJCH 
.,. "·INCI.,, 
~, .'~ •• T"'~t'C", 
1~0 ,. (OIl.,flUJ 
,~, LII1."2'NTO,.",O"]'CLO·" 
,~, L~I.LII'."'ND·"lkr·NI'C4' 
,~, L")·LN2'.f"~·"E.,r·LO 

'~4 1."".""'0'.2."'0' 
,~, L·I'L·'·"'''~·J'NO·' 
'~6 L'hL'2.1I1", ,., 
'~7 I' 'ND.'O~O, 'ITV'N 
,~. WI,,., '4.'onO, 
.~, w'I" (".lOO~' (CIIICI,,,,.J",'),I·'.LO' 
"0 wII •• ,6.200') L~,.LNZ,LIIJ,L",L'I,LtJJ 
II, U'II.N 
,'Z 'ono ,n.y", C1MO/10X,]4~"DD'ISSE' l,n"O IN "'A¥ I~(LO"" 
,., 1000 ,a_ya, (411nl 
, •• 20~' '".~"T C1MO'~M"~L~, •• I"5.,'NL~l-'I,,S(.4NLN] •• I,.~.'4ML"-.14. 
", "X"ML"',I"'X,'"L'J-,I') 
" 6 1"0 
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,., $l'~'O"TlltF ",0'" (ltl','I"K'4U,L"'" 
"A C~'4~O~'""D(~~"s"'t~(lO),''4A.Cln',O~I~,~MAX,~E~'.JE~D'T,~D"K,.P 
,·v "M'''~'O'' N"C.~A~"'I'(L"".' 
120 ~.--.-"d'Lf~ '''' 
"171 aUtI tt. HIO/It "1'.U 
~7l C •••• ·~'T COUII"I' 
Ul 184 
'u \-0 
17\ C ........ II ... '. ". , •• IIIClltl 
176 ~n."I'()' 
'71 C •••••• ,.~ I~ DATt fO' ,.CM ,.,NC" 
1lA DO '0 J-'.LO 
1:'9 1I.e., 
,]" 'fA" C5,'OO~' ~N 
", N"'l'-~. "2 c •••••••• " .~ CM'l~.G'I'.'E'S,TO' A~O _OT'~~ ZONE ~EYrLS 
'" DO 10 "-,,, "4 L-L·' 
", N_L·NN., 
••• .UtlIS,lona, C.1.CIJ,I-L ... ) 
• '? L-" 
"A .0 CO"'INU, 
." C ....... f.ft IN "I" AND Lt.T MANMnLI' 
'4n DO '0 "-',2 
U, uu, 
"2 N-C.N"'" 
'41 'f'~ 11.10D~' (NI'CI"I.«,'" 
1&6 .-.. 
'4' 70 C~""NU' , ~6 1:--."'''0 I" fI."iItIO Lf'ltL OU. 
14? c-u' '4' .f." (5,'000) ~~ 
", NI'f.'-~' 
,~o on ~O .. -1.2 
,,, L-U' 
1~l ~-L.IIG.' 
,~S 'fAft (5.1000, C'I'CI".-L.N) 
"U L_II 
'~5 10 CO~'INU' 
1" C •••••• F.ft IN CONNICTIOIIS UPIT'f,M 
157 I-C., 
,~, 'It" (5,,000, N' 
,., NI"11'-'" 
,~" I' ("'~Io.n, Go '0 ,0 ,4, II_II., 
1~l .. _II ... '.' 
'~J ••• " (,.,oon, CNIPCI),I-',") 
• ~4 c-.. ,A, 40 cn~'I~U' 
1'" 'f'~ (S"non, "'P(",N,PC~,,_JP(.' 
'''7 C· •• •• •• I .. ' O"T on. AI "C'Eft 
.~. " '~D.'O;O' 'I'U •• 4", ~'I'f c~.,ono, 
"0 .. _,., (4.JOOO) (~ltll'.I-"I' 
,9, W'I" C'.40~0' (.l'CJ,.I",L' 
"I 1f"II" 
", ,ono ,nl .. ,T ('~I') 
"4 lOOO J~.U" ('O'~.J' 
"5 30no .n."., (101" 
.,. 60"0 JO."" (,n,'O;3' 
'" 5000 'O.u,T C'MO/'OX"5~D'" STO'EO I .. A'.AV' III' AN~ PIP .S FOLLOWS" 
11. 1 .. 0 
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,,,, ,-, , '" ,,,, 
'-8 ,It, ,." 
.", 
,"Z .,,) ,,,, .". ,e, 
'''1' .... ,,,, 
I"() 
f'" 
'''l 
I"S 
1"4 
I"'S 
1"6 
I'" 
1"1 ,,,, 
"0 ", ,q 
Z" , 
", Z·, 
Z', 

'" Z·, 
Z" 
Z;tll ,,, 
ZU ", 
'"~ 21' 
1:!6 ,:!, 
'ill 
'~9 
I~n ,'I' 
,~Z 

,'Ill 

'''. ,'I, 
2'6 
'''7 
Z~II ,'I, 
Z'O 
'41 
"Z 
Z~J 

'" zn 
l46 
241 
"1 
Z~9 

'~II 
Z5t 
ZCi 
'''J 'H ZC, 

'" ,n 
l'. 
l~' 

'''0 lA' 
241 
2H 

.".-OUT,,,, (0"'11 't.",PI',~I.,·l"l"h,L ... _,It'A)I,J"'~,l"·C(lS"SI 
cnM~O"/~"DClO',~~I~Cl~"~M'.Cl~"O"I,,,n~'X.~("~,JE~D'T,,,~,~.,~r 
eO~~O"/wwf"""f~O")'L~1'L~l.L~J.L·"L·i.L'J 
DIM'N'I~N ~l".M,_"'I'CL~.·,,NIT'I"AX,,"T(J~A~' 
"'JeM,,,UJ'.'" 

, ..... ,.~ •• ". U/' "'lS' U.,It"," 
Ne..,UU' 

c ••••• '!T en" n •••• aVAL .' ,S' ~&".OLI .- aUN Tn 11_0 
On '0 ".",." 1 •• n1.t~~.0 
I' fl;f~~" GO Tn " 

~ •• "."O.t DIS C~.,. ,u~ L •• T eUN '" "llT SICTION Of DIS COST' A··.· 
.elll(I_'," 
"nlle"I·,II) 
J'efllf"".".~J.' 
,,'.11,,110."" 
III:OC"8II(lI"·' 
.eL.,·'NCOITI-"e",,t.' 1I'.f.' . 
DO '0 "a""JI ... :., 

10 '1 ••• ,a'ITC,,) 
loI.,ff '4,'0111) ",. 
WII", (4,'OOl) (el'(I."I •• ,I,., 

" I' .";,,,:0) GO fU l' C ••••• D"'"' IN'IAS.ILE 'I'f ,ell.' a, u'ST'fA~ f~BI Q' ~fTwO_r 
.' fJEllft~fQ~1) GO fC 70 
.12 • .1 ..... , 
11-0 

." " .I-,.U 00 II Me' ,MfIID , .... 
'2 ",.«'.0,9'9';' 

Gil '0 ,., 
C ..... Olll,TWO 01 T"I" U/1 "'tl 
C •• ···f' .. n 0/1 TO' 0' ZUII' 

" .·'''CI,U IIEII!!D,e".'Cr) 
L·fll(I,4).Z'~ENOOS 
ZTO~eltl'CL) 

C··.··FIII~ &,. MAX DI.~E'I' 
U e,., 
.elliS 
00 ~O Le' ,I r 
U.'loIfl.' , 

SO II ••• ""'LL) 
IIDD'elll'(.' 
Btl "0 LU' ,II 

C·····'III~ 110 O' u/S .~h 
1I.'If.II·l.·' 
"".u'''''' C •• ·.·'111~ U/. TO' AND ~O"OM O. 10111 .. '''('''.,'' 
Nf"'~U'·""C() 
L·tu("' •• 4,.'.".~~ul·' 
ITU .... I·CL) 
L·L·II'''''UC 
lDuc.ltlfCL) 

C-·····J1"'" U/S ~all DI.~ITI. 

•• 1. 11
' 

III) '0 I.e' ,III 
nefljfL,' , 

40 UC ... ,lttLU 
III&U,elll.(II.') 

C ..... f''''~ CO'.fS'~"OfIoiC. 'fT~II. U/I .111' ~, ,TATEI 
110 4' II.Z,I""411 '''9 d'U,., L" U (148,). C In.S·IIlUS) I f LOn (MI ND·" 
I. flUS;LT."DS.O.OO" GO '0 4l 

41 C'''UINIIII 
III.II~"&" 

4Z .' .... l 
DO U Je,.UII& 
1I\J"N&U,eJlIoli).~ 
" 'IoIUI.IQ,IoIDO •• JtND." GO TO " 

.) cnll'IIiU' 
,,·allD ., ".eJe, 
.eO 
L.f'eL~,.MJ'CII •• ".' 
lin ~O ~.,.J'~D 
JOSe"'''~(Jf~O,J.J') 
Df) '() .... ,IIUII .-C .. 
MU1_·'~I·I~D,M •• '~ 
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2'" (···~f.'~. ~OCT Of 'J,. 'TAT' 
1"5 l"'l"." ,. (HeOSTh' ).,JIt'.U-flt;,.",u-.-, 
11\6 CO"""'-Cl) 
2'" C •• • ... '1I0 (flIT '0 CO,T ., ., .• 5, Of "'" 111"1 
1"1 'fTf.'.A~'~'('IT(k).(nIT,999999.9' 
,4q C ..... 'lIlw~1 •••• It~ ,.t~ ~f"l.tl aC'O" ~A~.Q\f .~ .,.,. tJ~,~', 
Z~O C·····.~O A!'fGN '~JS 'ff"f~Cf TO STIJI (J,M' I" l.l~l."J.("'.').(~U'.').~fltO •• U'.' 
2~l l'f'.ll".' 
1" ~1'fL'II'.~f'(L' 
". '0 cn~"NU' 
l~' 60 .. e~~,s.~eOS'i·' 
,~, 10 we". (A.10n) I ... 
2~7 WilT, (4.'OO~) ('ITc(,.r.' •• ~) 
,~~ 'f'~'" . ,.q '00' ,n'~'T (,MO/)X,l'"D/S eCSTJ.l~'T IU~.ITO'fD IN 'I' "0".16.'" T~. 
,~O , f'" 
I~' 'O"Z ,n.-a' ('~"t~" 
1'1 'OOJ ,01 •• ' t1~OII'«.t1HU'S COSTS '0' .U.",."," (NO. 0, VII .,ltl.,f., 
I·' """ 2-. eND 
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l~~ 

z~~ 

l-1 
2'" 
lJl9 
2"11 
2'" 
l"Z 
l" J 
2'" 
Z"5 
Z", 
Z .. , 

S'" ." I I Tf iii' ~ • II II" '.~' T I " , T I ~ I , , " , , I .," 1I I J foI AX I I( I' ~ ~ , L IH X , ". UI, ) 

01~'~'1"~ NtT'I~'lI),PIT(J~AW),~IJ(I("lI)"I'(LfoIAX)'LrV'Z~), 
'lltIIQ),llZ(ZU),)ISfClO),A'fACl D) 
C"M~o"/~MfR"lh()O")'l~t'L~l'L"J'LJ"LJl'L') 
e"""""""~(lO~ .'ifllJ .. ,lO) ,GNU ClII), O, .. at.b/olU.MUtl, .11';0. T , .. 1\. ~llll" 

Z"A 
'''0 , .. " 
'"' ]lIl ,." 
,.,~ 

'''5 ],,' ,,,, ,,,, 
''1~ 
]In ,., 
]IZ ]., ,., 
1" 
l"e 
1"1 
). " 
S·9 
S~" op, 

l","e'lL ... l0i1ii 
IfII1.'''C'tII'''.' , 
I'.ZeI IIIhll'III,l> 
' .... '41(011 .. " ... J) 
.",. t .. (O/'UN, U.' 
lftl1\..-t '(11111' 
.......... 1.( fli1 , 

C ••••• bl't~' ~/' STATf ... , 
20 ... ~+, 

C •• ~ •• DE"~' .,IANITEI, Df'f .. ftf Nf 0" .... 
.""".';,,U' • 
C-"·I"'·" CU"',III'." 
.ll"UL t/l+IIIINO 
« .. e"""lIlII) 
c'f~.·r .. '+le"EIjO'/I 
.'.-".""'.IIIINO 
n"""'cc,,O') 
ZIIO~.J I' (tc IlIuT) 
11'1 ... 0 
" hJU";fQ;,) GO TO "0 
....... Ulll.' 

~" , ".1 .... ' •• '.H,.,' ............. ,.)., 
.0 .J"'~ •• O ... LN ..... "MU~.l 

.'Hlacl2l11.l'1.1II-2 

.1'0 
10 "."., _ 

.I.I •• • .. '.CC.lMG».Jfllle • .1 
M.O 

J1.' ,0 M.M., "J _J~.iC~.').JI~O.vl~D'(.I·"··I~b'.) 
'~4 ""MJN, .9999YO,9 
1~' I' ,,,., •• ,LT.') ~o ,~ z,o 
'" '~'."O'.FLnATCfol.,).(z,r'.Z'O')'fl?'T("fND.t) 
,., C ••••• Df.r~~ u'~T'f'H $T'" (WANMOLt, 
,~. N~.~I·(rlAN'.1 
,'9 44 N~.~ .. +1 
"0 IVN~.IN4.NIII 

", .N~.'I'(.VN~' \ 
1" .'T.IN'.Z.IIIF"O.~1iI 
", IT"I'Cr,T) 
". I""'T.IIIEN~ 
", 1~""C.") 
"6 .~ f~NO'.NI~III) r.u TO "t 
"1 C· •••• D"'~' 'NTI_MED"TI G.O~-D leVlll 
,'. "DO 40 l'I.\fNO "9 'GCt.fN'."~'N'.LE~~.L 
,," '0 I' "I".ftMl';~T,."C •• ~.)·O.O" 
,,1 t~ •• 'NUf 

40 Tn 611 

HZ 60 Lhl 
145 rG.li'.~'l 
1~' .r.rl"~G.l'.LfNO 
1~' LZ",., 
H6 A'O.II 
,.., LEV'L" 
"8 I' CL'.,Q;L"n, GO 'U "0 
'~9 ,. "l'(I\'L""'~~I.N.n.ott .~ '0 '40 
"0 LII .. ,., 
", Dn '(1 L'L 1. LIND 
", .GXl.IN4.4.~IND.LfIllD.L 

"J I' "r".ft.L);G' •• ~·O.o" G~ TO aD 
1~~ 1~ CPNT,NU, 
1~' to L1'l.t "6 KfiZlZ·IN"'.~fND.LZ 
", IGXl,·r~llZ.Lf~O 
'~8 C ••••• Df.,~' "'A 0' lONG .f("n., ,.QvE S'."~MT ~INE 
]'9 , •• Jl.c w• XL,·')·C'I'(IGILt).""Ir.ZLlt,»·O,S 
140 00 ., ~l'l1'Ll 
'41 IGllL·1N'.4.NE~~·LL 
'~Z Ir.XlLal"ZLL*L(NO 
]~J a, A.,.'J.'lr.XLL)·C J "CIGZlL·"-"',IGlLL·1".n,S 
1~4 ,.'.'r"'G.LZ+,)·C"'(Ir.ZL.·"·"'(~GZll,)·n" 
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( ••••• /5 ft.nU~D L.V~L,CO~r'VI.C"~VI. ~. Va.IA~L( 
G~Ln"_("P!~~ZLZ·"·PI'(kG'L'·")'C.h.WN~) 
II" no l.ll.Ll 
.Gll-IN,.,·q£~O·L 

cr."letCGIl·L''''D 
.SL~"'("'(C~lL'_"'C.~IL'·'»/C'J'C'GXLI.xnN) 
,. t.~l~.lT~GILQ'f.II.COOO" G~ '0 90 
If (.'\ft'f.LT:'SLu'r.O.~OOOI) '" ~O .JO 
Gn '0 C',0,'00, 1JO I,LfVJL 

00 'CI '0 (1,1O .. 4.1D,1 0\)) .~t"l 
'110 LIVH" 

G" .. ., , '41 
"0 LEV'l" 

GO '0 no 
1l~ UY'l-l ,'0 cn 'n,IIIU, 

C ••••• Of.''''£ ~.nu.o cn"'UITIONS AN~ DI'rA~CI "T~EfN "a",NOlIS 
,,0 N'N'NIII.~r'(rLAN).' 

LfYtUIII'll"lL 
H' , .. nl'l I 
LLlt""")'l2 
DII'CNTM"X"-XMN 
All 1(11'''',,, 
IJ ''''';''.0, wU" «.,lIlO/) ....... II' .. ,LlYH'L'f,&.2,Ol1'Ctl'M .. ~ 

e ••••• o""II. U.~'PIA/1 I'A'I CIiIS 'I" OUIIlT(' AHII CltftWN L'".U 
"a .. ,M ........ ,.C.LAN).' 

H-" 
'AO ,/J'H.' ",..ft 
170 .... .-1 

.... J.t"tlec ..... , )."."o.",IID'CJ,I-' )'''IIIID'''''' 
c ..... CM'f. ".'t"LI'V 0' lOLli"'. 
C ••••• CIl,. nan JIA$lIILIU 

" C'I'C"MJJ"'N).~,.q9q9~9.0) 40 Tn l~U 
C ••••• C.,., ItO.t W,T.,N '.ST'~r_'I" 

ZijS-l'·'L"A'C~~.1'.CIT·'~)"LO'~("E~O·') 
SLO·'·CPUI.9DS)/DII'CNT") 
" t'LO";L'.G~I~CJ'I'I'.o.,ono.) G~ TO ,&0 
I' "LO'~~~'.4M'_CJ'IPEI.O.'OO~" G~ TO l)Q 

C ••• ·.C.I'I C"'CfTV SU"'CI'.'" 
CALL Y'lO' t'Ln'E.D'J'I'I)"C,Y'L.q'IIL~) 
l' fQ'UlL.L'.'J'(CQ~I) GO T~ l)n 

' ••••• 4111" .. ,., CIIYEII IIUT"'I~U VIOLHEDfJ 
UV'l-l,",,.'M) 
L'-n ' C",,,, 
LI-llIC"'") 
G~ TO C~,n"60,'20,'80',LfvJL 

,~O Dn '00 t-t'.LI 
K~.l.I~'·'·~IIllD·LEN~.L 
IlIll.IO't·VIID 
I' CZU'.SLOPI.('I'CWGk~'.M."':G"'I"lGIL'.IIMI~.O.O" ~n '0 l~J 

ino ,f1NTI"", 
110 If fLFVH~I·'.I) CiCI TO ZU , ''0 DO ,,0 l-l'tLl 

K~.l""'.'f~IIIIII·LfN'.L 
CI\UtrOYL·L'"O 
I' fZU'.ILO~i.C.I'(.G.~'.XNNJ;~' •• ID"GILI.II~ax' GO y~ ,.& 

210 (Oil" "Uf 
C ••••• SOLII"O' U fE.tllLf 10 CnIT 1'110 co .. , .. " w., .. ,NfVI"IIS , .. tA'IU 

i.O K~lt"I".4.NllIlI.L' 
lr.llZ-''''L'.L'.Ll 
caLL eO'T,T CJ'I'I.a.IAC~'MI.'I'ClG7L'·')·ZIlS,'rPCKr,ZL2."·lOS, 

'OI"CIIITII) .CI 
,-e.,ntIlIlJJIi.) 
r'c,;GT."T'MJN).0.1I01) GO '0 "0 
,UCI4JNUC 
NJTfI4JN'.CN~.1'.4'_~·"'O·CJJ·1'.·I~O"'~ 

C-···I4OV, (IN 'II '11.' U/S STATI 
Z\O I. 1.~.lT~~f~O) GO 'U 170 
l.n wJJMn'.J.~·~.MN 

JJ'I"_~I'(CJJMr,).Jf'O.JJ 
I. fJJ"".~r~J'I'r.A~D.JJ.l':JfNO) GO '0 ,~O 
,J C~~.I'~~"CkL~~)' GO TO " 

C ••••• MOY' n .. ,,, ~lXT DIS ITA'I 
hfW~":"l~f. 

270 I, f";L' •• f~DI r.o T~ '0 
I'CJ.LT~J'III~) G" 'A )0 
" tN:L'~Ni~O' GU '0 10 
1"11111 

20nl JO •• ,' f10~.1~"r,ICV~D ,-0 •• /II.".6~TO "/H,514.2C,9.JI' 

'''0 
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4U ''' .. OUT,II' CIlS'" (J, ...... ,eUI,Oel,DUT,tOS", 
4" tf.'_.(~UC.~O'J/~.o..~E"~I~' 
448 GO '0 ('0.Z~.lO.'O,'O,6C,,0' oJ 
." "'11 tr.I""'1~.U."".~.~T.'.SO.o.,O~o.out 
.~C U "'111 
,., 10 t~".~I.'.(i"."'.ot"·'.)0.Oe7~.O.OUS 
.'Z '"IIIN .~~ JO tOS'e~r".C~.9.'.'.~I"N,e'O.oe7'.O·DU. 
'" I"" ... A"~ 40 cnS'I~I"·C'l;J· •• 4.D("H,.,0;o.~n.n.ou. 
,~, 1""1 .. 
• ', \0 enl'.~I"e('S~ge'.7eDe"H,eS~;O.8S.".DU' ".. """.. . ,~9 60 cnl'.OI".C'9;7.~.O.DE"N)e~O;O.90.~.OUS 
,~n I.'UI" 
,41 '0 CO"IOI".C,J;7·'.'*DI.,M,.JO.Oe9s.neOUJ 

''''Z I'T"'" 
US 1"0 

446 I".-/lUT, .. , "'IL INIT'''' , .. ,.,.' •• I"U,J .... ,."A •• L"'U.U'J ... I." ,'I' ~1"''''''''' .. "(J'·''''''ITCI .... t.~I.II( .. ''II),.l'(LMAlC) 
'46 tn~~0 .. "','(lO'.GHI~C20).'NAXClO'.O~I~,n~'X,NEHn,JIND.T ... ~,.l.R • 
• "', Cn~wO .. /~M'.'/l .. CSU,.'.L~',L .. I.L .. S,LI1,L.I.LrJ 
.". l~"I"(UU"." . 
,., "'''~'''''CI'''' 
410 C'l"l.1 •• I"'.Jf~O'C~'UN.') 
", .IN' .. ~.tNf~'·')·JIND·~I~D 
'" NeN',,~.w'ND.J£~D 
4'J DO ~O J",J,NO 
"4 n~ -0 M".M~~D ", .1 •. ' "6 C··· .... , .... ",I)' II .IT U/S '''''''C' IIU·IU. I" "AC! UCIC ,.014 1115 
,77 C ••••• ", •• (J.M' 
47. III."., 
4" C ....... ITf~)e.l.f'INC. ~.f.K ACIOS~ ./~ 'lftN Oil IT.T"J,"" 
"0 .J"'~DevJNI'O.1 
'''1 C·····"TCMJ .. ' .. D).CUS' ,. 10Ll'10 .. TO DIS 'T.TI(~.")· 
'''I C·····Anlt.' ~(I CI4'NG1I C, IHUUCI 'CIO.t TNf "'If 
,.] "ITfN)·~J'E" 
,-. e···--I' t"'" o. '1"vAL .T • Nl'''I' LEvEL 11 C .. ,."I AOO~' TNII C05' ,., c··~·.'N' 'LT" 1',eIIIlCE 
••• " f.·:L'." ,u '0 '0 
,., " f"Tt.J~PNO).LT.'I"NJNf_O.'» '" TO 1~ 
,-. 'IT'.JN'N~)·'IT(~JNI~D·" 
,., NI,t"'IN'T(N." 
'~O C.~ ••• I' rOIT 0' ' __ IYAI ~I'M • SMALL'_ Dl'~fTt. I. C"EA.' •• ,~o,T T~I~ 
'~1 C·····enl' 'N~ ALTtN Uf'E'INCI 
,~Z .0 I' fJ;L •• " GO Tn ~n 
4~J leMJ"'.~ •• I~D 
4~4 JJ '."fMJ"f.~).4T •• J"J)a 10 ~ lO 
,~, ""MJN''''', •• ITCO ,,,, ,."".,,,,, 
,", "I"N)'~I"I) 
4~8 '0 CO"'I"U' 
'~9 C ••• ", U/ •• ";110. Ih '.ACI 'ACl flO- b/' ST'TfIJ,M, IS '1'. 'CR'S~ "/14 
S~o IJe'J.' 
,~, "'"I).fJ '-1 NI"IJ),"ITCN) 
'''S I'C'I'(-J~i\D,.r.'.9'Q'90,O' NI"IJ)'O 
'''' , ••••• £5' •• L'.M T~E .'5' CF '~f ,IACI ._C. 
S~, 50 .AJ' .... _I.CIJ' 
'''' IJ·'J·' '~7 I'C~'J.~';L"M£~O.JF~D) '0 '0 .0 
,"p ~r"rJ'·~ITI"AJ'''') 

'''' Ii'" "I 5" 
,~o 40 IJefJ.' 
,-, 60 e"'~'I~u' '-I If '11111 
,~ J t"O 



'IO'.'lIl"~' ,q_c' COI",.,T,III.",P,I,oA.,J10AlC,K""V,LI'U,Ll 
OlM'~~'~~ ~JT(I'·'kl"I'(J~"WI,."(~·"X)"I'tLH".),J~Se,n),H'5('n) 
t~-~ON/~" ~(20),C~I~(2nl,'M'.110"~MIII,0~AX,ME~D,JllI~,,,~~,M~.IP 
cnM~o-,~.,q~1 I~C50f",Lh',lll/,l~5fLP"L'l,L'1 

t ••••• ~()T.~ .,"lelll' O' ''',,'''CME$ AND "A_MOLlS 
\~f'(P' 
1I0-~"C" 

C ••••• N""' ••• "' "'IIMOlfS h LAST 'UII 
utIlClO." 
Wf"f\ • .,t·«(~ 

C ...... S, •• , ."0 E"O tU"£"" f'141 "ttu eO~1S III •• uv .,T 
"'J_"fND*Jf"~ 

" - hFIIII.') *HJ*' 
rl- .. JI:D*"J 

C •••••• ~M'CM " C~I""ST 
1CO~"O 
((1'''990909,3 
011 '0 "",IZ 
I' f,,'fl),ftl;COSTt GO TO 10 
,IIs"-,.,,e,) 
ItO"'-1 

10 CI)II'II"U' 
C ••••• ~II 'IASlllE SOLUTrO'" 

I' flCO~'~E~.O) STC' 
C •••••• 'O'IITI" T~E DO~IIS'RE." ST'TE 

1-"tlST."*' ".0." '''UII., 
"'-I_U.1).",NO 
III'U-\O 
L-" uall 

e ...... I~I ... TI" ~'A.' ~~p '"0 [L,M'"" ,II A ••• ' III' ,n' T'.e! ~.ec 
c ••••• U' -.I"tM G'Vf~ ~UN hUMPE~, J •• 0 M 

15 K_LlIl·,.e~'U~·1'.Jf~D·"fht.(J·'J·~f'D·" 

".""'(1'.' C ••••• T •• rt ,.cr ~LO~~ ",AIIIC" ""UN FanM (J,M) 
~o Utl*, 

leL., 
"IT fL) .. ·.11'" 
IoIUIIIIII'U 1.1 )I('·it.D.HIIi,.,., 
Let*' 
IIIITIU-d 
JA_thl'fl'.'.Cu,.,).rE"'n.JEhD)/~t"'D*' 
L-L*' 
II"H)aH 
".alll'(.'.C~A.".PE~D·JEht·CJA.').~f"'D 
L8L*' 
N!fft)a"" 
1'(11";".,) GU Tr zn 

e·····"'nw .T ."!IT.tAl4 "'ll CF II/II 
C··· .. ·MIIW 14'101' 1I'5T",Io,. "" .. S? 

•• r .... H.o/~,' I 
IC.OW"CCh' 
Gn 'II c?o,6n,~n,.~) •• 

• t U-Ll.' 
JrSIlLhJA 
MUCH,. ... 

.0 LlaU.' 
.In. CLl'.JA 
MDSfLU·'" 

,,0 IUU.,anlJ"'.' 
J.J A 
14.114 A 
GO Ttl ,~ 

70 " fll'Ui;,",') fO f~ aO ,,_u ... 1I1In,., 
"eJ"'CU I 
",ell4~HLl' 

uall"" 
GO '0 14 

~O ~'I't C".10~]) (05T 
~'I"f C""O~" CIIITCII,.lla,.LJ 

If '"'" ,on1 Fnl"" 11nlC.J"R~~.I'.SX,JNN/M.I'.~X.~MU'S OIAM,ll,SX.SMliV(L.,,' 
.on3 ,nl"I' ('""II,n~,]1""'Cr I.Ck 0' (Mf"EST SOLUTION.5lC.5 McnST •• 

"fl, " 
rlolo 
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... , 
'''I ,"J ,,,, , .. , 
'''6 , .. , .... 
• "9 
6"0 
6"1 
6"1 
",", 
6"4 
6"5 
6". 
6'" 
6"1 
6'" 

6·" 

,".'nlt'fu' ".ltl ( •• ~.1I1' 
C·_-_ ....... "'II" 'E 'III~ fYlIS) • ,., I /4, r~ I~" •• ,., ""t .. U TY (""'""" 

.,.Ao;/ •• rcv.,.?u2.'o'.·,21'69.7,S4) 
II fll,.",' '0,'111,41' 

10 ue • ., 10 .. .1j\·.JI/ 
10 11,.11,11 
'0 11'''111 
,0 10,.11 

C ••• ··lfE •• 'I"" &,1"01' '1,/1 wIlLL'~/I 'O"III&,A 
~O F"IOGe1S7.r.,0'V/.I/'.CPI."1~l"n.n,1' •• J,")~'.0.n;n3 ••• 111 

DJ'.':0/'I.J,S5/C'I.'~Z"/T'.:OJ14 
II'F/D' 
.'·'I·X I' ".S,.,·~.O,) 10"O,~O' 

~o " ''''.'0' 10.'0,70 c---··!,.". 
71) 1'0' 
4110 111,'11,., 

Gn 'I' 511 

IND 
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" II. n II T , .. , .. " N,\ r, I II I •• " I r • , M A •• L" a - ) 
c ••••• '~I'I~lIrf~ a "'I"I""~' r,~ADHI.T II'fqC;II' 

cn~"'Q~/~pl ~C2U).G~I"(lr).G",a.C70"~"IN'DHAX.~E~ft.J'~n.T.~~.N'.'P 
CC'M"C~/~'IoFII" II'C~.".).LIt,.L .. l'LIt"L".L"l'L'S 
DI""~I~N 1I"(~"~).PI'IL .. ,_),T~S(~nl,HD(~O' 

C" •• ".SFT INITI'L VAI."tS 
.,.1.0 

1'·""·' I"·tlll.' 
Ln'''IIIU) 
I' Ilon.~E~Q' ~~ITF (6,1001, 

C-..... F~. IICN ~RINCM III '~RIo 

or· ~O •• ', LI' 
(. ___ ., ", .. , I n .. "" .. t 0, I'UIMOLE!' 

"'111(1,11 
"".""(J) C.-.... lftE~"'y 'I~' Tn up,'REa,. INO 0' IIRIIoCM,AIlP MAX. u,s,.,," DIAH. 
" .... (1 ,~, 
1j1l ...... 'J) 'US_, 
"'1"·' IF ' ....... 0.0) Gn TO lO 
lin HI ell.' fa:*R 
".h' 11·""'.1' IF ffDSCIO .OT·;T"U 'US.TIIS (., 
I' (Mn(C,~G'.N"'f' ~'I'(.Mft(<<) 

111 Ct'~""U' c--••• I~fll'I'Y 'UIITI"~S .11 '1' f~. CMAI~'~I'&'E •• I.EVfl. '0' 'I'ST H/N 
10 J1.,1Ii(1.6' 

"hJ .... .. 
.".JZ ... .. 
'tll.'I"J~) 
DISTU"'".O 
III."., 
""'/I").""'I'E 

C ........ FO. 'Atll ~IIIMOLE ,ellTlu" DO~- '~f '.A~CM 
on " I."NII 
J,.H ., 
H·Jl·' 
./l.JJ.' 
1115'(1""1'(.11 ) 
lOS-'''(J') 
~I'T.III'TDS·OIS'US 
'''".III·(Jl' 
IlO ••• (7U''''oSl/oIS' 

c ••••• cALruLA'f \'LuCI'Y I'If F~OW ,.,0 PIPE CAP~CITV 
10 caLt VflOe (~Lq'E,D(~PI'EI,RI,VfL'C.') 

C· .. •• .. ·'.teUL.Tf PAI"'~LL AND FLOW 
TIM'.TU_.OIIT/VF.L 
CALL .AIIII (."TI"f/60~0"I) 
'lOW.AR'A·'I/J.At6 ,f f'LO~.lT.CA') GO TO .0 
111'1"·111'1' •• ' 
Gil Tn ,II 

C······!!T".!! HO., "IIID II". IIlI .... ".1. 
40 lA.,A.' ."."., 

lIl'OA"HOt. 
IIIIPfIll)--"II>E 
IF ("~.Nf.~' ~"'F (6,10011 1,I,DtlllPI',I, 

1SLO".OIIT,'RtA,Y.L,TI~f"I.CA'.FLOW 
TI'S-Tl,., 
,1'S_loS 
OISTU!!.~ I Ubi 

U crll'I"U' 
T~StU.""E 
""e,h"'I'E 

50 C"·~·I"U' 
UTili" 

'O~, F~'''AT "M"II,~_,91H'A4~C" 011 "IN OlA" SLn" LfllGTH 1.8,. VElnCI'Y .IHE AAIIt'AlL Ca'aCITV fLOW) 
100Z fO,M.T (7"IJ,5X,ll,'X"8.J.F8."Fa.,.F~.U,'I.l,'8.1,'I.].2f'O.~I 

"0 

SII"IIIIT!lIf VELIlC (Ulj'E,OIA .. ,AC,V,Y) 
C •••• -(aLrUll"~ 'Lillo' 'AI:" CflLl.nOOI.~MI'E ,IlAHULA 

SQ·'QITtSlO.,·OlaH) 
V •• ',.' •• SQ.AL~r,'OC'K/'.7/DIA •• O,6'7'f.6/S~/0IA") 
Q.V.bl .... ~I'H.?78S' 
8FT"'" 
t~o 
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6"2 SII.-OIlTlIo' lEVH!I C .. JT,·IT.LI .. ,'IIII,' .... )I,JH .. I(,It".,.~ .. a •• 4.'I'Tt 
6~t ell","nN, nll/l) flO) .GIll '4( 20) ,GHU flO). Dill", !I"'''JC'''I,,~.,Jt':t).T ._",1Ie flh 

6'" e""'''o'''~'''U'/I .. n\J,u.LN" .. Ni.L-'J'L.'tLIIJ'L·S· 
~'" I)I"'''~I~'' NIT(I~ .. lI','JT(J~Ar).NI'(~A.)I','(L"'A.).'n'(ln'.z'(5n' 
~"~ ~~r'f (~.100l) 
6'" eOS"eO~ft 
6"P Llle" 
6"9 LJelItJ.' 
,~O '0 LnelO" 
,'" ".,'IClO." 
,"Z Nf .. ~eNI"r) 
'''S C .. _lftEIo'''V 'lif u,STllfA" ,,, .. lotMIS Uti IIEIICE Ull ""1 OF Hlh' A"" LEVF\. 
,", •• ,N(lO.5) 
,-, N~ •• NI'tl' 
'''6 "I,., 
1'17 DII'U~.r.~O 
,,,~ l'.'It(LII")"'NF~D 
'~9 ILu •• ,I1PCt,) 
1''' '"I.ft.U<t'''''r~ 
11' \-,"'lO.2) '1, N6elt''I(l) 
1"' 1. f"~ •• 'Q.~) q~ TQ .0 
•• , fin .0 fe,.N_~ ,. , .e .. , 
y 4 6 ~._"(I' 
Y'1 'UI •• MAr'(~U'.'nS(~') 
,., It~ •• ·1~1ilU1.ID'L" y-. ~O CO""Nur 
,~" C ......... I)",.., ",'I OrA"IT, •• O/1 N/II,eUcIIMUI' uU 
,~, .0 L~t'.L"".~ 
,~Z II.N'TCL~I'·I) 
'~J J.Nl'(L~J'.') 
'74 LJ' elH" 
", J',III·"A.O(~IP(LJ').JfNO.J.') 
'~6 OJt".~~J'J'r~ 
", L·IItClO"),,,~ 

'" DI"D~e~I'Cl) 
':'9 OIl"IIIC"'Ie""'''1 
1~C LeL.~r~~ 
1~1 A~fAe',.ct) 

'·2 C------'."I) "QII,e,o GIADUIIT 
1~J CAll G~.nf(J'I'F,DI.T ... ·i .. ,Tu"sln.E,QIQ" .. X.YIL' 
,~, e-"--"I~II DIS G.Ou~n LEVEL 
", L'ef1'N~ 
1~6 D~ -0 '.L',Ll 
1" Kel.~r. 
1'1 " "I'Ck).a';DISTD •• O." In '0 to 
"9 ,0 CO .. 'lwU' 
,,~ ~O GLllt.'I't,) 
741 Lie, 
142 IflS.at.O,.t.l'h 
'~J C ....... l- ~I~ CLO,. S~L~TlaN 'f."ILf' 
", IF "\I'.S'~'f.D'ST.'T.lDI.O~OO" G~ fO 6, 
", 10",uS-llC'f·~I'T 
'46 In .,~ 1~ 
147 ~5 SLO".(~~~·~DS)'~"T 
'48 I' t'LU.f.LT.G~A.(J",,).n.ooo,) GO TO ~. 
"9 lusel"'.G~~vtJ"pr).OIST 
,~O ILO.,.GwA)(J"PF) 
1~1 41 tALl VflOr"LO,(,DI'~ •• ~.Yll.Q~'K) 
1~Z TlM,.nll •• Dln/ VtL)l60." 
1~J CAll '''111 C.'.T1~1.11' "4 Qe •• , •••• ,J.6f6 
", r .. ---CMfrc G.OUHD CQVf. r~ .nUTI 
'~6 10 "'.t'.' 
", "'ell·' 
". GA~,.eO:O 
'~9 IF tL'.~T;L4) GO TO 90 
'60 01", •• 0,0 
,~, D~ '0 '.l~'L' 
,42 lel ... G 
1~1 ~O Ol ..... A~A.'(lUS.SLU'i·C'I'(~)·DI5TU')·"'(I'·DHIN.bZ".)I) 
,<14 lU'_IIIS_OlHU 
'~5 1~I.rDI.D:".~ 
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,~ ",., 
7"1t 
?, 
-'''n 
.,." 
Pi 
.,.,~ 

""" ""5 .,.,." 
.", 
.,.,.8 .,1, 
""0 .,., 
'·2 
"~J 
'~6 
,~, 

,IIG 
'~7 ,.,,, .,-, 
'''0 ., .. , 
, .. Z 
,"] 
?"6 

c •• __ taL1'tlU.f .ttPf!1I ,.., \1'~G ~fCTJOIl .. "Vf ST',U'.T L111£ 

·~·I'·"'I\ "1·'2·.11 
G1 ••• ··"lr(~').(.1.(L')·'I'(LI)I.O.' 
II" 1011 .. t~.L • 
1.1 ur. 

1no ~ •••• eGaa~A •• I"t'l.t'IP(I·"·'I·C'-')'.'.\ 
G"'a_Ga.F,.'I'C N l).CPI'CL,,·'r·(l41).0.S 

~O CaLl CO~TIT CJ'I't,aa'la,GLUS·'US,GLDS·'bS,~IST,C) 
C(lSY.CO~,.C 
.. ,,' Y, "'. ~ "." I LO, D 1ST, II UM. SLO'E ,"1', ZOS ,ILUS,ILOS "UE', GUEA,", 
'o~'W.VIl,C,COST 
TUS.TuS.n'ST/vEL ,,,,,,IlS 
G~U'.GLIIS 
DUYUS'IIUTI\I 
~1.tl 
I'C~~L'~""II~' en TO 60 
L""Y.l"'''·' 
LJ'l J1 
"'IH").'''' III(.O,.,US 
" HO.';U.'III,cl» Gil TO '0 
•• ,.1f1t4j 

'Oil' In.~~T t,"~., ••• ,.],f".1.'7~4.'JI.l.J8.0.F •• "Z'7~.,f'.',Z"0';" 
10112 ,o."n ,1111,nX.1'4NIUtlCM LillI'" tIIA" ",It., Ill' '" illS SL "'S 

, ~L .,. GL •• f. GIOU~D" 'LO~ c •• aCITY VIL. COST , 
~U") 
1"0 

1l1l'0"', ... ! "'ADf (J 'I PI. 0 fiT, UU. TIIS, HOPI, Q ,G'IILL, V, 
C ••••• CALruL.T" .EQU"fO SLO'1 0' A 'I'E Aten_nl"" Tn .AT,n~4L "(T"O~ 

CO~UO~/~"D(20'.GMIII(lO'.G~'.(IOJ.OH,-,D".~,ME~D.JINe,T,~~,."" 
Ln"CAL N'L'II.MI~US 
'eO 
II'LIl,e.fALSf. 
",IIIISe.IAlS,. 
SLO"-~Wl~(J'I'f' 
OI~'1)('"'' J 

, C'Ll VI~nt'~LO".Dl.~,.r,v,O'ULL' 
ytu'.TU~.I\I"T/V 

caLl '.'~(~'.TI"i'6~.O,.I' 
0·UU-,,/3.&(6 
r' f Q; L , • IH" L L • A ... D • " • f Q. 0) • f' U,"', 
'LO.I.o~nlO~S·Q.o/Dta" •• S.taLO'IO("/J.7/DI'M.4.'16~/C Q/O',"I 

't:,.tl.~) •• ~.89»·.t.l) 
1.,.1 
I' fe;L'.') ~O TO S 

'0 r.,., 
caLI V'lur'.LO'E.OI,""I,V,.,VLL' 
",uUU'.IIIH/v 
CALL 'Ath (~'.TtMf/~~.O"I) 
Q.a.ta.'l/l.&E& 
I' f4RI«(n.~FULL)/Q'ULL'.LT:0;OD" _lTVIIi 
I' fO·O"", L' 30 .lO, 10 

'0 I' (ulIlUSl 'fTU~N 
~LO.,ellnpf.,;on, 

"'L"I •• nllE; 
",NII •••• Al' •• 
GO Yo ,,, 

30 'F f~PLU" 'ITU.~ 
SLO·f-ll"Pf. •• 9~q 
"''''',_.'IIU[. 
"'L'I""A~S', 
lit! TO ,,, 
'''0 
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-n---l'IOGII,ff ::[,\n flf.TA FuR "/I0r:X fI~ SII"LHIED rrl": ANI> ,,\JT,IITII TI'I 

,: C lIt'~l~l!' f~H) ~H~~OO).GX('OIl)'/lIH (Jl).",UCJI'I'"ltr (ltltl),C(JIIII)' 

" , , U80J ,5411"",0 (Jr r) .11'. (10' , AII!I (SOl)' ... t·I'P4MCSIlO' ..... ,Un'" •• ".C, "' • 
11 l."S~(J.,~).c"CJro) 
" .l~J~O 1 
h J-~,"n8"~' U C··--'Utl I ~r~r ",T" STA"TlPJG W,'H WU "",lI II, 'IJf ''1_[' (tl_"U,ULTI 
16 .141> '1,1f11:;:' 'Tn_t· 
" " (~PTY~C.~T.~J ~O TO ~20 
,~ C ••••• (~E"NE ~['~VLT VlLUfS) 
19 ftHf~.'.' 
10 'K.n,n~1'I1S 
11 vFL'tI· •• ~.1 
II VEL'laX-li.n 
II "II'l.O."Il~ 
14 IIELT'aO.n75 
15 IISTI\. ,.,.'. n7!j 
IA flU 510 1.',15 
17 514 ftCl,.DST'RT.FL~AT(S'·OELTA 
~. NPTY,E_, 
19 "'''ITI (6.2"1'11) r."I .... tt."fL"I~.VEL.IAJ(,S .. I .. ""{J)~I·,"!t) 
'0 IoIlIlTf (n r"J ... IIIC.VfL"IIj"'EL .. AX .... I~,ctl(";I.'.1S) 
J1 ~G T~ 56ft 
1~ 510 f' (~'TrpE.CT;~' STOP 
u II'J 'ISO 1.'.I.rnH 
l6 .tA~ <~.,or." ~fl~.*«tYf~"lw.vt~"a~.~1v 
S5 .... (/1~~~.r 
Je III) ~ Jft 1.'1,'15 
.7 5l~ n(J)'O.O 
'8 .• a'J 
~9 ~n J_J.1 
40 .fAII (~.'l'Ir,) ~(J) 
41 n(J).D(J)/~roc.r 

41 " (D(J).GT.C ~~D.J,LT.'5) ~u 'u 54~ 
43 ulIlTE (6.Zt'C1J ~HN'lIt(oVFLIlIIo.·!El,...)I,IIIIIII. Cr.(,,). "a, ,n) 
44 ~wITr (', r,~JII,III(.Vt"r11 ... VEt.'I.u.S"IW.'''( II' ," a ' .'0;) 

45 5~" r./)'tTlIW[ 
46 " "'IJTY'F.rQ~Il) Coo Tu 590 
47 501 no 57J I.',~e 
4, 57G lI(t).O.~ 
4~ hPTV'F'~PTVrl.' 
S~ D~ 580 1-~~TVFr,9 
5, ~_ITE (6.2~n,) (/1(11).11.',211) 
5~ 5G~ ~~JTf (7) (IItll).II".20) 
5i 59~ r.o~TI'UE 
" C •••••• UI> III TII'f CF FI"RV AI;D IT"II" IItTU." 'f'IIID 
\5 "An C4.,~r,) T,R~ 

'A fJ (':Lt.E) "1,0 
57 " C".LI.f) ~"'.O 
,~ '.6~,O.T 
5~ C·····1If"~ I' nt' rH',' I'l) "'AXl"'''" ".':uOU , ... er';' 
60 .E~D (4.1('''') srf,JII.S""AIC 
6, U "4'I1II;.L[." Irlll .... JII.1I 
.. ~ If (spr'~X.~t.r) SI"'''lC.'~O.1I 
~) IIAITf (6.2r~1) T,~'.SPItI .. ,I'''AX 
1>4 IlJiJTf (7) T,RI',S"',"',S,".X 
"i t-·· .. PE.t1l Jill 0"'11-"15"."" "UIO',IANCE 'A'.""E" 
~6 ItAD (4,,~r,) Ol,~rS"H 
.. , 'Ull (4" /\/',' "r 100. o/ENI),UO 
68 'F CnZ.LE.f) tz-C.S 
119 " CII($:lH.Lr.n RfSllhsn.O 
10 If C&XD.Ll~r, K10a 4 
11 'f (NIHD.L£.r) "hD_6 
12 " (JE~D.Lr,r) ~f'D_2 
" C •••••• £AO I~ ~J~~~6STfCS LEVtL 
" .EAD (4.'O~;) ~~ 
1S C·····,['n I~ ~~rE~ t, IRANCHES IN BAlfC LAYOUT "~'Lf" 
7~ 'tAli C5.1~C:) LC 
17 ualTE (6,2~r2) IfkO,IEkll,Hft,LO 
78 ~RITE (7) rfho.JENO.kD,LO 
79 "'1i1TF. (6.2""" IZ 
110 ~RITE (7) r.Z 
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~, C-.-.-.lA~ IN CAT~ '~I [,eH BnAUCH 
~l I'IJ :91) 1.1,1.1, 
II] .BOl C5,,()r.~) nyp!! 
"4 UAlI (S"I1r.H V.r",llffS4:f .. IY'Ctlf1)U 
"!t C.-.·-HAD IN GIlr.I:I;D L[VEL DATA 
II" J.J 
,.., 41) J.Hl 
"8 ,fAn (5,'~~1) r.L(J) 
8~ '(AD (s"nr1) r,~C~) 
~u 'fCC.CJ'.LT.y-".o(1) Go T~ 40 
91 C •• - •• G~1[IIAf[ '~~ITr~N5 0, HANHOLfS 
92 t, CITVPE.LT,'~.D~.ITV'E.GT.'O~' GO TI) 7~ 
93 6Q ~IS'C')·D.~ 
9, I'II$T(2'." 
9!t ..... Z 
96 roo TO 9n 
VI C·····'S \,fllGh I.£SS TMAIf TUrCE "INI"U" ''I'CI'IG, 
9, 10 r' CY;LT.~.r.S"J~·n.1.n •• Y.~T.~fl~M·0.') GO TO 6n 
V9 I'IIST(".n.o 'nI, IIU.AMAX1 CS,,'U;,.tsnti' 

'0' NN.3.rrn C (.,.111 S.I',,,N.O.' )fUS"") 
,o~ I'IIST(~N).¥ 

,Js I'IISTCU~.1)e"-Df~ 
'~4 tr C~N.tQ;~) Gr TO 81 
,,5 I'I~ 30 K.4,,·~ 
,tl6 •• "14.«.' '0' bl'T(L)·DISTCL.~'·W!I"~ 
.,'I.e 110 r.viT.WUE 
,n9 C •• - •• ~ES[IIAT£ "~R~ISSI~I.[ HA"MOLE cnNNEeTJn~Sc ••••• E'UI;DANT •••• ' "c. a, IfAC'''' 
'" tl8")-1 "l I'IU 340 "e2"·N 
" 5 ~II :'IQO Le'.f 'Ho " (DtST,").DJ'''CL).GT.S'IIo\lC./)." GCI Tn 5no 
'15 ."C'I).\, 
"6 !'Iv TO ]10 
", 5nll ~u~TI1Uf 
'111 510 liD '20 :,.1., 
,111 If (nln"I}"o,nCL"LT~S'HHI·(I~') 00 T"! )]0 
,lO 52n ru~TI"UE 
12, 53" ItD('I,_L·, 
,~~ 540 ~~~TINU( 
, H c.--·.rALC"LA'f liRO,",,'t LEVELS 
,Z4 90 ~M~U~DC1 el'll.(1) 
,2S IFC~N;LT.]' G~ TO ,3" 
11,. rlCe"II!'1 
,l7 l'Iu 120 (.2,"K 
HI! "11 '00 ".',J 
,Z9 IF (GXc~,.r,T.~J~T(IC).I).~n1) GO TO ',n , '/1 1 no ell'lT I NUE 
1 \' "0 r,IIJU"DC'a.r.LC.:.').fca.(.I'·GLC ..... »"GX C·.'.IiX Cl.-"'. , i" 1 til 1ST C'C>-GlCC,:·1 » 
'S) '20 eu~"I~U[ 
,.. 130 r.A~UNDC~U).GL'J) 
, H .11.' 
, '0 "'j.' 
"7 111.. 11 
, U '40 teLd\,.' 
U9 " (DIST(~"·'_f.lCU:'l).GT.t\."~" GO TO 145 
.40 wCICL'aDrSTfr,H) 
14, ,UL)eGI\IIIl"DCk,I, 
,42 IF (K".[G.~h' ~~ TO ,46 
,4j " C DI IT (.".~Xt«101 •• " .-". "11'11 l1leICN., 
,44 ten.K".' 
, 45 rol.l TO 140 
14~ '~5 X(KL).GK(lCr, 
,47 '((L,aGL(K~' 
• 48 w"aK"·' 
HV roO TO 140 
"" C-••• -.UD I'. UPSUUI' CI)'!HECTIONS 
, \' , 106 ,.ulen 
"1 ,70 ~U8.NU~.' 
,\. DUll CS.,nr.", ,:fUNU" ,5. IF C~~IIC"ut'.'~.O) 1i0 TO 1~n 
1 \; 1'111 'CI ,1" 
')6 1A~ Hua.,u~·1 
1H C···--rHI:'E INC~£':r':TS I), "II£A AlOll1i ,1t.'ICH 
,!III IIJ ,90 JJ.Z,N'. 
'H ,911 UUCJJ"""e(CIST(JJ)-OIlTtU·1 ), 
,41 '~E,,(').n.~ 
,~, C-.-·.~t'J~E ~J.~["S 
''''l II" ~no JJ.~.I.,. 
1~' 2~~ ~"(JJ'.O"Sf.T 
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1'" , '" 
1 "" 16' 
1 .. ~ 

,"'" "0 ", ,71 
175 
, 7. 
,,~ 

,16 
,17 
17. 
,7'1 

, "" , II, 
1 "I 
'115 ,8, 
'45 
,cl6 ,II, 
'''I HI,. 
1UO 

'''' 1 9 i 
,9) 
''14 
,'IS 
,96 ,9, 
,'III 
'99 
2,10 
1·1, 

"ll 
I'H 
1114 
lH 

"," ,," 
2111 
20'1 
11\1 ,,, 
,,~ ,n 
214 
2U 
21,. 
111 

'" in 
UII 
11.1 
l/2 
loll 
21 It 
Uot .2. 
ll' 
Hit 
229 

C •• ··.rlHI'IE ""S"L"Tr r"A1 h f,lir. 
"", 210 JJa1,1.'. 

2'~ AJSX(JJ).STC~·~I~·D'ST(JJ) 
J~ITE (6,:~nl' 'TV.E;U'~,~N~IL 
u~ITf (~) fTY'E~~UD,NN,«L 
'IU""" ( I ) ./111 
uNITE (6,l~r,' (D"(C),Ka,,~h) 
~ll'E (1"1 (Df1CC"fCW' ,':tit 
uNITE (6,2Qn1' (ArSX(~),Ka"NN) 
oJoi ITt i" UI $XC';" Ka, , .. ,., 
~RITE (6,~"n,) (nIST(K),ka',h~) 
UNITE (1) (DIST(K),k.',N~) 
YRITE (~,2~O" CARE"(~),ka',~~) 
~AITE (,) (ARE"(K),l."N~) 
IF (,."I,E",") c;r To 625 
uRITE (6,zonz) CNI_Cl"K.,,~UB) 
uAITE (7) • (~r.R(K',K.',~Ua) 

625 ,. (I~T I'IUf 
wAITE <6.:""" 
ulIl" (7) 
",alTf (4,21)"1) 
I.IIII'E (n 

290 r..):41 114IJE 

CZCK)'iK_' ,ICI,) 
CZCIC),K.' .KI,) 
CX(~):f(·""L' 
(I (10 ",a' ,':L) 

C···· •• "D IN HIII'rEN r, CROSS DIIAI" SETS 
.E40 C5,'~"~' ~~rlSE' 
"-'1'1 (6420n.l~ '.~DIf.' 
~kl1E (,) tXos" 
,. NXOSIT.fOon) to TU "0 C.··· 'UR EACH S[T 
riO 410 h', ,'Xr,SFT e.·· ••• IA~ IN p~RAL~rL nR"NCNEI 
".0 

4110 JaJ •• 
'~A~ (",~~7.) ~r'(J' 
IF (C~II(J).~E,~) GO TO 40n 

• 1 
C.-.~""" nUT ';UMbFr. 0, IRAl/elfEi PI 'HI!! ~!T 

u_fTf (6,~O~l) J 
u~fTE (~) J 

e.·· •• 'o_ '.CM n~"~c" IN THIS lET 
1\" 41 0 1Ce1,,, 
.. &lUdSIl (10 
... ".UIIIIH(KIlr.A' 
l A.'IU/) «",,')1 ClCO,,) 
l-LA 
""C~' -.. 
I' C~;EQ,1) GV TO 406 

405 taL.' 
... II·CXD 
,,'4(L)·H 
" n";GT,1) G(' 

4ao IF (C:~t.1) GO 
JIIIT' cA,:!orl) 
wMITE (n 

41\7 ~~ITE (6,~~"l) 
uRlTr (n 
",lITE U,Z"r.Z) 
UNITE (7) 

,'0) r.u~TINUE 

cF~ ,I') 

Til 4115 
TO 4,,7 
i,A 
LA 
~IAA 

ra;CA 
(141:(,;) ,,,., ,lA' 
(.,,1 (r;' , .. -, ,LA) 

41',' STOP 
'001 'UR"'" 
'/)'12 "III'I.T 
2/)" • ni"'" 
20(;2 'Oll',n 

CI OJ 
c,I1'U.31 
(10IU) 

F. .. D 
,I'HSH 
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000' 
0010 
0011 
_11 
G\'t1 S GO,. 
'0011 
oote 
ona? 
0011 
001' 
on20 
0011 
oon 
ooU 
ooa. 
0021 
01111 
001' 
OOlt 
001. 
OOSO 
OOJ, 
olin 
oon 
oou 
oost 
001. 
DDJ' 
ODS. 
DOS. 
00'0 
00" 
00., 
00., 
00 •• 
00 •• 
00" 
110., 
00" 
00 •• 
11050 
0051 
0011 
onSl 
0054 
00" 
0056 
00., 
005. 
DOli 
0010 
001' 
001. 
OOIS 
on6. 
On6, 
006. 
00., 
0061 
00 •• 
0070 
00'1 
00', 
on" 
007. 
00" 
00'1 
0011 
00" 

CVARf~' folTII~.~O.Ol.'I 
OIHfNII'N Nf,1100"G&(.2500, 
C'MH'N'O"A/MSfT.N.A,~.N~.M_IPI.N.O'f'.NI'fN •• I'fM.N. 
C,MMIN/PaAaN/_0&CI.20,.MfNO.JINO.MJ.NO,T.AP.ZO.OH ••• tlM1~,OfLT& 
C'MN'N/wNf.rll~t'00,Jl"ID.(.0,.2).IOA.IOL.l.,.ID«.10~,IftD,IOJ. 

.loP, 10',10-. 101 
C ••••• rPfCI'V N'Il MU" ..... I,It. 

NlehnOO 
NG .. USOf) 

C ...... ET INITI~l VllUfI 
" t 2.t.tItII 

1 IClllhO 
O. 2 I ..... " 

, oatH·O.O 
O' l 1.1,10 
D ... J- •• ll 

J 101l,J'-O 
D •• 1-1,10 
O •• J.l,I2 

• ID.n,J'-O 
IIIITIN_O 
_I'IM.O 
"IUeO 
Me-o 

C ••••• Afao IN O.Ta "'M "'CNfTle TAP! 'ILl 
C.LL OaT'"T (NI,Ca.MME.N',' 

C __ .eAhCH!I w.Vf IffN IIQUINT"~LV tROIAU,onIG .. UCN rll ntAN, 
C I.Cf'T , •• C'N_'NfNTI ., •• O.'IN IfTI WMSCH AAI OflllNID 
C IV C~~ IU'A'UTINt IDI!T 

..-a 
10 .... -...1 

C. •••• II TNI "&Nt" THI 11a., fI' • t"" ".., .. If" 
I' (IO(N',I,.;T.lOO, ,. T •• 0 

c ••••• Of.IGN TNJ' "ANCH T. A MINtMVM "'DrfNT 
I' CND.l'," II ,. 15 . 
WAITE '6,10011 ((IDCI.J,.J-I ••• ,.I-,.IO' 
WArTf '6,100" 'C'fl'.r-I,~r' 
w'ITE r6.looI' 10',10~,IDT.lftK.lnG.IOO,lftJ,10',loA 

11 C'LL NGAao Ckl.G.,NK[.~G" 
c ••••• e.N.INI v,.,.!a. e •• ,. 

NNICIDGt •• rOCN8.J" 
e.LL CIMI rkf.G"NI[,~Ga,NN,C'rl0G"klct~K" 

c ••••• PR.OUCf "TIN'L DfSleNS ,e. TNI. IAANeN " •• 'NGE ., Oil ST&TES 
C'LL NeRUN '~E.la.NIC(,Nca, 

c ••••• ' •• OVCI TAaCf I'CN VP '.ANCN 'IA AaNlf I' Oil ITAT!I 
eaLL T.aIL (Wf.C',NKL.NGa, '0 I' (NI.LT,N"'N) G. ,. 10 

SO C'LL TAACE (k!,GA,NlCf,NCA,NGC.NkK, 
I' (Nkn,rT.GT.OJ CALL 'UTPuT (kf.~a.N.f.NG" 
I' (HIOIIT.lQ.O, caLL LLV(L' CK",I.,N.E.N~'.NGI'~'k' 
IYlP 

C ........ HCH I. IT'A' I' •• 'O'AIN .fT. Or'JIN ,MI' 1fT 
.0 NII'-NIU •• 

calL 101lT Ckf,G'.NKt.NG') 
f' fNO.L~.') G. ,. 50 
WAITI (6,1001' Nlf"NI"N,M',~f'!,NIOIIT._1't ••• IT'M 
WAI'I (6,1001' MINn,J£No,MJ,NO .-1" , •• 100') ,('OA,r,J"J.I,ZO,.t.I," 
wAI" '6.1002' T,'P,IO,OMaltOMIN.olLT, 
WAITf '6.1nOl' IOA,IOL.IDT,10_,lftG,loo,t8J,I~',ro •• l0M,rOI 
WAITf (',1001, C(ID'J,J"JII,I",J.I,NRAAN) 
wRI,' (.,1001' (CIOIC1,J"J_I •• J,.r.'.NIOlfT) 
WAITf (1.1001' (k,fl),I_.,Nk" 
wAr'f (',100" coa'S',llt,NO" 

c ••••• UPO.TE TME CVA'ENT .I.NCM NUMI'A 
50 N .... ft.IO.(*I!T •• ' •• 

O. " '0 ,001 "AMAT ('016' 
1002 "AMaT '10'12.~' 

tNO 

rNO ., ,EGMENT, LENGTH .", N'., 14.0,. 
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0011 
00.0 
00'1 
DOli 
onu 
DOli 00., 
1nI" 
eo" 
GM' 
00 .. 
OC.O 
00., 
DON 
00., 
00" 
OOti 
00" 
00" 
OOtl 
001t 
DIDO 
0101 
0101 
010' 
ala. 
ala' 
010. 
010' 
010. 
010. 
0110 
OUI 
011. 
0113 
0114 
OlSl 
DIU 
all' 
011. 
Ott' 
otao 
0121 
Otl. 
au' 
OIU 

f \ 012'1 
012. 

\ \ au' . , OUt 
OIU 
DUO 
aUI 
au. 
aus 
ou. 
OUI 
au. 
oln 
013. 
au. 
01.0 
0141 
au' 
ous 
DIU 
au' 
out 
014' 
0141 
OUt 
ossa 
OUI 
OSS. 
OIU 
all' 
0"1 
011. 
0151 
OSS' 
011. 
0160 
olea 
0161 
DIU 
0.14 
OUI 
OUI 
01.' 
OUI 
0161 
01'0 
0"1 
017' 
Ol'S 

IU~A'U'J~E 10S£T (k[,GA,Nkf,NGA' 
C ••••• THlS 11I1I"""Tl"" ",UIOUCE, .. 1FT " ""TJ"'l IIUIGNI ,,,,, , IA"'Gt p, 
C ITATE YAAI'"~!I AT nls fNO " A I.OA'J~ lET 

OINfNII'N k[t"'k[),CA(~GA) . 
ceMM'N/OAT"N'fT,N_A'N,N8,N",pr,NrOSfT,NIT'N.KJTEN,N~ 
CIMMIN/",,'M/'0,C,.20),MfNO,JfNO,MJ,NO,T,"'.ZD,DII'I,OM1"'.~fLT' 
C,MMAN/W"fA[/ID(200,II),10ICI0,12),IOA,10L,IOT.10k,IOG.IDD.JDJ. 

,10".IOR.IO",108 
I' (ND.GT.O, WII'f (6.2000) N,!T 

e----.IOfNTI" NUMIE. " I-DRAIN ,.SITI,H, 1M CUI-!NT •• O"A!N lET 
-.(Nfte10ICMlEl." c. __ Of'IN( I.&ST n.lMfwTI ., AII .... I ICf • .,0 111I!ltt1," .Itt ,,,., ... 

C '''AC! AND C'.T 0 .. , .. A' 1.a.'IN ,.II'IIN' 
1..ITIC,eIOCtNlfNO*IIJ.' 
L"'TG,el~'tNlrNO·C"Jt".1 
ff n.lt'rtI'!."T.-f-.J' t.~L --r~'1f (1,0) 
I' (L .. STA ... Gr.IO') C'LL ~tlAIt t1,n, 

C IlT CIST' •• TI'ICIALL¥ HIGM 
O' I re'Oe,LA'TGA 

I C"(I).",,'9,' 
C ••••• OE'IN[ I'''~T I' .UN 'A"~ITI.I AND C'.T. , •• !At" "!Mlf' ., lET 

UNIS 
J.rOl(N,,,,,' 

c ••••• e' •• E'C" 8,ANC" IN TH! 'IT) 
O. 10 lel,J 

C ••••• CIO!NTI" I ... NC" NUMlrR AND "'''( Ty"r, 
NleIOIl(NIE', U 
N",!e*lO(IOCN"I"IO, 
" (,.fO.I' N""fleN'I"( 

C ••••• COE'IN! 'T ... T I' RUN VALUES' 
~eIOf~8,,0' 
CALL U'YAL (KE.Ga,NIC!.NGA,TUI,a.EAU.,rUI,OUI,G"'Lt, 

e ...... u".! I,...' I' AUN VALUE., 
\.loa.(I·,'·(~ .. a "(Ll·'U. "(L,1'''lIUctI 
GUL •• ,.,UI 
GACL""OUI 

C ...... C ... IIN£ .. ~o IT'.E U"T'EAH C •• T, 
CALL .rzro C"O",N'I'!,Jr.ou., 
C"LL CI ... fKf,GA,N.[,N''',L ••• ZU.,JI) 

UI CII"TlNUE 
NlleK 

C ••••• C.NSIO!. IACH X.O'AIN "'.'J.N IN TUw. .,,1ITING AT U/, END 
NUO 

20 NUNU' 
C ..... C.N.rOE" "VE N(".r.T U/. X.D ... ,N.,CCAN ,T"'" NIT" N' VI. I.O",IN) 

NUX.M'XOCMI.',." 
NC·"I.O 

.0 NUhHUhl 
Ne ..... Nues ... 

e ••••• rO[NTl" U"".! .. M V'lUEI .. NO C"T, , •• CUR"ENT U/' liD 
I' (NUX.(O.O' •• T. So 
..loC.(NUI·I'.(NJ,.).1 
L.IO"I 
LLe"J'. 
O •• , •• el.LL 
..IC" 
L.L., 

" "CL,eCUIC' 
C •••••• "IT( C'N'f~" " .t.oa.t'N~NS ._HrW,- 'NO ·OA"· T' ~AG T'''! 

50 CALL M.I'~T (Kr,O ... L'ITKf,L"TCA, 
C ...... ET U" .utNETMA.K 'I' ',TI"I.ING 

CAll IETU' (K(.GA,NK!.NGA,NW.NU., 
, ...... "'1"1.[ IUINET •• "IC "" ".NG£ I' I,.T! V".I'ILEI .. T OIl f~n 

C .. lL 11111\11' (lCf,GA.N.E,NC,,~IfI' 
C •••••• E.T."! C,NTENTI I' KE., .. ,C~MM'N' .wME.r- .. NO ·OAT"· 

C .. LL 'f .. OMT CKr,Ga.L",TKf,I.,ITGA, 
C •••••• '.A! V"LU!' ., TJ~t.aAEA,LEV[L AND OIAM!TtR AT 110 '.INT NI 

.eIOGtCNX.IJ·CMJ,., 
" (~CR"'.(~ll CAf •• lt_G4fJDA.1J 
I' C~CR'II.[Q.I' ,A(K)eO 
GAC.'.C,ACIC'·'L"'CNC"'SI-t'ta"CIOR""L"T(NC'ISS' 
I' CNCA,SS.GT." G. T. ,. 
Zlloe.",,".' 
OILoeO.O 
GI T' !IS 

S' ZflLoeU(IC.2, 
DILoeGAClCt" 

55 ZLal,eG"CIO •• 2) 
OLAITeGU 10A+U 
ZIIIfW.ANAIICZILD,ZL .. ST, 
ONlwa'"".ICD·LO,O~"T' QA(Iet,,.z ... rw 
GUIC+.J)eOHfW 
I' (NC.IS •• GT.I' " TI " 
MIlnaMENO 
GI Til 51 

'7 "'LO-I'IICCZHt •• ZllD'OltT".O.VI)/Dt~T" 
til IIL'"eln., UNt-'Zl'I"DfL T'.O.O'I/~ "', 

C"LL 11zrQ f"QA .... t~EI.~.LO.O~LO' 
CALL IllfO C"O ... N'I"rl,HLA.T,OlAlf' 
NHlW.M'IO(~'LO.NLAI" 
JILoeNNrW.NILO 
JLa,'.NNEw.NLA.f 
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01" 
0' " 01 'I 
01" 
0171 
DI" 
1tl10 
ou, 
aU' 
OIU 
0'" o,n 
OUI 
au' 
0 .. 1 
1311' 
DUO 
0'" oua ,,,., 
01" ous 
01.1 ou, 
0'" 0'" 0100 
020' 
0201 
020S 
020' 
020t 
0201 
0201 
020' 
020. 
0210 
0211 
OUI 
DIU 
Ou. 
OUS 
0211 
021' 
OIU 
02,. 
DUO 
onl 
au' ons 
DIU 
0211 
ani 
CtU' 
onl 
au. 
OUO 
on, 
oua 
ous 
ou. 
out 
OUI 
OU7 
Ollt 
on. 
DUO 
0'" 
02" 
ous 
OU' 
au' 
01'1 
au' 
OUI 
02 •• 
01$0 
0251 
ana 
DIU 
025' 
015' 
ani 
on' on. 
02st 
oltO 
OUI 

C ••••• '~T!. ~~n ,~~ ~," CW,T, TW ~[N A"ER[NCE GAIO 'NO .fL'C' CH"~[" 
OW 60 J.'.J[NO 
Jl·"I'I('IIJ.JIJ~O.J!ND) . 
J2.Ht~0IJ.JL,."JENO' 
01 110 r.I."EHO 
....... [NO.'·t 
r.·tDK.,N •• ,,*MJ+,J."*M[NO.M.' 
f'.rD;"NW·I).I~.').CJ·')·",ND.".S 
c ... o ........ . 
MS· .. ·I4·LO 
"2.,,·HUST 
J' (Ml.LT.I) GI T,601 
1"Ln.ID'.(~W.".I·J.".fJI."*"f~"l.' 
tlll\o-J~.t~''''~'J\et,.-rNO.~t·' 
ClLO." II ,1,,0' 
1(8"1) •• [(I«"LO, 

101 CLA.T ••• "".' 
I' ,"'I.LT.I) G' TI .02 
f,LAI,.fn •• ,J2.,,*Mf NO+"ltS 
rK~'IT.NK!."'J+'JI.I'*"END.MI 
Ct.A.T.GA'IG"A.,) 
Mt.A'T.ME'IK~'IT) 

102 M[(III).O 
GA II G) .".tt •.• 
I' (CLAIT.LT,CWLD) GI T. 103 
I' (C.LO." •••••••• O, 'I , •• 0 
ICfUII,."ILO 
'''IG'.C'LO 
C' T' '0 

IDS II[(III'."LA'T 
'UUG).CUIT 

.. C'''U~lIl 
IK'.10"+tN~·1'.~~ 
'GS-IOG.( .... ' )., .. "... ••.• 
fIC2.1KltMJ·1 
IGhIGltI4J·, 
ICI·US 
" (ND.LT,I, GI TI 61 
MAITf , •• 2no" NI,t'I.IG' 
WAITE (6,2002, (GAel),f.r,l.r;l, 
WAITf e •• 200S, ,GA,I"I.M,MI' 
WAITf 1 •• 200', IMI.1'" 
WAITE f6.200S) (Klfl).rellCl.IIC2) 

C ••••• l. TM[~! AHITHER PI.ltSL! , •• tTlIN '1_ U/I I.ORAINt 
.& l' (NU •• lT.N •• I) GR T, .0 

C ••••• II T~lRf .~AT~f~ ','SIILE P.'ITI~N ,._ 1.0"'INt 
I' (NX.LT.NIENO) GI T, 20 

c ••••• STIA! 'IHAl v'lU!1 ., TI"E •• "lA,LlVEL.or,NET!R AND CI,TS 
JeJOJteN8.1)*NJ., 
II_IoO.CNI[HO·"*CHJ.".S 
l-JOhNlI·I 
OA (L hOU"·" 
L_IDAtHe., 
GAIL 'eOU"-" 
L-IOL.Nhl 
IU(LhGUIC-I) 
,,_IDo.Ne., 
GAlLhCUK' 
o. '0 laS."J 
J.J.I 
lI.hl 

,,, GAfJ'.CUII' 
I' (NO,LT." ;. T. 75 
MAtT[ ( •• 2006, 
WRIT! '6,200', 101C,11C1 
W"IT! 11.200S) IKE(I"I.IOIC,IICI) 

C •••••• T'AE TAAC( OATA 'IR ./0 If, IN MAG, "PE 'llE. 
11 "fMIND I 

l' (MIT(",(Q.O, .. T. I. 
O' 10 le.,l(lTf" 

10 A(AO ,I) 
.0 01 100 l.loK.I", 

lOft NAITE fl' 11[(1) 
WRITE fl) 0'(10'.2,.GA'ID~.3' 
II,T(".ICIT(·.11I2-rO •• 2 
"£TU~N 

1000 'IA"AT (IHOIIIIISI.llH(NTlR(D .o.rT/5W.22HCA'IIDRAI~ 1fT Nu-8ER •• 

"" 2001 ,." .... , (IHO/'I.S6H.'TIM'l IllUTIIN OIWN T. CAlli D"AIN,I./lnK, 
,29HC"" .".EO IN ' •• 'V ,A ''''.,I.,'M 'I ,1., 

2001 '~A~" "."'1.3"'II.S, 
100S 'I""'T ('I.,HTl"£ •• '12.3"H AA('.,'II.l,I'" "A.,L[VCl-.FI2.1, 

IIOH •••• 01''' •• '11.3) 
100' ' ..... T ('I •• IH'I'[REHCE NUMBE.I IT.AfO IN AAAAY "E , ...... t •• 

I.H Til .16' 
200S "A"., "I,II,a91" 
2001 "R~AT (IHO/SX,27HOEIJGN ,p aiD 1fT C'~t.E'rO) 

INa . 
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0'" 0111 
au' 
OIlS 
011. 
OH' 
0"1 
01" 
0"0 
0111 
0'" 
011' A.,. 
01'1 
02'" 
0'" 01,. 
02" 
OliO 
0211 

0'" a2U ",.. 

onl all, 
0111 
ani 
OJI. 
otto 
Olt, 
alta 
DIU 
029. 
0291 
029. 
~" 0291 
029. 
0300 
osal 
OJO, 
0303 
030. 
030' 
030. 
OS07 

:: ----------'.----

.ue"U'J"I .. t'~'CM!,G',NKf,NGA) 
OI~N.t'~ «!(*MII,GAtNeA' 
U"'N'N/OI TA'"'" , .. '9f*.IU ....... NIC 
CI"'"IN/wN,It£/JC,lll) 
~'".'''''~i'' lOt."'·1IIO • .I11110,"", .1'.-..l.D.~ .. .,..1". '" L'~ J,. CAIO,.'.O''''''I Ct,IOOO' 
jtftlstl., • 
I' (MITI"','O,a, •• ,a I 
01 3 !-, ,ICITI" 

:I ilIAD (I) 
• WIIITI C., CKICI',I."NMI) 

WIIITI (I' CGAfl),I_I,NGA, 
wltlTI C., (N(I',I_S,5, 
wIIIT! CI' NSTIM,ICIT,",NIC 
WAIT! CI1 • eJUJ.s-','UIJ 
I' INSTf".IQ.O) IIrTUIIN 
II,wlNO • D. ,0 1-1,NITI" 
'UD ", IC,",I 

10 WIIIT' el, K,II,S 
1000 'I"",'T CIX,l'MINT"IO WIIITMT' 

II!TUIIN 
INO 

IUeIlIUT!NI "rAONT (KI,GA,NIC!,NIA' 
el"'!Na'I" a(CHlCf',GAeNGA, 
CI""IN/OA"/N(5),NI'£M,KI'I","'1( 
CI"'''''''/WH[R'/Jf2lJI' 
CI"'MIH/~AIIA""~DAf"20',"'I~,JtNO,~J,kO",II,,ra,~~'I,O"'IN,Of~Ta 
!, (NO,GT,O) W"IT£ C6,1000' 
II(WINO • 
I' (ICITf"',fa,O) G. T' I 
nt 3 I-I,KITI" 

3 II[ao ,I, 
I .£AO r" CM!el',I_I,NMI, 

IIfao c., (GA(I',I_"N,A, 
'LAO (I, CNCI,.I_,,5' 
II£AO ,I, NITf"',kTTf"',N. 
'[AO ,., ,JII,.I-I.2lll' 
I' CNIT[N,IOtO) R£TUIIN 
_tWINO • 
011 ao IU,NIT!'" 
II[AO ") k,II.' 

so wRIT! (.) K,R,S 
2000 'IIIM&' (S.,,4HINT[II[O II£&ONT) 

.[TUIIN 
rNO 

INO I' IIGM[NT, LENGTH 1'0, NAM! II[ADNT 
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I \ 

, \ 

-

030' 
030' 
03&0 
03ll 
0111 
-"3&3 
03&' 
OliS 
Olit 
031' 
0111 
031' 
0310 on, 
ola' 
03U 
03,. 
O~S on. 
031' 
0311 
on. 
ono 
,,331 
OlSt 
03U uu. 
OllS 
OlU 
033' 
Olll 
033. 
0:140 
03., 
0341 
0343 
03 .. 
01.' 
Ol., 
010 
034' 
03 •• 
03SO 
onl 
OlSl 
03" 
OJSI 
035' 
U!II 
0311 
0351 
on. 
OliO 
Olll 
OlOi 
0313 
03" 
0101 
OlU 
0381 
OJOI 
0369 
0370 
031, 
037. 
0373 
037' 
031S 
031. 
017' 
OJ7' 

. -
- - --- --------..--:-.:..--------------

'U'.'UTtNr U'T'~T C«"Ol."'Kt,~G" 
C __ .THU .'UTI"! 1IUJI TH! oRlGN ... , .. n," "Na usu .,.,. ..... " 
t •• _.-" f,.! , ILf aNI"., I .. " THE ,.NTEN" ~ C......., I • ..,,,,,' 

OIIlENIIIN .!(~K!"CA(NGl' 
(~fD'~'IWtf •• ~,~.N.I.r,~OIfT.~I?f~,.r~,~ 
.'~/."'''/~D' (',20) ,MIND. J!IIIO. "","0. T ..... Zo.~.,DtI!4i.OfA. T. 
C,"", .. /VHrI(/IOC'Oa,IIJ,ro'(lo"".IDA,IOL,rO',IOK,IOG,JDO,10J, 

SI0',10.,IOII,101 
IIIG·O 
NIC·O 

, •••••• ['0 IN 'I'f ".Lf 0'" 
O' 1 I-I,' 

I 'fAO ", ('OA(J,J),J_I.20) 
C •••••• !AO IN TI~E ., [HT,'(SECI"tl,ut", ,.tIIO(,!'t."IIIN AND ~'1 SPACING 

'f'D (') ,,",OIlIN,OIl'. 
c •••••• [AO IN "ATE V"IA8LE 'A'ANETEtl.OIAG LEVEL AND Ni, " R_'~CHES 

'EAO ", "EH~,JfNO,NO,N8.A'" 
t. (~,O'.O' W'ITI(I,2000) 
,~(NI"N.GT.200) C'LL MI.AGI(IS .... A",) 
MJ."!NoeJ[NO 

C •••••• EAO IN O[.TH" I.NE 
t£AO (7) ZO 

C ••••• OE.IN! VALUE ., OE'T" INC.!II!NT OIL" 
OfU--""", • 
1# (M("O .. 4T .. -U Ol\t.MWII.l.n.c..-Del' 

C ••••• , .. tACH I"~H' 
0. ilo .... 1,'ftJ"' .. 

C ••••• ~'AO IN 'I" T,,!,NUMI'~ e, U/. I~ANCHf.,HU"'E~ ., " •• tILE NIHS. 
C NUMe( •• ~ O.'UNO LrVrLI 

~['D C" (IOCN',I,.I.',.' 
, •••••• EAD IN ','lrT. AND A81.LUTf C"'J""I'I 

H"'·IO( .... l) 
I' C"GA.LT,NGt.eN",.aeJO(H8,." CALL MEIAGE (3,0' 
10(N,,".HOtl 
NOhIO(NI," 
NGhNOh"'N-I 
~[AO (7) C'AtN""8"'Gl,N;" 
fO(NI,".NOtl."'H 
Nea.IO ("I," 
HG2"'''t''''''-1 
.['0 C', (GACN"".HGI,NG" 
""8NG2 

C •••••• EAO IH CHAIHAO'I ANa INC~!M!NTI I' A.fA 
'OfN8,".NGtI 
H".!DCNI • ., 
I\I02.I\IGI.I\II\I-' 
'[AO (" (GA(H"N."" •• ",'" 
JorNI").,,'t't"'''' 
NGh 10 ("'1,9' 
.. Oh .......... ' 
.[Ao t'l (.A("","'8wal,NGI' 
NG· ... 1 

' ...... [Ao I'" U/' ItA"CH NUMI! •• 
I' fIDC .. 8,1'.[I,O, ., T. JO 
10(NI, 5) .'1«.' 
NKhI0(NII.5) 
NI(I.HK'.10(N8,1).' 
I' (NKf,LT.""2' CALL "('AGI (',0) 
.[AO C" CK[CN""'.,,,KI.NK" 
HK.NK2 

c ...... rAO IN G.'UND ~fV(~ O'TA 
~ IDC .. I,10'8";.' 

NGh 10 (N8.1 0' 
HG2."0ItI0(IIII,.'-1 
'[AO CP, CGAtN),"'.NGI,NG') 
10( .. 8,11,.HG.'tIO(N8,.' 
H,.adO(N",t" 
HG2_NGltI0(NI,.'-' 
'[AO (" (GA(H),N8N",NG') 
HG·NCI 

10 ,e"'''NUI 
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03" 
ono 
0311 
0'81 
03., 
03 ... 
031S 
0'" 
03.' 
on. 
03 .. 
0310 
03" 
0391 
OJ93 
1».1" 
03., 
OJ9. 
031' 
031. 
0.19. 
1».00 
0'01 
~oa 
a.O,J 
0'0' 
0401 
0.0. 
0'0' 
0'0' 
0'0. 
0'10 
0'11 
0"2 
11'\3 
0'" 0'" 0." 
0'1' 0." 
0'" 0'20 
0'21 
0'21 
O.U 
0'14 
0'25 
Out ou, 
0'21 
0'21 ,.uo 
".31 

C •••••• [l~ J~ ~u~~t •• , .*DI'J~ 1111 
.UO (7 )NIDlfT 
t, (~YDSrT' 9W,9D,,~ 

C ......... t.Ci4 ~T. 
60 n, 80 ~_I,NXOIfT 

, ••• _R[ll) rtl tI'1"19£1I ., .... NCH!. III THfl itT 
.tlO C1, IDXfN,6' 
NUMB_IOUN,&) 

C •••••• ['D IN NUMel •• , .-O.lIN' 
.[lO f" tOlfN,7, 
NU~lfn_rOItCtl,7' 
I' fNKt.LT.NWtNUMxoeNUMB' elL~ "fllGf (.,0' 

e ••••• ' •• t lC·N •• lNCHI 
O. ,ft "_I.IIIU"'B 

C •••••• [lO IN ~_'IIIC ... NUN8[. 
.[ll) (', InlffN,N) 
IOIf flll.-.' ,_NIC., 

c •••••• [lO IN TN[ NUMBtRI w, TMt M/HI KMICM NAVE •• 0.,tN C.NN[CTI~NS 
NICI_Nlet, 
NKbNK itNU"ID.' 
.[lO f" CK!CNI"Nt-NICI,IIIK', 
NlC_"'.' '0 -nwTt,.ur 

." c, .. " NtJ( to IDK_tlUI 
IOh~Gtl 
IO"fO""'~.l'" 
Ib\'_IO .. tj~.l" 
IDO_tD\'tNelt'N 
10J_roo.""-,,,, 
IDG_rOJ."J*N8Itllll 
IbhNGhMJ·3 
10'. IOIte!h"J·2D 
I' CIOG.roT.IO', CALL MfllG! (,,0) 
WRIT! ",I(10n 
O. 100 1-,,9 

100 wRIT' (6,1002, J,('OACI,J',J-I,I) 
tlRUr f6,1003, 
0111 liD 1-1,9 

liD tI.rT[ f6,IOO" l.f,Olfl,J',J-S,IO, 
TI"[-TlSD 
tlRITf (',100', TIMI,.,.D"IN,D"AX.MINn,J[tlO,ZO 
It[TU.N 

2000 , .... l, (1.,I'M[NT[.tn O,Tl"T, 
1001 , .... A' (§or,IIN'I'[ LIB_l.¥/'O.,llfIH*"IO.,.HT¥'£,I,If.,HcwVf ., 

1111f.9H"UGNNf,.,II"'NNIN.Vf~.,I,.,8M~'If,vtL.,II.""N!N,r..lO.I 
,JOIt,JM(M',I,.,.M(M' ,I' •• 'Nf ll/.,.I'If,5"(M/'" 

1001 ' ...... , (A •• 18"20.,.~2n.s,I'20.3."0", 
100J ' .... IT (IMO,IOIf,'"T,~[,'OIf,'MOI'N('t.I' 
1004 '~_N" ('MO/IO.,I.NT!Mr ., EN'.¥(~I~I,.~'t.,J,' •• 

sl'M.r'U.~ 't.I'0(¥.",'11.3'IOt,II~IH.~'W"~L£ SP'CtNC(·,.",l,~I. 
222MMlI.MAWWILE l'lCING( ... "' •• l,,n.,16.l5M VI.TtC'L ZMwfS"O •• I~, 
31,M ~l.l Z'~E'. I'Hl'N! OlPTH( ... ' " •• 3/1H1' 

100' "-"AT f8.,I,,'S'7~,J, 
[NO 
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0',. 
OUS 
OUt 
0'3' 0..,. 0." 
0"0 0." 
0 .. 1 
o"J 
0 ... 
ou. 
11 .. ' ou, 
eM .. 
0'" 
0"0 
OUI 
OUI 
0 .. 3 
0'" au. 
au. 
0 .. ' 0'" 0 ... 
0 .. 0 
O"J 
0"1 o.n 
IMU 
O .. ~ 
O'H a." 
0 .. ' a. .. 
ouo 0", 
0"1 
0"3 
0'" A". 
0'" 
0<117 0". 
0'" Ouo ou, 
0'" O"J 
0 .. . 
a .. . 
0 .. . 

CM" 0 ... 
0'" 
0"0 
0"1 au. 
O"J 
0'" 0'" 0 ... 
0'" 
0'91 
0'91 
0100 
0.01 
oso. 
0103 
DID' 
OSO' 
OSO' 
010' 
ala. 
010. 
OliO 
all' osu 
DIU 
OU' 
OUI 
oUt 
011' 
oUt 
nil' 
DUO 
OUJ 
OUI 
OSU 
O!!U 
OUI 

SUI.IUTINI 'lTU' (K[,G&,NKI,NG&,NW,NU.' 
OrW[N'leN KI(NKl"C&CNC&I,CH&I NClnO"&.(&(Ion,,wr.LI,nnl,7r.LCIUn), 

,DS"'(SI,OSGLCS),JONCll) 
CIMM'N/O&"/NSfT,N~A'N,N.,N'I'f,NXDS!T,NIT(M,KI'!M,NK 
C,wHIN/'&.&~/'0&CO,20),M!ND,J[NO,~J,NO,T"',ID,DW&.,nwIN,nfLTA 
CI.MIN/~H[A!/JDC~OO,'I),IOXCIO,IZ),rOl,rOL,JnT,JnK,rnG,rnO,IOJ, 

110-,ln',IOM,10. 
I' (~.GT.O' IftIJTE (.,ZOOO, 
I' (ND.ST •• Sl --ITC t •• ID01) NUX,N. 
NIT["AO 
A[~INO 0 

C_.ft£'INt "' • .., ~'1t.t\:n U"" t~ T"I •• ~ ft1 
N~ .. rOl(~'('.'J 
lGhO 
l"hO 

C ••••• 'M. EACH O'&IN'Gf LINt o. IZO IAI,N'&'& 
C ••••• IOINTl'y 'LO NI, ., ol'IN&GI LINE 

NUMAI 0 II( NSET, n 
C ••••• 'INO .LO NUHI['I I' I.T &NO L&IT MINH'lll 

20 I' (NUX,(O,O' G' T' 30 
JAIOXCNS(T,lf".NUX.1 
MHhKU-,' 
GI T' '0 

30 "Hhl 
.0 JAID.CNSIT,I.".N •• I 

"HhKU", 
C ••••• IOINTI'Y .LO CHIINIOII " 'I'ST 'NO L&ST M'NHILES 

lAIO(NUM,I'.MHI·1 
cwa-laCL) 
LArOCNUM,I,.MHI.' 
C~"'(LI 

C ..... IOENTI'y ''',INIG1' aND '1"1 "I "CM .,M 
teAO 
01 SO J_""I,IIH2 
"AK.I 
LAlO(NIJM,.h".1 
CH&INC")AGICl)·C"1 
L_IO(NUW,9)."·1 
Uh("h"(L' 

SO CINTlNU! 
C •••••• IOENTt" CAl UNO LEY(L D,T' 

NGlAIO(NU14,., 
01 60 J_',NGL 
LAIO(NUM,SI'."·I 
IF (GAlL).GT,eN,.O,oo" 01 TI 70 

10 C.NTlNU! 
'0 LAO 

DI 10 "A",NGl 
L-L.I 
LI-10CHUM.l0l.~·1 
L2-S0CNUM,II'.K.' 
.Gl(L)AGI(LZ'·CNI 
ZGL(L)AG'CllJ 
IF cc&rL1'.GT.CH2.n.OOI' CI TI 00 '0 C,NTlNU! 

C ..... 1VfNT1'Y U'ITRt'" tR&NtH 
.0 NU"O 

I' CNU •• II.O •••• I.£ •• I' NUl.' 
NU"BAZ*N"IUI 

C ••••• loENTI'Y 10" 
",.MN2."I4I.1 
10N(I)AIOCNU",I) 
10"(2)_NUI 
10N(3)-N 
10NH)AL 
10NCI,-0 
J~ CNU~.!O.O) 'I T' 'S 
llChllChl 
IDN(S)AIK! 
"£ClKt:,_NU"1 

'S IDNCI)AUU' 
10NC' )-IONU"N 
IDNCI)·,DN",.N 
IDNCUA!DN",.N 
10N(10'AJONC',.N 
IDNCI"AION(IO).l 

C •••••• T~Af G,L,AND "'SfT , •• OIl "'N 
DIGL (J hlGL (L) 
LL-SDCNUM,6,."H2·1 
Ollf'fI,-GI(lL) 

C •••••• T •• ! THE OlTA ',A T"SS el,NcH IN KI,G' &ND C,MH.N ~H(.~ 
C ••••• CI'.AE C"&I~'Grl ,ND &A(II' 

IChSChhN 
uO 
01 100 "A', .. 
ICI.IGI+I 
IG".I~.N 
.d.l 
CACIGI'AC"IINelC, 
UIJC"AUIIeK' 

'DO CINTI NilE 
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052' 
0&2. 
O!lZt 
OSlO 
O&l' 
O!lJl 
ou:s 
Ou. 
0531 
oue 
0'" on. 
oUt 
01'0 
at ... 
as .. I 
01 .. 
O'H 
OU' 
oue 111., 
au. 
au. 
0550 
oes, 
ossa 
OSSI 
ass .. 
OM' ossa 
OS" 
OSII 
OS5I 
OSlO 
0511 
OS6I 
flU 
otu 
OSlI 
alii. 
051' a ... 
0561 
05'0 
0'" 
0511 
0511 
051. 
as" 
o"e 
OS" 
OS 11 
0511 
OUO 
Dill' 
0511 
08U 
~5" 
0511 
0"1 
OSl' 
011 .. 
OUt 
ostO 
alII 
OSI. 
Olltl a',. 
0191 
0591 
OS 91 
0591 
05" 
0100 
oeOI 
0101 
010' 
010. 
0101 
alae 
060' 
060. 
060. 
0610 
0611 
oell 
oeu 
oe" 
061 I 
01,. 
061' 0'" 061' 
AUG 
OUI 

.... ' ... w .... ~_ ........ ,.~ 

IGhlGhN 
IC.O 
D8 110 J.l.~ 
IGhIG&+1 
IGblGhL 
IC.IC.I 
G&(IGU.ZGLCIC) 
lOAf 1(01) •• 101. III) 

"0 CINUNlIE 
IG48I(;hl. 

' ...... 'ECI" 10" 
01 tlO ... ,.11 
IIU I. J ).10-' (", 

120 CINTtNUE 
' ..... tAfaTf ' •• NC" 06" "".OM IICTI ••• ~ c .... ORal-

U 8 .. ,a ... , 1".,1._ .... , 
IC.N' ..... ' 
O' 130 leU, 13 
IC.IC., 
10(l,nell 
IOCl.2'82 
I' II.EO.II' 10(1,I,e, 
IOCl.l).2 
1011 • .,82 • 
rOCl,,)·IIC[*1 
o. US JJd, II 
.lUI +1* (JJ." 

til 1011.JJ)et,atJIC 
, ..... O£'IN[ C~.INaGr. a.O '.Ea. 

.aUG .. S).O.O 
,aIIG,.,).a,I(011"(IC)·0.8"(IC.'" 
GAIIO .. "eO.O 
G.IIG"S)eO.O 
~(IC'.".01'L(IC' 
"II"*'O)eOIGI.I"I' 
"UGU" ).0.0 
oaII0,.,2,·G'(10'.I) 
IGhlGhU 

, ..... O£'IN! U/' '.'NC~!' 
ICEIIlChUelC 
I'(I.~O.II' ,. " '2' 
ICf(IIC[U,ehl 

121 !lCfeIKE*IDCI,2, 
110 CINT!"'UE 

, ••••• C.E'TE U'IT.E •• '.'NCH 0'" ". OUNM' 't'£ 011 I' ./0 lET 
I.IJ*I 
1011.2)·2 
1011.5)ellCftl 
1C[111C[·"e' 
ICUllCf t2,.r J 
JlChllChl 
N8.,NeJ.I 
"8·"1*1 
I' INU •• 'O,O' N'.'.I.N".' 
N,·O 
10TeIG"1 
10hlOT .-.",,, 
tOL.IO .... .,.' 
JOOdOL.N, •• 
10hlIChl 
rOJalDO:''''''' 
IDIO.IOJ.MJ*NIIR, 

C ..... CAraTE DUMMY '1'1 V'LUI. u"T.r,M I' 110 •• T ,. AEQUI.EO 
JJ·O 
NP., 
L_IOAeI 
I' C"'UI,NE.O) 101 TI '40 
LelOhl N'.,.,".' 

1.0 01 160 11_'," ,.h' 
lC8Iohl.1 
GA(IC,8GAlL*' ) 
ICa10hl.1 
,'(1C)8GAIL*" 
ICaIOLtt., 
G&CIC).OUL·3) 
1Ca100tl.' 
,"te).GAeL··) 
LeL*· 
lCeIOJ.I."J*CI." 
01 150 Jlel,MJ 
lralC.1 
1. ... *' 119 GAIIC).GAeL' 
JJ8JJtl 
NUM.IOXINIET,JJ' 
tOII.I).lO(~UM.') 

16" CINTl~UE 
.[Tu· ... 

lOot '1._" ('MO" •• ,~~S"('" C.'SSO.'I~ •• r6. 
II.M OIWNSTAf'" CA.SSOA,lN.,l6) 

2000 "AM.T (IHOIIIIISX.llNfNTERrO S[TU', 
[NO 

rND I' I£GM[NT. L[NGTH 109, ""M[ I(TU' 
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062' 
OUJ 
en. 
GUS 
GU, 
0111 
ou. 
061' 
DUO 
0131 ou, 
OUJ 
ou. 
OUS 
OUt on, 
out on, 
0"0 
064' 
OU, 
0'" 
0'" 
O"S 
0 ... 
064' 
0 ... 
06" 
0650 
OlSt 
Olst 
0113 
0". 
0655 
on, 
0657 
0651 
0659 
0660 
066t 
0662 
0663 
066. 
0665 
0 ... 
066' 
01 .. 
0669 
0170 
0171 
061' 
0673 
oe7. 
O.,S 
067. 
0.7' 
De,. 0." 
OelO 
Dell 
OU, 
o.n 

.06" 
0685 
01116 
061' 
0 .. 1 
n689 
0890 
0891 
0691 
OttJ 

IUBA'UTIHE luaNE' fKf.G,.NK[.HG •• HUW' 
C ••••• 'HII SUBR'UTt~r ~.IOUC!S • srT ., IPTIMAL DESIGNS "R A NfT_HRK 
, Iv!. A 'AHGE I' DIS ST.TE. 

OIMEN'I'N K((~£""(NG" e".I-I&6'" wt[T • .e"~.N'.NPIP[.N.OSE, •• ,"·.«!"M.N« 
C'MM'W/P'AjM/POA('.'O).Mr~JINo.MJ.No.'.'P.IO.O"'.O~IW.Of~T. 
CIMMRN/WH[RE/IOrI00,II1,101(10,11),IOA.IOL.IOT.ln •• IOG.lnO.IOJ. 

aJ~.JOI.JOM.IDl 
I' (No.eT.O) *,ITE (1.2000) 

C_IIlt./tNU ItA¥! Itt .. ItOuttITUU,'t 'd!IIR •• 'tc .. t'CM '" n .... 
01 tOO N •• I ... a .... 

e ••••• OE.tGN 'RAWCH ,. A MtW'MUM G"OlfNT 
CALL MGRAO (~[,G'.NKE.NG" 

C ••••• I •• ' .U, UPSTR"M CIS'I 
NN·10"2*IOCNI.J) 
CALL e'H' (KI,.A.H.[ ... ' .... N.G.rIOG'.KI(IO.') 

C ••••• PA.OUC£ 'P'IM'l DEIICNI 'IA THIS 8'ANCH , •• "NGE ., 0/' ~TATE' 
CALL NIAUN eNE.C',NKE.NCA, 

C ••••• ~.lnUCI TA'CE .ACN UP I"NCH 'IA AANGI ., 0/' STATE. 
J' (HI.IO.I) CALL 'AAIL (KI.C ..... f ... CA' 

100 ClNTlNUE 
"8·NI"N.I 
N~IPI.MIO(IO(I,I"IO' 
•• ID(NI.IO'tlor.,"·1 
CALL UPVALfKI.eA.HNI ... ' •• TU •••• Z,O.C.CK') 
GAfJOAhTU' 
GAUDA'I'" c." 11)41", •• 1 ""O".U.o 
CA~L .,ltO t~O.,~t",t.o, 
CALL CIM8 (K[.'A, ... [,"'.,IOA •• ,I,I' 

e ••••• OE'INI HAl LlvrL AND MAl OIAM "UMR[. ,R. ,.ANCK I 
ZIlA1I."(IDL' 
DHhGUIDD' 
CALL IllfO rpOA,N'IPf,JMAI,OMA) 

t ••••• 'e~ E.CH DIS ST.TE.TA.el ,AC. T •• "at~ It' T •• TAT! UIS R' SUI~fT 
C •••••• ,.'O T'AIL OAT' 'I'M HAC TA'[ 

I''''INO 9 
.. K·IOKeI 
D. 190 J •• ,HJ 
.. UNhl 

"0 R[AO c., .fCNK),AEAL,A[AL 
AflillNO 9 
NlChNKEeMJ 
..Chro,.S 

c ••••• , •• EACH 011 I'ATf 
O' IftO J.',JENO 
JI·I·JENO.J 
OOI.POA(NPIPf,J" 
01 200 H.,,14[NO 
NllhNU.' 
.UNIII hO 
"ChNGItS 
If (G'(NGI'.GT.99999 •• 0J G' ,. ZOO 
ZOS.Z.OELTA·'L •• TCM·I) 

e ••••• IDf .. 'J'y U/S M '''D J 
CALL IRIDe! (GA,NCA,'01,DOS,'"A.,JM •• ,NPT'f,IOJ.~t.JI) 
If CNO.GT.I) WRITE C6,JO~0' ZOS,OD.,IH •• ,JMAI,NPIP£.IOJ.IoI •• JI.",J 
K.ION.CJI-I,*MfNO.MI-, 
N[CNN".HUX.MJ.Kf(K) 

200 CINTtNtJ[ 
I' (NO.LT.2, A(TUA .. 
NKI.HKf."Jtl 
MAITE C6,1001, MK1,NKE 
.'ITE (6,1002, t.r(I"t~I.~Kt' 
'ETUIN 

2000 ,eIHAT (51,,'H£"T(I[0 SUINET) 
100. 'I'HAT C1HO/51,.7M.,,!I!Nefl AeIIS, IUINI''''RII( ITI'IO IN KL t._H , 

are •• H TI ,16' 
1002 fIA .. A' CII,15,1916' 
3noo 'IAMAT C'I,3'1.3,711, 

1 .. 0 
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oe'4 
Oett 
0 ... 
on' 
oe~. 
au. 
0'00 
0'01 
0701 
0'0' 
0704 
0701 
0'0' O,g, 
070. 
070' 
or,o 

.ue".UTttlf .. ~ f.,. T •• , ) 
c ..... ¥.R[TU.N PFRI~O(¥RI).T.TtHf(.JNS, •• I'JNTt~IJ'Y ,_MlHW) 

'116n./T,C(¥·T.202.211) ••• 1Ilt'·Z.5') 
r, C.I-33,' 10.10,40 

SO .1.~" •• I~O.O) 
nTUIt~ 

40 Nlao 
c ••••• JTf.AT'.N L'" "It H'LLANO '.""ULA 

50 NtlNlti 
"'L'GCI'2'O,0/Y/ltI/T'CA,.T/IS2'.O.O,t""."'-1,0.0.0'I ••• r 
0,1.1.0/·1_3,55/CRI_152."T).,03I, 
""0' 1t11R1.' 
I' CA'IC.)e~,OI' 10,10,110 

to I' CNI.LT,IO) 0' T. 50 
CALL MfIAGfCI7.01 
INO 

END I, IEGMENT. LENGTH 

O,U 
O'U 
O'U 
0'1' 0',. 
0'" 0'" 

lue.,UTIN! VFL'C 'ILIPf.DIAM.Ak,V,O) 
C.···.CALCULATfl 'L'WI '.'M CIL!a.,IK.WHITE "RMUL' 

IO'la.TcIL'PleOIA", 
va'I"".IO.ALIGIOIRK/3.'/DtAM.O,t"It.t'IO/DI AM l 
aeVIOIAM·DIAMI O,7". 
I"TURN 
rND 

n. NAM! YELIC 
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"'" 0111 
0710 
0121 
0722 
07" 
07" 
07,. 
0721 
0727 
0721 
071' 
4730 
0731 
O'll 
0'3' 
073. 
0'3. 
07", 

~'" on. 
on. 
0"0 
07'1 
07" 
0"1 
07 .. 

0'" 0'" 
07" 
0'" 
07 •• 
0750 
07S1 
0'" 
0751 
075. 
075. 
075, 
0717 
0781 
07" 
0710 
0761 
07., 
07., 

0'" 07" 
07 •• 0,., 
07" 
076' 
0770 
0771 
077' 
077' 
0'" 
0771 
07" 
0'" 0'" 077. 
0710 
0711 
0'" 0'13 

0'" 07" 
07" 
071' 

.UI.-ulJNI ~. CICf.~.N«I.N'j) 
~ ..... THfl Iue.'UT'N! Of.'ON' .~ '~OIV10u&~ ... ~~ It ~'~t~U" GA'Olf~' 

DI"EIISI,N IC£(NI(().GUtIG" 
C'"M'N/DATAINSrl,NftRAN,NA,N~r~!.NIOSfT,NfTr",ICJT£M,Nk 
C'M"'N/PARAH/POA('.20,,"[IIO.J[ND,HJ,ND.T.AP,ZO.ONA.,~"IN.OfLT. 
C'"M'NI.MlRE/fDC200,ll),101(10.1",JOA.JOL,JnT,JOM,I~G,IDO.IDJ, 

lIOP,IO •• IO".IO' 
" CND.GT.O, WRfT! C •• IOOO) 

C ••••• O!'IIiE PIP! TYP£ 
NPlp[_",0(10(HI.I,.10) 

C ••••• IOENTI'YG •• UIID LEYEL AT UPITA!A" MANH~Lr 
"IIO(NI,10) 
eLUII"CNJ 

e. ••••• 81.'~ ,TA-T .' _UN VALUE' 
caLL UPYAL C M£. GA. NIC[ .11". TUI, A.UUI, ZIII. OUI, GLUI) 
caLL RAIN (RP,TUS/60.0.R', 

C ••••• IO(NTI'Y NUMII • • , MANM'LEI IN TMII '.AIICH 
NMW_10(NI,3, 
NVAL·10 •• HMH.CN""·t)·HJ 
If' (-(.u.~. UU Iff"'« ( .... _4,4., 
NVA~'IOG.""M*'HJ") 
l' CNG'.~~.NV'l' (ILL ",IAIt (t'~'L' 
JllOhJOG 
NG"NGt ... "' .. 
N.hIOI( 
GACHGt hZul 
IACHII'.AREAU,.WI",6,. 
JJlICfCHl(lJ 
H.IOCN",I) 
MUhIOCNII,II' 
LUa-IOCNB,IO) 
UIO(NI.9, 
,"IN.POA(NP!P!,S, 
C,VER'PDACNPIPE,l) 
CHU,-O.O 

C ••••• '.R !ACH HANMILl p'SITIIIII 
O' 110 "',IIIIt .. 
NIH.t 
NOI8N'ltl 
NG"!IIGhi 
IIIl(hNl(ltl 
CWOS"ACN) 
oUr8cNDS.CHUI 
IOI.ZUI.DXI,*;MIN 
"."u. 
LILul 

'0 "' .... 1 "'a (III' 
L'L.a 
Z·GAfL' 
ZDI8AMrNa(I.C'V!~.(CHOS.w'.GMrN.ID8' 
I' (CMOS.G' ••• n.oo.) G~ ,. 3D 
IL·PC.(Zu.-ZO.'/OISf 
•••• t 

-A~!'ftS-'~I'UI.GA(IC' 
C ••••• CALCULA't .lDUIR!O OI .... !'E. 

II DI'POUI/PIP!, JJ) 
I' (JJ.GT.IO •••• DI.L'.n.Dl •••• DI.GT.I.nJ CALL "(IAG£ Cl',JJ' 
CALL VILIC (SLIPf,OI,POA(II'IPf,2',V,O) 
I' (V.POACHPJ'l"" , •• ' •• J6 

J6 I' (V.POACNPIP!,'" '2.".'S 
.2 T'.Tus.or,flV 

CALL RAIN CRP."/eo.O,R" 
'L'W.A.[AO!·~I'3.6,e 
I' C'LIw.Ll,Q) 'I T •• 0 

" JJ'JJ.I 
•• TI '" 'I y,POACNPIP!," 
"'TUStOIlT/Y 
CALL RAIN CRP,"/60.0,.I) 
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0'" 
0'" 
0190 
0791 
0791 
07., 
07,. 
0795 
0791 
07,7 
0"1 
07., 
0100 
0101 no. 
DIU 
DID. 
OIOS 
010. 
0107 D.D. 
010' 
OlIO 
01" 
01" 
0113 
Oil' 
01" 
01" 
01" 
01'1 
Oil' 
0120 
0121 
Din 
Din 
OIU 
Din 
oea. 
oea7 
DIU 
oea. 
OllO 
OUI 
DIll 
OIU 
01". 
ons 
OUt 
OU7 
OUI 
OU, 
DUO 
OUI 
OIU 
O .. l 
01 .. 
OUS 

'L .... ·(AO.·AJIJ •• t. 
O.0,7I, •• or.Ol·v 
" CQ •• L'~' 37,",3' 

39 CALL 'J~OG (01,V"OA(N'1't,a1,1~e.f' 
IO'.IU'.OIIT·aL~P£ 
M.MU' 
L·LU. 

.1 ".114.1 
118"HII4) 
L-L.I 
Z.lhCL) • 
ZDs.'"r~l(l.C'Y£A.rCMOS._).SL"E,ZDS) 
I' (CMOS.GT,_.O,OOI' GI T •• , 
GI T' '0 

.3 V.~DA(NPI'f,., 
T'.TUI+OtIT/Y 
CALL NAIN (A',T,/eO,O,II" 
'LeW.ARtAO,.AI/S,e!6 
OaO.'15'.0r.01.Y 
" CQ.'LI~' '7."," 

.... UU "NDG COI.V.'OUN'I".2J.~.n, 
2U1N1~atD'.IL1~.Otl'.ZD 
,. (Z~t •• QT.Zut) ~ ,. 40 
I' (NII4M,GT,2) CALL M[IAGt ".,1) 
,A(MGt-,).ZU'N!W 
I' ("O,Gf,D) WRITt (1,'001' ZUSNfw 

C •••••• T •• ! OlwNSTA!AM ZINt LfYEL,'L'. AW~ '1'1 SIlt 
40 GUMGS hlOS 

U (NGlla'L'" 
I([(NIC' 'eJJ 

C ••••• A[Ot'I"[ U'STR'AM VALUra 
CHUsaCMOS 
ZUbZOI 
AAEAU'UltlO' 
,us." 
MUhM 
LUS.L 

50 C"NUNU( 
~ •• -.'T'A( !NO ., tRANCH VALUEI 

MaIO'.NII., 
UC .. ,.Tul 
"aIOhN8., 
Ue,,'aUUU' 
MeIOL.NII., 
''''''.ZUI 114aI0'h"8., 
GA(II4'.'OA(~l~,JJ' 
IDhIOC.,.N'4114., 
10YaIOtCtNfIIM_t 
I' (NO.L'.') R[TUAN 
wRITf (e.,002) IOT,IOZ,IDI(,IDY 
WRITf re,IOOI) (GAela,laIOT.rOl) 
WRIT[ (e"OOI) (M((I),lal0.,IDY) 
It£TUItN 

100' ".~lT (1."".3,9",.3) 
SOOI '8AII4AT (1.,15,I9Ie, 
2000 ,a.~AT ~S •• 'JHrNTf~D NGIAO) 

(NO 
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aU' 
014' 
0 .... 
01 •• 
OISO 
alii 
0.51 
0.13 
01,. 
-on, 
Oil. 
0'" Oil. 
Oil' 
OliO 
0'11 
1)111 
Ottl 
0'" 016. 
0 .. , 
0'" 0 ... 
Oil' 
0110 
0111 
0872 
0'73 
011' 
0'7' 
017' 
0.,7 0.,. 
011' 
0 .. 0 
0111 
Oil. 
oln 
01 .. 
all. 
0 ••• 

.utttlU'f1Nt UI'VAl ttl£.Cl.fIH(f .H;A, 'UI.'II('"'' fUI,nUI,GlUe) c ••••• ~INOS THf ITA.T ~, AUN VAlUII ., Tf~ 'AtA ltVfL ANn OI'~tT~. 
C ,e. BA'HCH HI 

nl"IHStIH KlrNKI',GACHG" 
CI~M'HI0""NsrT,N8A'~.H~,N.ll't,NXOl(T,NITtM,KIT'M,NK 
C'M"'~/P'A'M/'O'C',IO'.MINO.JINO.MJ,NO,T,.P,ZO,oM,v,nMIN,OILT' 
CIMMRN/WH[R[/IO(200,II1,IOVCIO,12),IO"IOL,10',IOK,IOG.1"o.IOJ. 
IIOI',IOR,IOM~tOI 
I' (HO.GT.O) WAITI '1,2000' 
TUl.T 
,.hUI.O.O 
IUh'99999 •• 

- ous.o.o 
C ••••• IOlN'I'y HUMIIA I' UPITAt'M •• , .. CM'I 

II HUI.10(N8," 
I' (NU~.'Q.O) 'I T. 20 
N.lo( ... ,~)·I 

C __ UR Ut:" \M11tIltl ".IC" 
O. 10 h'.~ut 
H.", 1 

C ••••• 10[NT1'y ,A,NCH NUMlrA 'NO U"T.'AM VALUtl 
N •••• K!CN' . 
".1I)T."811'·1 
TUI •• "AVICTUI,;'C"" 
".IOh .. ,II'·1 
'AI,UI.,III'Ult;"'" 
".IOLtNIIII'·1 
IUI.4M I .. ICIUI,O'( .. ), 
".IOOtN,II'·1 
OUI.AM'V'COUI,0'C"'1 

10 CINUNUE 
20 ZUI.'MIHICZUS,GLUS.I'O'CNI'II'"ll, 

GAUD;h'UI 
C4LL SllfO (1'0"NPI'I,.ICI0."nIlS1 
I' (NO.LT.I, A!TUAN 
wArTE CI,IOOI, Nt,NU8,TUI,'lIt'US,ZUI,OUS 
A(TIJAN 

2000 "_M4T (5.,llMtHT(II'0 UPV'L' 
1001 "IIM" CSV,IMS.ANCM,le,I,,23MS.'NCHtl UPSTAf,",TIM! •• "'.', 

lSM'.,,·,'12.1,IML[VIL.,'12.3,SMOI,M.,'I'.l) 
(NO 
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0'" 0'" 
0'" 
0110 
on, 
atU 
on. 
o.u 
0'" 
0'" 
Olt' 
0.91 
ant 
0.00 
Gto, 
0.02 
otOJ 
0.0. 
oto. 
0.0. 
0"7 
otOI 
otO, 
0"0 o.u 
0"2 
O.U 
tit .. ",I 
0'" 0'17 

0'" a.,. 
OUO 
OUl 
0'22 
a92J 
a9U 
0"1 
092. 
0927 
ani 
Gtat 
nuo 
o.u 
OUI 
O'U 
0'" 
09l!l 
ou. 
01117 
onl 
Deu, 
09.0 
OU, 
OUI 
OOU 
OO~4 

0 •• 5 
09 •• 
OU7 
0941 
D.4t 
0050 
Onl 
o.n 
01!U D". ons 
095. 
0951 
0"1 
0'" 0.10 

'U~~~UTJN[,CB~A (Kr.GA.~K!,NCA,NN.ZTOI,NnDS) 
OI"[N'T0N KErNKE),Gl(NGA' 
Ce~"eN/O.'./NS£T,N~_AN,NA,N~tP£,N.oSrT.NtT!M,KtT£M,NK 
C'HN'~/P.R'N/Po.t9,20',HrNO,J!ND,MJ,NO,T,RP,lo.n~".0~1~.D[~T. 
C~IN/_M[~/ID('00,1".IO.CI0.12',IOA.J~JDT.tOC.I~.I~n.10J, 
11~.!~·.!0",10~ 

If' (NO." IfI, "'Ift (, •• aooo, 
C ••••• S!T C.I' I' A __ IVAL A' '1_" "ANH.LI IN _UN ,. ZEAl 

01 10 ,. •• "" 
J ...... I·1 

10 GUJ)eft.D 
NUhIOrlllll,,, 
I' ("U~,G'.O' 'I 'I lO 
I' (J[NO.!O.I) Q' ,. 100 

C ••••• OE'IN[ IN,rAII'''! 'EP! z.~r. A' TH!' VP,'.'A" !IIIO I' TH! .. [,.,eK 
J2eJ!NO-1 
lCeNN·l 
01 20 Jal.J2 
D. 20 Mal,M£IoID 
lCaK.1 

10 OAtK'.'O ••••• ' 
O' " toO 

JD lCaIOtNW,5,-S 
c ••••• , •• rACH UPST_rAM II_ANCH 

01 ,0 fat,NUI 
C ••••• ('tNO VIS PI~! NUH.!",TY~! AND MA.,OI.tN.NU""'.' 

KalC.1 
"".K!C.' 
~uteMeDt101wt.l"I~' 
La 101"""1 
CALL .llfO ('O •• ~I'U'.JI,"(I.)' 
l.arOI.'''''-l 
nU,.;AtL' 
O' 10 Jat,JtNO 
JJ'NDDS-JlND+J 
I' tJJ.G£,6, Q' T, .0 
I' tl.(Q,I' GI T' '10 
G' T' ID 

40 OO'_POA(~.r~!,JJ' 
01 70 H_l,M(IIO 
lDSaZTOI.'LIA'tM·11*D(LT' 
tlST A,999999. 9 
01 60 JUS."J[NO 
JJUS-JI-J(ND'JUS 
I' (JJUS.~T,I' CI TI 10 
OUI,'DAtIiPIPUS,JJUI' 
I' CDV',e'.ODS.a.OOI' O. , •• S 
01 55 MUlal,H[NO 
ZUlaZTUS·'L'.T(MUS.t'.OfLTA r, flUS.LT.ZDS-O·oo,) &0 TO 10 
l.aIOJ.l.tIlA_t)*MJ.fJUS-,,*M!NO+HU, 
~1"Ae'Mllllce'I'A,GACL') 

" el"'UNU! 
6D (."'UNU! 

-el Lall"'-l+CJ-l)*MfIllO+M 
CU tl. "A"INI eGA fl.' .UIT" ,""0'." 

70 CIIiUNUr; 
,0 ("NUNU! 
9n C,fllTlNIJ! 

100 I' tHO.I.T.l) AtTUAN 
LaNN.I4J_1 
MAITf (6.1001' N~."'U~.NN.L 
.AIT! t6,1002, (GAtl"I'NN,~, 
"[TUAIiI 

liD LaNN·"CJ_,,*M!N1J 
.,. "1:) IC£ .. , ,tf!H1) 
LaL.t 

120 GAtL,a'9'9'9.' 
O. Til '0 

IDOl 'I"MA, tIHD.SX,20HU/I CIST' 'IA 'AA~CM,16.19H till. ", U/I 'I~ES., 
116,l H),2161 

1002 'eA~" ,t.,'Il.3,"'2,J, 
1000 "AHA' tSl,IIH!NT!.!O eIMI' 

(NO 
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0961 
0.61 
O.u 0." 0." 
096' 
0167 
Otel 
a ... 
0910 ,,". 
0'71 
A'" 0,7' 

0.75 
097' 
0.77 
0'71 
0.7. 
OtlO 
0"1 
Otll 
0.13 
0 ... 

0 .. ' Otl. 
0 .. 7 
0 .. ' A ... 
0910 
ottl 
0.91 
Oft) 
0'" 091' 
ott. 
ott, 
ott. 
Ott. 
1000 
1001 
IDOl 
100J 
100. 
100S 
lOa' 
lao' 
IDOl 
100. 
1010 
1011 
IOU 
IOU 
IDa' 
InlS 
IOU 
10., 
lOll 
Ion 
1020 
1011 
1022 
IOU 
102' 
11125 
IOU 
101' 
IlIIi 
11121 
lOla 
IIIU 
lOll 
toll 
IOU 
10J' 
10l' 
1037 
lOll 
10lt 
10.0 
10'1 
IOU 
IOU 
10" 
10" 
10" 'a., 
10" 

'IJ"RCIIU U"f 111""11111 (IIf, G', "'"f, "'GA 1 
DJ"EN,re" MfINII[),GA, .. G,) 
C'M~~"/OAT""Sf,,"8"AN,III~,"PtP~'''.O'ET'''ITE~,lIrTF~, .. ~ 
C."~~N/PA"A~/PDA'9,'O"M!"O,Jl"O,~J,HO,T,AP,ZD,OM'I,D~rN,O'L'A 
CIMMe"/MH[AE/IOCIOO,II"iOI(IO,II',IOA,I"L,lnT,IOII,lnG,lnn,IDJ, 

110P,IDA,IO",IDI 
U5ICAL N(NIII 
I' (NO.".'" "'Tt: ".aooo, 
Lt4ff). 11) (1111, ., 
NENo.rDC",.,3) 
10 .... 'DO"~*N! .. 0 
10"IOIC+HE"'0 
ro"t0t4~~" 
10N.IOlt'N!~0.l'*MJ 
ICc,,'-tOM.H"·1 
IIA[" .101.1 
".1 

C ••••• OE'I .. [ Oil STATE (NAHHIL' NI 
10 H.N., 

e ••••• cor'IN! PAA,H!T[.' OEPENO!"f I ...... , 
N!WN., fAUE .. 

C ••••• IArLATty! CHA''''AOE' 
ICdo( .. ~,I) ... ·a 
10S-GUIC' 

e--- C T'- P Z,NE I 
K.loG .... ' 
nOS·GACIC, 

C·····C'LAwI 
I(.IOG ...... "'(NO 
ONa"c,,) 

' ..... (HA •• P!" Ol~N."UN".J 
•• ,nte .... ' 
tfDNw4Cff1U 
J.O 

C ••••• OE'IN! 0/' .fAfE (OIAM!f!1 ", 
ao ".".1 

JPIPf.ND ... JENO.J 
N.D 

C ••••• Ol'IN! Oil SfAfE (LEV!L HI 
30 H.Mtl 

C ..... O/. STiTf C".J.~' tl NI~ Dr'tNEOlsrf tiS' I' A.~I~'~ ,T C~,J,NI 
t 'Rfl'ltl'~Lr HIOM 

ICCII Tatecas h I 
UE'.ICIIE'.I 
GArteCIST' •• 999.9,9 
ICECIC"EP').O 

c.· ••• O.E. JPIP[ ce."E"'''O f' A ilEAL PIPEt 
tf CJPI'f,LT,I' G8 T' 30~ 
ZOI.'TOI·'LIAfCN-I)·O!LTA 
NN.O 

C.·· •• Of'I .. ' UPI'''!AN ITAT! CNANNILE' 
NMI'·O 

40 "'N ... III.I 
_ ~~~:~:~~~)t"N.1 

c ..... ,. OllfANCr IEf_EEN "ANHILE, P!AHIIIILEt 
rr CIot.XUt,OT.'"'X.O,DDI,AND.NtNft.Of." O' f • • n 
I' (XOS.IUS.LT.OMJN.04 OOI.ANO.NtND.Gf." 01 f. 290 
NIt".NIt('t' 
".rOOt .. H·l 
I' CNtcf.LT.lftMe,tJ*NII!', CALL N!SAGr (lO,n) 
I' ("GA.Lf.IOg.I.2.""l" CALL "'SAG! (11,0) 
NIC.IOM.'·'''''''.I' 
NO-JDg.,.,NA"·I' 
ZTU •• UCKI 
I' C,IIIIT,N!.H, GI fl 150 

C ••••• OE'IN! PA"AM!TE'" O!P!ND!NT '111 CIMarMA'Z'N ., III .~O ~N 
C ••••• lDf'IN! IIilTrAH!DJATf G"'UNO L!¥!Lll 

01 so Ld,LENO 
".IDC .. 8,11'·L·1 
IF CGAClCl,Gf.IU'.O~OOI' 'I f. '0 

so CINUIIIU! 
.0 U.L 

ICGXL I.IC 
KGZLhtceLENO 
L'·Lh, 
,.0.0 
L£vn.1 
I' (LI.EQ,LIIIIO) G~ T. 1.0 
I' CGACICGWLltl',Gf.XDS.O.OOa) 01 fl 1'0 
L3·Llt' 
01 70 L.LJ,L!NO 
KdO(N".11 l+L.I 
I' CG,CK).GT.IO'.O.OOll 'I fl 10 

70 ce~Tl"u, 
10 LI.L·' 

_GILaarO(NI.ll'tLa., 
ICGZL2"O.L"Lf~ 
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, .. 
Imo 
10Sl 
lot' 
Ion 
,05' 
lOSS 
10M 
lOS' 
1051 
lOSt 
1010 
1011 
lOU 
IOU 
lOll 
lOIS 
,061 
Ifll' 
,Oil 
to .. 
1010 
.\011 
101' 
to" 
U" 
2'1" 
1011 
,071 
1011 
a 019 
1010 
lOll 
\Otl 
IOU 
10 .. 
Ion 
101. 
.aOI1 
1011 
lOll 
Iota 
1091 
1011 
Ion 
IOU 
1091 
lot, 
1091 
,091 
I Ott 
1100 
110, 

"0' 1103 
110. 
lIOS 
ItOI 
110' 
1101 
lIo, 
1110 
Itll 
till 
IIU 
It" 
IItI 
III. 
Ill' 
1111 
1111 
1120 
1111 
1121 
tlU 

'12' ,US 
1111 

"" 1"1 ua. 

C ••••• OE'tNf '-f' I' LING IrCTIIN AS'V£ ST_AIGHT LIN! 'R'" NN ,. N 
A".GA(CQXL'·l,*(G&CMCZll'.'&CMGZL2 t ",aO.S 
Dt IS Ll"LI,L2 
.'_Ll.10CNI,II'tLL.1 
WGZLL.MCXLl·L£NO 

IS ,,,&.C&rMGXLL,aCC&rMGILL.l,·QArMGZlL·l,,an.S 
'.'.G,rM.rL'.I'.fG'(WGILI-t"G'rMGI4I".".~ 

C.-U '.'U~ lEV£L.C ... Uvr.c."vu .. VUUILr; 
GS\I'£W(G'(.GZL"I'''.(<<GZL'.'''/Caot.~'' o. 130 L.LI.L2 
MGI(L"10(N8,ll'·L·' 
IIGZLU'ICL.lEND 
'SLB'£.(G&CCGZl)·,&rIlGILI·I"/t"CII,IL,·XUI' 
I' ('ILIPE,LT.GSL."F.O.OOOft" I. T' .0 
l' (PILIPf.LT.'IL"EtO.OOOOI' G. r. 130 
,. T' CII0,100,130).lEVEl 

90 'B T' rIIO,llO,IOOI,LeVEl 
tOO LEVEL". 

CI T' 140 
110 LEVELa3 

- 18 ,. 1.10 
no LEV£Ld 
\30 CtNTlNUI 

C ••••• Of'INE 'NO IT •• E '~tUND C'NOtTI,NI AND DIIT4NCE IETMfEN MANHPLrl 
C , •• '"II C'"8IN4'I,N ., N '''0 .... 

,.0 IIf(N«I-LfWEL 
«((~I ,...1 
ME r II"" "LI 
Gl(N"a." .. rut 
GUNG.!) .. 
I' rNO.CT.', WRI'! (6,ZOOI' ~~,N'~'(',LfV!LfLI,LI,G&CNG',& 

C ..... OE'rN[ U~.T.r4M "'T! CUI. _I~f OI.~ETt.' 
ISO DII"'G'rNO' 

ARh"G&CNO." 
l[VELalCUNIIJ 
LIIlCrc"'"" 
LIIIC!CIIIII+2' 
JJIO 

160 JJ'JJ.t 
M"II)CtNN.' 
JJ~I'['M£CC'·JrNO.JJ 
" (JJ~z'r.L'.6) C' 'I 260 

C ••••• O£'INE UPIT.f4M ITA'E rC"WN LEvEL ""'I 
MM.O 

110 "Ha""'t' 
Ic'S,,,rOM.'.CNN·l).MJ.CJJ_"I"'fNDtH" 

C··· •• CH€C IC 'f"I"LI'. I' "LUTflN 
c.·.~.rU/I I'A'! 'fA.IIL'" 

-- " rG4rIC'IT'.GT.9.999'.0' 'I T. 110 <.· ••• (PIPf IL'P! .1THr~ _r,T.AINT." 
IUSaZTIlI·'LltAHHM.l ,10fL fA 
IL"EaCIUS·to"/01.' 
II ('L'''f.LT.'D'(~PfPf.I'.O.OOOO'' II ,. "0 

C·· ••• (PI" CA"ACIT •• U"ICIFNT" 
CALL flL't ('L.,[,~ArN~!~,3~1II".O.(~I~(,I"V£~,O,uLLI 
II CQ'VLL.L'.~III' G. ,. 250 

c-•••• rV!L.CIT. ACCEP'AIl'" 
I' (V€L.LT.POACNPIPE.31.0.00" ,- TI 180 
I' (V!l.OT.'D&rN"I"["'.O.OOS) ,I TI 'so 

C ••••• CDf"H ., CIVE~ REI'.ArNT VI'LA,rO" 
O' " r2'O,tIO,2'O,IIOI.L(VfL 

'10 n. 200 L"Ll,LI 
M'.L"JD(Nt.'t'·~·l 
I(GZL""GItL.Lr~O 
I' (ZUI.IL.'tl(O'(IIG.L' •• UI'.'T.G&CIC'ZL,."nArN"t~,')tD.OOl' G~ 

I" ISO 
10" CBNTlNU[ 

e ••••• IILUTI ... II '[A.IIL! '1 CIIT 4NO e''''''4.E wIT", 'I(VI,UI CM[AP!ST 
2.0 MGZL1.ror"",10)tLl.l 

KGZlZ"IOCIIIS,IO)tLZ.1 
CALL C.,TIT rJ"IP!.S,4R(4,D4rIlGIL1·1'·ZUS,GACMGZLZ.l)·ZOI,DIIT.CI 
C.Ctr.ArICU') 
1'(C.OT.O&,ICCII').O.OOI' ,. ,. 2S0 
Q4rMCU".C 
MErMRE',"CN"'."I"'J.CJJ·I'IMENOt",M 
" (NO.OT,n wllrr (6,2004, "',J,I4,"IN,JJ.I4M,.OI,IIUS,ZOS.lIlS. 

IPO'cNprpr,J"I~rl,"DA("I"lpr,JJPt'E),ICR["MCIST,ICECIC-E'),GArIlC'S', 
C ••••• M.VE ,III 'I .. ,., U/I ,'AT( 

Z50 " (I4M.lT."r~O) GI ,. 110 
260 I' rJJ"IPE.LT.J,r"f.ANO.JJ.LT.JENOI G. " .10 

I' CN~~L!.~.I' G8 ,. 40 
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IUD 
lUI 
lUI 
lUI U,. 
tI" lUI 
1t~1 
113' 
IU' 
IUD 
lUI 
II" 
un 
iI" 

"" 11·' ,U' ... , 
au. 
IUD 
It It ,II' lin 
I IS' 

. IIU 
U •• 
JI~1 

"" "st litO 
1161 
1111 
IIU 

"" "" "" It., 
"" I ... 
11'0 

"" 1171 
Il" 

"" U" 

"" 1117 
1171 
"71 , 110 
lIll 

c ••••• "~V[ ~~ TI ~[X' 011 l'A,r 
290 NEIIN-.'AL.E. 
SOO I' (M.LT.MENO) G~ ,. 30 

I' (J.LT.J[NO, GI T. 20 
I' (N.L'.NE~O' GI ,. 10 

C ...... T.~f OIWN.,lf'" CI,T, 'IA '"II BA'~~ 
r_rON.(N[NO.I,.NJ-1 
JaloJ.(NB-I)eMJ.1 
JUJ., 
J&-J.MJ 
D. liD UI,MJ 
lat.I 
J-J.I 
GA(J)-GUU 

310 C.IIITlNU[ 
I' (NO.[O.O) RfTUAIil 
WRIT! ( •• 200') NI 
.ArTf (6,200.) (G'(J),J'JA,JI) 
1_10'."'1-' 
JdO""''', "elMo.tI"-, 
L.rOO .... ·, 
WRlTf 1 •• 2001) IIII.GUU,.'CJ1,Ca(Il,,'UL) 
.[TURIII 

2~oO ',IM'T C'.,llH!NTrAfO NIAUN) 
1001 'PAM'T (tOI,t'HGA'U~ 'I'M M/H.l ••• ~T • N/N,sr ••• c, •• S)"., 

llOIHN J " tIN JJ "" XO. IU' III. 
I ... 1tVt 1C~ Il':'" ., .00. ,~, (1.,.I"., •• 3,3.8,'II.S' 

ea." 
2001 '''MAT UttO. ... .tOMOl. 'tn. ~ .. ,-CM.lt, 
100. ,aAM" (II,'II,S,.'II.S, 
a007 'I"H'T ('"O,S.,7H"~NCN .1',16" O'WH.,.tAN VALurie a'" AltA •• 'II,S.tH LI¥ILa.~tJ.S.'H O ..... 'II.SII' 

IND 

IUI"U'S'" CltTIT t3,lwtl,~UI,~,~I".C"" 
Of'TH.IOU •• OD.J/2,0.'ArA/Orl' 
G' ,I (In,'o,lft,'O'~"O,'O,.,J 

10 ea.T.Or.T.', ••••• '.Or_'M'.ta.O.,O.O.OUI 
.,TU'III 

20 C'IT'nrl'.(5".'.1.or"N'.3D~D.'~.~.OU' 
RfTUltN 

so C •• T.Ol.'.( •••• ~.1.0r~T"'.30.D.'S.0.OU. 
R'TUIt~ 

'0 CI'T-O!'T'(II.J.~.4.D£~TM).30.D.'O.O'OUI 
ItfTU· ... 

50 ce'T-OIITe(IS.'.'.'.OI"").JO.O •• S.OeOU' 
-fTU'1II .0 ce"aOIIT.CI'.7+1.0tOf'TM,.Ja.0.tO.oeOUI 
.fT~ 

'0 CI"'OrIT.fI3.'.1,3'OI'T").JO.O.'S.O'OUI 
AETURN 
IIilD 

IHO " IIGNINT, LINGT" 13., HA"I C'.TIT 
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Ill' 
lIU 
It .. "II U .. 
II" ,II' 
II" U.O 
U'I .11. 
IIU 
U •• 
IUS 

"'. 11" "M U" 
1100 
1101 
,202 
IUJ 
liD' 
tiD' 
lIO. uo, 
120. 
UO. 
UIO 
1111 
1212 
Itn 
II" 
UIS 
III. 
Itl' 
Ull 
Ull 
IUD 
lUI 
1122 
un U,. 
tUS 
lUI 
U2' 
U2I 
Ult 
1130 
lUI 
un 
lin 
aU' 
lUI 
IU' 

IU8A~UTIN! "AIL CW!"A,NW',N,A, 
C ••••• TAACfS ,lCK U~ l BAlNCN ,.1 flCN ~/I 'TA'f AND IT'AFI TNf TNACF I~ 
C MACNETIC ,l'! 'IL! 

DI"["'lr'N KECNK[),GlCNGlJ.KTr"'(200J,ZTE"PC200J,OTf"'(~OO) 
C,MMIN/Ol",N,ET,NRI'N.NI.NPrPf,NXOlfT,NITfM.WITfM.NW 
C'''MIN/'AA'M/~O'('.IO'.''fNO.J£NO.MJ.ND,T.I~.lO.DMl •• ~MIN.OfLTA 
C.""IN/WN!lt/IO(100.11'.10IeI0.12),IDA.IDL.IOT.IOK.rbC.IOo,IOJ. 
IIO~,IOA,IOM.108 
I' (NO.G'.O) MIITI e •• tooo) 
ICIIOM·"J-l 
NNIO 
01 SO Ill.MJ 

C--••• IO!NTI'. ,A'C£ 8'CW A£'fAENCI 'A'" END "'NNILE 
WIW.I 
MJNIWf(K) 

, ••••• W.lf( It~wtt T. '.~f 
10 ., (NWOlfT.GT.O.AND.MJN,GT.MJ) ,. ,. 10 

~IOf~TI" ACTUAL LrVfL ,~ OIA"ET!1 
I' CNJN.N£.O' GI TI 30 
110,0 
010.(1 
GI ,. '0 

so NI(MJN·lJ/NJ+1 
JI(MJN.MJICH-,,-,,'H(Nn., 
MINJN.MJICN.',.MIND*(J·IJ 
I.IIOK,N_, 
JM' .. K[(L, 
JPIP[IJM'.'J£Nn.J 
O.'OACN~r'f,l'l~) 
LIIOhN·1 
rl'lCL)·OfLT'I'L'ATCM •• ) 

'0 WIlT' CO, NJN,Z,O 
- NHINN,I 

I' (MJN.Lf.NJ) Ge Te so 
C ••••• rOfNTI'. Nf.T TRACI 8ACW II'ElfNC! 

to Llroe.MJ.HJN'1 
MJNIKICL) 
G' T' 10 

SO C"'UNU! 
C ••••• CHEC. eN C'NTENTI ., HAG. ,,~r 

I' (NO.LT.~) Ie , •• 0 
01 60 I_I .. "" 

10 eAC."'AC( , 
01 '0 1.1. NN 
A[AO CO) W'!M'el"ZT!M'el',O'E"~(I' 

'0 CINT!NU[ 
WIIT[ (6.1000' (WTIM'er,,111.NN) 
WAITI (6,10011 (lTfM'cr,.II"NN, 
WArT! (1.1001' (OfIH'(I,.III,~N' 

.0 NIT[MINITfM,NN 
I[TUAN 

Joan "RMAT ttx,13"[NTr.rD '.AJ~J 
~oOO ""'." tUI,IS.191111 
1001 'IRM'T ('I," •• 3,"1t.3, 

rNO 

[ND ., IfGM[N'. L!NGTH II., NA'" TRAIL 
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11:57 
1~3I 
uSt 
""0 lUI 
I'.' IIU 
IU. 
II.' 
11U 
11'7 
II" 
U" 
UsO 
U51 
usa 
un 
us. 
un 
aUI 
IU' 
1151 I'" allo 
UII 
UII 
utI 
In. 
Ut. 

'U~A~UTI~! aAIOC! rG,,~GA,lO.,Oo.,IMAX,JMAX,M'I~£~.~.~I,JI' 
DIMtN"I~ CA(NGA' 
CI~M~~/"A'H/'OA("20,,MrNO,JENO.MJ,NO.' •• ',te,~".OM1~.ot~T' 

C ...... INO. 'Hf V'~Ufl " HI,JI 'AA AN U"'~" .~ ., , ~A~'lf 
C ••• _.C'RAt~8ND1NG TI ~rvrl' '~O DJ'MlTfAI za.,001 ., IUTCIING PIP£, 
c •••••• UCH THAY U/. LEVEL ,Gf, IO',,~o U/' DIA" ,Ll, 00' AND U/S c~s' t. ~tN, 

I' ,ND.'Y.~' Mal'f 4 ••• 000, 
Miao 
.11-0 
ClUUla,"''' •• 
01 ,0 JIIt.J£~O 
JAaJMAX-JENDtJ 
I' (JA,L'," GI , •• 0 
OU'aPD'(~'IPf2,J') 
I' enUI,GY,DD •• O.ODI' GI TI :50 
D. to Mal,MENO 
lUlaZMAX-DELTA·'LI,T(MeIS 
I' elUI.LT,ZO.-O,On1, 01 ,. 10 
KaN~.(J.I'·MENDtM.1 
CllTa,,(IC, 
I' (CIIT~Gf.CI"U"O,oo" II T. 10 
CesTUlaCI.T 
"aaM 
JlaJ 

lit C8NTlt.lUf 
.10 CIINTlNUr 
so l£TuA" 

1000 "'MA' r-•• l'NlWTf-rD •• t01l) 
I~D 

(NO I' IfG~ENT, ~ENCT~ ,I', NjMI lalOll 

1211 
I'" 
IU. 
1261 
1170 
1171 ",. 
U'I 

.u •• tuTIM« IIZIO (PDA.N"'f,J.D) 
c ••••• 'I"D. THE Pl'r Nu"'rl J C'I'f"'NDJ~ TI II '.f.T!. T~A~ Dl~ n 

OJ~£NIIIN 'DA(t,'o, 
DI 10 Jal,~O 
I' ,'DA(""t'!,J),Gl.O.O.DDI, AlTUAN 

10 C''''Tlt.lUI 
CALL M[IAGI ('I,N'I.r, 
INI 

END I' IIGMENT, LENGTH II. N,M! .un 
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I~'" 
IU' 
127' 

U
7

" II" 

"'" ,"0 ani 
I~IJ 
un " .. Uti 
12" 
I"" 12" 
UII 
1210 
12" 
U92 un 
uu 
utS 
tu, 
1197 
un 
lit. 
UOO 
1301 
1301 
uas 
110' 
1301 
not uo, 
uo. 
not 
UlO un 
1312 
1313 
131' 
U" 
UII 
us' 
us' 
131' 
1320 
tlU 
un 
uu 
uu 
un 
tlU 
tU" 
1321 
Uat 
IUO 
lUI 
un 
un 
tu, 
13:1' 
IH6 
au" 
lUI 
tUt 
u.o 
IHI 
U41 
tlU 
U14 
U.S 
un .u, 
13" 
IUt 
1350 
1351 
U52 
un 
U51 
USI 
U5I 
1357 
U" u,. 
U60 
tl61 
un 
un 

IU8.RU'1~E '.AeE (WE.GA.NKf.NGa.IG.II' 
01NE~St0~ kL(~Mr).GA(NGa, 
L,,'Hcal lX 
C0NN'~/OAT"NS["NRR'N,N~,N'rpf,N.OS(T,N'ffN.K'TfH,~W 
c0NNeN/PA.A~/'OAC9.~a'.H!ND,J£NO."J.NO,T.RP,lO#OH.x,n"fN,nfL'a 
CII"'NIIN/WHER[ 110 UOO, I I , I tol flO, I" .lO', JOL, JOT. 1M. ,,,,,-I"". JnJ. 

IJO',l0-.IO-,IOB 
" (-o.,T.O' wAI'r C.,IOO" 
L".~"L'(. 
NPlpr."'OCI0(NAR.N,.",0, 
If' t~'lT."€~.01 4-.,"1JI. 
t, (lll' r"NU " ,U, f ••• ' 
Nt('NlC(.a 

t ••••• JO!NTJ" tH£'Ptt' tNO .,'" 
I.IOJ.(NS.I,.NJ·I 
ICRH.O 
eaSTI0t9ttt.' 
O' 20 J.I,"J 
,11.1 
r, (G'fJ'.GT.~"'·O,OO" G. ,. 10 
ellIS"" (U 
ICRf,.J .0 c,NUNUr 
WAITt f6,1003, ,.'T,I." 
l' (~'.Nr.O' ,. ,. 30 
IIltlT! (6.~00" 
IT" 

C ••••• tO!N'l" 'UT"ll LrV!L .ND OI'MI'~ 
so J,(w.E'."/"[~~.I 

M8K~ •• '~.".~ rII OG+IIiI.,-.., 
O ...... ,t. 
!'!OltN8'''N-1 
1 ...... (;4(1) 
Z.ZM .... O!LT.·'l •• Tf"-I' 
t'LL IIZ!D (~O"N~I~!,JJ,OM" 
JJ·JJ·Jt~OtJ 
O.'o.(NPIPr,JJ, 
MRIT! (6,2009) Z,D 

c ...... r' DfMNS'.ttH LtVtL. aND Dr'Nt't.' T ••••••• , •• 
!GhlOG 
!(;'.lO;+~.NBA'N·1 
Oil .0 '-IC3.1Gl 

.0 CAC')'.999999,9 
t ••••• AE .. ~ T"lL O'T, 'fA 'R'~CH ,.IM M.T.'ILr INT' 'AA"S wa A~O ~E 

'1 IGilICh, 
I' (LI' IKt.rOK., 
NN·O 
LITE"'" 

• N"'I~"'.' 
-S "'CICSP'tt , 

!G1.IGlt2 
l' c~., IKI81K't' 

--y, CrGI.GT.~G'J C'lL "'tlAOf (1.0' 
r~ (tr •• wo.IKI.G'.~fJ tiLL *f"or ",0' 
Ar6D It) J.~.tJGJ'f~.tfG'.J' 
LITt-·LlTf".' 
I' tLK, .,CIK"8J 
",cU"'Ct • 
I' CJ."J, 10.10,' 

10 I' I"'J·NM) 11,11,. 
II !G2.IGut 

fClI""S 
I' (ND.LT,2) w' T. SO 
IIAITf (6.~002) IGI.IGI 
WAIT! (1.~~OI' (G~ct'.I.rOI.JG') 

'0 I' (L.) ~w Tt tlO 
C ••••• IO[~Tt'y UPS TAt ... tNO ., ,.,NCH LEVEL 'NO DI'"!T!. 

!Gl.IGI.2.(~J.K.!'J 

ZUlawH !GL' 
OUIaGAflCl.t' 

52 WRITE (6.2005' He,lus,nUI 
C ••••• S[T DIS L[Y[L .NO D'A"",' , •• UP,TA,,,M 'I'tl 
C ••••• IO!NTt'y UP,TRt,N '.'£1 

51 N.'OCf<le.2, 
I' (N,ro.O) G. T. 10 
l.tO(YS.S,., 
D' 55 JIIJ,N 
1.1+1 
!(IIC[ CI' 
llIIGltl-, 
L2 1 IGJtM·tt".SAAN 
'-"ll"'US 
UC(2).OU. 

" tI"TJ~ur 4D 11 (NO.".S) __ Jff te.IO01, ,c.CIJ,t-lGl.1G" 
1"0 ~.""ht 

I' (NS,LI.O' ArTUAN 
1.IGhNB-I 
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13" 
,l15 , .... 
13.7 
UII 
UI'I 
117' 
lUI 
1.111 
131' 
13" 
13" 
13" 
1311 
137. 
un 
1310 
UII 
In. 
un 
" .. un 
13" 
1311 
13n 
UtI 
IJlO 
13ft 
Uta 
un 
13" 
Uti 
13" 
1"7 
IU' 
I'"~ 
,.00 
J'IH 
,402 
"OJ 
"0' 
"05 
a'o, 
1'0' 
1'0. 
a'o, 
"10 '·U "12 
"U ,.,. 
U1l 

"" 1'17 

"" I'" "20 
"U 
I·n 
1'1' 
"24 un ,.,. 
1'21 
142. 
lUI 
a 4.10 
1'3' 
1431 
a'" 14.1. 
lUI 
UJI 
IU' 
JU' 
JU' 
,UO 'U, 
IU' , .. ) 

C ••••• IS ,R'NCH a "'N'~ ~fNlr •• , , ./0 I".CWR U/ • ., • ~I~. -t-'ER" 
" tG,tJ'.Lf ••• , ••••• o.aNO.IOCN8,J'.C'.JOO) 5. ,. '0 
., CC.(I).C' ••• 9''''.0' 81 ,. 75 
o. " J.I.~J 
UCICS"'! • 

" t f4IITl",'1! 
N ,a '0 

C ...... "fllft) t)/' L~Vtl. "III V'Za"ntI' 
" IDb.UCI' 

Id."".a" 
ODS-GUn 
N'I'f.~'OCID'N',,).,O) 

c ••••• 'INO C"'RU""DfNcr 'R'1f Oil '1" " CURR!",' ,,'f 
,.JDL.NI.I 
IM, •• ,au, 
1.100.NIIe, 
OH .... C" 
C'LL ttZfO ,,0a,N'I'f,J,DMA' 

--MN·IDJ.HJ*C"'." 
CaLL ,R,OC' CGa,Hoa,ZOI,DOI,I*A •• J,H'I'f,NN,"I.Jt, 
K.f~.(JI.I,eNf"'O."1 

C ..... II ,.'NCM "MfR 'HaN '"I Ma,N ~fM8f. " A c •••• o.a!N 'f" 
I' CIO(NI,I,.LT.aOI) 'I , •• , 
H.f~O.IO.(NI"." 
I' ctOIC.NltNo-NJ.Gf.NIC, CALL wr'A~ f11,~ 

~ ..... .-.:.4t I" ~/. "' '"« .,.n ttlM ~, ........ Ltw\. ~ O'.M u,'S 1W 1fT 
.. REIoII~ • 

WITfM •• lff".NrtNO*NJ.' 
I' CK"IM,EQ,O) G. T' 100 1>. ,0 1."lCnIN 

.11 REa., CI, 
'Otl J."'WErtlI).MJ 

,atO'" 
O. "Q 1C8', J 
hftl 

1,0 A£'O CI, ICfCt) 
READ CR, ZMall,DMA 
"'1C·~I(.t 
K,'''-I'')8NIIEND 
IF C~D.GT.O' wRITf C6,200l, ~sr"N.fNO,"Rf' 

C.···.IDfNTI'Y U'STREaM .,'fRfNef 
Z810 •• CNWENO."eMJ.KRI'.' 

120 WIt!, •• ! C J, 
NltO.CIC.r'.I"NJ 
KR', ••• ".MJeNIID 
I' (NO.GT.O, WRIT! CI,IOOt) Nlr"NIO,KA" 
ICNH~.I"ICNS[T").N.O·I 
HMM.lCftlClillltH) 
hIOI(N.n, t) 
ICA'S.IOCt",.NMH., 
" tN.n.DT.O' WAlff l.,~G" caew'ls, 
NIC·~.I 
Kf(NI('· ... D 
I' tNltO,tO.D) Q. ,. "0 
,.ro •• c .. rO.".MJ.ICR,'e, 
GI TI 120 

( ••• ·.IOENTI'y lfVEl AND OIA"rT'R a' U'.'.fA" fNO ., Cq"SD.AIN SET 
130 J.CICA['."/M! .. O., 

H •• Ar'·CJ·IJeH!NO 
ZUI.ZMA •• OfL'A·'lIA'CM·I' 
caLL IIZ!O ('oa.""I,r.JI.O-" 
JJ.JI·JrND+J 
DuS.'OACNPZ,r,JJ' 
NSrUJ,sthl 
G~ TI !I' c ••••• 'INO [NO ~'NH'lr NUMII~ LrV!L AND DIA"'ff!. ,.0 J.CwA".I)/H[NO., 
M.ICAf'·MfNO*CJ-', 
NdO(N8," 
IdOl.NB-1 
ZEN08GaCI,-OflTae'L.aTCM-a, 
18100.""·' 

--r,ll sIZED C'DA,N'I'f,JI,GAfl" 
JJ.Jt-JENO.J 
OE N08,oaC N'I'f,JJ) 
•• IT[(&,2007, N,J,M,OfNO,ZfNI) 
Ga(JG'.O[ND 

--UClIC)8N 
IG·U-I 
I.-t ICe , 
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,u. 
,us 
1 .. 1 ,U, 
u •• , .. , 
1-410 
,,"1 .u, J." ,.,. .. " .456 ,ft' .u. ,.,. 
,'.0 ,41. ,.n 
un , .. .. , .. . 
' •• 1 .... , 
.t~.' 

"" J"'O 
I"" s.,a 
,"'J .t" I." 
14" 
1411 

I'" '0' 1'10 
,411 , . ., ,.13 I." I'" .... 

C ••••• 'IND ,T'~T' ., TAACf 8AC_ srourNcrs ,~. DIS .",r. (M.J' 
NutlC'·1 
NJ-, 
De ,50 l-,.I.ITE" 
NA-"'''' 
I' (HJ,rO,I(RE" G. T. lao 
" (Wl(NA).GT,MJ) a. T. ,so 
.. .,..,J+a 

no ClNUIIUf 
140 NC-,02-2*1·' "0 N.t~1Iijal.\"~3.\ 

J.(.!(~"( __ l)··Je"/M("O.' 
~ •• t(NA).(".1J.~J.M(~O.(J.l' 
IUlaGl("'C) 
OUS-'UNC.' , 

C ••••• WAITf .UT MIN PISITII." OIA"' ANO ~vrLS' IT.Af M/HS A"'O DtaMS. 
WRIT! t."OO') H.J,M.DUS,IUS 
I' (IG2,GT.IO) CALI. HfSAOt ('~.O) 
I' (I_'.GT,IIC) CAl.I. HIIA'[ e,"O) 
K[ClII)-N 
GlUG)aOUI IlIa,_.' 
lo-r,.t 
" (N,LI.l) C' T •• , 
HA.HA.l 
NCaNC.a 
GI TI 110 

2000 'IRMAT ('"OIIIIII •• I~HrH'[.[O T~'CI) 
2001 'I."A, C'."'1,3."12.J) 
100' "lt14Af (lx.SIlfT.AU. 0"', "'VI", At40 O!'~" IfiltlO ,It Ga ,It"', 

ttt, ... ,. ,Nt 
2001 ".~f (lNOlI'.~JMeHf'~I' ""UTIa .. ~""'J~.J.J',IOHf~G l'A'fa, 

lit) 
aDo. ',AHAT (1.,aOHH. ,rA.raLt .ILUTIIN) 
aool 'I.NA, (tx,6H,.aNc".16,SW,ISHU'.TRr,M l!vtl.a,".3,SX, 

"tMu_.T.raM DI&HrT! •• " •• ~, 
2008 ',.MaT r'x,'.HC.~S'D.AIN .r"II,3.,1'~t.II'DIt'I~ NUMI'A,rS, 

Ux,SHSTn[.161 
a001 ".MA' etx,,"M'NHalE,16.'" DfAM.N~.,f •• IOH LrV£L H'"r6, 

II" ~f,Mr,[.,'6.3,'" L[¥[""',lt 
2001 "'M'T (lx.26H~rN CRI"O.'r~ AT eHAINAGt,'lft.l) 
2001 "'MAT (IX,I'lflu"aLL LEVEL-,'Ia.3,,'" .UT,AI.I. OJAM"f._.'12.,) 

I~D 

END ., S!G"ENT, I.[NQT~ ,,01, NAME TRAcr 
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H" .... , ... 
1490 , ... , ... 
1.13 

•••• ,4.8' .. ,' I'" 1.91 

I'" 1500 
1501 
1501 
litO' 
ISO' 
150S 
1501 
ISO' 
111)' 
SID' 
1510 
1111 
1111 
1~IS 
,II' 
.. " 1.1' 
III' 
IIi' 
lIa' 
ISIG 
15" 
1121 
san ua. 
uat 
152' 
UP 
15~' 
lUt 
IUO 
lUI 
IU' 
IUS 
IS,. 
lUI 
aS3I 
1113' 
1531 
lU' 
u.O 
U'I 
l!fl 
15d 
III" 
IUS 
15" 
U" 
l!lfl 
lUI 
1550 
lUI 
lUI 
1551 

"'. I55S 

I'" US, 
lUI 
IU. 
1560 

"'I 1561 
lsn 

IT .. 
I'll 
156. 
llle' 
15" 
156' 
t!'O 
15'1 
11171 
,573 
151, 
IUS 

'UIA'UTI~( IUT'UT CKf.GA.~Kf.~G&' 
Ol~f~sr.~ KE(NKE,.C4(NCa,.CLc,',."SEfC" 
C'MH'N/o"a/NS'T,~IA4~.NI.N'J'(.N.DS£T.NtTfK.«lttM ... 
C'M~'N/"A'~'OA(g,20),"fNO,JENO,MJ.N~., .... IO.~.,~~.otLT« 
C .... ~/~~~r8(IOO,.I'fID.CIO,II',,0A.t~~.1~T.fac.IDS.rOO.I~J. 
11~.tO-.IOM,tO' 
..IIIT£ (1.20001 

C ....... t" !~'WWD~ ,.tlc ~'Ta ~ •• 'AMa~TfO ~t~~ 
o. ,0 I ••• " 
I' CPoACt,".L~.O.D01) •• ,. 11 

10 C'NTI~UE 
laiD 

II N.I·I 
WRIT! (.,1000) N 
O. U hl. N 
O. 12 Jal.,a . 
" (J.(Q.I.III.J.CI.ll 'oa(I.J)aIOOO.O.'OACf.J, 
IIIRITI (',1011' 'OACI.Jl 
" tJ.GI".AHD,'DArJ,J1.LT.O.OO" I. TI 13 

n teN'fINUf 
13 eetlTltlUI 

c.--.~M'- "'NY •• ,NCHEt IN NtW NIT •• ".' 
NII"1 
KaO 
O •• 0 laNIe,NIC! 
I' CM'(I'.lO.ID.CN.rT,')' '1 T' '0 
I' CICtfl, •• r.OJ •••• '.ro.'N.,T'.'.a .. '" .. , 

~ •••• 1D.'~'.a'.l 
"SU·~st·hl 

'0 Cf~U~U[ 
NlA, • .,.",~.1C 
WilITE (4.1000' NiJa 
.. snao 
"&aD 
N/f·O 

C.· ... ".V( T' *II' "ANCN IN 'AI.rN'~ N[T"'AK 
50 .. eaNitl 

' ..... ANy ~ •• [ •• ,NtHtlt 
r, (~'.GT.N"AN' G' T. 300 

C ••••• NlMAfR a' A C"SSORAIN IfTt 
I, (10(N8.1,.IT,IOO, G. ,. lOa 
N/f.", ... , 

C ••••• W.ITE OET.I~I ., TWII III'NCH T' 'IRMaTTEO 'ILE 
CALL Of TAIL ,.r,oA,Nk[,NOA,NI,I,tOCNI,3',-,Y,'.,N') 

C.···.I.R' .UT U'I'RrA" 'I'rl 
CALL U'I/fAN (.[ .... !.~I' c.·· ••• T •• r NlW NUNI'I , •• THI' IR'NCH 
lalO""'I., 
-unaNA 
Ge ,. 50 

' ••••• IRANCN II , Mf*l[' ., • CR.,. D.'IN 1fT 
100 "S"-NltT., 

N.u .. arO.CNltT,., 
-NUhO 

r.NI( 
120 I.hl 

c ••••• 'lNO NU"Rf_ ., D'NtlITIEAN C •••• O.'IN 
NOhK[(ll 

c ••••• , •• 'ACH t •• SSOI'IN .IT M[M8!/f 
O. ~DD N-t,N'UN 

, ••••• 'INO U'ST.rA~ AND O,wN'TlrAN "AMH'LI Mu-er •• 
If (NU.,GT,O' .a Ta t~O 
NHleS 
C;. T' 140 

,30 J.IOI(N,ET"tN)tNUW_l 
NHhICUJ' 

140 J.IOI((NSfT.,tN).tlOX., 
NH2.K[(J) 

C ••••• 'INO 'LO 81,NCH NUN8EI 
NUM9.%OW(~S[T,N) 

, ••••• wlfIT' DfTAILI ., N[W ,1f'NC" T. 'ILE 
N/f·N".' 
t'LL OfT'IL C.f.Ga,NKf,NG"NUM.,~HI.MH'.GL(N""'Sff(~J.~ •• ~, 

C ..... I.lfT IUT U'1'.fAN ,.aNCH otTalLI 
I' (""",fO.l' GI T. 160 
I' (N.GT.I' '1 T' 150 
IIlIal 
IIIAITf r',S002) k. 
..~ •• 2*NlfU~tl 
NAlT! ( •• 1000, II 
~.ITf '''1001, • 
.aIlR·l 
""ITf. ",SOOO, « 
~"I't (t.ICOl) II 

150 KeO 
"RI't (.,1000) II 
I' (N,GT.') -.ITI rl,IOOI) • 
GI TI 200 
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IS" 
I"'" 
IS" 
S8" 
18.0 

I'" sna 
IS" 
UN 
litIS 
t"l 
t!!" 15" 
11" 
utO 
15" uu 
un 

..ll" 
1895 

"" 15" 
Int 
nit 
teOO ,.0, 
110' 
1101 
leO. 
ltOI 
Jtot 
1"" 
1.01 
UDt 
tilO 
1111 
Ill' 
'IU 
161' 
tlll5 
lUI 
Jl17 
Uti 
tug 
"ao 
lUI 
1122 
tUI "u IUS 
lUI ,,27 
un 
IU' 
IUO 

C ••••• '~'~CH IS u'S,ltE'" fNO .~ ./n SfT "!M~!A. FINO U/' ~1t'~C"FI 
160 r.'LL U'SIt,N (K!,NK!,~UM8' 
200 CINlINU! 

c •••••••• , ~u, O!TA'L' ., C •• "OltAIN' 
~a"'ltUH·1 
KaNltUH.I 
0. 2!10 Jal.t.! 
HltaN'h, 
",p,,!all 
WltlTE ( •• 1000' N"~ 
WRITE ,1.100') N.,~lpt 
lCalC.1 
raAI'C.,'.!TC.).""" ••• '" 
9~IT! (',1001, • 
wRIT! 'I.IOO~' ll,I"SfTCK' 
WRITE ( •• 1001, ,1 •• "S£f(.-l' 
.aO.O 
WRITE (.,tOOI) V,V,ll,V,OL(.),V.GL(K-I,,1 
I' (J.IO,l' 01 TI '~O •• a, 
WRIT! (1.1002) •• 
LaN,.,e,," 
WRU« (4,tOOO) L 
WRITt t'~IOOS) L 

:130 LaIllR-C 
WRITI ( •• 1000) L 
I' (J,(O,I) WltIT! (1,100') J 
WRIT! (1.100" ~ 
laO 
WRITI (',1000' ~ 

110 ClNTlHUI 
NUIlaNOI 
f' ('IfUl.U.1'OItfllt'f,'" ft TJ no 

c~ ... , IU,. lIE" ~ .. ~'E. ," C ... lOMalti .n ~J" Mf"UIt 
NllaNA-I_N'U".' 
kILoaIOICNIEf,I' .,,'wa I 0000.""+NR 
"atOIC • .,Lo-l 
1C(J'aKNh 

C ••••• UPO'T! I"~H tl~ 
NSal\llh"RUN-t .... ,.' 
GI T' so 

laO laO 
WltIT! ('.1000) I 
R(TU'UI 

loon ',ltHAT (Ir,IIO) 
lOOt "'M'T CII,'15,1, 
2000 '.ltHAT (I"OIIIOX,2.H ••••• N!W NETWIAK CRfATEO ••••• ) 
t002 "AM'T (15X.t6,I~M U'STR£'" '.ANC"fS) 
1003 ".HAT (15.,112) 
100. 'IRH'T ,S.,6HS'ANCH,re.IH "Pt,%6) 
lDO!! 'I.HAT ",.,20HUPITA[,H C"'tNAG[ .,"6.J,&.,1MA"S~,.,"2,], 
1001 "RH6' (IS.,20HO'~~"A[AH eHAI~'Gra."6.3.51,1H."SfT •• "2.1' 

!NO 
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.111 
un 
I.n 
IIJ' 
Itll 
IU' a." 
H:JI 
ltJl 
, .. 0 
... 1 "., , .. , .... 
... 1 .... .. ., 
'u. 
tt •• 
'flO 
Ifll 
1851 
IIU 
I'S. 
ItS' 
'65' 
.t17 

'IS' ItII. 
,eeo 
t60' 
Uti 
IItS 
16U 
1661 
1666 ,"7 
1"1 ult 
16'0 
le'l 
1&1. 
1613 

'''' ,I'"~ ,,,. ,." 1." ,.,. 
IUO ,U' ,,,a 
16n 
tI •• ,e .. 
1616 

'"' 'I" 

'"''''UTl~E OUAIL (I(E, IU, allcl. NGA .... , .. HI ...... ,OL..,...,.-' ... ", 
OIMENtI,N .[t~.[),GA(NGA' 
C.~.NI~.IIIO(loa.t".r •• C'O,I".IOA,IIL.I.',fI«.fDI.leO.IOJ. 

IIO'.IO •• IOM.IOI 
C"'--','I ., ,R.NCN 

J.M'O(I~(H','J.'O') 
"Rl'l C"1000) I 
""11E ,e.IOo" ~,t 

C ••••• LENGTH ., BR.NCH 
I.IO(HI,".""'.' 
WI-CA(I) 
J.ro.cNIJ,').""'·' .,_Q.(J, 
OIlTUh.t 
""IT' (.,tO~" OIl' 

C ••••• CATCHMINT "lOT" 'INL' .,RKI "R CINITANT _10TH' 
1.r'H~,,".1 
J-IO(N •• ".' 
"IDTM.'A(J'/C,rl' 
.RITf (.,tOOI' WIOT" 

c •• • ••• ".rT 
I-U(N"" ",.,."h06 (I' 
"RIT' (',1001' '~'f' , ......... LIITf c",r.all 
I.IIIC .... " ..... ,., 
... ~(U 
.RITt ('.1001' ,. 
.RIT! ,e,lo03, A.,"'''T 
tt-tOCN8,7'."H'-' 
"-GAUU 
W~IT' (',IOOC' '.,"'ltT c_._ •• ol.tefIIN IHOICAT •• 
IND.' 
Jwhl 
J' rG'(JJ,LT,CACI" INO-.' 
I' CA,I(CACJJ-CaCI'J.L'.O,DO" INoeO 
w.IT! ('.1000) r~D 

e ••••• G~.UHO L!VfL OA'A 
JdO('i8.IOJ-I 
JarOCN!!,II'-1 ".,'HNII •• ) 
01 60 N.I,K 
.-hl 
J-J.I 
r, (OArJ"LT •• l-O.OO') GI , •• 0 
J' (OA(JJ.'T •• '+O.OOJJ at T. 1D 
•••• (J, .. , 
•• rT! (.,'001, GA'IJ~. 
CLaGo'(1J 

10 ce~TINur 
'0 .[Tulttl 

1000 ' ... AT ,I •• Z.O' 
1001 "."AT (1.,'1',6' 
1eet ".14AT (' •• 614 •• ANCM,16 .... ,,",,1., 
1003 ".~AT (IS •• IOI4UPSTR!A" CH'INAGE a,'16,3.5 •• 1HI"I[T8,'12.3' 
1004 ' .... AT ('SI,IOHO'WHITtlC." CM.INAC,_",e.3,5 •• '"."I£Ta"t2.J' 

rHO 
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III. 
1190 , .. " '''92 .. ., ,.9. 
1195 ,.9. 
IU7 , ... , ... 
'700 
'701 
1101 
,70J 
,70. 
,'01 
1701 
"0' 170. 
,70' 
17,0 

'7" 1712 
'7U I". I'" 17" 
I'"~ ,7" 
11 It ,7ao 
I'll 

I,aa 
1113 
1724 .,25 
171e 

IU8RIUTIN! UPS.'N (K!,NK!,NUMRI 
DIN!NSIIN M!(NKl) 
C8NN8N/~M(.(/ln(200.",.ID_('O,'2"IO',IDL.IOT.lnK,'OG,Inn,1DJ, 
,IOP,IOR,IDM,ID~ 
"ue.IO(t~U"'" 2) 
~RITE (1,1001) NUl 
t, (_Ut.fO,D) 81 ,. )D 
""oC .. UMt,S," 
O' 20 UI,NU' 
... J.I 

C •••••• LO UI' I.A~CW NUMIII 
tCt.£.o-lCf (J' 

( ..... 'INO C.RR£I~I~Q NfW IRANC~ "U*8£RC.' 
IC 1_IOhlC'L.1). I 
ICNfIj'ICUICJ) 
I' (KIII!~.G"looon) G' f. ,0 
wRITf ,.,,000) KIII[W 
WRITf (6,1002) KNEW 
II f' 10 

,0 ICNI.IeN!W/IOOOO 
WRITE (.,,000) IC~£ 
WRITf (6,100" KN£ 
ICNfw.ICN£¥eICN!.lonoo 
WRtT! C4,,000, KN[W 
WRITf (1.1002, KNEw 

20 C,NTlNUf 
30 ICNh'O 

WRITf C4.1000) KN[W 
"!Tulllll 

lftOO ? ... , 11~Jl0' 
,DOt ,." .. AT (lS-.lt.se,. U",It! ... PtfftMf., 
1001 ...... , (, ••• ,\', 

INO 

,UIRIUTINe "rSAGf CM.,,) 
WRtTI '6,1000) M,~ 
,TlP 

1000 ".MA' (~o •• t'" ••••• r .... IIIUM'tlt,tt,I,M ••••• 
(NO 

,1&) 

IND ., '!GNI~T, LINGT" 'I, "AMf Mf'AG! 
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,"a7 
J1U 
1729 
,710 
,7H 
,~u 

"n 1714 

I'" ,n. 
,7"7 ,'1' ,7" 
"'0 ,7'1 .,., ,7., 
S, .. J7., 
a7" a7., ., .. .7 .. 
.750 
1,"' ,rsa ,'51 ,rt, ,7,. 
",. 
I'"~ .". ,,,, 
,7ea 

"" ,762 
17n 
"14 .,es ,'eI 
'7117 ,7" ,,,, 
"70 
I'"~ '17' ,7'3 .',. 
I'"~ ,"t 
1777 
1771 
117' '710 
"81 
"81 
17U 
"14 -' '71' " .. ,,,, 
J'" '71' ,710 
, 71' 
'71' 
"93 
'71' ,7" ,,,. ,,,, 
" .. I'"~ 
1100 
1I0a 
1102 
lin 
liD' 
1101 

'UB~IUTINr LfVfLI CM£.G'."ME.~G,,~G."M' 
DJ"EN'lt .. WECN.","CNGl,.TOS(200"ZO,1.00) 
e'"~I"/DAT"NIf"~'~,Nt,*~t'E •• COlf'.~I"'.C'~.~ 
C'""'''/'I''IM/'~IC',2G).MI~,J'NO.MJ,NO,T.'''.ZD.nM,.,nMt~,"f~'l 
Ct"M.~/WM1"!/I011~lJ'.JOI"O",).10A.lDL4JDT410IC.JDG.Jno.I0J. 

'ID~.ID",tOM,toe 
nJU C',IOoal 
C.nwo,o 
.... 0 

,0 L,I.L'" 
.'I,reM.O(IOCL'.I",O, 
CHIN.'O,CN'I" •• , 
". _'0ICN'I'E.2) 
¥MIN.,O,CN'I".") 
V"' •• 'OACN'I'E •• ) 
"EN~·10CLI,U 
NU"I 

~ ... IOfNTI.' TM, U~'TRPA" B~ANCMf' ,~ HEMC! UII TIM[ t, 'L'. ,~n LtV£L 
N8.dOU.I.I) 
TUI.T 
OIITU'-O.O 
U·IO(Lt"O) 
GLUI.GA(~l' 
ZU"'LUI·e",-
UllU"O.O 
~IO(L"'" 
I' ("'~U.Ol .. ,.4G 
•• tOt\.'.~,·' 
01 10 I.a, .... 
UIC.I 
L •• ' (Ie) 
,US.'N'.I(Tue.ToICl" 
ZU"'Nt .. I(ZUI,ZOCL)' 
Jd"hl,., 
'A"UI.,I,AUI'I'CJ) 

3a tlNU"UE 
C ••••• ""I .. ' '1" OI'"ITI.,O/I "/M,CATCM"I.T ,a" 

40 MG_MC., 
OI'N.;&(NIi'" 
"IC_NIetI 
NO"IC£(NIC.1) 
NIG_NUStI 
UfAU"UUI 
O' .1 NI'.NII,NOI 
J.IOCI, ••• '.NI'.' 

••• RIA.lR,A.GlCJ' 
J.IOCLI.I"NOI·I 
OIlTOI.GlCJ) 
aIIT.OIITOI.OIITUI 

c .. ··.'INO NINIMUM ;.'Ol!"' C'''II'TENT WIT" MI~IMUM VILICITY 
CMIN.Pft'CNPI'I,~, 
CALL VIl'e COMIM.~IA ••••• V." 
I' (V,OT,v_IN, G- , ••• 
t'LL .tNOG(OI'M,VMI .. ,'IC,,"I~t 

C~·.·-.'INO -'OUI.ED G"'~IINT 
4. tALL 0"'0' COI'",GMIN •• IC'_'.OlIT,A"AtTUS.I~"I,O.OM,.,YIL) 

t •••••• 'I~n 011 G.'UNO lfVIL 
U·LltNGL 
O' so hL' .LI 
..hNIiL 
" CGlC.).IT.DI.'O~~' AI " 10 

50 C'''T!Nut 
6D ClOStG' C1, 

1.2·1 
ZOhOLU·CMIN 

----' ••••• 11 NIN SLIPE IILU'I'" fEASIBLE' 
I' (ZUI.IL"'.OII'.GT,ZOI.O.OOI, G' T. 15 
IOS_ZUI.ILI".O,IT Ii. ,. 70 

65 SL.,'.CZU.·ZOI"OII' 
C'LL VILle (S~"r.ol'".RM,vrL,O"'.' 
I' CVIL.lT.VM' •• O,OOOI' G. ,. e. 
CALL ,INOO (OI'M'Y"'.,' •• GM,., 
ZUI_ZOS.G"'.·OIST 
Il·,e:-ONU 
C'LL VILICClll",OI'., ••• VIL.ON,., 

.1 TIMI.CTU,.OII"ye:L)/IO.O 
CALL .',N C~"TIMI •• I) 
O .. "IU.1/3.eu 
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1101 
1107 
11101 
110' 
"'0 III , 
len 
nu 
t'la. 
Ill! 
UII 
lIa' uu 
1111 
1120 
tUI· 
lin 
1121 
1112. 
IU' 
1121 
'12' lUI 
lUI 
IUD 
11.11 
lin 
IIU 
IU, 
IUS 
lU, 
ttU 
lUI 
Ult 
1140 
,14' ,14' 
lUI 
II" 
'14' IUt 'u, 
1"1 

c ••••• CHfCK OA'VNO CIVfA tN AIVTI 
70 Lle\. \ +, 

L"L2-1 
GA"[A.O,O 
I' (L3,GT.L.' 01 TI '0 
OZMU.O,O 

---- --. -------

01 80 S.L3.L' 
•• I.N;L 

aj) j)lM .... "UI f!utwll."f-(OA (K).OUTUI,-Utt '.fI'Il ... O' .... , 
ZU .. lU .. or .... 
zos-rol.nz"u 

C ..... CALCULA'f 'A!. " LI"' lfeTI'~ '.IV! ST .. tGHf LINf 
_I_LI,NC\. 
qaLatltGL 
,A-!a.-oat"I'.io-tL'''''iL'''.O,_ O' 100 leU,I..' 
KaI.NGL 

100 04"[4.0,,,[A.04r.,-rO'(I."·.'(I-,,'.0.5 
"A[4.G4"[4_,4,"2)-(.4'LI)·.A(L.".0.5 

.0 CALL IrZfO (P04.Nprpf.JPrp[,014~' 
C4LL CIITI' (JPlpr.5,G4"",GLUS-lUI,GLOI·ZOI,~II'.CJ 
ClIT.C.I,.e 
WAIT[ '6,1001) L',OIIT,01''',IL"P[,lUI,ZOI,'LUI.GLOI,."r&.G&At4.0. 

IQ~4 •• V!L,C.C·IT 
TUI.TUltOIIT/V[L 
IUhZOI 
GLU,.GLnl 
uhu .... r' 

-!JITVI.OUTOI 
LI·L2 
HUa.NOI 
IF(NOI.LT.HIHO' 0. f •• 0 
.. ","Iota 
"".".t' TOleLU.TUI 
ZO(LI'.ZUI 
t, eLI.LT.HIA.H) G. T. to 
A[TU"N 

100' '1""aT (t~O.I"".J"'.J", •• ,.".3.'I.O,".3,a'7.'.'I,J.2'IO.1' 
1002 '1"".' e'~"I.W.'I'H'AaNCM Lf"CT" at'" ILIP! U/. IL Oil SL U/S 

I GL 0/' GL 4AE. GAIUNO., 'LI. CAP'CIT' VIL. CIIT I 
au") 

EHO 

END I, IfG"[NT, LEHGT~ ,t3, N.wE LEYELI 

'14' U50 
11151 
1151 
11153 
III!' 
II!! 
lise ,,'7 
U!I ,"59 
"10 
1861 
111&2 
un 
1"14 

'II' 11166 
III' 
1116' 
116' 
'170 
lI"l 
11"2 
lI"l "74 
II'" 
11"6 
1117 

I'''' 

1l1WA'Unltt GAa", (Ola .... O"r ... AIC.A •• OUT. UU, TUI.I\,.IPf.. O. O'''\,.L. v) 
C.···.C.LCULAT' •• (QUIR[O 'LII~! ., , '1'( ACC'ROI~G , •• ATrRNAI. "'(TH'O 

LaGle,\,. ~'LUI,"I"U' 
!CaD 
"PLuSa.,.\,.I£. 
MINU"."LSE. 
IL·'(·'''IN 

, CALI. V!I.'CCSLIPt.OIA",NK,V,O'ULL) 
TI MEaTUS+O UTIV 
C4LL "'r"("'.TI"!/e~,O.AI' 
OdItU-ltl/l.IIU 
I' (Q.I.T.O'ULL .... O.K~(O.O) .,TUlN 
SLI,[.','(Q,Ot'''.A., 
Kaletl 
I' (K,L[.I' GI , •• 

10 C4LL VE\,.'Cr'1.3'E.0IA","K,V.0'ULL) 
TIM!.TUhOUTlV 
CALL AalN (NP.TIM[/IO,O,AI) 
O.U[,*AI/J.I[I 
I' (&el(CQ-O'ULL)/Q'ULL,.LT.O.OO'J AtfUAN 
I' (O.O'ULL' 30,20,20 

ao I' (MINU" R[TUAN 
IL.,[·IL,"-I.OOI 
N'LUI.,TAUf. 
G. TI 10 

30 I' (N'LU" AETUA .. 
IL'P[.'L"'-.'" 
"INVI.,TAU!. 
GI Tft 10 
!NO 
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1171 
usa 
lUI 
usa 
IIU 

f'UIoI( " .... ", (g. 0 UIC.IlK' 
",.e,olot~.e.Q/OI.Me."C.~'GjOC.K/S."ott""_I"~1~.·~ 

tl,l.IE-".·O"O".*(-" 
Jt£TuIlN 
t~D 

'I"D ., SEGMENT, UtiGTH .t. ~ME ,,, 

18U 
1885 
1186 ue, 
I'" 
II .. 
11.0 .... 
1It1 
1193 
tlU 
lin 
U9. 
119' 
189 • 
.. lUI 
toDD 
1901 

sUaA'UT!~[ 't~DG(Dt4M,yy,AK,I~'PE' 
L.GICAL ~PLUS,.I~US 
Q.O,7S5. t OI4ICt 014MtYV 
'Llp[.'F'(Q,~14",AK' 
NPLuS·,"LSl, 
"llIIuS-.'ALIE. 

10 CA~L YELIC (SL'PE,OIA",AK,V,~, 
I' C."CYV-Y).LT •• OO" ItfTUlt1il 
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